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ABSTRACT 

My thesis examines why members of Charles Dickens’s domestic circle recur as characters in 

neo-Victorian biofiction published between 1990 and 2010. Following the postmodern 

foregrounding of the marginalised figures of history, biofiction of this kind rewrites – and 

“re-rights” – biographical materials in order to enable Victorian figures to “live” again, and 

speak their own imagined testimony, in accordance with the priorities of today. Though most 

of the Hogarth/Dickens circle remain silent, or silenced, in the historical record, those who 

have been reprised as fictional characters include Dickens’s wife, Catherine; her sisters, Mary 

and Georgina Hogarth; his presumed mistress, Ellen Ternan; and his children. Recent novels 

that have sought to articulate their experiences include Peter Carey’s Jack Maggs (1997), Jeff 

Rackham’s The Rag and Bone Shop (2001), Audrey Thomas’s Tattycoram (2005), Richard 

Flanagan’s Wanting (2008), Gaynor Arnold’s Girl in a Blue Dress (2008), Matthew Pearl’s 

The Last Dickens (2009), Dan Simmons’s Drood (2009), and Anne-Marie Vukelic’s Far 

Above Rubies (2010). Yet although such novels foreground Dickens’s relatives and love-

interests in place of him, they paradoxically rely on the Victorian author for their 

meaningfulness. My thesis proposes, then, that neo-Victorian biofiction based on Dickens 

exhibits a twofold agenda: on the one hand, enabling the critique of biographical 

(mis)representations of the Hogarth/Dickens circle and, on the other hand, enhancing the 

experience of engaging with “Charles Dickens”, in and for the twenty-first century.
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NOTES ON THE TEXT 

All spelling in this thesis has been standardised to modern British English. Original errata are 

noted with “sic”. However, the peculiarities of punctuation and grammar recorded in 

Dickens’s letter-writing remain uncorrected.  

All emphases in quotations from other authors are original, unless otherwise stated. The 

original year of publication for historical texts is noted in square brackets in the relevant 

referencing. 

For the sake of clarity, all the figures of the Hogarth/Dickens circle who appear in biofiction 

are referred to by their forenames, except Dickens himself. 
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INTRODUCTION: DICKENS’S LIVES 

!  
Charles Dickens 

I conjure my friends on no account to make me the subject of any monument,  
memorial, or testimonial whatever. I rest my claims to the remembrance  

of my country upon my published works, and to the remembrance  
of my friends upon their experience of me in addition thereto. 

—Charles Dickens, 1869  1

My thesis examines why members of Charles Dickens’s domestic circle recur as characters in 

neo-Victorian biofiction published since Peter Ackroyd’s groundbreaking biography Dickens 

(1990).  People who have been fictionalised alongside Dickens include his wife, presumed 2

mistress, sisters-in-law, and children. This Introduction contextualises how recent biofiction 

based on the Hogarth/Dickens family has come to be produced, contrary to Dickens’s express 

wish to be memorialised only on the basis of his “published works”. The first section, 

‘Biographical Contexts’, determines how the genealogy of textual constructions of Dickens’s 

life can be traced back to the author himself. The next section, ‘Critical Contexts’, engages 

with the postmodern theorisation underlying the framework of my thesis. The notion that 

grand narratives such as “history” and “biography” are not markers of “truth”, but merely 

textual iterations, is crucial to the neo-Victorian enterprise of reviving Victorian texts and 

authors in fiction. The final section, ‘Focus (Con)texts’, draws attention to the structural, 

methodological, and aesthetic parameters I employ throughout the rest of my study. In this 

Introduction, I seek to foreshadow how neo-Victorian biofiction paradoxically works to 

amplify, rather than undermine, Dickens’s canonicity as the foremost Victorian writer.  

 Charles Dickens, The Letters of Charles Dickens: 1820-1870, ed. Madeline House, Graham Storey, and 1

Kathleen Tillotson, 12 vols (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1965-2002), 11:732. ‘Charles Dickens’s Last Will And 
Codicil’, 12 May 1869 and 2 June 1870. Hereafter cited as Letters, followed by volume and pagination. 
 Peter Ackroyd, Dickens (London: Sinclair-Stevenson, 1990).2
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I. Biographical Contexts  

i. The Family Dickens 

Since any discussion of Dickens’s afterlife must attend to changing cultural preoccupations, 

this section of my thesis addresses how the biographical presentation of Dickens has evolved 

since his lifetime. As Andrew Sanders (2003) notes, the “classic” perception of Dickens was 

that of the “benign paterfamilias […] piously wedded to Victorian domestic virtues”.  Yet the 3

evidence suggests that Dickens carefully cultivated this image over the course of his thirty-

four year career as a novelist. Whereas today Dickens is a historical figure, David Barndollar 

and Susan Schorn (2002) show how the reality of “Dickens the man, as a real physical 

presence in the world, was central to Victorian experience of his works”.  From early on, 4

Dickens strove to project an idealised image of himself as eligible to join every family in the 

country. He directly addressed his readers in the prefaces to his novels, which were often later 

revised; in editorials for the magazines of which he was editor; and, most famously, in the 

public readings he undertook in increasing frequency from 1858. When advertising the 

“cheap editions” of his novels in March 1847, Dickens described himself as “a permanent 

inmate of many English homes”, and his novels as “read a great deal by children, and grown 

people, at the fireside and on the journey”.  The strength of Dickens’s self-fashioning was 5

such that it survived the scandal of his marital separation – which he publicised through a 

series of paradoxically-titled ‘PERSONAL’ statements – and the subsequent breakdown of his 

family. At the same time that he was publicly disparaging his wife, he was privately gloating 

about “that peculiar relation (personally affectionate, and like no other man’s) which subsists 

between me and the public”.  After Dickens’s death, the subterfuge involved in retaining the 6

illusion that he was the ultimate friend of every family could never have continued without 

the efforts of John Forster and Georgina Hogarth.  

 Andrew Sanders, Authors in Context: Charles Dickens (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), 179.3

 David Barndollar and Susan Schorn, ‘Revisiting the Serial Format of Dickens’s Novels; Or, Little Dorrit Goes 4

a Long Way’, in Functions of Victorian Culture at the Present Time, ed. Christine L. Krueger (Athens, Ohio: 
Ohio University Press, 2002), 159. 
 Advertisement quoted in John Sutherland, Victorian Novelists and Publishers (London: Athlone Press, 1976), 5

35.
 Letters 8:539, Dickens to John Forster, 30 March 1858.6
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Just as Dickens publicly credited Forster and Georgina with resolving (by dissolving) his 

unhappy marriage, so he named them in his Will as the executors of his estate, the guardians 

of his children, and the inheritors of his papers. Hence, the public circulation of materials 

pertaining to Dickens’s life remained at the discretion of the people he expressly entrusted 

upon the event of his death.  It is clear that both Forster and Georgina took Dickens’s trust in 7

them very seriously. They worked closely together to safeguard the public image of the 

author by releasing more ‘PERSONAL’ documents that were, in fact, extensively modified to 

fit with his family image. Forster published a biography which took as its basis his friendship 

with Dickens (and was thus derided as “The History of Dickens’s Relations to Mr Forster 

[sic]”).  Georgina, with the nominal assistance of Dickens’s eldest daughter Mamie [Mary] 8

Dickens, worked alongside him on an edition of letters designed as a companion to the Life. 

Jane Smiley (2002) labels Forster’s work “the grandfather of all Dickens biographies”, and 

the family demarcation proves a fitting metaphor.  By personalising their work as that of the 9

friend and the sister-in-law, Dickens’s executors shrouded the ideological motivation behind 

their undertaking, which was to sustain the public image that had been so assiduously set up 

by the author himself.  

Forster wrote the posthumous biography The Life of Charles Dickens (1872-4) at the prior 

request of his subject, and in collusion with selected members of the Hogarth/Dickens family. 

Catherine Dickens and her sons were excluded from contributing to the three volumes.  10

Nonetheless, a family-friendly tone is set on the very first page: “To the daughters of Charles 

Dickens, my god-daughter Mary and her sister Kate, this book is dedicated by their friend, 

and their father’s friend and executor, John Forster”.  During Dickens’s life, Forster had 11

acted as Dickens’s legal advisor, unofficial literary agent, and copy-editor; in Forster’s Life, 

he reiterates those roles by placing himself between the reader and Dickens, as the narrating 

intermediary. While Michael Benton (2009) observes that Forster’s text “has the dull sobriety 

of his lawyer’s training”, considerable vibrancy is added by the large tracts of Dickens’s 

letters that take up the narrative.  Even so, Ian Hamilton (1992) detects a “weariness” in 12

 See Letters 11:732, ‘Charles Dickens’s Last Will And Codicil’, 12 May 1869 and 2 June 1870.7

 Anonymous reviewer quoted in Letters 1:xiii, editors’ preface.8

 Jane Smiley, Charles Dickens (New York: Viking, 2002), 211-2.9

 Letters 1:xv, editors’ preface. 10

 John Forster, The Life of Charles Dickens, 3 vols (London: Cecil Palmer, 1872-4), dedication.11

 Michael Benton, Literary Biography: An Introduction (Malden: Wiley-Blackwell, 2009), 119. 12
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Forster’s handling of Dickens’s letters.  Hamilton alleges that Forster started by “rather 13

freely” transcribing them, but when “this labour got too much for him, he began snipping out 

the bits he wished to print; these he would paste into a manuscript book, ready for the printer. 

The unused sections were then thrown away”.  Forster afterwards destroyed the manuscript, 14

and all but fifty-five of the thousand letters from which he quotes. There is an element of 

suppression here: as Hamilton contends, Forster ensured that he left behind “a narrative that 

would be hard to alter”.  Most importantly, the biographer wove together Dickens’s 15

autobiographical writings with his own experiences, thus making himself seem indispensable 

to the story of his friend’s life.  

Forster’s Life shows its historical moorings in the rags-to-riches narrative of Victorian 

individualism and self-improvement. The book seems designed as a moral guide for readers 

on how to maximise their lives in the face of undeserved tragedy, such as childhood debt or 

marital incompatibility. Forster’s editorial shaping was clearly influenced by the declaration 

of his close friend and mentor, the esteemed historian Thomas Carlyle (1840), that “the 

history of the world is but the biography of great men”.  Forster insists that Dickens 16

contrived, “even while he was yielding to circumstances, not to be what circumstances were 

conspiring to make him”.  The biography even tactfully rehearses the story of Dickens’s 17

marital separation and move to public readings, both of which Forster disapproved, as a 

lesson on how to endure professionally in spite of private setbacks. The material is shuffled 

under the vague heading, ‘What Happened at This Time’.  Though candid in revealing 18

Forster’s own intimacy with Dickens, the extensive biographical tome essentially omits all 

mention of those who actually lived in the Dickens household. Forster’s later editor J. W. T. 

Ley (1928) notes that Catherine, the woman who shared Dickens’s domestic space for over 

twenty-two years, is “never mentioned save by way of mere record”.  This reticence extends 19

to the ten Dickens children, as the narrative simply records the name and birth date of each, 

 Ian Hamilton, Keepers of the Flame: Literary Estates and the Rise of Biography (London: Hutchinson, 1992), 13

156.
 Hamilton, 156.14

 Hamilton, 156.15

 Thomas Carlyle, ‘Lecture I: The Hero as Divinity’, 05 May 1840, reprinted in On Heroes, Hero-Worship and 16

The Heroic in History (New York: Wiley and Putnam, 1846), 26.
 John Forster, The Life of Charles Dickens, ed. J. W. T. Ley (London: Cecil Palmer, 1928), 38. 17

 Forster, The Life of Charles Dickens, ed. Ley 635-48.18

 Forster, The Life of Charles Dickens, ed. Ley 680n.19
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as well as any additional date of marriage or death. Resembling Gradgrind from Dickens’s 

Hard Times (1854), “all that [Forster tells] about the children is facts – just facts”.  Drawing 20

more attention to Dickens’s marital separation and his broken family would have destabilised 

the very foundation on which Forster hoped to cement Dickens’s reputation: that of the 

morally-spotless (family) man of letters. 

The Victorian edition of the Letters (1880-2) seeks to represent Dickens as a family man first, 

author second, by announcing as its editors His Sister-in-Law and Eldest Daughter (Georgina 

Hogarth and Mamie Dickens). The family collaboration is further emphasised by the editors’ 

dedication of the book to Dickens’s second daughter, Kate Perugini, and their 

acknowledgement of the assistance of his son Henry.  The editors’ preface to the Letters 21

closes the dialogue opened by Forster’s dedication of the Life to Dickens’s daughters by 

endorsing it as “perfect and exhaustive as a biography”, and excusing Forster’s 

“incomplete[ness] as regards correspondence” because of the limitations of space.  Within 22

the safe frame provided by their status as Dickens’s family members, Georgina and Mamie 

justify “publishing the more private letters […] with the view of showing him in his homely, 

domestic life—of showing how in the midst of his own constant and arduous work, no 

household matter was considered too trivial to claim his care and attention”.  The Victorian 23

letters are, however, “private” only by virtue of their being addressed to individuals, whether 

friends or colleagues. Otherwise, any mention of attempts to elicit money from Dickens by 

his extended family, the deep dissatisfaction he felt with his sons as they grew older, his fiery 

disputes with publishers, his obsession with profit, his enthusiastic practice of mesmerism 

and, above all, his relationship with his wife, were all cut from the letters.  

Like Forster, Georgina and Mamie literally took scissors to paper in order to remove possibly 

incriminating evidence of Dickens’s private life. They also rearranged material, added or 

subtracted sentences and changed names and dates as required, never acknowledging that 

 Ley, ‘Introduction’ to The Life of Charles Dickens xix. See Charles Dickens, Hard Times [1854], ed. Paul 20

Schlicke (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989).
 The dedication reads: “To Kate Perugini, this memorial of her father is lovingly inscribed, by her aunt and 21

sister”, in Hogarth and Dickens, eds., dedication. They express gratitude to Henry Dickens in the Preface, 1:ix.
 Hogarth and Dickens, eds., 1:vii.22

 Hogarth and Dickens, eds., 1:ix.23
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they had done so.  The impetus for the cavalier approach to editing Dickens’s letters is 24

hinted at by the editors’ claim of their “desire to give to the public another book from Charles 

Dickens’s own hands—as it were, a portrait of himself by himself”.  The editors’ statement 25

undermines the nature of correspondence, which is a personal exchange between two people. 

It also minimises Dickens’s evident need to maximise rhetorical display in letters. As Jenny 

Hartley (2012) points out, “each one of Dickens’s letters is a performance, finely calibrated to 

the nature of its recipient, as if he were talking to him or her”.  His letters to Wilkie Collins, 26

for instance, offer elaborate demonstrations of masculine prowess; unsurprisingly, references 

to “pretty faces” and pleasure-seeking in Paris were cut from the Victorian Letters.  27

Anything that dared to suggest Dickens was other than the paterfamilias of his popular 

projection was excised from historical record. 

Blanks in the Victorian edition of Dickens’s letters are especially evident regarding the 

women with whom he was close: his wife Catherine (died 1879); his first love, Maria 

Beadnell (died 1886), with whom he briefly renewed his acquaintance in 1855; his close 

friend and fellow philanthropist, Angela Burdett-Coutts (died 1906); and his possible 

mistress, Ellen Ternan (died 1914). Such blanks or omissions are in keeping with the wishes 

of Dickens, who in the last decade of his life made a habitual practice of burning his 

correspondence. This act is discreetly acknowledged in the Victorian Letters by the inclusion 

of a letter dated September 1860 from Dickens to his sub-editor, W. H. Wills, which records 

that the day before he had “burnt, in the field at Gad’s Hill, the accumulated letters and 

papers of twenty years”.  As the nature of the Letters shows, however, and as its editors 28

endorse – “a portrait of himself by himself” – Dickens incinerated only letters addressed to 

him. The textual legacy is a one-sided conversation, whereby Dickens’s voice becomes the 

singular preserved narrative, dominating the narration of events through his silencing of 

others. The heavily redacted Letters suggests the extent to which the members of the 

Hogarth/Dickens family, led by Georgina, actively colluded in this process.  

 Letters 1:ix-xiii, editors’ preface.24

 Hogarth and Dickens, eds., 1:ix.25

 Jenny Hartley, ‘Introduction’, in The Selected Letters of Charles Dickens, ed. Jenny Hartley (Oxford: Oxford 26

University Press, 2012), xii.
 Letters 8:95, Dickens to Wilkie Collins, 22 April 1856.27

 Hogarth and Dickens, eds., 2:121.28
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The family’s governance over the posthumous version of “Charles Dickens” permitted in the 

public domain also affected biographical accounts published during their lifetimes. As the 

key celebrity figure of his age, Dickens was naturally subject to numerous Victorian memoirs 

and reminiscences.  Most were written by people with only tangential links to the author, 29

especially the group of budding journalists known as “Dickens’s young men”, whom he 

befriended in the 1860s.  Whereas Dickens’s closest friends and lovers took their personal 30

knowledge of him with them to the grave, the immediate family faithfully vetted publications 

right through to the twentieth century. For instance, the first in-depth investigation into 

Dickens’s childhood by Robert Langton (1891) loudly declares the author’s “admiration and 

regards” to Georgina and Mamie.  In 1892, Georgina “selected” Dickens’s published 31

correspondence to Wilkie Collins, and as late as 1908 she moved swiftly to suppress the 

publication of Dickens’s early love letters in Britain.   32

All the Dickens children passively submitted to the “public” version of their father carefully 

preserved by his posthumous amanuensis, Georgina. Some published short but generalised 

articles on their father, and others carried out oral reading tours.  More revealingly, Mamie 33

and Henry Dickens each wrote multiple memoirs that were as equally effusive in their praise 

for Georgina as for their father, while deleting their mother from the record of their lives.  34

Mamie (1897) opens one memoir by deflecting any criticism of Forster’s Life with the 

ringing endorsement that it is “the only genuine ‘Life’ thus far written of him”, adding, “the 

 For example, the memoirs of Eleanor Christian (1885), George Dolby (1887), and M. A. Dickens (1897, 29

1911) are reprinted in Norman Page, ed., Charles Dickens: Family History, 5 vols. (London: Routledge/
Thoemmes Press, 1999).

 George Augustus Sala, Charles Dickens (London: Routledge, 1870); Charles Kent, Charles Dickens as a 30

Reader (London: Chapman and Hall, 1872); Edmund Yates, His Recollections and Experiences (London: 
Richard Bentley and Son, 1884); and Percy Fitzgerald, ‘Dickens in his Books: With Portrait of Dickens at the 
Age of Twenty-Six’, Harper’s Monthly Magazine 104 (April 1902), 700-7, and Memories of Charles Dickens 
(Bristol: J. W. Arrowsmith, 1913). 

 Robert Langton, The Childhood and Youth of Charles Dickens (London: Hutchinson, 1891), dedication.31

 Laurence Hutton, ed., Letters of Charles Dickens to Wilkie Collins 1851-1870, Selected by Miss Georgina 32

Hogarth (London: James R. Osgood, McIlvaine and Co., 1892). Dickens’s letters to Beadnell were privately 
printed as Charles Dickens and Maria Beadnell: Private Correspondence, ed. George Pierce Baker (Boston: 
Bibliophile Society, 1908). 

 For instance, Charles Dickens the Younger, ‘Glimpses of Charles Dickens’, North American Review 160 33

(1895), 525-37 and 677-84; Kate Perugini, ‘Edwin Drood and the Last Days of Charles Dickens’, Pall Mall 
Magazine (1906), 643-54; and [Alfred] Tennyson Dickens, ‘My Father and his Friends’, Nash's Magazine 
(1911), 626-41. 

 Mamie Dickens, Charles Dickens by His Eldest Daughter (London: Cassell, 1885) and My Father as I Recall 34

Him (London: Roxburghe Press, 1897); Henry Dickens, Memories of My Father (London: Gollancz, 1928) and 
The Recollections of Sir Henry Fielding Dickens, K. C. (London: Heinemann, 1934).
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one sanctioned by my father himself”.  In fact, Mamie’s entire narrative is shaped by the 35

voice of Dickens. When she describes Georgina as “the truest, best and dearest friend, 

companion and counsellor”, she instantly falls back on “my father’s own words: ‘the best and 

truest friend man ever had’”.  The elevation of Dickens’s voice in lieu of others – including 36

her own – is also shown by her liberal quotations from his works and letters, while failing to 

identify to whom he writes. Henry, too, copiously copies from Forster’s Life in both of his 

memoirs. Collectively taken, the Dickenses’ memoirs perpetuate the two-dimensional 

caricature of Dickens as a convivial man-of-the-people, with a childlike innocence, and, most 

importantly, an open relationship with his public. In so doing, they acted in accordance with 

their aunt’s interpretation of Dickens’s wishes.  

ii. Dickens Divides 

Georgina Hogarth was rewarded for her editorial interventions in the story of Dickens’s life 

with the reverence of the Dickens Fellowship, a cross-national “fan club” of sorts, established 

in 1902 with a view to celebrating Dickens and his works.  There was no question of 37

Dickens being represented by the Fellowship as anything other than how he was espoused by 

his own family, since the group modelled itself as a kind of secondary or extended family of 

non-blood relations. When the Fellowship acquired the author’s one-time home (1837-9) at 

Doughty Street in London, it was not embarrassed to use the language of hero-worship while 

soliciting funds for the home’s restoration. One member from New York, Alice Newcomer 

(1923), insisted in the Fellowship’s Dickensian journal that since physical access to Dickens’s 

former house would afford an unprecedented level of emotional intimacy with “that Master 

of kindness and joy”, it was important to make the space a “living, breathing, loving 

memorial of him who so loved life”.  Newcomer’s appeal gestures towards the collective 38

desire to buy into the fantasy of encountering the author in his own domestic space. Indeed, 

the Fellowship emphasised artifice over reality: the home’s domesticity was certified not by 

its being the “birth-place” of Dickens’s actual children, Mamie and Katey, but of his 

 Mamie Dickens, My Father as I Recall Him 7.35

 Mamie Dickens, My Father as I Recall Him 15n.36

 See Leslie C. Staples, ‘Some Early Memories of the Dickens Fellowship’, Dickensian 73 (1977), 132-7.37

 Alice Newcomer, ‘London’s Dickens Shrine’, Dickensian 19 (1923), 14.38
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characters, Mr Pickwick and Sam Weller.  So while the museum site fed the general impulse 39

to ascribe biographical significance to Dickens’s works as an author, it also worked to 

depersonalise Dickens as a man by playing up the celebrity of his characters.  

To some extent, then, the populist image of Dickens continued to hold ground in the early 

stages of the twentieth century. In an influential study approved by the Hogarth/Dickens 

family, G. K. Chesterton (1906) boasted that “there is no way of dealing properly with the 

ultimate greatness of Dickens, except by offering sacrifice to him as a god”, though “this is 

opposed to the etiquette of our time”.  The continuing celebration of Dickens by Edwardians 40

such as Chesterton emerged from a cultural nostalgia for the Victorians, especially for what 

was perceived as their much simpler way of life. Kate Mitchell (2010) describes the attraction 

of the recent past as “quaint and charming” for those living in the war-torn early years of the 

new century.  Mitchell criticises this buoyant attitude as “rather condescending”.  But it 41 42

pales in comparison to the vehemence adopted by the “Modernists” towards their Victorian 

forefathers (rather necessarily, in order to carve out their own place in the writing tradition). 

This group of pre-eminent writers repudiated the stylistic, materialistic and moralistic 

excesses with which they associated Victorians in general, and Dickens in particular.  

Two of the Modernists were early advocates for the democratisation of biography away from 

supposed “great men”. One was Virginia Woolf, who parodied Victorian biographical 

practices with Orlando: A Biography (1928), a historical tale of gender metamorphosis, and 

Flush: A Biography (1933), told from the perspective of Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s cocker 

spaniel, Flush.  According to Woolf (1939), “the majority of Victorian biographies are like 43

the wax figures now preserved in Westminster Abbey, that were carried in funeral processions 

through the street—effigies that have only a smooth superficial likeness to the body in the 

 Newcomer, 14. For a full examination of these issues, see Catherine Malcolmson, ‘“A Veritable Dickens 39

Shrine”: Commemorating Charles Dickens at the Dickens House Museum’, 19: Interdisciplinary Studies in the 
Long Nineteenth Century 14 (2012), 1-21.

 G. K. Chesterton, The Collected Works of G. K. Chesterton, vol. 15, ed. Alzina Stone Dale (San Francisco: 40

Ignatius Press, 1989), 177-8. Evidence of the Hogarth/Dickens family’s approval, with slight reservations, is 
detailed in Ian Ker, G. K. Chesterton: A Biography (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 182-3.

 Kate Mitchell, History and Cultural Memory in Neo-Victorian Fiction: Victorian Afterimages (Basingstoke: 41

Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), 43.
 Mitchell, 43.42

 Virginia Woolf, Orlando: A Biography [1928], ed. Brenda Lyons (London: Penguin, 1993); and Flush: A 43

Biography [1933], ed. Elizabeth Steele (Oxford: Blackwell, 1999). 
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coffin”.  Less playfully than Woolf, Lytton Strachey sought to expose the Victorian myth in 44

a group biography he sarcastically titled Eminent Victorians (1918).  Strachey made no 45

secret of his intense frustration with Victorian biography. He derided “those two fat volumes, 

with which it is our custom to commemorate the dead – who does not know them, with their 

ill-digested masses of material, their slipshod style, their tone of tedious panegyric, their 

lamentable lack of selection, of detachment, of design?”  Strachey refused to follow the 46

Victorian formula of following the single life, from birth to death, and presenting that as a 

model for readers on how to live successfully (that is, to be morally dutiful and self-

sacrificing). Instead, he spliced together the lives of four people; countered Victorian 

wordiness by writing with the minimal word-length; and rebalanced the apotheosis of his 

subjects by presenting them as simply ordinary, flawed people. Privately, he summarised the 

four subjects of his study – Cardinal Manning, Florence Nightingale, Thomas Arnold and 

General Gordon – as “a set of mouthing bungling hypocrites”.  Dickens was not one of 47

Strachey’s targets, but Strachey’s work gained prominence in a period when interest was 

increasingly shifting towards individuals around an elevated hero/ine. This increased as the 

people who safeguarded the legacies of Victorian figures died off. 

The deaths of the Hogarth/Dickens circle redressed the imbalance given by Forster’s Life and 

the family edition of the Letters. As people died, their letters were auctioned off, and the new 

owners sold the rights for publication. While Dickens had ensured that the letters written to 

him were permanently irretrievable by cremating them, many of his respondents clearly 

treasured his signature and thus ignored his requests for the destruction of the letters he sent 

them. Since Dickens’s friends and colleagues died one at a time, new editions of his 

correspondence tended to focus on individual recipients. Among the first were Henry Kolle 

(1910), W. H. Wills (1912), and Mark Lemon (1927).  Then came Angela Burdett-Coutts 48

 Virginia Woolf, ‘The Art of Biography [1939]’, in The Crowded Dance of Modern Life, ed. Rachel Bowlby 44

(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1993), 145.
 Lytton Strachey, Eminent Victorians [1918], ed. John Sutherland (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003).45

 Strachey, Eminent Victorians, 6.46

 Lytton Strachey to Virginia Woolf, 8 November 1912, reprinted in The Letters of Lytton Strachey, ed. Paul 47

Levy (London: Viking, 2005), 211.
 Charles Dickens, The Dickens-Kolle Letters, ed. Harry B. Smith (Boston: Bibliophile Society, 1910); Charles 48

Dickens as Editor, ed. R. C. Lehmann (New York: Sturgis and Walter, 1912); and The Unpublished Letters of 
Charles Dickens to Mark Lemon, ed. Walter Dexter (London: Halton and Truscott Smith, 1927).
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(1931), Thomas Beard (1932), and Charles Lever (1933).  This was followed by Dickens’s 49

(love) letters to Catherine Dickens (1935) and Maria Beadnell (1936).  In 1938, a large 50

cache of letters from Dickens to John Forster was discovered in a solicitors’ office in London, 

and confirmed Forster’s editorial interventions in the Life.  That same year, the new sets of 51

correspondence were collectively published alongside the family-authorised Letters as the 

Nonesuch Edition (1938).  However, even this version was criticised for its expense and for 52

the poverty of its standard of editing.   53

Eventually, new research brought the depth of Dickens’s attachments with people other than 

Forster to the public’s awareness. In The Dickens Circle (1918), J. W. T. Ley examined 

numerous friendships that Forster had elided from the Life, including the loose-living 

companions of Dickens’s later years, Edmund Yates, Wilkie Collins and Percy Fitzgerald.  54

Ley went on to edit a new version of Forster’s biography (1928), inserting explanatory notes 

of such quality that his Life remains “the standard scholarly edition” today.  As editorial 55

techniques became more sophisticated, scholars called for a new edition of Dickens’s letters 

to be released, using more exacting tools of annotation. Thus, Humphry House (1951) 

announced a project to collect every letter by Dickens which had survived the passage of 

time, no matter how trivial or redundant, but also to ensure the accuracy of these letters 

through precise editorial practices.  The twelve volumes of the new collection would require 56

several generations of Dickens scholars working together. The first volume (1965) was 

released after fourteen years of production, while the final volume (2002) was released thirty-

seven years later. Despite the lengthy gestation, the so-called “Pilgrim” edition of letters fully 

 Charles Dickens, Letters of Charles Dickens to the Baroness Burdett-Coutts, ed. Charles C. Osbourne 49

(London: John Murray, 1931); Dickens to his Oldest Friend, ed. Walter Dexter (London: Putnam, 1932); and 
Charles Dickens’s Letters to Charles Lever, ed. Flora V. Livingston (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1933).

 Charles Dickens, Mr and Mrs Charles Dickens: His Letters to Her, ed. Walter Dexter (London: Constable, 50

1935); and The Love Romance of Charles Dickens, ed. Walter Dexter (London: Argonaut Press, 1936).
 Letters 1:xix, editors’ preface.51

 Walter Dexter, ed., The Letters of Charles Dickens, 3 vols (Bloomsbury: Nonesuch Press, 1938). 52

 See Letters 1:xvii, editors’ preface.53

 J. W. T. Ley, The Dickens Circle: A Narrative of the Novelist’s Friendships (London: Chapman and Hall, 54

1918). Collins was, of course, a major Victorian novelist in his own right.
 Michael Slater, ‘Dickens’s Lives’, in Charles Dickens in Context, ed. Sally Ledger and Holly Furneaux (New 55

York: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 21.
 Humphry House, ‘A New Edition of Dickens’s Letters’, BBC, 14 October 1951. Reprinted in All in Due Time: 56

The Collected Essays and Broadcast Talks of Humphry House (London: Rupert Hart-Davis, 1955), 221-9.
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exposed the scale of concealment carried out by the Hogarth/Dickens circle concerning the 

less savoury aspects of Dickens’s life. 

The Pilgrim Letters was able to take full advantage of the revelations about Dickens which 

emerged from the fourth decade of the twentieth century. Starting in the 1930s, hitherto 

suppressed details of Dickens’s marital breakdown and, especially, his clandestine 

relationship with Ellen Ternan entered the public domain.  The effect of Thomas Wright’s 57

(1934-6) work in exposing Dickens as a Victorian hypocrite can be seen in two monographs 

published before and after his initial article.  Before, Stephen Leacock (1934) wistfully 58

deplored that “Dickens lived and wrote in a world that is visibly passing, the age of 

individual eminence that is giving place to the world of universal competence”.  After, Hugh 59

Kingsmill (1935) scathingly dismissed Dickens as not only a failure of a man but a writer of 

inferior talents, and, therefore, a natural product of his times.   60

Wright went on to write a biography (1935) rebuking Dickens for his secret liaison with Ellen 

Ternan, but also his wider circle, for colluding with the author so as not to despoil his public 

memory.  The biographer is especially critical of Forster, deriding his representation of 61

Dickens’s later years as “supremely ridiculous”, and even going so far as to apportion blame 

upon him for ending the Dickenses’ marriage.  Wright then suggests that the truth of 62

Dickens’s life can be found not in the biographical subterfuge of Forster et al, but in the 

words of Dickens himself. As an autobiographical writer, Wright alleges, Dickens wrote his 

experiences into his fiction: hence, he senses the presence of Ternan in Dickens’s life through 

the sudden three-dimensionality (or the “real heat”) in Dickens’s characterisation of women 

from A Tale of Two Cities (1859) onwards.  Wright also calls attention to the covert echo of 63

the mistress’s name, Ellen Lawless Ternan, in the key female characters of Dickens’s mature 

novels.  So, in seeking to destabilise the story of Dickens’s life projected to the world, he 64

 Remarkably, the names of the people who altered Dickens’s biography forever have a Dickensian twist: 57

Wright (“write”) and Storey (“story”).
 Thomas Wright, ‘98 Years Ago To-Day Charles Dickens Began His Honeymoon’, Daily Express, 3 April 58

1934, no page.
 Stephen Leacock, Charles Dickens: His Life and Work (New York: Doubleday, Doran and Co., 1934), 2.59

 Hugh Kingsmill, The Sentimental Journey: A Life of Charles Dickens (New York: William Morrow, 1935).60

 Thomas Wright, The Life of Charles Dickens (London: Herbert Jenkins, 1935).61

 Wright, The Life of Charles Dickens 7, 241.62

 Wright, The Life of Charles Dickens 255.63

 Wright, The Life of Charles Dickens 281 and 298.64
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falls back on Dickens’s own words. Wright’s unselfconsciously biographical approach to 

Dickens’s work reveals its own historical bias, but it also shows the scantiness of the 

evidence on which he based his claims. I devote further attention to the slippage between 

Ellen Ternan and Dickens’s female characters in “Chapter Four: Ellen Ternan”. 

Despite the controversy, Wright’s allegations were bolstered just five years later by Gladys 

Storey (1939).  Storey’s biography redresses the silence of Dickens’s circle, criticised by 65

Wright, by embedding an eye-witness account of Dickens’s affair with Ternan. These 

declarative statements are attributed to Kate Perugini, both Dickens’s daughter and Storey’s 

personal friend. Storey was not a scholar, and so her work suffers from a lack of organisation 

and verifiable sourcing, for which she was brought to task. Morton Dauwen Zabel (1957) 

derided Storey’s book as “ill-written, undocumented, frankly amateurish”.  Others accused 66

her of manipulating a vulnerable, senile old lady in order to make a name for herself.  Death 67

again played into the exposures, working to both defer and enable: Wright’s evidence cited 

the testimony of Canon William Bentham, who had claimed to receive the story first-hand 

from Ellen Ternan. Bentham had died in 1910, Ternan in 1914, while Wright himself died 

immediately after he released his longer account of the affair. Wright’s posthumously-

published autobiography (1936) sought to silence his detractors by reproducing a letter from 

the Canon which references “the lady concerning whom [Dickens] quarrelled with his 

wife”.  Meanwhile, Storey had forestalled publication until the death of the last person 68

immediately related to Dickens, according to the wishes of her source. Kate had died in 1929, 

but her brother Henry did not follow until December 1933. Even though Wright and Storey 

had worked independently, their assertions converged in surprising ways.  Dickens scholars 69

grouped them together as “scandalmongers”, attacking in particular the oral basis of the 

evidence as utterly unverifiable.  As time went on, though, and information began to surface 70

 Gladys Storey, Dickens and Daughter (London: Frederick Muller, 1939).65

 Morton Dauwen Zabel, Craft and Character: Texts, Method, and Vocation in Modern Fiction (London: 66

Gollancz, 1957), 5. 
 Paul Lewis argues that Dickens and Daughter is made up of “old recollections of someone else’s even older 67

reminiscences”, in ‘Burning: The Evidence’, Dickensian 100.3 (2004), 200.
 Reprinted by Thomas Wright in Thomas Wright of Olney: An Autobiography (London: Herbert Jenkins, 68

1936), 66. Wright records that Georgina Hogarth wrote to him “furiously” in a bid to prevent the publication of 
his findings, 63.

 Claire Tomalin pursues this point in The Invisible Woman: The Story of Nelly Ternan and Charles Dickens 69

(London: Viking, 1990), 260-1.
 Edward Wagenknecht, ‘Dickens and the Scandalmongers’, in Dickens and the Scandalmongers: Essays in 70

Criticism (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1965), 3-49.
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which coincided with that offered by Wright and Storey, the effect upon Dickens’s public 

image was irrevocable. 

From the mid-twentieth century, biographers of Dickens were increasingly forced to take 

Dickens’s relationship with Ternan into consideration, and revise his life story accordingly 

(albeit with caution). Influenced by Wright, more psycho-biographical readings of Dickens’s 

works were released, most notably by Edmund Wilson (1941) and Jack Lindsay (1950).  71

Influenced by Storey, more women began to publish personal(ised) accounts of Dickens’s 

life, such as Una Pope-Hennessy (1945) and Ada Nisbet (1952).  Wilson’s version of 72

Dickens as darkly self-divided was particularly well-received, and shows how far 

psychoanalytic interpretation had inflected literary studies in the late Modernist era.  Indeed, 73

this approach informs the first full-length biographical study of Dickens since Forster, whose 

Life it intended to displace. The seriousness with which Edgar Johnson (1952) wished 

Charles Dickens: His Tragedy and His Triumph to be taken is shown in the sheer length of 

the narrative: more than one thousand pages of text, in two volumes, with additional 

illustrations, genealogical charts, an extensive note section, and a comprehensive 

bibliography.  On the one hand, Johnson’s recalls the style of Victorian biography in its 74

wordiness, structure, and ideology. On the other hand, the formula applied to its subject – 

through the twin poles of “tragedy” and “triumph” – displays an origin in mid-twentieth 

century thought.  Biographical narratives at the time were often freighted with a schematised 75

agenda (or what became known as a “grand narrative”), designed to govern the reading of 

historical lives. 

Johnson was the first scholarly biographer able to take advantage of the overwhelming 

volume of new information about Dickens that had entered the public domain since Forster’s 

 Edmund Wilson, ‘Dickens: The Two Scrooges’, in The Wound and the Bow: Seven Studies in Literature 71

(Cambridge: Riverside Press, 1941), 1-104; Jack Lindsay, Charles Dickens: A Biographical and Critical Study 
(London: Dakers, 1950).

 Una Pope-Hennessy, Charles Dickens: 1812-1870 (London: Chatto and Windus, 1945); Ada Nisbet, Dickens 72

and Ellen Ternan (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1952).
 Laurence W. Mazzeno wryly comments that the (mis)application of psychoanalysis to fictional works tended 73

to uncover meanings “hidden not only from the general public but even from the writers themselves”, in The 
Dickens Industry: Critical Perspectives, 1836-2005 (Rochester: Camden House, 2008), 75.

 Edgar Johnson, Charles Dickens: His Tragedy and Triumph, 2 vols (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1952).74

See also Irving Stone, The Agony and the Ecstasy (New York: Doubleday and Company, 1961), which 75

fictionalises the life of Michelangelo Buonarroti.
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Life. This included the caches of Dickens’s correspondence, with their associated revelations 

(for instance, Dickens’s decade-long patronage of the Urania Cottage for prostitutes, as 

disclosed by his letters to Angela Burdett-Coutts), and, more topically, the allegations about 

Dickens’s secret relationship with Ellen Ternan. While Johnson can be praised for his 

meticulous research and the readability of his prose, he often accepts – and quotes – 

Dickens’s version of events. Where there is no material, he engages in tentative speculation: 

always to the benefit of Dickens, sometimes to the detriment of the women with whom 

Dickens had been close. He employs casual misogyny by casting Ellen Ternan as a frigid 

Estella figure, and Catherine as a version of the querulous Mrs Nickleby.  Johnson also 76

shows the biases of his era by reading Dickens’s fiction biographically. His ‘Preface’ 

proclaims that the “constant endeavour of this book […] has been to integrate literary 

interpretation and life interpretation: to make the critical discussion of Dickens’s work 

illuminate his personality and the portrayal of his character clarify his literary 

achievement”.  That Johnson’s did supplant Forster’s as the “definitive” biography of 77

Dickens during the mid-twentieth century seems inevitable, given its prioritising of revelation 

over reticence.  

After the preference for Johnson had been established, interest once again branched out into 

the Dickens’s wider circle. Biographical studies were published on his family, by W. H. 

Bowen (1956); his sister-in-law Georgina Hogarth, by Arthur A. Adrian (1957); and his 

presumed love affairs, by C. G. L. du Cann (1961).  Further studies focused on the Dickens 78

household, by Christopher Hibbert (1967); the family’s domestic consumption, by Helen Cox 

(1970); and the sons who emigrated to Australia, by Mary Lazarus (1973).  Rather 79

troublingly, however, Dickens’s ability to add rhetorical flourish in the most banal of 

circumstances meant that the easiest route for biographers was simply to quote him, even 

while acknowledging the limits to his record of events. For instance, Fred Kaplan (1975) 

 As per the characters from Charles Dickens, Great Expectations, ed. Margaret Cardwell, and Nicholas 76

Nickleby [1839], ed. Mark Ford (London: Penguin, 1999).
 Johnson, ‘Preface’ to Charles Dickens x.77

 W. H. Bowen, Charles Dickens and His Family (Cambridge: W. Heffer, 1956); Arthur A. Adrian, Georgina 78

Hogarth and the Dickens Circle (London: Oxford University Press, 1957); and C. G. L. du Cann, The Love-
Lives of Charles Dickens [1961] (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1972).

 Christopher Hibbert, The Making of Charles Dickens (London: Longmans Green, 1967); Helen Cox, Mr and 79

Mrs Charles Dickens Entertain at Home (Oxford: Pergamon, 1970); and Mary Lazarus, A Tale of Two Brothers: 
Charles Dickens’s Sons in Australia (Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1973).
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drew on Dickens’s unpublished correspondence with Emile de la Rue in order to reconstruct 

Dickens’s attitudes towards the Victorian practice of mesmerism.  Still, some critics sought 80

to supplement the biographical over-reliance on quoting Dickens’s words. Philip Collins 

(1981) collected the first-hand accounts of Dickens’s contemporaries in order to restore the 

sense of the author’s image during his own lifetime.  Others sought to redress the flippant 81

misogyny of Johnson’s account. Michael Slater (1983) provided a more balanced account of 

the women with whom Dickens lived, and brought attention back to his immediate family, 

especially his mother and his favourite sister, Fanny.  Michael Allen (1988) also detailed the 82

domestic world of Dickens during his childhood and early youth, while George Curry (1988) 

brought Dickens’s friendship with Annie Fields, the wife of his American publisher, to public 

attention through his use of her incisive journal entries.   83

Fred Kaplan (1988) was the first scholarly biographer to confront the “definitive” status of 

Johnson’s biography with his own. Kaplan’s aim met with limited success, perhaps owing to 

its lack of new content (revelations), as well as the relative modesty of his perspective, in that 

he generally refuses to speculate beyond the known facts of the Dickenses’ marriage.  More 84

provocatively, Claire Tomalin (1990) steered focus away from Dickens onto his probable 

mistress, Ellen Ternan, tracking her life from childhood, through to her thirteen years with 

Dickens, and the forty-four years she survived him. Tomalin locates the fascination with their 

affair as deriving from “people’s shifting view of morality: what constitutes innocence or 

guilt, what makes a man or woman good or bad, who is to blame when someone is shocked, 

or outraged, or exposed”.  By the last decade of the twentieth century, then, biographical 85

constructions of Dickens had progressed from unquestioning apotheosis to sympathetic 

critique. On the one hand, this shift may be attributed to both the passage of time, as well as 

the loosening of the strict moral code to which Victorians were subject. On the other hand, 

the exposure of Ellen Ternan meant that all new biographical studies of Dickens now carried 

 Fred Kaplan, Dickens and Mesmerism: The Hidden Springs of Fiction (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 80

1975).
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– and even promised – the scent of scandal, which only renewed Dickens’s ongoing 

popularity as a biographical subject.  

New approaches to the life of Dickens reached an apex with the publication of Peter 

Ackroyd’s Dickens (1990). Ackroyd’s formidably-researched tome alters several conventions 

that have come to be seen as necessary to biographical scholarship. The book is split into four 

parts: a Prologue which re-stages Dickens’s death, thirty-five unnamed chapters, a Postscript 

which riffs upon the representativeness of Dickens for his era, and finally a section on ‘Notes 

on Text and Sources’ which, in lieu of orthodox referencing techniques, provides 

bibliographical essays for each chapter. Ackroyd also departed from previous Dickens 

biographers in that he was a distinguished novelist in his own right, having published fiction 

based on the lives of historical figures such as Thomas Chatterton (1983) and Oscar Wilde 

(1987).  Against this background, Ackroyd staked his claim for attention by dismissing 86

Dickens’s most famous biographers, calling Forster “really very dull” and Johnson “awfully 

wrong-headed”.  Moreover, he flamboyantly mixes Forster’s Victorian and Johnson’s post-87

war styles together. On the one hand, Ackroyd applied Victorian notions of destiny to 

Dickens’s life, and adduced from the sexual mores of the era that Dickens could never have 

consummated his desire for Ternan. On the other hand, he rehearsed the mid-twentieth 

century approach of offering biographical readings of Dickens’s novels, and psychoanalysing 

the author’s mind from a Freudian perspective.  

Beyond drawing upon the techniques of his predecessors to construct his biography, Ackroyd 

utilised novelistic devices. Hence, he demonstrates an excessive degree of empathy towards 

his subject which, at times, translates into an awkward imitation of Dickens’s writing style. 

Catherine Peters accuses him of “[impersonating] Dickens at his most histrionic” by 

“alternating passages of straightforward narrative with short, often verbless sentences”.  88

Cora Kaplan also criticises Ackroyd’s approach as a “melodrama of Victorian authorship”.  89

 See Laura E. Savu, Postmortem Postmodernists: The Afterlife of the Author in Recent Narrative (Madison: 86

Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 2009), 103 and Peter Ackroyd, The Last Testament of Oscar Wilde 
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Even so, Ackroyd openly acknowledges his frustration at the tension between his role as a 

biographer, who must rely upon evidence, and his need, as a novelist, for the illusion of 

omniscience. Controversially, he decided to combine these two seemingly incompatible roles 

by using seven fictional ‘Interludes’ to bookmark his account of Dickens’s life. While 

Dickens was generally well-received, academics were reluctant to endorse its rhetorical 

trickery. John Carey sceptically asserted that “the imagined Dickens is so much thinner than 

the biographical one”, while John Sutherland charged Ackroyd with using a “recklessness of 

interpretation” to distract readers from the dearth of new information.  The ‘Interludes’ were 90

subsequently cut from later editions. Nevertheless, despite some lingering discomfort with its 

style, Ackroyd’s biography rapidly became the most commonly cited biographical source in 

Dickens studies.   91

II. Critical Contexts  

i. Questioning the Author 

Ackroyd’s biography of Dickens is the historical starting-point for this thesis because it was 

the first to self-consciously engage with the critical debates about writing and authorship that 

arose with the onset of the “postmodern” era. The structuralist turn of the 1960s, led by 

Roland Barthes (1967; trans. 1977) and Michel Foucault (1969; trans. 1979), had argued that 

the concept of “the author” had become overvalued in culture, and that the true seat of 

creativity lay with the reader.  Jacques Derrida (1967; trans. 1976) described authors’ names 92

as “neither identities nor causes”, but rather “the name of a problem”.  The French 93

structuralists called for the “death” of the author in favour of the “birth” of the reader because 

while originality in composition is impossible, the possibilities of interpretation are endless. 

The “death” metaphor had followed on from Continental philosophy’s pronouncement of the 

 John Carey, ‘Paper Tiger’, The Sunday Times [London], 2 September 1990, web, 12 October 2012 and John 90

Sutherland, ‘A Terrible Bad Cold’, The London Review of Books, 27 September 1990, web, 12 October 2012.
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Haven: Yale University Press, 2009). However, Slater’s biography is more traditional, in the sense that he is 
reluctant to speculate about Dickens’s private life beyond the evidence that exists.
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“death of God” in the late nineteenth century, and was meant to register anonymity and 

absence.  Anglo-American critics, too, used the language of violence to argue against the 94

perception of authors as guarding the authority, authenticity, and meanings of their literary 

output. Lionel Trilling (1972) traced the semantic origins of the word “authenticity” to the 

Greek term for “murder”.  Meanwhile, Harold Bloom (1973) envisioned poetry as a creative 95

battle between the “weak” and the “strong”.  As structuralism gave way to post-96

structuralism, critics increasingly recognised both the fluidity of the reading exchange, and 

the constructedness inherent in every narrative. 

By the late 1970s, postmodern critics had substantially undermined the Romantic Ideal of the 

author as a solitary “genius”, and the only arbiter of a text’s “authentic” meaning. Scepticism 

towards “grand narratives”, articulated most influentially by Jean-Francois Lyotard (1979, 

trans. 1984), became the next hallmark of the postmodern code.  Lyotard presciently 97

declared that “the narrative function is losing its functors, its great hero, its great dangers, its 

great voyages, its great goal. It is being dispersed in clouds of narrative language 

elements” (emphasis added).  The disassembling of “grand” narratives led to the idea that 98

each “heroic” figure celebrated in culture – from the king to the celebrity author – was a type 

of construction, rather than a given “truth”. Paul de Man (1979) even recast autobiographical 

writing as performative, arguing that “whatever the writer does is in fact governed by the 

technical demands of self-portraiture”.  Thus, the onset of postmodernism initiated concepts 99

such as the constructedness of texts, the levelling of authorial control, and the rejection of 

absolutist notions of truth and power. It also arose alongside, and as a response to, the 

booming capitalism widespread in Western culture. 

Ironically, at the same time that Dickens’s status as one of the “great” figures of Western 

culture was being undermined, his work (with which his name was still equated) was gaining 
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prominence for its adaptability to numerous art forms. This included screenings for film and 

television, theatrical stagings, and graphic novels, as well as book fairs, festivals, and literary 

tourism.  The popular (and often critical) success of these “neo-Dickensian” works enabled 100

the dispersal of “Dickens” into a variety of platforms, engaging with aspects from his first 

novel, The Pickwick Papers (1837), to his last, The Mystery of Edwin Drood (1870).  The 101

Modernists had attacked Dickens’s novels for what they saw as the meandering 

“formlessness” of his plots, the frenzied casts of his characters, and the melodramatic 

characterisation of his virginal heroines and miserly villains.  However, the very aspects 102

which repelled the Modernists peculiarly primed Dickens’s work to attract attention in the 

heterogeneous era of postmodernism.  The revitalisation of Dickens in alternate formats 103

also keyed into the postmodern notion of “intertextuality”, popularised by Julia Kristeva 

(1969; trans. 1980), which held that all texts were based on “a permutation of [prior] 

texts”.  The intertextual re-engagement with Dickens in popular forms from the 1960s 104

coincided with the rise in serious academic study of his fiction and journalism. All this 

activity reinforced Dickens’s canonical status as a “Victorian” author since, as Julie Sanders 

(2006) asserts, “adaptation [is] a veritable marker of canonical status; citation infers 

authority”.  Despite the postmodern scepticism towards cultural heroes, the adaptive 105

currency of Dickens’s writings inaugurated his symbolic representativeness of the Victorian 

period for modern culture. 

The postmodernist dicta held that works and author should be strictly segregated. However, 

once the revelations of Dickens’s private life entered the public domain, they came to frame 

the readings of his works. Gérard Genette (1987; trans 1997) coined the term “paratext” to 

describe the material outside or “on the threshold” of a text which (often unconsciously) 

 For an overview of Dickens adaptations, see Jon Mee, The Cambridge Introduction to Charles Dickens (New 100
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shapes readers’ responses to that text, and to its author.  The biographical material in the 106

Introduction and Notes which enclose Dickens’s novels frames the reception of his works. 

From the 1960s, details pertaining to the author’s “double life” became standard material in 

the mass market paperback editions of his fifteen novels.  The paratext of reading 107

“Dickens” extended, moreover, to his celebrity as a source for adaptations, as well as the 

appropriation of his image by the heritage and tourist industries. According to David Lodge 

(2002), “the authorial persona is a rhetorical construction”, so that “when the real author 

encounters real readers, it can be an uncomfortable experience on both sides”.  Since the 108

“real” Charles Dickens was no longer around to monitor the cultural uses of his image in the 

postmodern era, authority shifted onto other authors and other media. Moreover, the 

postmodernist rejection of “the author” enabled certain versions of Dickens to be built up, 

which encouraged further dissemination through (secondary) versions of versions.  In the 109

postmodern forum, then, Dickens himself became understood as a textual construct. 

In this regard, the historical progression of Dickens’s image can be understood according to 

the terms of textual (re)engagement propounded by Lyn Hejinian (1983).  A “closed text”, 110

Hejinian argues, “is one in which all the elements of the work are directed toward a single 

reading of it. Each element confirms that reading and delivers the text from any lurking 

ambiguity”.  Dickens’s careful representation of himself as the quintessential Victorian 111

paterfamilias (which was posthumously continued by the executors of his estate, and then the 

members of his wider circle, before the Dickens Fellowship took over) left no room for 

ambiguity or contestation: any evidence that threatened to subvert this image was suppressed 

or destroyed. In this, he was presented as a “closed” text. Dickens’s cultural apotheosis as a 

“family man” endured for close to a century, from the time of The Pickwick Papers in the 

 Gérard Genette, Paratexts: Thresholds of Interpretation, trans. Jane E. Lewin (New York: Cambridge 106
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1830s until the Wright/Storey revelations in the 1930s. The lengthy duration shows the extent 

to which the author’s circle was successful in containing his public image, but also the extent 

to which his readers willingly invested in the family-friendly version of Dickens. Hejinian 

contrasts the “closed” text with its opposite, “the open text”, which “invites participation, 

rejects the authority of the writer over the reader and thus, by analogy, the authority implicit 

in other (social, economic, cultural) hierarchies”.  It was not until the postmodern era, with 112

its willingness to concede to the permeability of borders, and the changeability of 

perspective, that Dickens could be fully articulated as a “construct”, and therefore challenged, 

in increasingly unorthodox ways. Postmodern (re)constructions of “Dickens” as a text 

responded not only to historical representations of the author, but also entered into dialogue 

with each other, since there was no possibility for the “final word” on Dickens, just mutating 

versions.  

Crucially, the anti-essentialism central to postmodernism enabled the vocalisation of alternate 

discourses. This paved the way for radical reappraisals of Western culture by Hélène Cixous 

(1981), Edward W. Said (1978), Homi K. Bhabha (1985), and Judith Butler (1990).  Such 113

theorists succeeded in re-aligning the emphases of cultural debate by foregrounding 

“Other” (female, queer, minority) perspectives. In another influential essay, Adrienne Rich 

(1972) advocated that canonical texts be “re-visioned” – that is, revisited and critiqued – in 

order to better understand “the assumptions in which [women] are drenched”: 

 Re-vision – the act of looking back, of seeing with fresh eyes, of entering an old text 
 from a new critical direction – is for us more than a chapter in cultural history: it is an 
 act of survival. […] We need to know the writing of the past, and know it differently 
 than we have ever known it; not to pass on a tradition but to break its hold over us.  114

Assessing the social and cultural structures which generated the raw materials of “history” 

was at the forefront of such “re-visioning”. As Linda Anderson (1990) argued, “women 

 Hejinian, 43.112
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cannot simply be added on to history – expanding the boundaries of historical knowledge 

empirically – without putting under pressure the conceptual limits that excluded them in the 

first place”.  Henceforth, there arose a shift from single-person biographical narratives to 115

communal and oral histories, bringing to light outsider or “Other” experiences that were 

hitherto suppressed by patriarchal, imperial, and capitalistic norms. 

The postmodernist denial of the single, “correct”, or “grand” version of a life opened up the 

study of biography as a form. The pioneering work of Ina Schabert (1982) and Ira Bruce 

Nadel (1984) brought the innate perspectivism of biographical accounts to critical 

attention.  This was also enabled by what Jay Clayton (2012) calls “the crumbling of 116

distinctions between low and high culture”.  Before the 1980s, biography was considered a 117

mere distillation of gossip aimed at the general reader, and therefore unworthy of scholarly 

analysis. Theorisation of biography was particularly influenced by the discourses of post-

colonialism and feminism, especially the contention that each act of valorising an individual 

must necessarily marginalise a host of other figures. Alison Light (2004) has shown how 

theoretical debates came to inform the presentation of historical figures in popular 

biography.  Catherine Peters (1995) argued that biography’s singular concentration “on one 118

life, to which all others must become secondary, distorts both the historical record, and, 

perhaps even more importantly, the central figure itself. For there is no such thing as a 

‘secondary life’ in the real world”.  Similarly, Richard Holmes (1995) held that the 119

“peculiar magnetism of celebrity” in biography constitutes a “fundamental distortion within 

the form’s capacity to deal with life in its largest, broadest sense as we mostly experience 

it”.  Attention increasingly shifted from the central or “heroic” figure onto forgotten 120
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associates with whom s/he lived on a daily basis, such as wives and children, servants, and 

friends. 

As the liberalisation of biography fed into Dickens studies, postmodern scholars began to re-

orient their focus from Dickens to his associates. Biographical narratives published since the 

mid-1990s have aimed to (re)illuminate previously marginalised figures and forgotten events. 

Catherine Peters (1993) brought attention to the private and professional success of Wilkie 

Collins.  Sidney P. and Carolyn J. Moss (1994) tracked the residence in America of 121

Dickens’s younger brother, Augustus.  Susan M. Rossi-Wilcox (2005) investigated the 122

publishing history of a cookbook written by Catherine Dickens, and was followed by Lillian 

Nayder’s (2011) meticulously-researched account of her life.  Lucinda Hawksley (2006) 123

deemed Dickens’s daughter Kate Perugini (Katey) deserving of her own biography.  Jenny 124

Hartley (2008) threw light upon Dickens’s forgotten charitable project of the 1840s, for the 

rehabilitation of so-called “fallen women”, with Angela Burdett Coutts.  Dickens’s first 125

love, Maria Winter (née Beadnell), received attention from Robert R. Garnett (2012), as did 

Dickens’s sons and daughters from Robert Gottlieb (2013).  These studies consistently 126

recognise that lives, especially the lives of subjects considered worthy of study, are not 

conducted in isolation but are in fact contingent upon other lives. Similarly, representations of 

“dead” authors rely upon those who come later, and the material they choose to include and 

exclude in the process.  

Critics of biography often sought to destabilise readers’ investment in the “truth” of 

biographical narrative by foregrounding its (textual) constructedness. The biographer came to 

be seen as a kind of editor, cobbling together a series of primary sources in order to put 

forward a cohesive narrative arc that was, by nature, always artificial. Ian Hamilton (1992) 
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used the example of Forster to articulate the inescapable autoethnography of biographical 

writing, while John Worthen (1995) criticised the sense of inevitability biographers impose 

upon their subjects’ life stories.  Worthen derided the “oddly child-like aesthetic” of the 127

form, with its supposition “that things as difficult as human lives can – for all their obvious 

complexity – be summed, be known, comprehended”, and its invention of a world “in which 

there are few or no unclear motives, muddled decisions, or (indeed) loose ends”.  At the 128

same time, practitioners admitted that the genre caters to an ongoing commercial demand for 

life narratives.   129

Influenced by the theories of postmodernism, biographical studies has conceptualised a more 

nuanced view of its practices than the credulous attitude espoused, in particular, by the 

Victorians. For a biographer of the Romantics, William St Clair (2004), distrust in his own 

discipline extends to the materials upon which biographies were based: 

 These ‘primary sources’, to which our biographical predecessors accorded such  
 respect, are just a random survival of texts which happen to have been composed and 
 written down by people whose purpose was usually very different from helping me, 
 as a present-day biographer, to offer an account of a life to readers living nearly two 
 centuries later.  130

Dickens’s letters constitute an interesting case study in tracking the ways in which the same 

“primary” information can be transmitted and retransmitted (and, in the process, re-

transfigured) to suit a variety of ends, since the Victorian version edited by the Hogarth/

Dickens family contrasts so distinctively with later editions. Theorists have also come to 

agree that the idea of a “definitive” biographical narrative is obsolete. As Michael Benton 

(2005) persuasively argues, “the biographee as a virtual construct is an imagined self based 

on given data, which is why repeated versions of this self can continue to be written and 
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published”.  Biography is always provisional, and thus liable to revision every few years, 131

because each biography is simply one textual recreation of somebody else’s lived experience. 

ii. Fictionalising the Author 

From the 1960s, the problematisation of “authority” in postmodern theory, as well as its 

claims for the textual basis of (an otherwise “unknowable”) history, and thus the instability of 

biographical record, provided raw material for contemporary novelists. Graham Swift’s 

Waterland (1983), for instance, explicitly confronted the slipperiness between the teller of 

history and the historical tale.  Some authors revised canonical texts in order to expose the 132

myth of their universality.  Most notably, Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea (1966) drew 133

attention to the prejudices of Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre (1847) by reframing the story from 

the perspective of Rochester’s first wife, Antoinette Mason.  Other novelists went a step 134

further by reconfiguring historical authors in fiction alongside their own invented characters. 

Hence, J. M. Coetzee’s Foe (1986), ostensibly a retort to Robinson Crusoe (1719), weaves in 

numerous references to the life and other fiction of Daniel Defoe.  Evidently, the theoretical 135

redefinition of history as textual representation opened all reported historical episodes, as 

much as the narrative events of canonical novels, to be seen as opportunities for new 

literature. 

Not all critics accepted the way postmodernism’s theoretical developments fed into fiction. 

Some protested that the revivalist mode was anti-historicist, and looked back nostalgically to 

the Modernist drive for invention. Fredric Jameson (1983) famously argued that since 

postmodernism had obviated the idea of the creative individual, “all that is left is to imitate 

dead styles, to speak through the masks and with the voices of the styles in the imaginary 
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museum”.  Later, Jameson (1991) asserted that postmodernism “no longer produces 136

monumental works of the modernist type but ceaselessly reshuffles the fragments of pre-

existent texts”.  Contrary to Jameson’s claim, however, the Modernists did in fact 137

knowingly engage in intertextual transmission. As T. S. Eliot (1920) had famously declared, 

“immature poets imitate; mature poets steal”.  Furthermore, by focusing on canonical 138

literature only, Jameson had overlooked the fictionalisation of historical authors into texts, 

which arguably constitutes a creative advance of postmodernism.  

Naturally, scholars attempted to theorise the new self-consciousness in historical fiction. 

Brian McHale (1987) decreed that modernist fiction was “epistemological”, and therefore 

historically bound.  In contrast, the subgenre of “postmodern revisionist historical fiction” – 139

whereby “history and fiction exchange places” – was inherently “ontological”, and therefore 

multi-linear.  Linda Hutcheon (1988) influentially rephrased McHale’s definition as 140

“historiographic metafiction” by noting the unique blend of historical and fictional processes 

in the genre:  

 History’s referents are presumed to be real; fiction’s are not. But […] what  
 postmodern novels teach us is that, in both cases, they actually refer at the first level 
 to other texts: we know the past (which really did exist) only through its textualised 
 remains. […] 
  How can a historian (or a novelist) check any historical account against past 
 empirical reality in order to test its validity? Facts are not given but are constructed by 
 the kinds of questions we ask of events.   141

According to Hutcheon, historiographic metafiction establishes a knowing dialogue between 

the present and the past by imaginatively “challenging” the implicit presumptions of 

historical discourse: its so-called objectivity and certainty, its faith in deterministic and 

hierarchical narratives, and its apparent “transparency of representation”.  The label 142
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“historiographic metafiction” gained currency in the 1990s. However, Hutcheon’s term came 

to appear inadequate because it failed to “specify the age […] being refashioned”, as Andrea 

Kirchknopf (2008) explains.  This was important because, as it turned out, a large number 143

of novelists were choosing the middle and late nineteenth century as the setting for their 

historical engagement.  

In the last two decades, then, scholars have sought to negotiate the boundaries and 

conventions of the subset of historiographic metafiction which reconfigures the Victorians for 

the present.  One line of inquiry attributes the lingering fascination of the Victorian period 144

to its being postmodernism’s mirrored “Other”.  This position is articulated by Tracy 145

Hargreaves’s (2008) claim that “the Victorians are, in some ways perhaps, as ‘Contemporary’ 

as we are ‘Victorian’”.  Eckart Voigts-Virchow (2009) rightly derides the “ridiculous 146

collapsing of historical process” implicit in such an approach.  What has become clear, 147

though, is that the Victorian era lends itself particularly well to fictional reprisal. A number of 

factors invite postmodern revisionism, such as the Victorians’ obsessive documentation 

through logs, diaries, charts, and letters; the didactic moralism of the period; and the cross-

cultural interactions attendant upon imperial expansion.  Most importantly, there is the 148

continuing allure and quality – but also the gaps and omissions – of Victorian fiction, so 

much of which furnishes the canon of English literature. 
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Eventually, the revision of aspects of Victorian culture in late postmodern narratives 

demanded a label in order to be brought into visibility as the subject of critical scrutiny. In 

2008, the critical consensus settled upon “neo-Victorian[ism]”, partly because an academic 

journal entitled Neo-Victorian Studies was established that year.  Yet other aspects of the 149

genre remain in dispute. For example, some scholars mark its advent by the publication of 

one particular novel. Usually they point to A.S. Byatt’s Possession: A Romance (1990), with 

its emphasis on the archival nature of accessing the Victorian past, or John Fowles’s The 

French Lieutenant’s Woman (1969), with its knowingly intrusive narrator.  Others, such as 150

Christian Gutleben (2001), retrospectively equate the genre’s formation with Rhys’s Wide 

Sargasso Sea (1966).  Although each of these novels takes advantage of historical distance 151

to undermine, question and challenge the embedded assumptions of their Victorian 

precursors, only Rhys’s typifies the “Other” perspectives prioritised by the neo-Victorian 

approach. What is most important, however, is that all three candidates for the advent of neo-

Victorianism are inspired by well-known Victorians. Byatt draws upon the work of Robert 

and Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Fowles upon Charles Darwin, and Rhys upon Charlotte 

Brontë. As this thesis will show, the canonical dimension of neo-Victorian (re)writing is 

crucial to its ability to uncover “Other” voices. 

My study engages with current conversations in neo-Victorian studies. In recent years, 

several tropes have become standard in theorising the genre, including spectrality, trauma, 

and materialism.  However, I avoid applying any single prescribed trope, because doing so 152

could compromise my critique of the textual basis of historical recreation(s). For, as Kate 

Mitchell and Nicola Parsons (2013) point out:  
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 The spectral persistence of the past sits uneasily with discourses about its absence and 
 irretrievability. In particular, tropes of haunting in scholarship and in fiction contrast 
 with historiographic metafiction’s commitment to representing representation itself, 
 rather than recuperating or reviving the past.  153

More helpfully, then, Ann Heilmann and Mark Llewellyn (2010) avoid fixing any single date 

or trope to the genre. Instead, they define neo-Victorian fiction as “self-consciously engaged 

with the act of (re)interpretation, (re)discovery, and (re)vision concerning the Victorians”.  154

Heilmann and Llewellyn’s position has been broadly adopted by scholars working in the 

genre. As Elizabeth Ho (2012) explains, “to be considered neo-Victorian, a text must add 

some new knowledge or understanding of either the Victorians themselves or how 

contemporary fiction adapts and appropriates the past, preferably both”; hence, “the prefix 

‘neo’ best carries the burden of neo-Victorianism’s aesthetic and political functions”.  155

Therefore, Heilmann and Llewellyn’s definition comes closest to reflecting the concerns of 

this thesis. 

Neo-Victorian studies is clearly a fertile area of research. Single-author monographs have 

begun to appear with increasingly regularity, on topics ranging from cultural memory (Kate 

Mitchell, 2010), to historical bi-directionality (Louisa Hadley, 2010), to empire (Elizabeth Ho 

2012), to ventriloquism (Helen Davies, 2012), to science (John Glendening, 2013).  The 156

team of Marie-Luise Kohlke and Christian Gutleben have manoeuvred themselves to the 

forefront of the genre, editing a five-volume collection on neo-Victorian themes for Rodopi, 

and running the prolific e-journal, Neo-Victorian Studies. Recently, the two complained that 

“certain neo-Victorian perspectives – the nineteenth-century fallen woman, medium or 

homosexual, for instance – have become rather over-used, tired, and hackneyed”, both in 

fiction and in criticism.  However, what Kohlke and Gutleben fail to note is that there has 157

 Kate Mitchell and Nicola Parsons, ‘Reading the Represented Past: History and Fiction from 1700 to the 153

Present’, in Reading Historical Fiction: The Revenant and Remembered Past, ed. Kate Mitchell and Nicola 
Parsons (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), 13.
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been a distinct lack of interrogation into the topic to which this thesis turns its lens: namely, 

the recurring fictionalisation of eminent Victorian writers and their families. 

Neo-Victorian critics have so far underestimated the significance of reformulating authorial 

lives into fiction. Besides Dickens, the list of British authors who have been transformed into 

neo-Victorian characters includes the Brontë sisters, Alfred Tennyson, Oscar Wilde, and 

Thomas Hardy.  American authors who have been fictionalised are Edgar Allan Poe, Emily 158

Dickinson, Herman Melville, and Henry James, among others.  James had been so 159

suspicious of biographers during his lifetime that he burned all his private papers and wrote 

powerful novellas on the subject of “literary grave-robbing”, including The Aspern Papers 

(1888) and The Private Life (1892).  As Max Saunders (2008) observes, James sought to 160

ensure his readers were “more familiar with his books than with his biography and letters”.  161

The epigraph to this Introduction shows that Dickens expressed a similar wish in his will.  162

Even so, as Alison Light (2004) states, “all biographers are unethical, believing they know 

better about their subjects than the subjects themselves, [and] routinely ignoring their 

wishes”.  Since novelists who fictionalise real lives are inherently indebted to biographical 163

research, the ethical difficulties faced by biographers must extend to them as well. What is 

clear, though, is that while Victorian writers could shape their life narratives during their own 

times, the canonicity of their works means that they are now cultural presences, and therefore 

open to being “authored” by others. 

Dickens can be differentiated from the other fictionalised authors because today’s perception 

of the “Victorian” world is, as I have suggested, primarily derived from his writing. Since the 

 The following list only hints at the multitude of neo-Victorian biofiction based on these figures, by 158
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2009); for Wilde, see Gyles Brandreth, Oscar Wilde and a Death of No Importance (Simon and Schuster: New 
York, 2008); and for Hardy, see Christopher Nicholson, Winter (London: Fourth Estate, 2014).

 For Poe, see John MacLachlan Gray, Not Quite Dead (New York: St Martin’s Minotaur, 2007); for 159

Dickinson, see Rose MacMurray, Afternoons with Emily (New York: Little, Brown and Co., 2007); for Melville, 
see Jay Parini, The Passages of H.M. (New York: Doubleday, 2010); and for James, see David Lodge, Author 
Author (London: Secker and Warburg, 2004).
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Papers, ed. Anthony Curtis (New York: Penguin, 1984), 43-142, and ‘The Private Life’, in The Figure in the 
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 Max Saunders, ‘Master Narratives’, Cambridge Quarterly, 37.1 (2008), 130.161
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1970s, Dickens has become the number-one source for referencing the era in which he lived. 

John Gardiner (2004) points out that “Dickens in some way is the key to the Victorian age; 

‘Dickensian’ often illuminates ‘Victorian’, rather than vice-versa”.  According to Alison 164

Booth (2009), Dickens represents “an adjectival association of ideas of Victorian 

England”.  For Heilmann and Llewellyn (2010), “Dickens equates to the Victorian”, so that 165

“much of the mainstream public perception of the nineteenth century is, in fact, rooted in a 

Dickensian sense of the period”.  The metonymic effect of Dickens’s name is implicated in 166

the artifice found in modern representations of the Victorian era. As Matthew Sweet (2001) 

has influentially argued, people “invent” the Victorians in order to meet the needs of the 

present.  Dickens is often isolated and identified so that, in some way, he “authors” the 167

current understanding of the Victorian times. In relation to this, Jon Mee (2010) notes that 

Dickens’s name is commonly perceived as the benchmark for quality storytelling.  For 168

biographers and biographical novelists, however, the terms “Dickens” and “Dickensian” 

refer, in the first instance, to a man who was rooted in day-to-day existence from 1812 to 

1870.  

Peter Ackroyd was the first to acknowledge the impossibility of ascertaining “the truth” of 

Dickens’s life and times, no matter how much material has been uncovered at second-hand. 

In this regard, Dickens bridges the theoretical developments of postmodernism with the life 

of the biggest celebrity of the Victorian era. Ackroyd’s biography is informed by the 

contention articulated by Hutcheon (1988) that “there are only truths in the plural, and never 

one Truth”.  In particular, his Interludes problematise the unspoken reliance upon the 169

veracity of Dickens’s words by previous biographers and editors. Before Ackroyd’s 

hybridised fact-and-fiction changed the rules, Claire Tomalin (1990) discarded her original 

 John Gardiner, ‘Theme-park Victoriana’, in The Victorians Since 1901: Histories, Representations and 164

Revisions, ed. Miles Taylor and Michael Wolff (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2004), 161.
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Nicola J. Watson (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), 150.
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intent to write her biography of Ellen Ternan from the perspective of Ternan’s son.  One 170

drawback of Ackroyd’s biography is its dismissive treatment of what Cora Kaplan (2007) 

terms “Dickens’s weird relations with women dead and alive”.  Since 1990, though, authors 171

have increasingly taken up the challenge posed in one of Ackroyd’s Interludes by a 

(bio)fictional version of Dickens, who claims that “‘biographers are simply novelists without 

imagination’”, to fictionalise both him and his inner circle.  In the Victorian era, Miranda 172

Seymour (2004) explains, “public lives, the lives which were written about, were shown as 

exemplary”.  Biographical novels about the Victorians are more democratic. Lena Steveker 173

(2014) points out that they even “refrain from the nostalgic hero-worship that characterises, 

for example, Ackroyd’s Dickens”.  Clearly, then, conceptions of what biography can and 174

cannot achieve have altered significantly since the days of straightforward Victorian 

hagiography.  

This thesis refers to novels which draw upon existing biographies to supply narrative events 

as works of “biofiction”. Like neo-Victorianism, fiction which interrogates the biographies of 

canonical figures is relatively new, and has also developed from the postmodern questioning 

of the limits of representation through language. There is, then, a certain fluidity in describing 

the postmodern revival of historical figures in fiction. In the 1980s, Naomi Jacobs (1986) 

named these novels “new fiction biographies”, and in the 1990s, Aleid Fokkema (1999) tried 

the phrase, “author as character”.  More recently, Laura E. Savu (2009) structured her study 175

around the term “author fictions”, while Lucia Boldrini (2012) preferred 

“heterobiography”.  My own adoption of the “bio” prefix to go with “fiction” is influenced 176

 See Claire Tomalin, ‘Starting Over’, in Lives for Sale: Biographers’ Tales, ed. Mark Bostridge (London: 170

Continuum, 2004), 95. Such an approach seems more acceptable now, especially since the playwright Simon 
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by the work of Cora Kaplan (2007); partly because she is the only critic to situate her 

discussion within (neo-)Victorian studies, and partly because the other possible labels are 

weighted with hierarchical concerns. Kaplan helpfully defines the “hybrid genre” of 

“biofiction” as “highlighting the tension between biography and fiction, as well as marking 

the overlap between them”.  As Kaplan suggests, biofiction, in essence, emerges from 177

interpreting biographical material that is already in circulation.  Contrary to Robert Blake’s 178

claim in 1988 that “biographies […] are works of reference”, biofiction published since then 

shows the extent to which both genres are about adducing, and assessing, the known facts.  179

Such novels will always exist in conversation with their predecessors. Not only biographers 

but practitioners of biofiction, too, make important decisions as regards the “factual” aspects 

they incorporate into their own reconstructions of historical lives. In addition, neo-Victorian 

writers with an explicit political agenda may also choose to neglect certain historical “facts”, 

in the interest of illuminating “Other” perspectives than those of eminent lives. Hence, I 

argue that the key advantage of biofiction lies in its ability to respond to the structural 

inadequacies of conventional biography. 

This thesis assesses whether biofiction based upon Dickens is concerned less with 

imaginatively documenting his life, as in biography, than with undermining his authority as a 

cultural icon. Scholars often express impatience with Dickens’s tendency to dominate 

biographical representations of his inner circle, especially his power to detract the narrative 

focus from other people’s lives. For instance, Catherine Peters (1995) has recorded her 

struggle to “confine” Dickens to “his secondary role” while constructing her biography of 

Wilkie Collins.  Lillian Nayder (2010) describes her study of Catherine Dickens in more 180

combative terms: “Wresting away from her husband the power to shape Catherine’s 

biography, this book forces him to the margins, giving voice to a spectrum of Victorians 

instead”.  Despite Nayder’s somewhat exaggerated rhetoric, the same desire to push aside 181

one man, Dickens, in order to give voice to a “spectrum” of others is evident across the 
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biofiction upon which this thesis is based. People who are recurrently fictionalised alongside 

Dickens include those who were responsible for safeguarding his posthumous public image 

(Georgina Hogarth), those who were concealed from the public for many decades (Ellen 

Ternan), and those who were major cultural figures in their own time but are now relatively 

forgotten (Wilkie Collins).  

Although biographers have paved the way for minimising Dickens in favour of his associates, 

novelists can go even further by imagining their individual characteristics. Biofiction can 

bring forgotten people to life through descriptions of their clothes, or their gestures, or the 

slang they use. Often Dickens is not the narrative focaliser, but a “secondary” character in a 

subplot. This suggests that Dickens is being invoked in order to comment upon broader issues 

than his life. As Michael Greaney (2006) observes, neo-Victorianism “dissolves the 

traditional boundaries between literary text and critical metalanguage”.  These novels place 182

particular emphasis on Dickens’s interaction with women, especially within his family circle, 

but even more emphasis on the women’s importance for each other (and therefore engage 

with studies on gender, feminism, and sexuality). On one level, biofiction caters to the 

ongoing commercial thirst for information about Dickens’s personal relationships.  183

However, critical analysis has so far overlooked the ways in which the genre challenges 

Dickens’s power to author(ise) the life stories of nineteenth-century people, in a twenty-first 

century context.  

III. Focus (Con)texts  

There are eight focus texts in this thesis. I consider three per chapter, in order of publication. 

Certain members of the Hogarth/Dickens circle are presented in some texts but not others, so 

focus texts vary from chapter to chapter according to the particular subject under discussion. 

The earliest, Peter Carey’s Jack Maggs (1997), centres upon Tobias Oates’s relations with a 

returned convict, while trying to conceal the pregnancy of his sister-in-law from his wife.  184

The Warriner/Oates family can be easily identified as fictionalised versions of the Hogarth/

 Michael Greaney, Contemporary Fiction and the Uses of Theory: The Novel from Structuralism to 182

Postmodernism (New York: Palgrave Macmillian, 2006), 3.
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Dickens family. The second published text is The Rag and Bone Shop (2001), by Jeff 

Rackham.  This novel features a trio of shifting narrators, Wilkie Collins, Georgina Hogarth 185

and Ellen Ternan, competing with each other to be the most intimate companion of Dickens. 

The third, Audrey Thomas’s Tattycoram (2005), set in the late 1830s, portrays the experience 

of a foundling taken to work as a maid in Dickens’s household.  This novel dwells in 186

particular upon the cruelty of a young Georgina Hogarth. The fourth text is Wanting (2008), 

by Richard Flanagan, which details Dickens’s attempt to salvage the reputation of a lost arctic 

explorer, Sir John Franklin, while being drawn to Ellen Ternan, as Catherine Dickens looks 

on helplessly.   187

There are four further texts. Gaynor Arnold’s Girl in a Blue Dress (2008) is narrated by a 

character closely based on Catherine Dickens, but renamed Dorothea Gibson, as she struggles 

to process the death of her estranged husband Alfred, based on Dickens.  Fictionalised 188

versions of the Hogarth sisters, Ellen Ternan, and most of the Dickens children also appear. 

The Last Dickens (2009) by Matthew Pearl focuses on the quest by Dickens’s American 

publishers for the second half of his unfinished novel, The Mystery of Edwin Drood (1870).  189

Pearl spends some of the narrative recreating Dickens’s domestic world at Gad’s Hill Place, 

and following his children abroad. Extensive scenes centring upon Dickens’s son Sydney 

were posted on Pearl’s official website after the novel’s publication.  Dan Simmons’s Drood 190

(2009) is narrated by a fictional version of Wilkie Collins, living under a mesmeric spell 

implanted by Dickens as a traumatic displacement of the 1865 Staplehurst train accident 

(which threatened to expose Ternan as Dickens’s travel companion).  Simmons’s narrator 191

has numerous encounters with the younger Dickenses at the family homestead in Kent. 

Finally, Far Above Rubies (2010), by Anne-Marie Vukelic, channels Arnold’s text in 

fictionalising the perspective of Catherine Dickens, especially as it pertains to Dickens’s 

relations with Mary Hogarth, except this time the names of characters remain unchanged.  192
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The relegation of Dickens to minor roles or secondary plots in these texts speaks of the 

tension in neo-Victorian biofiction between wanting to “play” upon the author’s life in 

postmodernist terms, and yet to distance any claim to biographical “fidelity”.  This dynamic 193

is complicated by the perceived chasm between the “conventional” or “traditional” 

biographical strategy – the single-subject, cradle-to-grave approach to a life – and the 

freedom to imagine between the gaps, granted by the mode of biofiction. In this vein 

Catherine Dickens’s nonfictional biographer, Lillian Nayder, dismisses the work of 

Catherine’s fictional biographer, Gaynor Arnold, as a (re)victimising of Dickens’s wife which 

counters her own feminist revisionism. Nayder even differentiates “her” Catherine as “the 

‘real’ Catherine Dickens, not simply […] the figure imagined by the novelist”.  What 194

Nayder misses is that Arnold’s license to denote pseudonyms for the entire Hogarth/Dickens 

circle exercises exactly the freedom from Dickens’s voice that Nayder claims to desire.  In 195

any case, Nina Auerbach (2012) was unconvinced by Nayder’s effort, complaining that the 

biographer “never does find Catherine’s voice. I suspect this kindly woman didn’t have one. 

Neither a pioneer nor, quite, a victim, neither quite Hogarth nor quite Dickens, Catherine’s 

only possible biography is an account of what others said she was”.  Arnold’s text hints at 196

the appeal of biofiction for the non-scholarly reader: her prose is refreshingly clear of jargon, 

in contrast to Nayder’s at times unnuanced feminism; and while her narrator openly expresses 

sexual desire for her husband, Nayder is restricted to extrapolating from supplied 

mathematical graphs, which detail Catherine’s birth cycle, that the Dickenses enjoyed regular 

sexual activity. Since 2010, Nayder seems to have accepted biofiction as more profitable in 

some sense, for she has commenced authoring a work of biofiction herself, based on 

Dickens’s other sister-in-law, Harriet Dickens.   197

The comparative approach to analysing the texts in this thesis is inspired by innovative 

developments in the theorisation of biography. As Richard Holmes (2004) points out, “every 
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biography is the interpretation of a life, and [so] many different interpretations are always 

possible”.  He continues: 198

 If there can be innumerable different interpretations of a fictional character— 
 Hamlet, Moll Flanders, Mr Pickwick, Tess—then surely there can be as many of an 
 historical one. So in comparative biography the student examines the handling of one 
 subject by a number of different biographers, and over several different historical  
 periods.  199

Technically, Holmes’s distinction between “fictional” and “historical” figures collapses with 

regards to neo-Victorian biofiction featuring the Hogarth/Dickens circle. The comparative 

approach has been used by Rosemarie Bodenheimer (2006), Catherine Peters (2008), and 

Michael Benton (2009) to critically review biographies, but not biofiction, based on 

Dickens.  The structure of my study is, indeed, influenced by Benton’s insight that 200

“unearthing” the identity of a popular biographical subject is akin to an archaeological dig.  201

Benton contends, “present day biographers […] inherit a whole bibliography of ‘Lives’ laid 

down in stratified layers on top of the life they are trying to recover”. The “accretions of a 

literary history” are particularly acute with Dickens, due to the sheer volume of biographical 

studies that have been published since he achieved world-wide celebrity at the age of twenty-

four.  Dickens’s bibliographic history is relevant to biofiction because even when authors 202

dwell upon the experiences of those proximate to him, the evidence comes from 

(interpreting) Dickens. Hence, I track how the influence exercised by Dickens’s versions of 

the lives of my focus subject(s) has evolved over time. 

The genealogy of biography is relevant to biofiction in another sense. Theorists commonly 

liken the biographical form to the nineteenth-century bildungsroman, of which Dickens was a 

pioneer. Cynthia Ozick (1976) posits that “like the classic novel, a biography believes in the 

notion of ‘a life’ – a life as a triumphal or tragic story with a shape, a story that begins at 

 Richard Holmes, ‘The Proper Study?’, in Mapping Lives: The Uses of Biography, ed. Peter France and 198
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birth, moves on to a middle part, and ends with the death of the protagonist”, though “hardly 

any ‘real’ life is like that”.  The artificially coherent (if not seemingly inevitable) 203

constellation of life events in biography has travelled from the Victorian novel. As Hilary M. 

Schor (2000) points out, “in the realist novel, all will be fitting, all will be appropriately 

clothed, and all will be well”.  For David Ellis (2000), “biography’s refusal to abandon the 204

conventions of nineteenth-century realist narrative” is exactly what “has made it so 

popular”.  Moreover, Juliette Atkinson (2010) has found that Victorian biographies were 205

often titled like novels.  Neo-Victorian biofiction marries literary biography with traditional 206

realist fiction in the sense that the documentable facts are there, as are the extended dramatic 

flourishes.  

However, the mimicry of realist devices in biofiction should not be confused with what 

Ronald R. Thomas (2001) terms the “other kind of biographical form [which emerged] during 

the nineteenth century”; namely, “the detective story”.  This mode of fiction is practiced in 207

William J. Palmer’s Mr Dickens series (1990-2001), which presents Dickens as a crime 

solver in the mould of Sherlock Holmes, with Wilkie Collins substituting for Watson.  208

Palmer’s novels are not analysed in my thesis because detective fiction denies the openness 

of history. As Ellen O’Gorman (1999) asserts, the genre “presupposes the existence of one 

prior, correct version of the past, at which it is possible to arrive by a careful process of 

recovery, and to which it is imperative to owe allegiance”.  Unlike Palmer’s series, 209

biofiction demands alternate readings of the same history. Several of my focus texts draw 

upon the genre of detective fiction but play with its formula, refusing to privilege a single 

truth.  Nevertheless, if authors seem specially attracted to fictionalising the lives of 210
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Victorian novelists, it is the natural extension of dwelling upon the era from which the 

(conventional) biographical form draws itself. 

Addressing the gaps in understanding biographical and biofictional constructions of the 

Hogarth/Dickens family is the project of this thesis. In so doing, I must make some omissions 

of my own. Each of my focus texts exhibits self-conscious engagement with theoretical 

discourses, in line with the understanding of neo-Victorian fiction provided by Heilmann and 

Llewellyn.  The upshot of this is that current critical approaches to my focus texts tend to 211

be framed by overt post-colonialism or feminism. In particular, Carey’s Jack Maggs remains 

a fairly popular pathway for critical explorations of “writing back” to the canon, because it 

engages with the plot and characters of Dickens’s Great Expectations (1861) from an 

Australian perspective.  However, critical concern with how neo-Victorian authors have 212

adapted writing by Dickens (in novels) leaves their parallel adaptation of writing about 

Dickens (in biographies) critically under-examined. Hence, I restrict the parameters of my 

close textual analysis to characters who are explicitly drawn from the real-life Hogarth/

Dickens circle. This means that I do not comprehensively study the “neo-Dickensian” 

dimension of my focus texts, or how they may offer ripostes to aspects of Dickens’s novels. 

Nor do I fully engage with the “Other” perspectives brought to the fore in biofiction, except 

to point out how they may illuminate the Hogarth/Dickens characters. Even when pursuing 

explicit political agendas, neo-Victorian writers paradoxically foreground Dickens in order to 

do so. I do touch upon the fictionalisation of Victorian celebrities close to Dickens, such as 

Wilkie Collins and Daniel Maclise, but without chasing the implications of their portrayals. 

For the sake of clarity, I often refer to members of the family as “Dickens’s”, but I accept that 

they were equally Catherine’s relations, as well as individuals in their own right. There is no 

chapter devoted to Dickens himself, because the purpose of the study is to interrogate the 

lineage of his representations of other people, and this is best served by focusing on his close 

family members.  
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 Charles Dickens, Great Expectations [1861], ed. Margaret Cardwell, introd. Robert Douglas-Fairhurst 212

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008). See Georges Letissier, ‘Dickens and Post-Victorian Fiction’, in 
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(Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2004), 124-27; Sigrun Meinig, Witnessing the Past: History and Post-Colonialism in 
Australian Historical Novels (Tübingen: Gunter Narr Verlag, 2004), 112-42; and Ho, 55-80.
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Five chapters and a Conclusion follow this Introduction. Each chapter prioritises one 

particular figure, or group, in the Dickens circle. Chapter One focuses on Mary Hogarth; 

Chapter Two on Catherine Dickens; Chapter Three on Georgina Hogarth; Chapter Four on 

Ellen Ternan; and Chapter Five on the Dickenses, comprising his sons and daughters. All the 

chapters adhere to the same structure. First, in Section I: Dickens’s Letters, I contextualise 

my analysis with selections from the material authored by Charles Dickens with reference to 

the focus subject(s). Most of these quotes derive from the unexpurgated version of the 

Letters, and are presented in chronological order so as to track changes in Dickens’s attitude. 

In Section II: Biographical Accounts, I consider how the focus subject(s) of the chapter have 

been constructed through second-hand accounts, such as nineteenth-century memoirs and 

twentieth-century biographies. The self-referential quality of neo-Victorian biofiction sets it 

apart from earlier fiction based on Dickens and his circle. Nonetheless, I refer to early (pre-

Ackroyd) fiction in order to bridge my discussion of “conventional” biographical studies with 

those provided by my focus texts.  Next, in Section III: Neo-Victorian Biofiction, I 213

critically examine how Dickens’s inner circle has been fictionally reconfigured across a range 

of representative texts. Section IV: Conclusion then weighs up the extent to which Dickens’s 

continuing cultural profile off the page impacts upon biofictional representations of the 

people with whom he shared his domestic world. Finally, the Conclusion pursues the 

recurring issues which have arisen across the previous five chapters.  

The genre of novels based on Dickens’s domestic circle has not previously been subject to 

any sustained analysis whatsoever. My thesis locates a central ambiguity in how neo-

Victorian biofiction interrogates the construction of real historical lives in writing. In essence, 

novels based around Dickens are concerned with demonstrating relationships, often between 

other characters, though he is strongly evoked. My focus texts are alert to the need to return 

to, and reappraise, voices that were occluded by Dickens in his personal writing and thus by 

later biographers. The rewriting of biographical materials by novelists enables these figures 

to “live” again, and speak their own imagined testimony, in accordance with the priorities of 

 Variously, C. E. Bechhofer Roberts, This Side Idolatry (London: Mills and Boon, 1928); W. V. Y Dale, I Rest 213
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the modern world. Yet my research reveals that biofiction is equally premised upon, and even 

feeds, an interest in the Victorian author himself. So although novelists foreground Dickens’s 

relatives and love-interests in place of him, the novels paradoxically rely on Dickens for their 

meaningfulness. This, in turn, enhances the possibilities of readerly engagement with him. 

What my thesis proposes, then, is that neo-Victorian biofiction about Dickens exhibits a 

twofold agenda: on the one hand, enabling the critique of biographical (mis)representations 

of the Hogarth/Dickens circle and, on the other hand, expanding the experience of engaging 

with Charles Dickens in and for the twenty-first century.
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CHAPTER ONE: MARY HOGARTH 

!  
Mary Hogarth 

 That spirit which directs my life, and through a  
heavy sorrow has pointed upward with  

unchanging finger for more than four years past. 
—Charles Dickens, 1842  1

The subject of Chapter One is Mary Scott Hogarth (1819-1837), the younger sister of 

Dickens’s wife Catherine. Though Dickens knew her for less than three years before she died 

at the age of seventeen, he sanctified her in writing as the guiding “spirit” of his life. Section 

I of this Chapter traces the perceptions that Dickens drew of her, and of himself through her, 

in his surviving correspondence. What emerges is that Dickens’s canonisation of Mary was 

entirely dependent on the fact of her early death. It is also clear that he seized upon the 

opportunity to represent himself as being the heroic figure in soothing her final pain. Section 

II observes the ways in which Dickens’s emotional overtures regarding his dead sister-in-law 

were approvingly cited by later biographers. Following the precedent set by John Forster, 

twentieth-century biographers did not hesitate to endow Mary with the gifts Dickens ascribed 

to her. Most marked the failure of the Dickenses’ marriage as inevitable by using Mary’s 

alleged perfection to attack the inadequacies of Catherine Dickens. Section III turns to three 

examples of neo-Victorian biofiction which attempt to flesh out Mary from the silent angel of 

tradition. The texts are Peter Carey’s Jack Maggs (1997), Gaynor Arnold’s Girl in a Blue 

Dress (2008), and Anne-Marie Vukelic’s Far Above Rubies (2010). Although varied in their 

approaches to Mary Hogarth, each novel challenges the two-dimensional idealisation of her 

in Dickens’s letters, while acknowledging that her proximity to him is the only reason her 

name or experiences remain relevant today.  

 Letters 3:35, Dickens to John Forster, 29 January 1842.1
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I. Dickens’s Letters 

i. Hogarth Family Connections 

When Dickens married into the Hogarth family on the 2nd of April 1836, he acquired the 

twenty-year-old Catherine as a wife, and sixteen-year-old Mary and nine-year-old Georgina 

among his sisters-in-law. He had met the Hogarth sisters through their father, George 

Hogarth, who was the editor of a periodical to which Dickens had contributed, and who 

seems to have impressed Dickens with his outstanding literary and cultural connections. 

Extant letters suggest that Dickens valued the Hogarth family background more highly than 

Catherine’s personal attractions. During their engagement, he boasted to his uncle that he was 

marrying “the daughter of a gentleman” who was “one of the most eminent among the literati 

of Edinburgh”.  He described his wife to a stranger in a letter dated July 1838 as “the eldest 2

daughter of Mr Hogarth of Edinburgh, a gentleman who has published two well-known 

Works on Music, and was a great friend and companion of Sir Walter Scott’s”.  Nearly 3

twenty years later, he reiterated to the couple’s close friend Wilkie Collins that he had 

“married the daughter of a Writer to the Signet in Edinburgh who was the great friend and 

assistant of Scott”.  The lack of specific identification in each case implies that it did not 4

matter to Dickens which of Hogarth’s daughters he had for a wife, because the influence of 

that (male, professional) connection was sufficient. According to this logic Catherine, as the 

eldest daughter, was naturally the first choice. However, each of these letters was written 

after Mary’s death and so should be interpreted in light of that fact. 

In any case, Dickens took two of the Hogarth sisters with him after he married. As per 

Victorian custom, Mary was enlisted to accompany Catherine to her marital home with 

anticipated housekeeping and childcare duties, while Dickens earned a living.  This worked 5

as a kind of extension of Mary’s role as the couple’s chaperone during their courtship. In 

soliciting Catherine for an early-morning visit in June 1835, for instance, Dickens had 

ordered her to “tell” her sister that “I rely on her characteristic kind-heartedness and good 

 Letters 1:144, Dickens to Thomas Barrow, 31 March 1836.2

 Letters 1:424, Dickens to J. H. Kuenzel, [undated] July 1838.3

 Letters 8:131, Dickens to Wilkie Collins, 6 June 1856.4

 See Claudia Nelson, Family Ties in Victorian England (Westport: Praeger, 2007), 100.5
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nature to accompany you”.  For thirteen months Mary intermittently lived with the 6

newlyweds, first in simple chambers at Furnival’s Inn and then in a lavish house at Doughty 

Street. “Miss Hogarth” helped during Catherine’s confinement, and after the birth of the 

Dickenses’ first child, Charles Junior (Charley) in January 1837, while Dickens’s career was 

on a rapid ascent.  Although Dickens committed himself to so many projects that he put 7

himself at risk of exhaustion, marrying a Hogarth had, after all, enhanced his social and 

professional prospects.  

ii. Authoring Mary’s Death 

If Dickens did have emotional favouritism for Mary over his wife then that seems to be the 

direct result of her sudden death, in their home at Doughty Street, in May 1837. The necessity 

of communicating by post means that he transcribed Mary’s death several times, varying in 

minor but crucial details. The first (surviving) epistolary account, to his publisher on 7 May 

1837, is factual and direct: “Miss Hogarth after accompanying Mrs Dickens & myself to the 

Theatre last night, was suddenly taken severely ill, and despite our best endeavours to save 

her, expired in my arms at two o’Clock this afternoon”.  To Mary’s maternal uncle, Dickens 8

despaired, “poor Mary died here at three o’Clock yesterday afternoon. She had been with us 

to the Theatre the evening before; was taken suddenly ill in the night; and breathed her last in 

my arms at the time I have mentioned”.  To a close friend who had also met Mary, Dickens 9

confided that she had “died in my arms yesterday afternoon. She had accompanied us to the 

Theatre the night before apparently in the best health; was taken ill in the night, and lies here 

a corpse”.  The more letters Dickens wrote, the more external details such as the time and 10

the play receded, as he sought to aggrandise his own role in alleviating her final suffering. 

Within two weeks, his account became embellished with religious gratitude that “the very last 

words she whispered were of me”.  Within a month, he was even more expansive. She “died 11

in such a calm and gentle sleep”, he now says, “that although I had held her in my arms for 

 Letters 1: 65, Dickens to Catherine Hogarth, [undated] June 1835. 6

 Letters 1:229, Dickens to Thomas Chapman, 27 January 1837. See also 1:145-256, Dickens to various, 7

between April 1836 and May 1837.
 Letters 1:256, Dickens to Edward Chapman, 7 May 1837.8

 Letters 1:256, Dickens to George Thomson, 8 May 1837.9

 Letters 1:256, Dickens to W. Harrison Ainsworth, 8 May 1837.10

 Letters 1:259, Dickens to Thomas Beard, 17 May 1837.11
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some time before, when she was certainly living (for she swallowed a little brandy from my 

hand) I continued to support her lifeless form, long after her soul had fled to Heaven”.  The 12

fact of Mary’s dying “in my arms” usurps the fact of its “suddenness” to become the refrain 

of Dickens’s letters. 

In each new letter, reports of Mary’s “purity” and “goodness” became more exaggerated, as 

did the author’s self-privileging of his feelings. Though initially praising Catherine for her 

strength in the crisis, Dickens went on to suggest that her “resigned and cheerful” attitude is 

unnatural, despite the force of her grief causing her to miscarry.  In addition, he had no 13

qualms about declaring that “since our marriage”, his wife’s sister “has been the grace and 

life of our home—the admired of all, for her beauty and excellence”.  More darkly, he 14

observes, “I could have better spared a much nearer relation or an older friend, for she has 

been to us what we can never replace”. He also spoke for Catherine’s experience growing up 

with Mary as “nothing to remember but a long course of affection and attachment, perhaps 

never exceeded. Not one cross word or angry look on either side, even as children, rises in 

judgment against [Catherine]”, yet remarking that “she is now so calm and cheerful that I 

wonder to see her”.  Dickens’s espousal of Mary’s “grace” soon matured into her perfection: 15

“I solemnly believe that so perfect a creature never breathed. I knew her inmost heart, and her 

real worth and value. She had not a fault”.  Arguably, such a “creature” never did exist, 16

because Dickens was in the process of making her up. By the last day of the month, he found 

it fit to declare that “I have lost the dearest friend I ever had. Words cannot describe the pride 

I felt in her, and the devoted attachment I bore her”.  Despite his claim about the redundancy 17

of language, in stitching together obituary after obituary Dickens effectively shaped Mary’s 

image in these letters. 

Evidently, the event of Mary’s death elevated her from the helpful sister-in-law into the 

celestial ideal of Dickens’s imagination. This occurred not only at the expense of Catherine 

but also, for the time being, his novel writing. In his letters, Dickens repeated that Mary’s 

 Letters 1:268, Dickens to [unknown correspondent], 8 June 1837.12

 Letters 1:264, Dickens to Richard Johns, 31 May 1837 and 1:266, Dickens to Thomas Beard, 2 June 1837.13
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absence represented “such a blank […] as we can never supply”.  Yet he did not hesitate to 18

step in and colour that “blank” with his imaginings. Dickens was, in fact, so busy authoring 

Mary’s death in his personal correspondence that he had to announce a temporary suspension 

from his professional writing duties. This episode marks the single occasion that Dickens did 

not submit to his deadline. The public statement he scripted for his readers is also significant 

because it is the only time he distances himself from Mary’s death, by referring to himself in 

the third-person. The statement notified the public that “the Editor has had to mourn the 

sudden death of a very dear young relative to whom he was most affectionately attached, and 

whose society had been, for a long time, the chief solace of his labours”.  Yet the evidence is 19

that Mary mostly kept Catherine, not Dickens, company. His letters show that he had been 

predominantly occupied with establishing himself in the professional marketplace, making 

business arrangements and cultivating new friendships. So while Mary’s role in the home had 

been practical, Dickens’s response to her death was anything but.  

In lieu of his creative work, Dickens borrowed money from his publishers Chapman and Hall 

to fund Mary’s funeral expenses. He purchased a burial plot at Kensal Green Cemetery, and 

composed an epitaph which reads like another one of his epistolary accounts of her:  

MARY SCOTT HOGARTH 
DIED 7th MAY 1837  

YOUNG, BEAUTIFUL AND GOOD 
GOD IN HIS MERCY  

NUMBERED HER WITH HIS ANGELS 
AT THE EARLY AGE OF 

SEVENTEEN.   20

Dickens also reserved space in the grave for himself, making explicit his desire to “be laid” 

beside “my dear young friend and companion for whom my love and attachment will never 

diminish”.  In the meantime, he refused to part with her material items, which became the 21

props and costumes of his performance of grief. He proudly wore her ring on his finger, kept 

a lock of her hair in a necklace, and preserved her clothes.  Dickens’s letters to Catherine’s 22

 Letters 1:268, Dickens to [unknown correspondent], 8 June 1837.18

 Letters 1:267 n4, editors’ note.19

 Letters 1:259 n1, editors’ note.20

 Letters 1:341, Dickens to John Forster, 11 December 1837.21

 Letters 1:516, Dickens to William Bradbury, 3 March 1839.22
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mother suggest that his rather morbid fixity on her dead daughter was sanctioned by the 

Hogarth family, though the letters also suggest that Mrs Hogarth had what might be 

understood as a nervous breakdown after the event.  Yet in concrete terms, Mary’s death 23

changed little else: Dickens soon met John Forster and continued his ascent to celebrity, and 

Catherine was soon (again) pregnant. When their second child, a girl, was born in March 

1838, Dickens named her after the lost Hogarth sister, rather than the one who had given 

birth. Less than a year after the event, a “Charles” was once more paired with a “Mary” in the 

Dickens household, albeit comprising the brother and sister of a new generation. 

iii. Aftermath 

Over time, Dickens seems to have come to see Mary Hogarth as a kind of religious icon, 

worthy of his – strictly chaste – worship. In March 1839, he wrote: 

 I have never connected her idea with the grave in which she lies. […] I have long  
 since learnt to separate her from all this litter of dust and ashes, and to picture her to 
 myself with every well-remembered grace and beauty heightened by the light of  
 Heaven and the power of that Merciful Being who would never try our earthly  
 affections so severely but to make their objects happy, and lead our thoughts to follow 
 them.  24

He dreamed about her incessantly, “sometimes as a spirit, sometimes as a living creature, 

never with any of the bitterness of my real sorrow, but always with a kind of quiet 

happiness”.  Although he delightedly observed that the “perpetual repetition” of the dreams 25

was “extraordinary”, he blamed their cessation on his mistake of telling Catherine about 

them.  There was no room for Dickens’s wife in his spiritual union with Mary, it seems.  26

Still, Dickens’s insistence upon Mary’s “spiritual” qualities seems euphemistic of her chastity 

or, more accurately, her sexual unavailability. Whether Dickens’s posthumous obsession with 

Mary was really as “sacred” as he publicised it, or actually symptomatic of repressed sexual 

 See Letters 1:323, Dickens to Mrs Hogarth, 26 October 1837 and 1:256, Dickens to George Thomson, 8 May 23

1837.
 Letters 1:516, Dickens to William Bradbury, 3 March 1839.24
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desire for her, remains an open question. To some extent, the author’s acquaintance with 

Christiana Weller seven years later throws some light onto his unexpressed feelings. Dickens 

became infatuated by the young woman – who shared a close physical resemblance with 

Mary – after meeting her in 1844.  Clearly overlaying his perception of Mary onto 27

Christiana, Dickens initially revered her as a “spiritual young creature” who was “destined to 

an early death”.  Within two years (the same period of time Dickens had known Mary), 28

Christiana had “disappoint[ed]” Dickens by refusing to allow marriage and motherhood to 

interfere with her professional ambitions; in other words, by strongly differentiating herself 

from his memorialisation of Mary.  He complained that Christiana “seems (between 29

ourselves) to have a devil of a whimpering, pouting temper—but she is large in the family 

way, and that may have something to do with it”.  Here, Dickens clearly divorces 30

Christiana’s attractiveness from her childbearing. In his own married life Catherine was also 

proving herself inescapably sentient, at least in terms of reproducing. Death enabled Mary to 

remain safe as his disembodied womanly ideal. 

Dickens’s letters suggest that his imaginative obsession with Mary Hogarth continued until 

near the end of his life. He wrote her into his fiction, first as Rose Maylie in Oliver Twist 

(1838), and then as Little Nell in The Old Curiosity Shop (1841).  As Dickens was engaged 31

in killing off the latter he confessed, “Dear Mary died yesterday, when I think of this sad 

story”.  In fact, the author drew upon on his remembrance of Mary in virtually all the stories 32

he published.  The words Dickens used in the aftermath of Mary’s death, such as “good”, 33

“beautiful”, and “pure”, are reproduced to describe his heroines from Rose Maylie to Rosa 

Bud in The Mystery of Edwin Drood (1870). Most of these characters are seventeen years of 

age, as Mary had been when she died, and most are identified as “sister” figures, even by 

their destined husband characters. Dickens also fictionally reconfigured Mary as Agnes 

Wickfield, the hero’s destined mate in his most autobiographical work, David Copperfield 

 Christiana’s diary reveals that the Hogarth family openly remarked on her physical resemblance to Mary. See 27

David H. Paroissien, ‘Charles Dickens and the Weller Family’, Dickens Studies Annual 2 (1972), 7.
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(1850).  Agnes’s famously pointing finger explicitly echoes Dickens’s description of Mary 34

in the epigraph to this chapter.  The recurrence of Dickens’s version of Mary Hogarth in his 35

fiction dramatises the extent to which the real-life young woman posthumously became a 

“creature” of his imagination. 

Just after Dickens completed his tribute to Mary through Little Nell, his grief was again made 

raw when another Hogarth sibling – a brother, George – died in the same sudden manner as 

Mary. Arrangements were made for George to be buried in Mary’s grave, a privilege that 

Dickens had hitherto reserved for himself. In contrast to his overwrought and very public 

expression of grief for Mary, Dickens quietly regretted the death of his brother-in-law, but 

only in so far as he believed that George Hogarth had usurped his own final resting place. He 

wrote to John Forster that he could “not bear the thought of being excluded from [Mary’s] 

dust”, for “the desire to be buried next her is as strong upon me now, as it was five years ago; 

and I know (for I don’t think there ever was love like that I bear her) that it will never 

diminish”.  Though Dickens recognised that he “ought to get the better” of his emotions, he 36

felt like he was “losing her a second time”. Dickens resolved to quell his inner turmoil by 

driving to the grave early on the day of Hogarth’s funeral, so that he could gaze in solitude at 

the outside of Mary’s coffin. Straight after the resealing of the grave in October 1841, 

Dickens invited another Hogarth sister, Georgina, to supplant the “blank” within his family 

home.  

Curiously, it was the thought of Mary’s death, and afterlife, which affected Dickens far more 

than the contemplation of her life. In an aborted attempt to keep a diary, he dwelt on passages 

written by Sir Walter Scott in relation to death, morbidly interpreting them through the prism 

of Mary (Scott) Hogarth.  Experiencing Niagara Falls during his American trip in 1842, he 37

remarked, “what would I give if the dear girl whose ashes lie in Kensal-green, had lived to 

come so far along with us—but she has been here many times, I doubt not, since her sweet 

face faded from my earthly sight”.  For some years afterwards, Dickens faithfully marked 38
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the anniversary of Mary’s death. On one occasion in 1843, he declared that “the recollection 

of her is an essential part of my being, and is as inseparable from my existence as the beating 

of my heart is”.  She was even roped in by Dickens as a belated witness to the disintegration 39

of the Dickenses’ marriage during their official separation in 1858.  However, he made 40

seldom any reference to her after that, seeming to have instead become preoccupied with 

another much younger – and very much living – virgin, in the form of Ellen Ternan.  By the 41

time of his own death his celebrity, which was partly built on the books in which he had 

included Mary-type figures, was such that he was buried not in Kensal Green, but in the 

Poet’s Corner of Westminster Abbey. Since his primary affection for a Hogarth sister had 

long transferred from Mary to Georgina, it is unsurprising that she, not Mary, receives 

extensive attention in Dickens’s final act of authorship, namely his ‘Last Will and 

Codicil’ (1870).  42

II. Biographical Accounts 

i. Authorised Biographical Studies 

Dickens’s obsession with Mary Hogarth was endorsed by the members of his inner circle 

well into the twentieth century. In the mid-1870s, John Forster enclosed Dickens’s personal 

letters about Mary in his biography without any substantive comment, allowing the dramatic 

rhetoric of the letters to speak for itself. Forster’s own narration of Mary’s death is strikingly 

vague and detached. He simply states that about halfway through The Pickwick Papers, 

Dickens suffered “a personal sorrow which profoundly moved him”: 

 His wife’s next younger sister, Mary, who lived with them, and by sweetness of nature 
 even more than by graces of person had made herself the ideal of his life, died with a 
 terrible suddenness that for the time completely bore him down. His grief and  
 suffering were intense, and affected him […] through many after-years. The  

 Letters 1:484, Dickens to Mrs Hogarth, 8 May 1843.39

 Letters 8:560, Dickens to Angela Burdett Coutts, 9 May 1858.40

 See “Chapter Four: Ellen Ternan”.41
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 publication of Pickwick was interrupted for two months, the effort of writing it not 
 being possible to him.  43

Arguably, Forster was personally invested in representing Dickens’s grief over Mary as one 

of the most important events of the author’s life, partly because their friendship was founded 

in the aftermath of her death, and partly to account for (while deflecting from) Dickens’s 

failed marriage to Catherine. At the same time, Forster’s description of Mary aims to distract 

from her physical attractions, emphasising instead the “higher” (or, sexless) connection she 

and Dickens shared.  

Two decades after Forster, Mamie Dickens (1897) also acknowledged the strong impact the 

death of her aunt and namesake had on her father’s life. Yet Mamie’s version is an almost 

word-for-word reproduction of Forster’s. She wrote that Dickens suffered “great sorrow in 

the death—a very sudden death—of my mother’s sister, Mary Hogarth”, whose “most 

charming and loveable disposition” rendered her “my father’s ideal of what a young girl 

should be”, and his “great affection” for her influenced him “to the end of his life”.  Mamie 44

even ends her narration of this episode by noting that Dickens was so “prostrated” by her 

aunt’s death “that the publication of Pickwick was interrupted for two months”.  Like 45

Forster, Mamie fails to interrogate the motivations behind Dickens’s behaviour. Together, 

these biographical studies helped to inaugurate the longstanding practice of unquestioningly 

accepting Dickens’s words as authoritative on the subject of the life and death of Mary 

Hogarth.  

For many years, then, Dickens’s love for Mary Hogarth was enshrined in the public image as 

brotherly and spiritual. Any deviation from this narrative was quickly corrected using family 

authority, as Percy Fitzgerald discovered in 1902. A prolific memoirist of his time as one of 

Dickens’s “bright young men”, he wrote an article in Harper’s Monthly Magazine speculating 

about Dickens’s fascination with his sister-in-law.  He took the practice of searching for 46

clues to Dickens’s life in his fiction to an extreme by reading his Christmas story The Battle 

 Forster, Life of Charles Dickens, ed. Ley 85.43

 Mamie Dickens, My Father as I Recall Him 21.44
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of Life (1846) as (auto)biographical fact.  The plot concerns a love triangle between two 47

sisters, Marion and Grace, and Alfred Heathfield. Marion (whom Fitzgerald reads as Mary 

Hogarth) renounces her love for Alfred (Fitzgerald’s Dickens) to ensure the happiness of her 

sister, who marries him. Noticeably, even though Fitzgerald was challenging an official 

version of events, he continued to use Dickens’s own words – taken from his fiction, rather 

than letter-writing – as leverage. Fitzgerald blithely stated that Mary had “always secretly 

loved” Dickens, and that the “only” way to “rationally account for Dickens not marrying the 

girl he so loved” was to assume that Mary sacrificed her love for the sake of her sister’s 

future.   48

In response, the Dickens family reprimanded Fitzgerald in a statement that was duly re-

published in the next issue of the magazine, alongside the editor’s apology. The Dickenses’ 

statement emphasises that Fitzgerald had two recourses to learn the “facts” of Dickens’s life: 

“either by turning to Forster’s Life or, better still, of communicating with some member of the 

family, before speculating in public upon matters connected entirely with [Dickens’s] private 

life”.  Four years later, G. K. Chesterton (1906) was also taken to task for daring to suggest 49

that Dickens “fell in love with all of [the Hogarths]”, but “by a kind of accident he got hold 

of the wrong sister”.  The hint of any sexual attraction between Dickens and Mary clearly 50

offended those who sought to uphold his public image as a patron of family values, and was 

stamped out as rapidly as it was suggested. On the other hand, biographical sidelining of 

Catherine met with the family’s approval. 

ii. Unauthorised Biographical Studies 

After the deaths of the final members of Dickens’s immediate family, his biographers became 

more forthright in privileging the (erotic/emotional) importance of Mary over Catherine for 

him. According to Una Pope-Hennessy (1945), the daughters of George Hogarth “were as 

alike as chestnuts; they were small, sweet, and pretty in a general rather characterless way”.  51

 Charles Dickens, ‘The Battle of Life’, in A Christmas Carol and Other Christmas Books, ed. Robert Douglas-47
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Yet she then goes on to measure “quiet, silent and unenterprising” Catherine unfavourably 

against “precious” Mary: “It was unbelievable and unbearable to Charles that this angel 

should be deprived of breath”.  Jack Lindsay (1950) described Mary in terms of a dead 52

femme fatale, or “a sort of angelic incuba”, whose adoration of Dickens blamelessly albeit 

“decisively wrecked […] the possibility of a real love relation” between Dickens and his 

wife.  The “definitive” biography by Edgar Johnson (1952) similarly asserted that the 53

couple’s ability to attain “complete intimacy” was irrevocably closed down by the presence 

of “a third person in their household” (thus disregarding the additional presence of Dickens’s 

own brother, Fred).  Johnson called the arrangement “fraught” with “dangers”, because “the 54

third member of the family [was] a beautiful and adoring young girl who admire[d] her 

sister’s husband beyond measure”.  C. G. L. du Cann (1961) also read “the situation 55

between these three” as “a very dangerous one”.  Surmising that Mary “must have been of 56

an exceptional nature to have captured so firmly the heart and mind of Charles Dickens in 

familiar daily contact”, du Cann decided that it is “crystal-clear” Dickens “was head over ears 

in love with her” and not Catherine.  Following in this fatalistic tradition, Christopher 57

Hibbert (1967) maintained that Dickens “had always been happier with a pair than with Kate 

alone”.  Again and again, twentieth-century biographers adopted variants of Dickens’s 58

stance towards Mary, as revealed in the letters he wrote in the aftermath of her death. 

Pursuing this course inevitably marginalised Mary’s practical usefulness for the newlywed 

couple, and failed to consider the advantages that Mary herself enjoyed from the 

arrangement.  

Still, biographers insisted on compartmentalising the Hogarth sisters in a way that rendered 

their personal qualities as mutually exclusive. Norman and Jeanne Mackenzie (1979) argued 

that in his first year of marriage, Dickens “was physically attracted to Catherine, whereas 

young Mary became the epitome of innocence”.  Fred Kaplan (1988) decreed that for 59

Dickens, “Mary had been a better mother, a better sister, and a better Catherine, an alternate 
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Catherine, a completion of Catherine, adding insight, sympathy, and intelligent 

understanding”; Kaplan’s failure to comment implicitly suggested that Catherine indeed held 

none of these attributes.  Peter Ackroyd (1990) also divided the sisters, arguing from 60

Dickens’s perspective that whereas Catherine “represented the adult world of responsibility 

and work, Mary for him was still a child with whom he could recapture the world of his own 

happy childhood”.  Jane Smiley (2002) concurred: “The gentle and affectionate, but 61

somewhat languid Catherine satisfied the role of wife and mother, while the quicker Mary 

offered a more virginal and intellectual form of female companionship”.  Even biographers 62

working in a postmodern context consistently placed Mary and Dickens in a league together 

against Catherine in order to expose the latter’s alleged flaws as a domestic companion, 

minimising the sisters’ own relationship in the process.  

In the last twenty years, however, critics approaching Dickens from a feminist or linguistic 

standpoint have posited that the popular conception of Mary Hogarth (as everything 

Catherine was not) originated with Dickens. These critics differ from Dickens’s standard 

biographers by interrogating a broader assemblage of evidence firsthand, instead of merely 

reiterating Dickens’s own perceptions. Patricia Ingham (1992) initiated the process of 

revisionism by pointing out that “most of the material drawn on to illustrate the ‘real’ Mary 

[…] comes from Dickens’s own letters”.  Ingham deconstructed these documents by 63

identifying the recurring terms Dickens used to describe Mary’s death. Over a succession of 

letters, “the theatrical detail that she ‘expired’ in his arms is tried out in alternative forms: 

‘expired’ (once more), ‘died’ (four times), ‘breathed her last’ (once)”.  Ingham then 64

concluded that “‘Mary Hogarth’ is as much a literary construct as Kate Nickleby or Nell 

Trent”.  This study influenced David Parker (1996). Calling for “a more complex 65

understanding of the way life and literature influence each other”, Parker submitted that “for 

Dickens, death released Mary from context into text: context over which he had no control; 

text subject to his imagination”.  Likewise, when Lillian Nayder (2010) examined actual 66
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evidence bearing on the life of Mary Hogarth, she found that aside from Dickens’s writings, 

the “extant primary material” was minimal.  Nayder drew attention to the three letters 67

authored by Mary which came to light in the 1960s.  The gossipy tone of the letters in 68

Mary’s hand casts her in the light of a rather ordinary, if spirited, young woman, whose 

relations with her brother-in-law were nothing more than conventional.  Writing to a cousin 69

who carried the same name, Mary emphasises Dickens’s love for Catherine, explicitly 

praising him for “constantly studying her comfort in everything” after the birth of their 

child.  In another letter, she professes to be elated with her “new title” as “Miss Hogarth”, 70

the result of Catherine’s marriage.  Given her candid mode of composition, it seems 71

plausible that Mary would have passed comment had any signs of trouble presented 

themselves so soon into the Dickenses’ union. 

Revealingly, in reviewing the historical construction of Mary neither Ingham, Parker, nor 

Nayder were writing conventional biographies with Dickens as the subject. Instead, each was 

working on the fringes of his life. Ingham’s study focused on the linguistic construction of 

characters in his novels; Parker’s was an offshoot of his investigation into the novels Dickens 

wrote while living at Doughty Street; and Nayder’s was oriented not on Dickens but on the 

experiences of Catherine, his wife. In fact, the only recent biographer of Dickens who has 

acknowledged his rhetorical shaping of Mary Hogarth is Robert Douglas-Fairhurst (2011). In 

the aftermath of Mary’s death, Douglas-Fairhurst observes, Dickens “returned in dazed 

fashion to the same words – ‘grace’, ‘love’, ‘blank’, ‘constant’”.  Yet as this rather clinical 72

analysis suggests, Douglas-Fairhurst’s approach remains concerned with the words Dickens 

used. Treating a historical figure as a “literary construct” still minimises his or her own lived 

experience.  Indeed, Mary Hogarth is the sole chapter-subject of this thesis who has not 73

attracted a full-length biography. Forced to extrapolate from the available evidence, with 

limited scope to invoke her experience as Dickens’s sister-in-law, critics thus continue to 
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compartmentalise her existence, albeit in a different way: as a literary construct rather than as 

a Hogarth family member. 

iii. Early Biographical Fiction 

Although Mary is fictionalised in four novels published before 1990, she is consistently 

presented as a shadowy, mystical and “spotless” character to whom Dickens is particularly 

attuned. In W. V. Y Dale’s I Rest My Claims (1948), Mary is a self-help book personified. She 

is constantly reproving Dickens for his apparent ingratitude, and generously pouring forth 

from her “deep wells” of sympathy.  Mary is a grave figure who speaks in maxims like 74

“‘don’t be concerned with your past, Charles. It is always the future we must look to’”.  So 75

sympathetic with Dickens as to be almost telepathic, the two can have whole conversations 

simply by reading each other’s body language. Though Mary’s death occurs offstage, 

Dickens’s grief is indexed by the fact that “‘She loved me as Kate can never love me – and I 

loved her as I shall never love Kate’”.  Ursula Bloom’s The Romance of Charles Dickens 76

(1960) also marks Mary for an early grave. She is a “delicate” child whose pallor is, 

nonetheless, “something fashionable”.  While her sister is mostly bedridden and “plainly 77

unhappy”, the angelic Mary is always dancing and singing softly around the house.  78

Although Mary’s death is described from her point of view (“it was a very bad pain hurting 

her to breathe”), the event is shaped by extensive quotations from Dickens’s letters.  When 79

the “razor slash” of her death exposes Dickens’s union with “Kate” as a failure, he turns his 

attention to the fictional marriages of his books.   80

Victoria Lincoln’s Charles (1962) takes the characterisation of Mary as otherworldly to an 

extreme by showing her as concurrently childlike and prematurely aged. This Mary is also 

another body language interpreter who speaks in sagacious aphorisms. Yet the novel comes 

closest to interrogating Dickens’s self-centred view of Mary by portraying his attachment to 
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her as rooted not in her own qualities, but in their resemblance: “She is like me, he thought. 

My sisters, my friends are strangers. This child is like me”.  Finally, Hebe Elsna’s Unwanted 81

Wife (1963) depicts Mary as “that plain, ordinary girl whom Charles now idealised”.  Once 82

again, Mary is pitted against Catherine in Dickens’s affections. He worships her as “sacred” 

because “she was not pregnant as Catherine soon was”.  To protect her place at his side, 83

Georgina decides that “she must out-Mary-Mary” by exhibiting “uncritical adoration” of 

Dickens.  Like the other early works of biographical fiction, however, Elsna’s fails to 84

consider Mary on her own terms, and it does not investigate the potential consequences of 

Dickens’s preference for her over her sister, or be anything but patronising towards Catherine 

herself. Not one of these novels interrogates its own historiographic practice, which is the 

hallmark of neo-Victorian biofiction.  As a result, Mary never emerges as a fully-realised 85

character with needs, wants, and a history apart from Dickens, as she does in the next three 

focus texts. 

III. Neo-Victorian Biofiction 

i. Focus Text 1: Jack Maggs 

Jack Maggs (1997) by Peter Carey is the first instance of neo-Victorian biofiction in which 

Mary Hogarth appears as a character. Famously, Carey’s novel is a self-consciously 

postcolonial project which “writes back” to Dickens’s Great Expectations (1861) by 

transforming Dickens’s creation Abel Magwitch into a retrospective “original”, Jack 

Maggs.  The very title of the novel suggests that reorienting focus from Dickens onto one of 86

his characters entails minimising Dickens’s name. Hence, Carey presents Tobias Oates, a 

young author whose biography approximately matches that of Dickens around the time of his 

rise to fame in the mid-1830s.  Like Dickens, Oates has pulled himself out of childhood 87

poverty and parental neglect by writing short “comic adventures” and journalistic reports for 
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the Morning Chronicle (53). He is determined to cultivate the appearance of middle-class 

respectability, which is exemplified by his large house at Lamb’s Conduit Street where he 

lives with his wife, son, and sister-in-law. Oates’s ambition to be part of the establishment 

leads him to engage in mesmeric sessions with Jack Maggs, the returned convict. Thereupon 

he assumes the role of the “‘first cartographer’” of the “‘Criminal Mind’”, obsessively 

profiling Maggs with a view to making his breakthrough as a novelist (107).  

Oates’s veneer of respectability is, however, threatened by one figure within his household: 

not “the intruder”, Maggs, but his sister-in-law, Lizzie Warriner, with whom he is engaged in 

a passionate love affair (50). In Carey’s portrayal Lizzie is, of course, an approximation of 

Mary Hogarth. Hence, the novelist refuses to accept the cosy domestic picture of “the family 

formed by Charles, Catherine and Mary” as straightforwardly as Dickens’s biographers.  By 88

turning Oates and Lizzie into lovers, Carey teases out the sexual implications of Dickens’s 

physical performance of grief in keeping Mary’s clothes, and wearing her ring after her death. 

The novel thus conforms to Elizabeth Ho’s contention that neo-Victorian fiction offers “a 

deliberate misreading” of nineteenth-century sources, “in and for the present”.  The version 89

presented by Carey maintains fidelity to the historical dates and facts of Dickens’s epistolary 

narrative, but also brings out the erotic subtext of the author’s words regarding his young 

sister-in-law.  

The characterisation of Lizzie corrupts Dickens’s use of empty descriptors such as “purity”, 

“goodness” and “grace” in depicting Mary Hogarth, and the heroines he later modelled on 

her, by showing the sexual potential of such attributes. It is precisely Lizzie’s youthful 

immaturity which Oates finds dangerously exciting. As he remembers, “she was eighteen 

years old, he defiled her. Toby, Toby. […] She was a child and he was a fool, worse than a 

fool” (45). Lizzie addresses him in social company as her “Dear Brother”, or “Mr Oates”, and 

privately as “Husband”, or “Toby”. She considers him “fatherly”, but also contemplates his 

“boy’s face and sweet needful lips” (234, 365). Even when Lizzie tells Oates that she has 

fallen pregnant, and he condescendingly scolds her, she replies: “‘I am not teasing, 

Husband’” (233). Her charm for Oates lessens when she ceases to be “a child” and instead 
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defines herself as “the mother of your child” (45, 265). Carey’s linguistic blurring of family 

roles in their dialogue plays upon the suppressed incest of Dickens’s fiction. Throughout 

Dickens’s novels and Christmas stories, couples who are destined to be married commonly 

refer to each other as “Brother” and “Sister” (as do Walter Gay and Florence Dombey), while 

an actual sibling often makes up the third member of a newly married household (as when 

Tom Pinch joins his sister, Ruth, upon her nuptials with John Westlock).  According to 90

Karen Chase and Michael Levenson, “more than a marriage, it is a household that Dickens’s 

novels come to seek, and the conditions of the flourishing household require at least three, at 

least that additional one, to break the close circuit of romantic love”.  Ironically, however, 91

the affair between Lizzie and Oates “had begun through no other enthusiasm than their 

mutual concern for his wife” (44). Yet Lizzie’s attitude towards her “good dull sister” veers 

between passive sympathy and sexual rivalry (233). Unlike the Mary Hogarth fixed into 

perfection by Dickens’s letters, this Mary, through Lizzie, is an emotionally ambivalent 

figure. Her identity teeters between the domestic roles available to her: helpmeet and 

manager, sister and daughter, young girl and woman, lover and spinster.  

By fictionalising Dickens as a figure obsessed with maintaining order and control, Carey 

exposes the distorting effect of uncritically relying on the canonical author’s words. Oates’s 

study exemplifies Dickens’s self-confessed “controul of my love of order”.  The character’s 92

writing materials are meticulously ordered, “not a loose piece of anything here, not a 

nightingale feather or an unbound sheet of paper: everything was secured in its own place, 

tied up with ribbon, or tucked away in labelled envelopes” (52). Carey pointedly aligns the 

“secrets hidden in [Oates’s] study” with the “secret” of Oates’s love affair (52). While he can 

methodically store away “evidence” in his study, he cannot escape others detecting 

“evidence” of his affair.  Oates is frustrated that his passion for Lizzie is obvious to everyone 93

around them. His friend, Henry Hawthorne, drunkenly announces that he has “‘ob-served 

how the two parties are be-sotted’” (43). Yet even strangers warn him that “‘you show too 

much of yourself’” and ought to be “‘careful of your sister-in-law’” (248). Paul Maltby 
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observes that postmodern fiction rejects the Romantic conception of the author as the 

“inspired originator” and in this light, Carey shows Dickens “not as a visionary or a genius, 

but as an illusionist or wirepuller”.  In the novel, Oates staves off the loss of control he feels 94

over Lizzie by dominating Jack Maggs’s body and will through mesmerism. The agency 

Oates feels at being able to “‘enter, and leave. Leave, and then return to’” the “‘treasure 

house’” of another’s mind is missing from his concern for Lizzie, which “presse[s] at him all 

day long” (104, 44). Maltby argues that in postmodern demystification “there can be no 

appeal to an ultimate or prior self as the validation of ‘truth’ of an experience”.  Since there 95

is nothing to suggest that Carey drew upon the few surviving letters written by Mary 

Hogarth, the novel’s subversive representation of her relations with Dickens, via Oates and 

Lizzie, appears to target primarily the hagiographers of traditional Dickensian biography. 

Ultimately, Lizzie is the only character whom Oates is unable to contain within a prescribed 

narrative. Given his own propensity to itemise people into stories and stories into money, he 

finds her independent planning untenable (247). He refuses to condone her plan to hide in 

France until the birth of their baby, and is “‘shocked’” when she tells his wife that “‘I wish to 

adopt a Foundling’” (264, 263). So instead of comforting Lizzie in her distress over the 

pregnancy, Oates attempts to isolate her. Not only does she complain that he leaves her 

“‘waiting all day’”, but he dissuades her from “‘discuss[ing] this with anybody’” (263, 264). 

Oates rushes from their “furtive conference[s]” to attend to Maggs’s “tic douloureux” and 

oral recollections (213, 246). Even so, Lizzie is defiant, urging Oates in Maggs’s presence 

that “‘we really must discuss my trip to France’” (359). Julian Wolfreys argues that the re-

voicing of dead females in neo-Victorian fiction is motivated by “the unquiet anxiety of a 

mute afterlife”, which is in turn the product of deliberate “historical muzzling and 

marginalisation”.  Carey’s biofiction buys into this idea by suggesting that, ultimately, 96

Dickens’s narrative control of his sister-in-law was enabled by the impossibility of her 

countering his storytelling after her death. This version of Mary Hogarth thwarts the 

“compliant image” that Dickens posthumously shaped of her, in which she “exhausted 
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superlatives”.  She is represented in life, through Lizzie, as wilful, persistent, and yet 97

vulnerable. The result is a complex characterisation of a young woman in a precarious 

position with emotional, sexual, and intellectual needs of her own, but no power to act upon 

them. 

Whereas Dickens’s epistolary account of his marital triangle naturally privileges his own 

point of view while minimising the others’, the shifting third-person narration of Jack Maggs 

enables the relationships to be portrayed in a more holistic light. Hence, Lizzie’s secret desire 

to usurp Oates’s wife aligns her with the neighbouring housemaid, a former child-prostitute; 

Mercy Larkin also offers sexual favours for her master, Percy Buckle, in the anticipation of 

becoming the next “Mrs Buckle” (148). Both Lizzie and Mary Oates are granted focalised 

narration. In this light, Carey contradicts Dickens’s self-centred account of Mary Hogarth’s 

peaceful death in his arms. The death of Lizzie is a debacle: messy, violent, and preventable, 

it contradicts what Gerhard Joseph and Herbert F. Tucker identify as the “aestheticised 

solemnity and sentimental spirituality” of the death scenes that Dickens authored in his 

fiction and letters.  In Carey’s version, Oates does not shape the event but is merely a mute 98

observer, exhausted with grief and a long way from “the bearded eminence he would finally 

become” (389). Lizzie’s death, like her life, impedes Oates’s need to tame, catalogue, and 

possess the stories of those around him. In much the same way, Carey’s deliberate play on 

“Mary” Oates as referring to Catherine, and not Mary (Hogarth), upsets readers’ expectations 

of symmetry between fiction and biography.  

Yet to some extent Oates does author Lizzie’s death, because he is the one who administers 

the fatal dose of the abortifacient to her. Lizzie accepts the proffered medical termination out 

of concern for the “luminous young man” whose future, she realises, “she, Lizzie, had almost 

ruined […], and she could not bear that that be so” (365). As they wait for the pills to take 

effect, not realising that a dose has already been surreptitiously administered by Mary Oates, 

Lizzie observes Oates and Maggs preparing to burn his manuscripts.  She muses: “Why he 99

was about to destroy his own creation was beyond her, but how she wished she might have a 
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will like that, and not be sitting here now when she might have gone away on a ship to 

France” (364). Oates’s destruction of his manuscript “creation” under the direction of Maggs 

aligns with Lizzie’s elimination of her own “creation”, her baby, at the command of Oates. In 

the fire, Lizzie sees “ghostly figures, fictions rising amidst the skirts of flame” (365). Oates’s 

“familiar face” becomes “illuminated” like a “death mask” (364). Mere hours after Oates has 

cremated his “sheets” of writing, he is forced to burn the blood-soaked “sheets” from Lizzie’s 

death bed (365, 389). In the second fire, he too sees “the figures and faces of his fancy 

dancing before him”, “the wraith of their dead child folding and unfolding in the skirts of the 

fire” and even Lizzie’s face, “smiling and unfolding into the horrible figure of decay” (390). 

The echoing vocabulary between the twin scenes suggests the extent to which Lizzie embeds 

herself in Oates’s imagination, as per their real-life counterparts. But while Dickens’s image 

of Mary flourished as time went on, Carey denies giving voice to Oates’s posthumous 

perspective of Lizzie, instead closing the narrative with the Maggs family in Australia. Here 

Carey resists tradition by decentring the Dickens figure from the close of the narrative. 

The multi-tiered construction of Carey’s biofiction provocatively draws attention to the 

omissions and distortions enabled by the textual basis of historical “truth”. Like other neo-

Victorian novels, it confronts what Dana Shiller terms “the textualisation of the past”, or lack 

thereof.  Using Maggs, Carey confronts the fact that historical knowledge of the real-life 100

person on whom Lizzie is based is sourced purely from Dickens’s postmortem remembrance 

of her. Here, letters written from Maggs to his “‘son’”, Henry Phipps, offset the supposedly 

autobiographical nature of correspondence (202). Maggs writes his history backwards, in 

invisible ink, but rehearses the same stories differently while under Oates’s mesmeric spell, 

and differently again in ordinary conversation. Maggs’s layered narration problematises the 

textual construction of figures from the past. The ideal that Maggs projects onto Phipps, 

based on a brief encounter when he was just four years old, is impossible to reconcile with 

the selfish, amoral, and promiscuous reality of his adulthood. Phipps’s own responses also 

point to the fictional, and provisional, capacity of letter-writing. He deliberately paints a 

certain image of himself that is far from his actual values and habits, but to which Maggs 

clings. Even ideals, as Carey shows, are self-renewable texts, so long as there is no chance of 
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reality interfering. The multiplied perspectives acknowledge the postmodernist notion that, in 

Caroline Lusin’s words, “the biographer’s search for dependable facts and disambiguation 

must invariably be in vain, as there is no such thing as a single, definite truth”.  Maggs has 101

a version of the events that occurred; Mercy Larkin, Mary Oates, Percy Buckle each have 

their version, as does Tobias Oates. Just because Oates records his perception in novelistic 

form, Carey exhorts, does not lend it any additional veracity over the others’.  

Yet all along, Oates has been aware of the need for secrecy in his purloining of Maggs’s 

history for fictional purposes. He held, “as in all crooked businesses, two sets of books, and 

had Jack Maggs seen the second set he might have recognised scenes (or fragments) more 

familiar to him” (109). The doubled book reflects the twofold engagement of neo-Victorian 

fiction which, in the words of Sarah Gamble, “allow[s] both for the generation of new 

fictional narratives about the nineteenth century and an opportunity to see the period from an 

alternative vantage point”.  Historical distance enables Carey to reutilise several 102

unsubstantiated, and therefore unauthorised, aspects of Dickens’s biography. Oates’s sexual 

affair with his sister-in-law follows the rumours which surrounded Dickens and Georgina 

Hogarth after his separation from his wife in 1858; Lizzie’s plan to go to France to give birth 

in secrecy echoes the supposed journey of Dickens’s mistress, Ellen Ternan, in the 1860s; and 

Oates’ incineration of all his documents and materials relating to Maggs restages Dickens’s 

famous bonfires from 1860 onwards. Significantly, the destruction of “all manner of scrolls 

and piles of manuscript” in the fireplace seems inevitable to other characters (365). The 

biofictional reiteration of these suppressed episodes of Dickens’s life, as well as the act of 

suppression through fire, provocatively asks just how much has been lost to biographers 

because of the Hogarth/Dickens family’s need to manipulate the textual remnants of their 

domestic life.  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ii. Focus Text 2: Girl in a Blue Dress 

Following Carey’s text by a decade, Gaynor Arnold’s Girl in a Blue Dress (2008) also 

employs alternate names for the key historical figures who impinge on the story of Mary 

Hogarth. Both novels belong to a class of neo-Victorian fiction that, in the words of Susanna 

Scarparo, “denounce the legitimacy of their authority by emphasising the fictionality of their 

stories and celebrating the power fiction gives them to invent […] through the act of 

writing”.  As in Carey, the device of name-changing enables Arnold to superficially 103

manipulate circumstances to fit the psychological profile of characters, rather than recount 

the facts demanded of straightforward biographical fidelity, the kind that has been so limiting 

to understanding the Hogarth sisters. In this vein, Mary Hogarth is introduced not as the 

tragic young woman conceived of by Dickens, but as a curious and lively child, Alice Millar. 

The adjustment of her age to twelve enables Arnold to attribute appropriately child-like 

qualities to her, such as a highly idealised understanding of romantic relationships. Arnold’s 

Catherine, the nineteen-year-old Dorothea, comments that she “did not want to spoil Alice’s 

innocent enjoyment of what she termed the most romantic engagement ever by explaining 

our parents’ doubts and impediments” (102). Young Alice eagerly agrees to act as a “go-

between” for her sister’s correspondence with Alfred Gibson, the biofictional Dickens, 

especially since their mother “was forever finding complicated tasks” to keep Dorothea at 

home (102, 43). The Mary-figure in Arnold’s text is enveloped in her family hierarchy; 

protected by Dorothea, but also revelling in the freedom from domestic tasks afforded by 

childhood, and denied to her older sister. In the vein of Adrienne Rich, Arnold thus “re-

vision[s]” Dickens’s self-conscious meditations regarding Mary, which are the primary 

material offered by historiography.  The novel invites readers to consider Mary’s character 104

within the social panoply of her family, hitherto sidelined in Dickens’s version of her life. 

Arnold also dilutes Dickens’s narrative power as Mary’s effective biographer by shifting the 

powers of narration onto (the biofictional version of) her sister, Catherine. This narrative 

strategy opens up the possibility of exploring the social and historical conditions that 

produced the fateful ménage à trois of husband, wife, and sister-in-law soon after the 
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Dickenses’ marriage. In the biofictional version, Alice is asked not by the Dickens figure but 

by her and Dorothea’s mother, Mrs Millar, to assist Dorothea in her coming 

“confinement” (92). The newlywed Dorothea has taught herself how to shop, cook, and 

manage a household, experiences which she can pass to fifteen-year-old Alice to learn and 

develop upon. (Dorothea remains, however, ignorant about contraception.) In addition to her 

domestic training, Alice is delighted to receive educational tutoring from her brother-in-law. 

As she tells Dorothea, “‘He’s so different from Miss Prowse with her dull old verbs and 

gerunds’” (108). Indeed, Alice’s perspective is revealed in Dorothea’s narration through their 

conversations. She gushes to Dorothea “over and over again how lucky she was to be living 

with her ‘dearest sister’ and ‘the cleverest, most amusing brother in the world’” (107-8). She 

also expresses relief that she no longer has the status of a child, and can be taken out in 

London without the supervision of their parents. As the narration discloses, Alice’s move is 

designed to prepare for her expected future as a wife and a mother by exposing her to a life 

beyond the sheltered upbringing of the Millars’ family home. 

Indeed, Alice’s residence in Gibson’s household gives her regular exposure to his influential 

friends. Dorothea notes that “a host of writers, painters, and actors […] came to our house 

and crammed into our first-floor drawing room” (93). Dickens in his letters fixes Mary into 

“the grace and ornament of our home”, but Arnold determines that Mary’s tenure in her 

sister’s household was only supposed to be temporary.  Alice is partly there to attract a 105

husband. In this sense, Arnold’s novel offers what Alan Robinson calls “an alternative past 

future” for the protagonists.  The social evenings announce Alice’s availability to the 106

marriage market, and she particularly attracts the attention of Gibson’s friend, Michael 

O’Rourke (a fictionalised Daniel Maclise). Marie Kohlke and Christian Gutleben have found 

that although representations of the family in neo-Victorian fiction tend to act as the 

harbinger of its disintegration, the Victorian concept of “the family” is, nevertheless, 

“integrally tied up with notions of rootedness, security and community”.  By showing Mary 107

Hogarth’s character in the social and bourgeois comfort of the Victorian family unit, as well 

as the wider networks of creative, business and romantic exchange, Girl in a Blue Dress 
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rejects Dickens’s posthumous objectification of her. Arnold’s biofiction shows how she could 

have been a capable subject in her own right, coming to an understanding of herself in 

relation to others beyond her family home. 

Following Carey, Arnold is reluctant to contain Mary Hogarth as the blandly essentialised 

figure of Dickens’s letters. While Alice continually balances on the threshold between 

childhood and adulthood, Arnold further complicates the picture by oscillating her role within 

the Gibsons’ household. Gibson arranges for Alice to sharpen his writing utensils, accompany 

him on outings, and converse with him about his books, to the pointed exclusion of Dorothea. 

He defends his actions to his wife by claiming that “‘I take on such tasks as a loving brother 

would, as I have done with my own dear Lottie in the past’” (104). This is of little comfort 

for Dorothea, because the wider Gibson family are shown to be financially mercenary, and 

his sister Lottie is tactless regarding Dorothea’s marriage settlement. Here, Gibson’s 

increasingly open preference for the company of Alice over his wife coincides with 

Dorothea’s dawning realisation that Alfred may have married her for the security provided by 

her family name, rather than her personal attractions. However, Dorothea resists Gibson’s 

domestic training of Alice to be his secretary and companion. She clearly expects her sister to 

follow her own trajectory of “womanhood”, “marriage”, and “children” (115). So, in defiance 

of Gibson, she insists upon Alice’s presence in the feminine sphere: to help stitch clothes for 

the baby, to take long companionable walks, and to gossip about men and fashion. Dorothea’s 

intervention in Gibson and Alice’s relationship demonstrates the ability of neo-Victorian 

biofiction to disrupt what Elizabeth Ho calls “historical teleology”.  Although there is no 108

direct record which reveals how Catherine Dickens felt about Mary’s presence in her 

household, Arnold gives Dorothea, her fictional counterpart, both the desire and the agency 

to rebuff her husband’s attempts to shape the narrative of her younger sister’s life. The novel 

undermines Dickens’s biographical authority over Mary Hogarth by bringing attention to the 

sisterhood that was at the root of their relations. 

Arnold does not end her fictionalisation of Mary Hogarth with Alice’s death, but uses the 

event and its aftermath to expose and contest the central role Dickens describes himself as 
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playing. In this version, Alice declines to join Dorothea and Gibson at the theatre, and falls ill 

while they are still out. Although Gibson has an unspecified premonition of danger, forcing 

the couple to rush home, Dorothea presumes that “‘something [is] amiss’” with their baby, 

not with Alice (111). As soon as they arrive back, they find their kitchen maid Grace standing 

on the doorstep, awaiting a messenger, as Joe the boot-cleaner has run to fetch a doctor. Later, 

Grace and Bessie, the nursemaid, take turns describing what happened in the lead-up to 

Alice’s death: 

  ‘I swear to God she were fine until nine o’clock. Then she said she felt faint 
 and we—Grace and me—thought she had caught a fever walking out in the rain  
 yesterday. […]’ 
  ‘And […] Bessie comes running, saying Miss Alice has fell off the bed and 
 can’t talk. . .’  
  ‘And I send Joe to the Scotch doctor I knows round the corner—’ 
  ‘And I gets a boy to take a message to you in Clarendon Terrace—’ 
  ‘And I goes back to her and tries to get her back on the bed, but she’s a dead 
 weight and I can’t lift her—’  
  ‘And I comes up and we both lift her, and try to get her to open her eyes. But 
 she can’t do it.’ (114, sic) 

In narrating the immediate event of Mary Hogarth’s death, then, Arnold defies Dickens’s self-

centred narration by prioritising the perspectives of his (fictionalised) servants. Giving voice 

to Grace, Bessie and Joe animates the capacity of servants to witness, as well as draw 

opinions about, domestic occurrences. Samantha Matthews attests that neo-Victorian fiction 

“[privileges] marginal identities and voices” in order to interrogate “the grounds of historical 

knowledge”.  The servants’ observations of Alice’s health, their group diagnosis of her 109

illness, and their judgements about the response of the master to her death, provide a 

compellingly alternate storyline of Mary’s death than that served by Dickens. Although 

Dickens’s narration of the event has been preserved as the historical record owing to his 

status as a Carlylean “great man”, Arnold’s novel offers the tantalising suggestion that many 

“Other” perspectives, possibly contradicting his own, went unrecorded and are thus lost to the 

archives. 
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Like Carey’s, Arnold’s novel sheds light onto a wider spectrum of observers of Mary’s 

sudden death than is provided by Dickens’s epistolary account, but it also grants his fictional 

counterpart narrative powers over her posthumous life. In the direct aftermath of Alice’s 

death, Gibson effectively writes her death certificate; lays out her body; makes all the 

arrangements for her funeral (including the dress code and the choice of hymns); and 

composes the epitaph for her headstone. In none of these details does Arnold deviate from the 

historical record provided by Dickens’s private letters. Yet Arnold goes further to endorse the 

twenty-first century view that, as Lin Pettersson observes, the division between “public/

private” is “highly artificial”.  As with Dickens, Gibson’s remembrance of “Alice” is 110

associated with his creativity as a novelist, as a conversationalist, and as a practicing 

mesmerist. Here, however, Dickens’s description of Mrs Hogarth’s “insensible” breakdown 

(whereby she was confined to a bed for a week, and forbidden from being in Catherine’s 

presence), is linked to her attempts to reclaim her daughter from the author’s pen.  Mrs 111

Millar is appalled at the control Gibson exerts over Alice’s death. When Dorothea defends her 

husband by repeating that Alice “‘was like his sister – or even his child’”, Mrs Millar 

responds, “He has his own child! […] Why did he want mine?” (124). Mrs Millar’s attempt to 

retrieve her rights to her dead daughter inevitably fails, and she never forgives Gibson, or 

Dorothea. Hence, Arnold speculatively provides an alternative root cause of the open hostility 

between Catherine’s family and the Hogarth/Dickens household during the late 1850s.  

Alice’s death marks a realignment of family relations in another sense. After Gibson himself 

passes away, Dorothea argues with Sissy (her other sister, who later replaced Alice) over 

which of them is his true “‘widow’” (239). Yet, from the moment of Alice’s collapse, there is 

no doubt that Gibson styles himself as a kind of widower. The funeral he arranges for her is 

more like “a country wedding” than a sombre event, since he orders the coffin to be “draped 

in white”, and the hearse to be “decked in wild flowers” (125). Gibson’s mystical union with 

Alice is underwritten by his premonition of her death. As Dorothea observes, “[he] was 

convinced some sort of magnetic power had been unleashed between them, transmitting her 

agony directly to him” (147). The portrayal of Gibson’s imaginative haunting by Alice 
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directly responds to the themes of Dickens’s fiction. Albert J. Guérard argues that the 

Victorian author’s “fondest forbidden game would appear to be imagined marriage with an 

idealised virgin: all the more forbidden because she might be daughter or sister or sister-in-

law. Is there any way, a number of plots seem to ask, to legitimise these longings?”  Arnold 112

answers the question posed by Dickens’s fiction by portraying his posthumous reverence of 

Mary as a macabre type of (creative) re-marriage. In the novel, this is symbolised by the ring 

that Gibson wears on his little finger, which he had removed from Alice’s corpse, and to 

which Dorothea’s attention is often drawn.  

Arnold also borrows more tangibly from Dickens’s fiction, namely his characterisation of 

Miss Havisham, but subverts this by casting Gibson as the jilted figure, forever awaiting the 

return of his promised bride.  Not only does he ask to be buried with Alice’s ring, but he 113

secretly stores a white dress of hers in a locked cabinet for almost three decades. After his 

death Dorothea finds her dead sister’s dress, with “the smell of camphor rising up around 

me”, alongside a book of poetry which has been annotated by Gibson (265). His (legal) wife 

muses: “all the time we were married he must have kept the chest in his dressing room and 

the key next to his heart. He must have looked at its contents in private, enjoyed endless 

amounts of grief: Forever wilt thou love, and she be fair” (265). Arnold’s biofiction thus 

blends the most sensational aspects of Dickens’s mourning for Mary Hogarth – “even in the 

context of early nineteenth-century enthusiasm, unusual sentiments”, as Ackroyd comments – 

with those from his fiction, in order to suggest how Mary Hogarth came to be such a 

powerful influence upon the mind of Dickens.  By blurring the boundaries between fiction 114

and life, Arnold enacts a posthumous imagining of Dickens’s motivations and eccentricities 

in much the same way he did with the memory of his favoured sister-in-law.  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iii. Focus Text 3: Far Above Rubies 

A similar impulse to reclaim Mary for the Hogarth family is written throughout Anne-Marie 

Vukelic’s Far Above Rubies (2010). Vukelic follows Arnold’s method of enclosing the 

characterisation of Mary Hogarth within the observations of a first-person narrator. Unlike 

the other two focus texts, however, Vukelic’s reverts to using original names, rather than 

pseudonyms. The narrative explicitly seeks to resist the conception of Mary recorded and 

preserved by Dickens’s letters by broadly formatting chapters as types of letters authored by 

Catherine. Each chapter entry is headed by the date and location in which Vukelic’s Catherine 

writes, although it is unclear whether these are sent to any recipients or simply preserved by 

the fictional Catherine herself. The letter form is particularly suited to neo-Victorian 

recreation because, as Pauline Nestor asserts, “it enables a monologue while simultaneously 

hypothesising a dialogue”.  Following Girl in a Blue Dress, the novel opens with the event 115

of Dickens’s death, identified as “11 June 1870/ Gad’s Hill Place, Kent” (11). Unlike in the 

former, the main crux of the narrative focuses upon the event and implications not of the 

death of Dickens, but of Mary, early in the Dickenses’ marriage. Vukelic challenges 

Dickens’s claim in his correspondence that “not one cross word” ever passed between 

Catherine and Mary by actively attributing some feelings of jealousy to her narrator before 

her sister’s death.  Rather than characterise Catherine as a passive onlooker at the intimacy 116

between her sister and Dickens, Vukelic’s Catherine makes no secret of resenting Mary’s 

presence in her relationship even before their marriage, and of desiring “nothing more than to 

be alone” with her fiancé (19). Through Catherine’s imaginary letters, Vukelic contends that 

Dickens’s actual letters should be regarded with some distrust, especially his self-

representation as regards the two eldest Hogarth sisters. 

In one scene, Vukelic pointedly attends to the dangers of unquestioningly relying upon 

Dickens’s letters as a source for biographical knowledge about Mary and her impact on the 

Dickenses’ marriage. When Mary falls ill, Catherine ignores her sister’s warnings about 

venturing alone to Dickens’s apartment at Furnival’s Inn. Once she is there, the thrill of her 
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forbidden presence overcomes her, and curiosity compels her to rifle through the private 

papers within Dickens’s desk. However, upon finding documents addressed to “My Dearest 

M”, Catherine immediately assumes that Dickens has been writing secretly to Mary (20). She 

reacts by uncorking the ink she has brought and throwing it across the collection of letters on 

his desk. When Dickens enters suddenly, Catherine angrily confronts him with the words, 

“‘you and my sister have much to hide’” (21). He reacts with violence:  

 Without saying a word, he strode purposely across the room, grasped me behind the 
 neck in a most ungentlemanly manner and thew me to my knees, roughly pushing my 
 face close to the scatter of correspondence. 
  ‘Look who they are addressed to, Kate, can you see?’ 
  I tried to focus my eyes urgently on what he was asking for, but I was  
 bewildered with fear and shock at his behaviour. […] 
  ‘Charles, you’re hurting me!’ But he was oblivious to it. (21)  

Eventually, Catherine sees that the addressee of Dickens’s letter is not Mary but his former 

love, Maria Beadnell. She apologises, and begs that her mistake will remain a secret between 

them; he agrees, on the condition that she never questions him again. By linking Dickens’s 

love for and attraction to Mary with the domestic abuse of Catherine, the novel argues that 

Dickens’s idealisation of Mary Hogarth is irreconcilable with his obligation to be a good 

partner to Catherine. The scene reads like a parody of Dickens’s impulse to control others 

through narrative by portraying Dickens in a light that is seldom to be found in his own 

narration of events: a kind of Bluebeard man of letters, with “Dearest M…” the first of his 

textually discarded former love figures.  At the same time, Catherine’s misreading of M’s 117

identity imparts how easily third-hand prying into others’ private correspondence, whereby 

the observer is neither the author nor the recipient of a given text, can work to inadvertently 

misconstrue others’ relationships.  

Once again, the Mary Hogarth presented in neo-Victorian biofiction problematises the 

idealised, childlike, virginal figure of Dickens’s letters. When Vukelic’s Dickens first enters 

the home of the Hogarths, Mary is sixteen years old; more sexually aware than in Arnold’s 

version, but not acting on her impulses, as in Carey’s. During their first Christmas together, 
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Dickens gives Catherine a shawl, and Mary a silver heart-shaped locket; afterwards, his 

fiancée seethes with anger, while her sister acts lovestruck (19). Vukelic’s characterisation is 

further ambivalent in that not Mary but Catherine is presented as the child-like figure. Mary 

is direct and self-assured; Catherine is prone to petty jealousies and insecurities. When 

Catherine has doubts about Dickens, Mary scolds her: “‘Marry him and determine to be 

happy’” (34). Soon afterwards, Catherine notes that Mary “interpreted every twitch of his 

physiognomy with the ease of a native speaker” (38). Since Dickens’s “moods” only confuse 

Catherine, she runs away from the house, before being accosted by first a thief and then a 

prostitute (38).  She returns only to see Mary and Dickens hugging in the doorway, like 118

concerned parents. Rather than any childish innocence, then, Mary’s adult-like maturity is the 

quality that holds Dickens’s attention. Yet while Mary swears to Catherine that she views 

Dickens as merely as a “brother” figure, she is clearly infatuated with him, with Dickens 

contriving to dazzle her (30). This aspect of the novel invests in the tension between being 

faithful to “historicity”, as Lucia Boldrini points out, and yet “to free the subject from 

historical necessity”.  As (what would now be understood as) a teenaged figure, Vukelic 119

shows, Mary naturally oscillates between the two states of childhood and adulthood. The 

character is not simply the empty dartboard of Dickens’s imaginative projections, as found in 

his letters.  

At the novel’s climax, Vukelic sets out to decentre Dickens as the narrative authority of Mary 

and the event of her death. Dickens is, of course, the “heroic” figure in the narrative of his 

letters: the one who administers to the dying Mary, the one with whom the dead Mary 

communes in sleep, the one who continues to struggle with her loss long after Catherine’s 

tacit acceptance. If, in Vukelic, the death scene appears to privilege Dickens’s grief over 

Catherine’s, this is because she is initially forced into the role of the observer: 

 A few moments later, we heard a crash in her room and Charles and Fred bounded up 
 the stairs in fright, calling her name. I followed behind less nimbly but what I saw 
 upon reaching the bedroom door stilled my heart. Charles was kneeling on the floor 
 and holding Mary in his arms. He whispered softly to her, his tears falling upon her 
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 face. One of her shoes dangled from her foot and Charles gently replaced it and  
 stroked her cheek. (60) 

Although the historical record of Dickens’s letters dwells upon his own feelings and actions, 

there is no trace of what Catherine felt (or did) in the moments after Mary’s death. As Linda 

Hutcheon contends, “we only have access to the past today through its traces – its documents, 

the testimony of witnesses, and other archival materials. In other words, we only have 

representations of the past from which to construct our narratives and explanations”.  Here, 120

however, Catherine is the one who “implore[s]” Dickens’s younger brother Fred to fetch a 

doctor, while Dickens is rendered unhelpfully passive (60). The novel thus credits not 

Dickens, but his wife, with taking action in the face of the tragedy. By presenting the scene 

from Catherine’s point of view, Vukelic supplies a credible proposition as to what the real 

Catherine may have experienced as Dickens cradled her sister’s corpse.  

Yet even the fictionalised Dickens manages to orient the death around himself. He refuses to 

accept the medical fact of Mary’s death, crying hysterically, “‘Mary, oh Mary, please do not 

leave me. I shall not be able to face the world if you are not in it’” (61). In contrast, Catherine 

considers her sister’s death within a group context, as a shared grief: “She looked past us all: 

we had faded from her life and she from ours” (61; emphasis added). Through the medium of 

Catherine’s imaginary letters, Vukelic insists on drawing attention to the selfishness of 

Dickens’s grief. The strategy shows how biofiction can function as a belated corrective to the 

stature granted to selected historical accounts. After the funeral, Dickens orders the room 

where Mary died to be closed off in a metafictional nod, perhaps, to the Mary Hogarth Room 

that today forms a part of the Charles Dickens Museum. In this way Mary’s bedroom, which 

Catherine characterises as a “shrine”, is aligned with Dickens’s study (86). Both are 

forbidden spaces from which anyone who is not the author is barred, and both are aligned 

with Dickens’s imagination and creativity. Nonetheless, Catherine enters: “I took a deep 

breath and opened the door” (86). Just as Mary’s room is Dickens’s room, according to 

Dickens’s orders, so, indeed, is the character of Mary Hogarth given to posterity the one 

derived from Dickens’s words in Dickens’s correspondence. Again, Vukelic paints Dickens as 

a type of literary Bluebeard, with “Mary Hogarth” simply another one of his textual wives. 
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In one sense Mary’s death is liberating for the character of Catherine, because it removes the 

immediate source of her day-to-day misery. The event frees Catherine to establish, and then 

cultivate, relationships with other women. Her most important friendship, with Isabella 

Thackeray, enables her to embrace her status as the wife of a “great” Victorian man of letters. 

However, over the following years, Vukelic’s Catherine witnesses a series of incidents in 

which Dickens consistently claims Mary for himself, by himself, to her exclusion. For 

instance, though he declines to accompany her on a visit to Kensal Green Cemetery during 

the anniversary of Mary’s death in 1841, Catherine’s approach to the graveside is arrested by 

the sight of Dickens already there. She mutely observes him “grasp[ing] a handful of gravel 

from the grave”, and “tracing the letters of Mary’s name with his forefinger” (108). As “his 

finger finished the final letter, he put his hands to his face and became broken with grief, his 

shoulders heaving with despair” (108). Later, Dickens clarifies to Catherine that although he 

told her he would not attend the grave, “‘I said that I would not be going with you. […] That 

is not the same thing at all’” (109). Catherine is hurt by Dickens’s blatant cruelty, but Vukelic 

also empowers the character to reach more a nuanced understanding of her husband’s 

possessiveness over Mary. When Isabella is incarcerated in an asylum following the death of 

her daughter, Catherine “realise[s] that in order to survive her despair Isabella had created 

about her a world that she could cope with, a world where […] death did not exist”, and so 

had Dickens (161). Catherine’s epiphany as a result of her close friendship is part of what 

Alan Robinson terms the “wish-fulfilling” aspect of historical fiction.  In the fact-verifying 121

“Appendix”, Vukelic apologetically states that “there are no recorded meetings” between the 

wives of Thackeray and Dickens (223). Fictionally, however, Vukelic makes Catherine 

deeply aware of the chasm between Dickens’s dismissal of her authentic grief for Mary, and 

his own rather theatrical obsession with her dead sister. 

Overall, Vukelic sketches a posthumous version of Mary that, while acknowledging her as 

the creation of Dickens’s letters, also teases out her alternate identity as a Hogarth sister. 

While Catherine may concede narrative control of Mary’s death to Dickens, she alone is able 

to access a store of memories from their shared childhood. Soon after the episode at Mary’s 
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graveside, Catherine accompanies Dickens to Edinburgh, the city where both she and Mary 

were born. She asks him to accompany her to the Hogarth family’s former home in the city 

and this time, he agrees. During her visit, memories of her early childhood with Mary 

resurface, including “an image of Mary crawling across the nursery floor”, which she 

neglects to share with her companion (114). Catherine remarks that “visiting the house had 

fulfilled a wish that I had long held, but it had been a mistake” (115). Her “unexpected” 

sadness appears to pivot upon her awareness of Dickens’s interference in her relationship 

with Mary; in particular, that she had allowed his influence to infect her memories of her 

sister (115). In the visit, Vukelic shows Catherine quietly enjoying her memories of the years 

she spent with Mary before Dickens entered their lives. Hence, the novel follows the neo-

Victorian paradigm of reprising “those otherwise downplayed, unspoken, marginalised, and 

‘euphemised’ planes of experience”, as Wolfreys reports, so as to render them “legible”.  122

Dickens may be the Frankenstein of Mary’s life, enlisting Georgina in the household owing 

to the identical qualities of her predecessor: “‘back from the dead!’”, Catherine wryly 

comments (146). Yet neo-Victorian biofiction can proffer its own Frankenstein-like 

reanimation of dead figures to show (up) the limitations of their textual forebears. The 

fictionalised Catherine’s flashback to Mary as a baby acts as a reminder that, in real life, 

Mary’s acquaintance with Dickens lasted for just two of the seventeen years of her life, but it 

also suggests that she deserves to be considered as a once-living person in her own right, not 

just an offshoot of Charles Dickens’s imagination. 

IV. Conclusion 

Biofiction based on Mary Hogarth displays the genre’s ability to intrude upon concretised 

accounts of the past. While Carey is more cavalier with the history than Arnold or Vukelic, all 

three neo-Victorian authors conceptualise Mary by manipulating, and yet absorbing, the 

claims Dickens made in relation to her. Biofiction restores Mary to the (gendered, historical, 

familial) contexts in which she lived by bringing her biological family, relationship with 

Catherine, and proposed future as a wife and mother, into view. Mary Hogarth was not a 

public figure, so biofiction shines light on the private sphere as a legitimate site of 
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experience. The texts make different choices about how sexually aware her character was, but 

all of them present her as equivocating between childhood and adulthood. The 

(re)construction of Mary’s relationships with people other than Dickens defies the 

posthumous isolation and objectification of her in his letters, as well as his self-

theatricalisation of his feelings. To some extent biofiction distorts the historical record by 

minimising Dickens’s presence, and yet in doing so vividly brings Mary to life as a subject 

integrated in family and cultural networks. The novels thus dramatise the impossibility of 

arriving at a single, “definitive” version of a life, even if it has been author(is)ed by Charles 

Dickens.  

However, the biofiction of Carey, Arnold and Vukelic remains faithful to the epistolary 

account provided by Dickens’s letters even in the act of defying it. That the Mary Hogarth 

figure still dies in all of the texts references – and reinforces – that she is mostly remembered 

for her death (in Dickens’s arms). Although biofiction removes the Dickens figure from the 

moment of his sister-in-law’s collapse, dwelling on the aftermath of her death works as an 

admission of narrative priorities. Unlike the other women of this thesis, Mary remains a 

secondary figure in each of the biofictional novels, and she never directly addresses the 

reader in first-person narration. Perhaps for this reason, Mary is always fictionalised as a 

figure of dependance (on Dickens). So neo-Victorian biofiction promotes awareness of 

Mary’s intimacy with people other than Dickens while conceding that the intrinsic interest of 

such a peripheral figure lies precisely in his relation to her. The double-bind of representing 

“secondary” people in neo-Victorian biofiction thus affects Mary Hogarth: highlighting, and 

yet upholding, the ways in which she was merely a satellite to the bright star of Charles 

Dickens. 
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CHAPTER TWO: CATHERINE DICKENS 

!  
Catherine Dickens 

In the manly consideration toward Mrs Dickens which  
I owe to my wife, I will merely remark of her that the peculiarity  
of her character has thrown all the children on someone else. 

—Charles Dickens, 1858  1

The subject of Chapter Two is Catherine Thomson Dickens (née Hogarth, 1815-1879). She 

and Dickens married in 1836 and separated in 1858. Dickens was for many years the 

narrative authority on his wife, partly because of the public statements he released in his own 

defence, partly because of his cultural familiarity as an author, and partly because Catherine 

chose to preserve her silence. Section I of this chapter tracks Dickens’s construction (and 

destruction) of Catherine’s personality in private letters and public documents. What 

transpires is that Dickens painted his wife as a comical figure during their marriage, and as a 

tragical figure afterwards. Section II shows how Dickens’s hagiographic biographers dealt 

with the issue of his failed marriage either by ignoring Catherine’s existence altogether, or by 

reproducing the more negative points Dickens made about her. Section III critically analyses 

how three works of neo-Victorian biofiction have sought to redress the historiographic 

imbalance in Catherine’s favour. The texts are Peter Carey’s Jack Maggs (1997), Richard 

Flanagan’s Wanting (2008), and Gaynor Arnold’s Girl in a Blue Dress (2008). Biofiction 

sympathetically imagines how arduous life would have been for Catherine as the conjugal 

appendage to the most famous writer of the day. Yet the novelistic portrayal of her is still 

heavily reliant upon responding to Dickens’s written accusations about her. Effectively, this 

foreshortens the creative latitude that would make Catherine more a substantial character 

than, simply, the wife of Charles Dickens, but it also hints that the appeal of reprising her in 

biofiction lies in being able to reprimand Dickens for his marital conduct.  

 Letters 8:740, Dickens to Arthur Smith [hereafter ‘The Violated Letter’], 28 May 1858.1
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I. Dickens’s Letters 

i.  Marriage 

Dickens’s choice of Catherine Hogarth for a wife seems to have been directly influenced by 

his intense disillusionment with Maria Beadnell, a banker’s daughter he had passionately 

courted for the four years prior to his acquaintance with the Hogarths.  In defiance of the 2

drawn-out disappointment of the Beadnell affair, Dickens proposed to Catherine six months 

after meeting, and married her in April 1836.  Many of the letters Dickens composed during 3

their courtship are filled with guidelines as to the “proper” conduct that Dickens expected of 

his wife-to-be, often comically expressed. In one typical letter to his “dearest Kate”, Dickens 

writes lightly, “You can surely come to breakfast at half past ten”, before adding: “Give my 

love to Mary and tell her I rely on her characteristic kind-heartedness and good nature to 

accompany you, and mind on your own behalf that I fully and entirely expect you”.  In 4

another, he jests that if Catherine insists on being “‘coss’ [cross]” with his heavy workload, 

“why then, my dear, you must be out of temper, and there is no help for it”. He ends with an 

imperative: “Write me a long note by Fred [Dickens], but if you can avoid crossing it, do: for 

my eyes are none of the best at night, and I feel some difficulty in reading it by candle-

light”.  Eventually, the work by candle-light paid off: Dickens enjoyed extensive professional 5

success with The Pickwick Papers, among other enterprises, and was able to marry Catherine 

sooner than they expected. The first year of marriage was marred by two traumas: Catherine 

suffered “a very low and alarming state” after the birth of their first child in January 1837, 

and her sister Mary died unexpectedly four months later (as explored in the previous 

chapter).  Nonetheless, the couple soon settled into a domestic routine whereby Dickens 6

pursued success as a writer, and Catherine took to a cycle of childbirth, household 

management, and public appearances at Dickens’s side.  

 For the archive of Dickens’s letters to her, see Dexter, ed., The Love Romance of Charles Dickens, told in his 2

Letters to Maria Beadnell (Mrs Winter).
 Letters 1:144, Dickens to Thomas Barrow, 31 March 1836.3

 Letters 1:65, Dickens to Catherine Hogarth, [undated] June 1835.4

 Letters 1:133, Dickens to Catherine Hogarth, 21 February 1836.5

 Letters 1:223, Dickens to J. P. Hullah, 14 January 1837 and 1:226, Dickens to Richard Bentley, 24 January 6

1837. See “Chapter One: Mary Hogarth”.
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Dickens’s correspondence shows that, for many years, he generally held Catherine in high 

esteem. He often signed his letters to her with “1000000000000 kisses”.  To one friend, he 7

declared that “I will warrant my Wife to be as gentle a little woman, and as free from 

affectation or formality of any kind, as ever breathed”, before adding facetiously, “and it 

would delight her very much to have an opportunity of confirming my judgment” (in a social 

engagement).  Indeed, despite his regard for her, Dickens could not resist using his wife as an 8

instrument of male bonding from the earliest days of their marriage. He often catalogued 

incidents of her absent-mindedness for the amusement of his friends. After Angus Fletcher 

presented Dickens with a bust, he glibly noted that “Kate wrote to thank you for it, but was 

guilty of the small omission (a very slight one) of forgetting to put it in the post”.  When she 9

accompanied Dickens during a six-month tour of America, he praised her as “a most 

admirable traveller” to John Forster, but enumerated: 

 I say nothing of Kate’s troubles—but you recollect her propensity? She falls into, or 
 out of, every coach or boat we enter; scrapes the skin off her legs; brings great sores 
 and swellings on her feet; chips large fragments out of her ankle-bones; and makes 
 herself blue with bruises.   10

On the same trip he made her into an object of spectacle by “magnetising” (or hypnotising) 

her “into hysterics, and then into a magnetic sleep”, boasting that “I can wake her with 

ease”.   11

To his friends, he often poked fun at the physical effects of her regular pregnancies. “Mrs 

Dickens is at present in that uninteresting condition”, he wrote to Edward Bulwer Lytton in 

1848.  On another occasion when she was heavily pregnant, and the couple were renovating 12

Tavistock House, Dickens jokingly fretted that although Catherine “sends her kind love”, she 

is “all over paint, and seems to think that it is somehow being immensely useful to get into 

that condition”.  Several years later, he invited laughter with his description of the “little 13

 Letters 1:118, Dickens to Catherine Hogarth, 18 January 1836.7

 Letters 4:219, Dickens to Douglas Jerrold, 16 November 1844.8

 Letters 2:256, Dickens to Angus Fletcher, 8 April 1841.9

 Letters 2:205, Dickens to John Forster, 24 and 26 April 1842.10

 Letters 3:180, Dickens to John Forster, 1-4 April 1842.11

 Letters 5:383, Dickens to Edward Bulwer Lytton, 4 August 1848.12

 Letters 6:533, Dickens to Lavinia Watson, 31 October 1851.13
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pill-box on wheels which staggers about town with Mrs Dickens”.  Nonetheless, he 14

remained solicitous regarding her health and ensured she received the best medical care when 

required.   15

The instructiveness of Dickens’s early letters to Catherine flavour those he sent her 

throughout their marriage. In these, Dickens would detail the behaviour he expected of her as 

his representative, “Mrs Charles Dickens”, in their social circle. For instance, he disapproved 

of her unsuppressed dislike for Susan, the sister-in-law of his friend William Macready. 

Warning Catherine not to “let any natural dislike to [Susan’s] inanities, interfere in the 

slightest degree with an obligation so sacred”, he implored her to “remember how much we 

owe to Macready, and to Mrs Macready too”.  Dickens also could not tolerate what he saw 16

as her jealousy of his friendships with other women, and complained that she suspected him 

of being “on the most confidential terms” with “at least Fifteen Thousand Women”.  Though 17

often abroad, he continued to exercise domestic authority at a distance, from matters as 

general as determining the abode (country or city), to matters as specific as the colours and 

placements of indoor furnishings. In his absence, he would adjure Catherine to “keep things 

in their places. I can’t bear to picture them otherwise”.  Even when Dickens was at home, 18

the couple were seldom alone together as a result of Dickens’s appetite for social company. 

They always shared their wedding anniversary with John Forster.  Indeed, Dickens often 19

unselfconsciously communicated to Forster in the tones of marriage: in July 1837 he pledged 

his friendship “till death do us part” and five years later announced that “You are a part, and 

an essential part, of our home, dear friend”.  Such pronouncements are missing from his 20

letters to Catherine. He seems to have saved playful flirtations for correspondence with other 

women, sometimes innocently (as with Mary Boyle), sometimes dangerously (as with Maria 

Winter).  

 Letters 7:465, Dickens to Leigh Hunt, 13 November 1854.14

 There are many examples, such as Letters 5:478, Dickens to William Empson, 21 January 1849.15

 Letters 4:215-6, Dickens to Catherine Dickens, 8 November 1844.16

 Letters 8:472, Dickens to Emile de la Rue, 23 October 1857. 17

 Letters 4:216, Dickens to Catherine Dickens, 8 November 1844.18

 Letters 12:89, Dickens to Georgina Hogarth, 1-3 April 1868, and editors’ note.19

 Letters 1:281 and 3:211, Dickens to John Forster, 2 July 1837 and 24-26 April 1842.20
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ii. Obstacles 

What is most apparent in Dickens’s letters is the huge strain placed on the marriage by 

Catherine’s pregnancies. She tended to give birth to a new child every eighteen months. Not 

only did what Dickens cynically term Catherine’s “anti-Malthusian state” cost him “vast 

expense”, but he had to help her cope with difficult pregnancies and the “very disconcerting” 

labours from which she appears to have suffered.  During such times of acute physical 21

illness, Catherine was forced to step back from the housekeeping and motherly duties in 

favour of her younger sister Georgina, who had come to live with the growing family in 

1842.  The dyad “Kate and Georgina” henceforth became a refrain in his letters.  After the 22 23

difficult birth of their ninth child Dora in 1850, and the baby’s death eight months later, 

Catherine suffered a nervous breakdown and had to be isolated from the family at Malvern, 

for the sake of rest.  While the end to Catherine’s childbearing one year later may have been 24

a physical and emotional relief to her, it also stymied her unique influence over Dickens’s 

life.  By the mid-1850s, Dickens addressed his letters to “Catherine”, rather than “Kate”. 25

Although he spent increasingly amounts of time travelling overseas, he favoured 

corresponding with “Georgy” over his wife.  

More seriously, Dickens blamed Catherine for what he perceived as their children’s 

deficiencies, thereby refusing to examine his own influence over them. He complained that at 

the age of eighteen Charley exhibited “less fixed purpose and energy than I could have 

supposed possible in my son”.  Though acknowledging “all the tenderer and better qualities 26

which he inherits from his mother”, Dickens decided that Charley also “inherits an 

indescribable lassitude of character—a very serious thing in a man”. This “lassitude of 

character” was frequently linked to Catherine’s physical state, since twelve pregnancies over 

sixteen years had left her stout and easily-fatigued. Indeed, Dickens’s letters exhibit his 

tendency to be both repulsed and amused by female obesity. After his reacquaintance in 1855 

 Letters 6:146, Dickens to T. Yeats Brown, 14 August 1850; 4:301, Dickens to Lord Robertson, 28 April 1845.21

 See “Chapter Three: Georgina Hogarth”.22

 For just one example, see Letters 7:35, Dickens to R. H. Horne, 2 March 1853.23

 Letters 6:309, Dickens to James Wilson, 8 March 1851. 24

 Catherine’s new freedom from childbearing did start well, however, as she authored a well-received cookbook 25

in 1852, reprinted in Cox.
 Letters 7:245, Dickens to Angela Burdett Coutts, 14 January 1854.26
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with Maria Winter (née Beadnell, the object of his youthful passion) revealed her in middle-

age as “toothless and fat”, Dickens reconfigured her as the silly Flora Finching in Little 

Dorrit and severed contact with her. To his friends, he joked that “we have all had our Floras 

(mine is living, and extremely fat)”.  Likewise, Dickens did not hesitate to put the weight of 27

his wife to comic effect. “Last Friday”, he shared with Wilkie Collins in April 1856, “I took 

Mrs Dickens, Georgina, and Mary and Katey, to dine at the Trois freres. Mrs Dickens nearly 

killed herself, but the others hardly did that justice to the dinner that I had expected”.  In the 28

same month, he slyly informed John Forster that “I find the skeleton in my domestic closet is 

becoming a pretty big one”.  Soon afterwards, of course, he met the younger, slimmer 29

actress, Ellen Ternan, on the set of Wilkie Collins’s play The Frozen Deep.  30

iii. Separation  

For Dickens, Catherine’s presence in the household remained intensely physical. So it is 

significant that he chose to signal the end of the marriage in October 1857 by sealing the 

doorway between the marital bedroom and his dressing-room. Though he did not inform 

Catherine of this directly, his instructions survive in the letter he sent to their servant, Anne 

Cornelius.  Dickens’s disturbing treatment of Catherine did not escape comment throughout 31

their familial and social circles. Fiercely indignant, Dickens launched a campaign of defence 

by issuing missives to each of the couple’s closest mutual friends. In a preliminary letter to 

Angela Burdett Coutts, he attacked Catherine’s maternal skills. He shaped her as a Medusa 

figure, whose presence “harden[s]” their daughters “into stone figures of girls”, and alleged 

that “it is her misery to live in some fatal atmosphere which slays everyone to whom she 

should be dearest”.  Although Dickens drew up a legal separation that required his wife to 32

leave the family home, he continued to insist that Catherine had initiated the separation. 

When Charley opted to accompany her, Dickens perpetuated another falsehood by stressing 

to friends that “Charley’s living with his mother to take care of her, is my idea—not his”.  33

 Letters 8:149, Dickens to the Duke of Devonshire, 5 July 1856.27

 Letters 8:95, Dickens to Wilkie Collins, 22 April 1856. 28

 Letters 8:89, Dickens to John Forster, 13 April 1856.29

 “Chapter Four: Ellen Ternan” discusses this in detail.30

 Letters 8:465, Dickens to Anne Cornelius, 11 October 1857.31

 Letters 8:559, Dickens to Angela Burdett Coutts, 9 May 1858.32

 Letters 8:575, Dickens to John Leech, 31 May 1858, and editors’ note. 33
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Another misleading statement that “between the children and me, there is absolute confidence 

and accord throughout” also reveals his determination to effectively write Catherine out of 

the Dickens family’s lives.  34

On 12 June 1858, Dickens made the extravagant gesture of releasing a public statement in 

Household Words and other magazines.  Under the paradoxical heading “PERSONAL”, 35

Dickens apologises for “presenting myself in my own Journal in my own private character”. 

Using indignant hyperbole, he rejects the “most grossly false, most monstrous, and most 

cruel” gossip about his recent history (in the very act of encouraging it). He declares that he 

has had to “resort” to “circulating the Truth” because the situation involves “not only me, but 

innocent persons dear to my heart”. While Dickens declines to name the “innocent persons” 

in question, he does not hesitate to sign the statement “both in my own name and in my 

wife’s name”. Interestingly, Dickens cloaks his relationship with his readers in the language 

of marital fidelity: 

 Three-and-twenty-years have passed since I entered on my personal relations with the 
 Public. […] Through all that time I have tried to be as faithful to the Public, as they 
 have been to me. It was my duty never to trifle with them, or deceive them, or  
 presume upon their favour, or do any thing with it but work hard to justify it. I have 
 always endeavoured to discharge that duty. 

In the same document, he minimises the end of his twenty-two year marital relationship 

(twenty-three, including the year of engagement) by vaguely describing it as “some domestic 

trouble of mine”. Clearly, then, Dickens privileged marriage with his “Public” over marriage 

to Catherine, which had began almost simultaneously two decades earlier. He was even 

prepared to jettison longstanding acquaintances who objected to the publicising of his 

personal matters, forcefully breaking from his publishers, Bradbury and Evans, when they 

refused to publish his statement in their comical magazine, Punch.  36

Two months passed before a far more specific and far more “PERSONAL” statement written 

by Dickens appeared in the New York Tribune. The letter was dated 25 May 1858 and 

 Letters 8:575, Dickens to John Leech, 31 May 1858.34

 Charles Dickens, ‘Personal’, Household Words 17.429 (12 June 1858), 601. Reprinted in Letters 8:744.35

 Letters 9:565-6, [Statement by Bradbury and Evans], 31 May 1859.36
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directed to the manager of his reading tours, Arthur Smith.  It begins tentatively, “Mrs 37

Dickens and I have lived unhappily together for many years”, before stating baldly, “we are, 

in all respects of character and temperament, wonderfully unsuited to each other”. Dickens 

famously called this ‘The Violated Letter’, because it was supposedly published without his 

permission.  Dickens is not the one who was violated by its publication, however, because 38

the entire document stages a full-frontal attack on Catherine’s qualities as a wife and mother. 

He charges her with “a peculiarity of her character”, which is then enlarged to “a mental 

disorder from which she sometimes labours”. Catherine’s deficiencies mean that she has 

always “thrown all the children on someone else”, namely Georgina. Dickens continues: “I 

do not know—I cannot by any stretch of fancy imagine—what would have become of them 

except for this aunt”. Rather than admit his own initiative in the separation, Dickens again 

claims that Catherine wanted to leave, and that only Georgina kept them together for so long. 

For years Georgina had “remonstrated, reasoned, suffered and toiled, again and again to 

prevent a separation between Mrs Dickens and me”, before finally “it was suggested to me by 

Forster” that a separation was necessary, for the sake of the children.  

In the second half of the letter, Dickens goes on to list the new household arrangements. He 

places particular emphasis on his pledge to continue to financially support his wife “as 

generous[ly] as if Mrs Dickens were a lady of distinction and I a man of fortune”. The letter 

ends with a renunciation of the “wicked persons” who have “coupled with this separation 

with the name of a young lady for whom I have great attachment and regard” (referring to, 

but not naming, Ellen Ternan). Since Dickens believed that the rumours were spread by the 

Hogarth family, he had forced Catherine’s mother and youngest sister to sign a disavowal 

which was affixed to the Violated Letter. The disclaimer also managed to speak for the 

steadfastly silent Catherine by asserting that “[the rumours] are not believed by Mrs 

Dickens”.  Despite his protest of “violation”, Dickens remained on intimate terms with 39

Arthur Smith, the addressee of the letter who had published it in the Tribune.  

 Letters 8:740-2, ‘The Violated Letter’, 28 May 1858.37

 Letters 8:xiv, editors’ preface. However, Dickens’s explicit instructions for Smith to pass the letter around lays 38

bare this claim.
 Letters 8:742, ‘Statement Signed by Mrs Hogarth and her Daughter Helen’, 29 May 1858.39
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In general, Dickens protected his letters from entering the public domain. He burned all of his 

correspondence, ostensibly because he was “shocked by the misuse of private letters of 

public men, which I constantly observed”.  Therefore, it can be extrapolated that Dickens 40

actively chose to leave his disdain of his wife and the mother of his children on unalterable 

record in the “PERSONAL” statement and the Violated Letter. Indeed, he defiantly repeated 

each of the points made in the Violated Letter in his ‘Last Will and Codicil’ (1870). In this 

final document, Dickens makes the (legally extraneous) declaration that “my wife, after our 

separation by consent, has been in the receipt from me of  an annual income of £600, while 

all the great charges of a numerous and expensive family have devolved wholly upon 

myself”.  Just one aspect of the terms in the Violated Letter are reversed, as the Will states 41

Ellen Ternan’s name in full, but passes no comment on their relationship. So it appears that 

not only did Dickens intend to make his attacks on Catherine public, but that the perception 

of the public was far more meaningful to him than the opinion of his wife and her family 

(with the exception of Georgina). 

After 1858, there is scarcely any reference to Catherine in Dickens’s correspondence. He 

seems to have written to her just three times; short, sharp, business notes. In 1860, he 

ruthlessly rejected the suggestion of a mutual friend, Angela Burdett Coutts, that he and 

Catherine reconcile. He reconfigured her as “that figure [which] is out of my life for 

evermore (except to darken it) and my desire is, never to see it again”.  Four years later he 42

refused Coutts’s request that he contact Catherine after the death of their son Walter, 

reiterating “that a page in my life which once had writing on it, has become absolutely blank, 

and that it is not in my power to pretend that it has a solitary word upon it”.  This letter may 43

have contributed to the estrangement which occurred between Dickens and Coutts shortly 

afterwards.  There is no record of what Catherine felt about her marriage and separation, and 44

of her time alone, firstly as Dickens’s estranged wife, and then as his widow. The true 

“blank” is, in fact, Catherine’s side of the story.  

 Letters 10:465, Dickens to S. R. Hole, 20 December 1864.40

 Letters 11:732, ‘Charles Dickens’s Last Will And Codicil’, 12 May 1869 and 2 June 1870.41

 Letters 9:244, Dickens to Angela Burdett Coutts, 5 April 1860.42

 Letters 10:356, Dickens to Angela Burdett Coutts, 12 February 1864.43

 Their surviving correspondence ends in 1865. See Charles Dickens, Letters from Charles Dickens to Angela 44

Burdett-Coutts, 1841-1865, ed. Edgar Johnson (London: Jonathan Cape, 1953).
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II. Biographical Accounts 

i. Authorised Biographical Studies 

Unsurprisingly, Forster’s Life (1872-4) omits any discussion of the Dickenses’ marriage.  

Catherine’s role as a mother is totally excised, and the children’s births are announced as if 

she were not even present. The biographer skilfully obfuscates the marital separation by 

conflating it with Dickens’s decision to undertake public readings.  Yet Forster justifies his 45

elisions by insisting that “the public have nothing to do” with what goes on behind closed 

doors.  The family edition of the Letters, edited by Georgina Hogarth and Mamie Dickens 46

(1880), similarly downplays Catherine’s centrality to Dickens’s life. Of the hundreds of 

letters Dickens wrote to his wife, Georgina and Mamie chose to publish fragments of just 

seventeen in their first volume. The editors cultivate the impression that in the first ten years 

of the Dickenses’ relationship, Dickens wrote only twice to “Kate”, dwelling on his dreams 

about Mary in the second instance.  There is no mention of Catherine at all in the second 47

volume, even though it opens in 1857, the year Dickens initiated their separation. Evidently, 

Georgina and Mamie sought to place more emphasis on what Dickens has seen, done and 

experienced, rather than personally felt, as least as regards his marriage. They invariably cut 

out lines where Dickens expresses affection for his wife. 

Perhaps the family’s editorial reticence was motivated by sensitivity towards the feelings of 

Catherine, still living when the letters went to press. Yet even in the personal memoirs Mamie 

(1897) completed after her mother’s death, Catherine remains a cypher in the background, 

mentioned only in terms of her relationships to other people: “my mother’s sister”, or “my 

mother and her family”.  Because the other Dickens children did not deviate from this 48

formula in their own published memoirs, no light was shed on Catherine’s personality or 

experiences by people who actually knew her. As late as 1934, Stephen Leacock observed 

that the “conspiracy of silence” which enveloped Catherine was in notable contrast to 

 Forster, The Life of Charles Dickens, ed. Ley 635-48. Their wedding is distorted in the same way (73). See 45

also the “Introduction: Dickens’s Lives”. 
 Forster, The Life of Charles Dickens, ed. Ley 648.46

 Hogarth and Dickens, eds., The Letters of Charles Dickens 1:9.47

 Mamie Dickens, My Father As I Recall Him 21 and 30.48
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Dickens’s own widely publicised biography.  The first to break the tradition was Katey 49

Dickens (Kate Perugini), whose sympathetic remarks about her mother were posthumously 

published in 1939. Katey describes her namesake as “‘a sweet, kind, peace-loving woman, a 

lady—a lady born’”.  Even then, however, her insights into Catherine’s character were 50

brushed aside in favour of her revelations about Ellen Ternan. The seeming lack of interest in 

considering Catherine in her own right enabled biographers to fall back on documents 

Dickens had authored in their constructions of his wife. 

To some extent, Catherine inadvertently colluded with Dickens’s negative portrayal of her by 

choosing not to publicise her grievances. Her wordless removal of herself from the public 

arena contrasts strongly with the other wronged wives of Victorian public figures, such as 

Jane Carlyle and Rosina, Lady Lytton. Whereas Dickens repeatedly spoke for and over 

Catherine in public, Thomas Carlyle permitted the posthumous publication of his wife’s 

private diaries and letters. In these documents, Jane embraces the role of the suffering wife, 

even hinting that Carlyle was physically abusive towards her.  Though a highly regarded 51

biographer himself, Carlyle did not attempt to conceal his wife’s often damning account of 

his conduct during their marriage. Rosina Lytton (after whose husband the Dickenses’ 

youngest child was named) was even more vocal. She took advantage of Bulwer Lytton’s 

strong public profile to vent upon his faults: disrupting his political engagements, sending out 

pamphlets, and writing ferocious novelisations of their marriage.  One aspect of Rosina’s 52

experience may point to the reasoning behind Catherine’s steadfast silence. In the summer of 

1858, Bulwer Lytton had her (briefly) incarcerated in a mental asylum; another of Dickens’s 

friends, Thackeray, had also committed his wife to an asylum.  Given Dickens’s dark hints at 53

the “mental disorder under which she sometimes labours” in the Violated Letter at this time, 

perhaps Catherine feared a similar outcome had she, too, made her concerns public.   54

 Leacock, 212.49

 Storey, 23.50

 Jane Carlyle, Letters and Memorials of Jane Welsh Carlyle, Prepared for Publication by Thomas Carlyle, ed. 51

James Anthony Froude, 3 vols. (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1883).
 See Marie Mulvey-Roberts, ‘Lytton, Rosina Anne Doyle Bulwer, Lady Lytton (1802–1882)’, in Oxford 52

Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), web, 15 December 2013. 
 Christine L. Krueger, Reading for the Law: British Literary History and Gender Advocacy (Charlottesville: 53

University of Virginia Press, 2010), 143-4.
 Letters 8:740, ‘The Violated Letter’, 25 May 1858.54
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Catherine appears to have done nothing more than turn to the Hogarth family and other 

friends for comfort. The only trace of her protest at Dickens’s behaviour lies in a private letter 

she wrote to Angela Burdett Coutts (which went unpublished for 95 years): “One day though 

not now I may be able to tell you how hardly I have been used”.  Even then, she avoids 55

recrimination by using the passive voice, and avoiding naming Dickens directly. Arguably, 

the Dickenses’ marriage and its breakdown exemplifies the limits of historiography. Not only 

is textual access restricted to the husband’s side of the story, but surviving materials 

pertaining to Catherine’s life are so rare that it took Lillian Nayder over ten years to complete 

a biography of her.  Some letters written by Catherine have been preserved, but they have 56

not been bundled together and allowed to speak for themselves, as Dickens’s have (in 

numerous editions). The letters by Catherine that actually have been published are simply 

appendices or footnotes in Dickens’s 12-volume collected Letters.  While Catherine 57

remained silent on the record, the words she spoke on her deathbed in 1879 suggest that she 

still felt strongly about her husband’s conduct during their separation. She asked that 

Dickens’s letters to her be deposited in the British Library “so that the world may know he 

loved me once”.  Despite the restraint in Catherine’s reported words, they do register 58

consciousness of the damage Dickens had done to her public image in the interests of 

preserving his own. Still, the title of what became the couple’s published correspondence – 

Mr and Mrs Charles Dickens: His Letters to Her – is telling: their entire relationship is 

defined by Dickens’s voice.   59

ii. Unauthorised Biographical Studies 

The impact of Dickens’s public documents on the biographical legacy of Catherine Dickens 

cannot be overstated. Even after the revelation of Ellen Ternan, mid-century biographers such 

as Una Pope-Hennessy (1945) did not hesitate to describe “poor Kate” as “indolent” “slow-

mind[ed]” and “simple”.  Echoing Dickens, Pope-Hennessy cast the marriage as doomed 60
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from the start: “they had never really been in step. He had developed, but she had remained 

more or less what she had been in the beginning”.  Likewise, Edgar Johnson (1952) labelled 61

Catherine a “colourless nullity”, whose “slow-minded and pedestrian goodness” Dickens 

understandably found “impossible to mould” to his satisfaction.  Johnson consensually slung 62

together all of Dickens’s accusations against “poor Kate”, making her out to be “sluggish, 

vague-minded, incompetent, stirring out of self-indulgent idleness only to fall into amorphous 

self-pity. Amiable and devoted in a torpid way, she was otherwise completely negligible and 

dim”.  Arthur A. Adrian (1957) declared that “poor Catherine” was so incompetent that “it 63

was well that her sister had taken over the practical side of the household”.  Instead of 64

examining Catherine’s relationships with her many children, biographers would transpose 

childish characteristics, such as tearfulness, obstinacy, and over-indulgence, onto her, and 

frame her motherhood only in terms of giving birth. 

While diminishing Catherine’s role as a wife, a mother, and the supervisor of her household, 

biographers paradoxically insisted on drawing attention to her physically. Adrian alleged a 

habit of comfort eating led to Catherine’s growing “fat and florid before she was forty”.  65

Margaret Lane (1966) very narrowly interpreted Catherine’s cookbook as a symptom of her 

greed, which “would account for the monstrous alteration in her appearance during her 

marriage”.  Following this, Helen Cox (1970) reproduced the menus of What Shall We Have 66

for Dinner? alongside short biographical narratives dwelling on Catherine’s frequent 

illnesses, which thus suggested a link between the two. Preferring to present the “Christmassy 

Dickens” beloved of popular imagination, Cox skimmed over the marital separation entirely, 

while the book’s foreword by Catherine’s great-granddaughter failed to mention her at all.  67

The MacKenzies (1979) perpetuated the “fact” that “as the years passed and she became 

more isolated and neglected, Catherine took little exercise and indulged herself in food and 

drink”.  Noting Catherine was “increasingly irrelevant in her own house”, Phyllis Rose 68

(1984) decided that “all that childbearing told on her body, along with age and perhaps too 
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much rich food”, so “her throat subsided fleshily [sic], vaguely, into the amplitudes of the rest 

of her body”.  Fred Kaplan (1988) fixed Catherine’s character as “a frequently pregnant wife 69

who settled quickly into the slack life of guaranteed fidelity”.  For Peter Ackroyd (1990) 70

also, Catherine was as unadaptable as Dickens reckoned: “at nineteen, she was what she 

would always be”, though notably “tangible and definite” (thus hinting at her weight).  71

David Lodge (2002) judged her as “rather dull”, “not particularly good-looking”, and “quite 

incapable of responding adequately to her husband’s intelligence, wit, imagination, and 

energy”.  Lodge asked pointedly: “What did he see in her?” In most instances, biographers 72

failed to consider the marriage from Catherine’s point of view or even question the evidence 

on which their judgements were based. The unasked question remained: what did she see in 

him? 

Retrieving Catherine Dickens’s experiences from the power of her husband’s fame has 

proved a rare and difficult enterprise. While Catherine Waters (1997) and Michael Slater 

(1983, 2009) drew attention to the one-sided representation of Catherine in Dickensian 

biography, their brief accounts were parenthetical to lengthy celebrations of (the 

autobiographical nature of) Dickens’s works.  Fittingly, then, Nayder (2010) described the 73

public construction of Catherine as the product of Dickens’s creative imagination as much as 

Scrooge, Tiny Tim, or Little Nell.  In order to present Catherine as the heroine of her own 74

life, Nayder devoted equal attention to the time before she met Dickens; to her friendships 

with other women and men while married to Dickens; and her demonstrable closeness to her 

children after the separation. Three “Interludes” are dedicated to examining Catherine’s 

relationships with her sisters, Mary, Georgina and Helen, apart from Dickens’s needs. Luca 

Caddia (2011) comments that in pursuing this structure, Nayder “embarks on an editing 

process opposite to that undertaken by Georgina” in the Victorian Letters.  However, 75

Nayder’s attempt to draw attention to “the multiple roles Catherine Dickens played and the 
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range of voices in which she spoke” is undermined by the heavy academic jargon in which 

she makes her case.  As Nell Irvin Painter (1997) points out, “sadly, much feminist 76

biography, like much academic writing, sacrifices a general readership to habits of 

scholarship”.  At times, Nayder’s language seems to objectify Catherine as much as she 77

(rightly) accuses previous biographers of having done. 

iii. Early Biographical Fiction 

Although in general early biographical fiction is more alert to Catherine’s existence than 

biographies written at the same time, she still tends to be reduced to a pitiable – and self-

pitying – fragment of her husband’s life. As the title suggests, Ursula Bloom’s The Romance 

of Charles Dickens (1960) defines Catherine as Dickens’s reluctant second-choice, after 

Maria Beadnell.  Throughout their marriage, Dickens weighs her every action against the 78

“ghost” of Maria, and is invariably disappointed.  While Maria is, after a late 79

reacquaintance, both shrewd and charismatic, “Kate” is from the start defined by negations: 

“not clever”, “not even a personality”, she is tolerated only because she simplistically 

“allowed herself to be led by Charles, believing him to be wonderful”.  Bloom thus explains 80

away Dickens’s cavalier treatment of her. Catherine is similarly moulded into a childish 

nonentity in Victoria Lincoln’s Charles (1962). Though portraying Dickens as a difficult 

husband, both restless and mercurial, Lincoln inhibits sympathy for Catherine by making her 

equally as exasperating. Her days consist of “naps and nibbled sweets”, so that she grows to 

be a “sagging, fat young woman”.  As tearful as her latest newborn, she “seldom verbalised 81

her emotions” because she cannot find the words to express her own “utter inadequacy”.  82

Essentially, the novel dramatises how Catherine’s physical and mental lethargy ensured the 

failure of her marriage.  
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Even Hebe Elsna’s Unwanted Wife (1963), which explicitly sets out to “defend” Catherine’s 

honour, ends up re-inscribing her biographical anonymity. The narrative strives to elevate 

Catherine into a Victorian Angel in the House by emphasising her “deep sense of religion”, 

“dignity”, “self-respect”, and “compassion”; but because Elsna enters into an extensive 

digression which shapes Georgina into an exciting Iago-figure, Catherine remains pallid and 

indistinct in comparison.  Elsna even admits, “she, as Charles’s wife, held so many good 83

cards but seemed to be completely unaware of it”.  On first impression, Frederick Busch’s 84

The Mutual Friend (1975) appears to offer a more sophisticated Catherine Dickens. Though 

seeming to grant Catherine the powers of first-person narration, the self-portrait which 

emerges is in harness with Dickens’s version of her. The narration is framed as an anonymous 

letter by “An English Mother” to her dead baby (Dora).  The result is both cloying and 85

bitter, a catalogue of jealous allegations against Dickens that, it turns out, is spoken not by 

Catherine but by another character’s assumption of her voice. Once again, Catherine emerges 

as a cipher in her own fictional biography. Nonetheless, the following focus texts show how 

neo-Victorian biofiction is able to bridge the dense, theoretically-informed research of 

Nayder’s study with the entertainment value of early biographical fiction, so as to flout the 

orthodox version of “Mrs Charles Dickens”. 

III. Neo-Victorian Biofiction 

i. Focus Text 1: Jack Maggs 

Ironically, just as biographers sideline Catherine Dickens in accounts of her husband’s life, 

most critical analyses of Carey’s Jack Maggs (1997) ignore her fictionalisation as Mary 

Oates.  This minimises the crucial role that Mary Oates plays in the narrative’s events, as she 86

secretively, though inadvertently, administers half of the abortifacient which kills her younger 

sister Lizzie. Critics imbibe Tobias Oates’s blame for the “intruder” Jack Maggs causing 

Lizzie’s death without examining Mary’s equal culpability (50). In fact, Carey recasts the 

woman who has been disenfranchised by Dickens’s storytelling as an enterprising domestic 
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figure, who takes charge for the sake of her family. Elizabeth Langland poses Victorian 

household management as “comprised [of] two aspects: regulations of servants and status 

display”.  Carey represents Catherine, through Mary Oates, as keeping to her end of the 87

domestic bargain. During the day, she oversees the family arrangements and acts “put-upon” 

in her manner (95). At night, she “violently” accuses Oates of being “‘too busy playing 

knucklebones’” with the neighbour’s footman to provide her with enough money to uphold 

appearances (140). Not only is she embarrassed by her inability to pay their debts to “‘the 

butcher’” and “‘the grocer’”, but she implores her husband to “‘abandon your magnets for 

one day’” to act as a professional writer for the Chronicle (141). Moreover, this Catherine is 

not afraid to close the family ranks rather than passively allow a sister to fracture her 

domestic sphere, destroying the “evidence” of her work in the process (53). Carey’s 

biofiction disputes Catherine’s enclosure within Dickens’s narrative by representing Mary 

Oates as a figure of agency, willing to act to protect her husband’s name, as well as her own 

status as “his wife”. 

Revealingly, Oates often uses the term “wife” as a metonym for respectability. By 1837, he 

has fashioned “a family which now consisted of his wife, Mary, his son, John, and his wife’s 

younger sister, Elizabeth”, and they live together in a house big enough to “welcome his 

wife’s aunts and uncles” (43, 44). When he tries to stave off dealing with Lizzie’s unexpected 

pregnancy by pleading, “‘I have a wife’”, he is actually telegraphing their hard-won propriety 

(265). The marriage may be devoid of the sexual passion that marks Oates’s affair with 

Lizzie, but Mary is the one responsible for pushing Oates into earning money for the family, 

which has the added advantage of further burnishing his fame. She allows Oates to cultivate 

“that safe warm world” his own family had “denied” him (44). Jack Maggs is the only focus 

text that is modelled on an early episode of the Dickenses’ marriage, before a split between 

the couple (supposedly) seemed inevitable. The novel thus sidesteps the “canonised history” 

Elisabeth Wesseling defines as that “reservoir of established historical facts and standard 

interpretations of these facts”, pertaining to the Dickenses’ marriage.  According to 88

Wesseling, the task of biofiction is not to “propagate historical knowledge, but to inquire into 
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the very possibility, nature, and use of historical knowledge from an epistemological or a 

political perspective”.  Carey considers the image-making dimensions of the Dickenses’ 89

marriage in this light. Instead of delivering a list of reasons for the couple’s separation, 

Carey’s biofiction pauses to consider what value Catherine Dickens, in Mary Oates, may 

have represented to her husband only a year after their wedding. 

In one aspect, Carey’s biofiction appears to inscribe the negative portrayal of Catherine 

Dickens’s physical appearance found in biographical sources. The tally of characters’ 

observations of Mary Oates is punctuated by the word “plump”; however, not as a means of 

dismissing her, but as a means of differentiating their priorities. For Tobias Oates, reeling 

from a childhood of neglect and poverty, Mary’s “rosy-cheeked and broad-hipped” 

appearance substantially distinguishes her from “that pinched and worried woman who had 

brought him so resentfully into the world” (44). Jack Maggs observes that Mary is “plump 

and plain with a slightly injured cast to her features”, though he muses that “perhaps she was 

merely tired by the babe she now carried at her breast” (95). Lizzie, her relative and rival, 

notes the “plump figure” of her “good dull sister” with a mixture of resentment and guilt 

(233). Biographers have often visually justified Dickens’s decision to leave Catherine by 

juxtaposing photographs of her in middle-age, “fat and florid” after the births of her ten 

children, alongside Ellen Ternan in the bloom of her youth.  To some extent, Carey sets up 90

Mary Oates in unflattering contrast to a younger, more attractive rival, so that Mary, like 

Catherine, is still defined by her corporality. However, Carey imbues Mary’s “plump[ness]” 

with the power of illuminating, in a world of closely guarded secrets, other characters’ values 

and desires. In so doing, the novel subverts the jeering at Catherine’s weight found in 

traditional representations of her. 

The qualities of infantilism commonly attributed to Catherine Dickens in biography – 

tearfulness, dependence, and obstinacy – are mostly projected onto her actual baby in Carey’s 

biofiction. At the same time, baby John is often used as an instrument to express his mother’s 

feelings. Unhappy with the presence of Jack Maggs in her home during a mesmeric session, 

Mary “clutch[es] her poor babe tightly”; soon afterwards, she uses him as an excuse to exit 
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the proceedings, “holding her hand protectively around the soft little skull” (99). Her sister 

observes that “with this grizzling baby on her hip, it was clear just how little patience [Mary] 

had for either science or literature” (97). Lizzie’s sexual availability is linked to her 

childlessness, as Mary must often attend to “little John” in lieu of her partaking in her 

husband’s “fun and games” (227, 218). Their bodies are also in parallel: the “red protrusion” 

of a painful boil on the baby’s chest reflects the “itchy rash across her back” Mary suffers 

after discovering her husband’s adultery, with “water blisters which had risen in the middle of 

these red weals” (226, 340). In real life, the Dickens family employed a series of wet nurses 

after the births of their children.  Here, however, Carey insists upon Catherine’s motherhood 91

in a physical sense, by making the fictional “babe” seem almost attached to his mother’s 

body. In so doing, he rewrites her as a woman who prioritised her children over other 

relationships, even those with her sister and her husband. 

Like Esther’s keys in Bleak House, “little John” seems to function as a symbol of household 

management. In a house where everything is “newly painted, newly furnished”, 

“glisten[ing]”, and “bright”, the Oates’ newborn baby is a crucial prop to their family 

respectability (49). Unlike the house and its furnishings, the baby was acquired naturally, not 

purchased, and hence is a measure of Mary’s success rather than Oates’s. Kathleen Barry has 

argued that the process of recovering historical women’s lives involves “retrieving lost 

subjectivity, subjectivity lost because it has been historically suppressed and subjectivity lost 

because women’s actions have been determined and essentialised to their sexual and/or 

reproductive functions”.  Carey riffs upon this sentiment by showing Mary Oates as moved 92

to act against her sister for the benefit of her child. Lizzie’s fatal error is labelling herself 

“‘the mother of [Oates’s] child’”, because in this world, motherhood is the realm of Mrs 

Oates only (265). Mary refuses to allow her baby, as the symbol of domestic order, to be 

disrupted by the arrival of another from her sister. Subverting Victorian domestic idyll (and 

idleness), Carey has Mary use her “sewing scissors” to cut out the “little newspaper 

advertisement” of abortifacient (340). There is no room for Lizzie and child in the triumvirate 

of “a respectable life”: “a wife, a babe, a household” (218). Mary sees Lizzie’s baby as 
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dispensable because it threatens domestic tranquility, just as Catherine was seen as 

dispensable by her husband, “the self-appointed novelist of hearth and home”, and later by 

his biographers.  Hence, Carey’s portrayal of the author’s wife offers ironic inversions of the 93

“factual” record.  

Like other biofiction, Jack Maggs eschews the form of traditional biography, which provides 

prolonged and isolated focus on one central character, in favour of a cast of characters. The 

text encourages perspectives and experiences to be measured against each other, so that Mary 

Oates is alternately set up to align with, or to oppose, other figures. Sometimes she physically 

resembles her sister Lizzie, as in the eyes of Maggs, while at other times she recalls for Oates 

the memory of his mother. Meanwhile, her decision to terminate Lizzie’s pregnancy without 

first seeking her sister’s permission repeats the abortion forced upon Jack Maggs and his 

sister-figure, Sophina, by the detestable Mary Britten (note the identical forenames). Carey 

further complicates any easy conclusions by linking Catherine’s character, in Mary, to Maggs 

himself. When she visits Mary Britten to procure the abortion pills, she literally follows his 

footsteps in the opening pages: “their paths were so close that she must, from time to time, 

have brought her stout little heel down on the same spot of pavement where Jack Maggs’s 

hessian boot had trod” (341). As Liz Stanley argues, history tends to forget that “no person is 

an island complete of itself”, and that identity is socially constructed “within a network of 

others”.  Biofiction’s relative freedom from strict fidelity to the historical record enables 94

Carey to demonstrate how the actions of all strata of human lives – from housemaids to 

greengrocers, doctors to charlatans, famous men to their wives – impact upon each other, 

whether through accident or design. 

Mary Oates is further aligned with Maggs in that both are based on figures (Catherine 

Dickens and Magwitch from Great Expectations) who were pushed to the margins by 

Dickens and his “loyalists”.  In this sense, Maggs’s writing in invisible ink for several 95

sections of the novel can be used to comment upon the invisibility of Catherine’s point of 
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view, as well as biographers’ reluctance to acknowledge her input into the much-reprinted 

cookbook, What Shall We Have for Dinner?  Whereas Dickens’s wife was long excised from 96

biographical record, the interlinkages of biofiction enable the pivotal role played by Mary 

Oates (as well as Maggs) in the ending of Jack Maggs to be encoded throughout the text. 

Fiction which presents a plurality of perspectives can defy what Agnieszka Golda-Derejczk 

terms “the totalising, speaking-for-all singular point of view” typical of traditional 

narratives.  In keeping with this revisionist refrain, no one single figure is pinned as 97

responsible for Lizzie’s death, for Maggs also leads Oates to purchase the “brown, 

misshapen” pills for the same purpose as Mary (361). The connections, shifts, and repetitions 

between the scenes and characters thus marks a disavowal of the biographical tradition which 

glorified Dickens at the expense of supposedly “secondary” figures such as Catherine.  The 98

novel reiterates that even minor figures like “a wife” and “a babe” have the power to redirect 

the course of (a Great Man’s) history. 

Of all the characters in the novel, however, Mary Oates is most similar to her husband. In the 

last section, Carey appears finally to endorse the version of Catherine canonised by Dickens’s 

biographers by describing Mary as destined to be “the slow and famously dim-witted creature 

who was commonly thought not to understand half of what her famous husband said” (374). 

This final image seems to echo Dickens’s conviction in the 1850s that “Poor Catherine and I 

are not made for each other”.  In fact, Carey’s fictionalisation of the marriage throughout the 99

novel refutes Dickens’s claim of marital incompatibility, even if the reason linking them 

together is far from flattering. Quite simply, both Tobias and Mary Oates are terrified of 

public censure. Echoing Oates’s prickliness about his status as a “gentleman”, Mary makes 

sure to wear her “best dress” to the abortionist, “so that whoever she must now encounter 

would know she was, in spite of the circumstances, a respectable woman” (215, 340-1). The 

ostentation of Mary’s “heavy velvet dress” fits with Oates’s gaudy waistcoats, marking both 

as highly aware of the leverage to be gained through physical presentation (341). Moreover, 

just as Mary is “ever mindful of the economic stress under which Tobias suffered”, money is 
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“a subject always on his mind. One can see the evidence on all his manuscripts – their 

margins marked with calculations headed £-s-d” (341, 153). Her actions belie her husband’s 

claim that there is no spillage between his private and “‘public’” lives (96). The couple even 

ruminates in a similar manner, which in turn recalls Dickens’s own sensitivity over public 

opinion. Oates worries that “once it was known that he had betrayed his wife and ruined her 

young sister, who would ever wish to touch a book with his name upon its spine?”, while 

Mary anticipates that “soon all of England would know how she had put poison in her sister’s 

tea” (237, 375). Both are more concerned about their respectability as it is perceived by 

others, through their name, than as the principle by which they actually live.  

Husband and wife are most united in their capacity for impersonation. Both end up as 

pseudo-doctor figures. Mary notices the “symptoms” of Lizzie’s “disease” at the same time 

Oates is busily acting as the “surgeon of [Maggs’s] soul” (340, 63). When Mary dresses up to 

collect the “‘medicine’”, and surreptitiously feeds the pills to end her sister’s pregnancy, she 

indirectly causes Lizzie’s death (374). Yet her role-play closely rehearses Oates’s earlier 

masquerade as “‘a member of the College of Surgeons’” in a neighbouring house, whereby 

his quarantine of an imaginary “Contagion” (sic) led to the death of its butler, Mr Spinks 

(215, 173). Moreover, both Oates and Mary are responsible for destroying evidence 

disclosing the real causes of these deaths: Oates helps to manipulate Spinks’s death 

certificate, and Mary orders the destruction of Lizzie’s soiled linen (215, 389). According to 

William St Clair, “biographies which stick too closely to the documentary record can 

therefore never be more than elaborated chronicles which collect the simplest external 

recorded steps from birth to death”.  In light of this, the way in which Mr and Mrs Oates 100

“play” at being doctor, diagnose from symptoms, and change history by manipulating the 

surviving record, is a projection of the work of biofiction. Just as Mary and Tobias Oates treat 

people as artificial constructs, so too does Carey transmute these actual historical figures – 

Charles and Catherine Dickens – into figments of an alternative history.  

 St Clair, 222.100
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ii. Focus Text 2: Wanting 

Another Australian author, Richard Flanagan, includes Catherine Dickens as a character in 

Wanting (2008). Flanagan’s novel mingles three seemingly disparate narrative strands. One 

explores Sir John Franklin’s failed arctic exploration onboard The Terror in 1851. The second 

portrays the sad life of Mathinna, a young Aboriginal girl adopted by Sir John and his wife, 

Lady Jane, during their time in Tasmania in the 1830s. The third strand fictionalises the 

breakdown of Dickens’s marriage around the time that he launched a public defence of 

Franklin’s reputation, at the request of Lady Jane, regarding rumours that Franklin and his 

crew resorted to cannibalism once they were stranded in the Arctic. The narrative constantly 

shifts so that the story of Mathinna, a “savage” girl in the colonial outpost, is deemed as 

equally valid and compelling as that of Dickens, “the most famous Englishman of the 

age” (51, 162). Flanagan disrupts the biographer’s obligation to inform readers “when 

something is missing from the record or cannot be explained”, according to Naomi Jacobs, 

which can only “reduce the reader’s emotional involvement”.  Instead, Flanagan amplifies 101

emotional engagement by delving into the very gaps of history. 

All the characters in Wanting are based on real-life historical figures. Whereas Jane Smiley 

notes that Dickens is “possibly the most amply documented literary sensibility in history”, 

Flanagan observes in his ‘Author’s Note’ that all that is left of “Mathinna” are a few vague 

references, and a single image (255).  Mathinna’s character exemplifies a trope identified 102

by Marie-Luise Kohlke and Christian Gutleben, in which “neo-Victorian novels prefer to 

particularise trauma by depicting specific victims, with the particular example standing for a 

whole class or people”.  The brutal exploitation of the Aboriginal people, who “never had a 103

proper voice, story, or discursive existence in literature”, at least in the Victorian era, is 

symbolically represented by the father figure Franklin’s rape and subsequent abandonment of 

Mathinna.  The novel ends with her death, by murder, in a parody of the cradle-to-the-grave 104

format of biography. While in the logic of the text Catherine’s presence, and her perspective, 

are as equally pertinent to the narrative as that of any other character, the traumatic realities 
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of her situation – the breakdown of her marriage, the loss of her station and the estrangement 

of her children – nonetheless diminish when juxtaposed with paedophilic rape and racial 

extermination. Even the paratextual ‘Postscript’ published on Flanagan’s website, which 

offers brief biographies of each historical figure fictionalised in the text, problematically 

excludes Catherine.  Flanagan’s project sets out to create an imagined archive of voices 105

hitherto suppressed by grand historical narratives, but risks enacting its own form of 

suppression by denying Catherine Dickens the ability to speak for herself. 

Much in the way the Victorian perception of indigenous peoples was framed by their colonial 

conquerers, the characterisation of Catherine is enfolded within Dickens’s perspective. In 

fact, Flanagan’s alignment of Dickens with the establishment/colonial desire to 

“‘exterminate’” unwanted and inferior people powerfully colours the portrait of their 

marriage (178). Like the Australian colonists in relation to the indigenous inhabitants of 

Tasmania, Dickens spends most of his narrative staking his intellectual and social superiority 

over his wife. She is often read through his eyes: “He could not bear her misery, nor her 

listlessness”, nor “how she grew fatter and duller with each passing day” (34). Dickens 

actively avoids spending time alone with her. He goes on long walks, and dreads the thought 

of returning to their shared bed; he shuts himself away in his study, double-locking the doors; 

he goes on escapades in male company. Most importantly, he expends his energy arranging, 

directing, and rehearsing a play, The Frozen Deep, which transmutes Franklin’s experience in 

the arctic into a tale of heroic self-sacrifice. During rehearsals for the play he begins an affair 

with an eighteen-year-old mistress, Ellen Ternan. Yet in Catherine’s presence the “most 

popular writer of the day” is rendered into “wordless anguish” (71, 34). Flanagan’s version 

suggests that the lack of words ultimately destroyed the Dickenses’ marriage, as they failed to 

communicate with each other about the death of their infant, Dora. However, Catherine’s 

literal silence in Wanting means that she becomes an externalised figure, measured by her 

actions – dropping things, hiding away in her bedroom – rather than her speech. Other 

characters are granted sustained interiority, as well as the ability to articulate their emotion, 

while Catherine only watches, “mute[ly]” (158). Jeannette King theorises that “if any piece of 

historical writing is, in effect, one tale among many, then an imaginative construction of a life 

 Flanagan, ‘Postscript’, Random House Australia, web, 24 January 2013.105
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of which little is known, but which has a basis in documented fact, may have its own claim to 

a kind of ‘truth’”.  Perhaps Catherine’s character simply embodies her historical 106

counterpart’s resolute silence in the historiographic record.  

In addition to silencing Catherine, Flanagan isolates her in other ways. She is missing from 

the final professional performances of The Frozen Deep, and the sisterhood offered by the 

Hogarth family is omitted from the narrative. Moreover, she is primarily identified by her 

status as the wife of a “great” Victorian figure. While Dickens’s other loves Maria Beadnell 

and Ellen Ternan are named in full, often in staccato repetition, his wife is known simply as 

“Catherine”; alternatively, she takes on the form of anonymous female pronouns. Both 

strategies suggest that her association with Dickens ought to define her. At times, the text’s 

representation of Catherine exhibits what Bonnie J. Robinson has identified as the 

“inadvertent renewed discrimination” characteristic of some biofiction “in the process of 

achieving their particular re-visions”.  Robinson pertinently observes that “neo-Victorian 107

fiction and biofiction can be less concerned with re-visioning historical ‘realities’ and real 

figures than with the cultural myths constructed/woven around them”, or, more specifically, 

around the male figures with whom certain women lived.  By reducing the character to 108

“Catherine”, and no more than that, Flanagan’s novel risks re-inscribing the kind of 

(institutional) oppression that it otherwise seeks to interrogate. Nonetheless, the technique 

sympathetically refutes the biographical construction of Catherine Dickens as a woefully ill-

matched partner for Dickens from the start. The forename makes her seem vulnerable and 

sidelined. Flanagan’s version proposes that, after twenty-two years of marriage, Catherine 

was simply overcome by her husband’s financial and professional acumen, his need for the 

worshipping attention of an audience, and his powers of articulation.  

While minimising Catherine, the novel repeatedly emphasises Dickens’s representative 

quality as a propagandist for his countrymen. Lady Jane Franklin enlists him to write a 

defence of her husband because he is not only “the most popular writer in the land”, but 

 Jeannette King, The Victorian Woman Question in Contemporary Feminist Fiction (Basingstoke: Palgrave 106
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because “his opinion could move governments” (21). As with Jack Maggs, the multifaceted 

narrative enables characters to be read against each other. Dickens, as an “‘English […] 

genius’”, is pointedly aligned with another establishment figure, Sir John Franklin (37). In an 

alternate plot, Franklin “toast[s] English valour and English genius” just before he leaves for 

the Arctic, with the hope that he may “one day become part of such a glorious English 

history” (143). Both epitomise the power of storytelling: “Sir John Franklin, Dickens 

realised, was surely as fine a creation of Sir John Franklin’s own pen as Oliver Twist was of 

his” (46). Meanwhile, their wives are aligned as threshold figures: Catherine hovers between 

the status of wife and ex-wife, and Lady Jane, owing to the unknown fate of her husband, 

hovers between wife and widow. Yet readers are also invited to contrast the two as very 

different “English” wives. Because Lady Jane seeks to restore Franklin’s good name and 

honour, she is “the exemplary devoted wife”, whereas Catherine embarrasses the image upon 

which her husband “had gambled so boldly and profited so handsomely” (32). In the wives of 

these “great” men, Flanagan offers the “representation of subjects who have been largely 

absent from the traditional master discourse of history” which, as Helen Davies observes, 

“privileges patriarchy, heteronormativity, eurocentricity and the ‘able-bodied’”.  Flanagan’s 109

novel focuses on a spectrum of characters, but there is an implicit sympathy at work 

regarding the unrecorded experiences of figures peripheral to Franklin and Dickens: namely, 

their wives and daughters. 

The choice to include Dickens as a contrasting figure to the narrative of the colonial project 

appears designed to expose the ideals expounded in Dickens’s novels as untenable. The novel 

is careful to note that “family” is a conceit which “arrived like the steam train, unexpectedly 

but undeniably”, yet it repeatedly upholds Dickens’s inability to apply his fictional ideals to 

his own domestic sphere (32). Flanagan shows Dickens musing that “celebrating the family 

was one thing. Practising it, as Dickens had discovered, was something else again” (32). 

Catherine Waters has written of the “normalising function of middle-class domestic ideology 

in Dickens’s fiction”.  Waters notes that Dora’s fatal flaw in David Copperfield is her 110

“failure to comprehend domestic economy”, which renders her “an inappropriate partner for 

 Davies, 3.109
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the hero of middle-class self-making”.  Here, Catherine’s flaw is not being able to collude 111

with Dickens’s theatricalities, his play-acting at being the ideal “family” man. This is shown 

by an argument they have over their daughter’s purchase of an expensive bonnet. Dickens 

switches suddenly from shouting into a whisper, begging “for them all to stop, them all to 

stop, to stop such madness as this, to stop falling apart, to come together once more as a 

family. But it was a speech, words, and no one cared a fig for it” (95). Dispensing with what 

Louisa Hadley calls “the ‘Great Man’ approach to biography, which focuses on the public 

achievement of famous men”, the novel reiterates that the private is complicit in the public, 

and the domestic in the institutional.   112

Like other biofiction, Flanagan’s goes “behind the scenes” to reveal that for Great Men, 

action starts at home. In one pivotal scene, Catherine collects a variety of flowers in a vase. 

As she is placing the vase near the author’s desk in his study, she drops it. The spillage of the 

water destroys one of Dickens’s manuscripts, as well as his copy of “Carlyle’s History of the 

French Revolution, dedicated to Dickens by the great historian himself” (158). As Catherine 

gathers “the strewn flowers”, ruing “those dull creatures he passed off as women in his 

books”, Dickens verbally abuses her and leaves the room (159). The scene reads as a defiance 

of Dickens, demonstrating that the human lives with whom he came into contact were more 

complicated, and more volatile, than his writing would suggest. In this way, Catherine’s 

portrayal functions to negotiate the textual nature of history. The novel endorses Linda 

Hutcheon’s contention that “history” refers, in the first instance, “to other texts: we know the 

past (which really did exist) only through its textualised remains”.  Carlyle’s book is soiled 113

because according to biofiction the “history of the world” is not “the biography of great 

men”.  Catherine is upset, and knows how to defend herself against Dickens’s criticism, 114

“but she said none of it” (158). In the alternative history presented by biofiction, actions 

which did not make it into the archives are accorded just as much (narrative) importance as 

those “great” dates, events, achievements – and announcements.  
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Flanagan is evidently familiar with the 1858 public statements released by Dickens, because 

he puts the words into the fictionalised character’s mouth during conversations with other 

male characters. In Flanagan’s version Dickens speaks with less authority, however. He 

pauses, stammers, and shakes his head “as if he were working on a jigsaw puzzle in which 

pieces cannot be made to fit” (75). True to historical record, Flanagan denies Catherine the 

chance to respond to the accusations about her in the statements, because Dickens quotes the 

letters while he talks privately to his friends, rather than directly to her. Nonetheless, 

Catherine realises with a sense of helplessness that Dickens will unfairly shape posterity’s 

conception of her. She will be known as “the fat and hopeless housekeeper, the hysteric, the 

invalid, the harridan and the virago” (158). Flanagan’s biofiction refuses to condone this 

construction of her, asking in a riff of questions:  

 Yet hadn’t he, in every book and speech and utterance, said it was all about family and 
 hearth and home? And hadn’t she broken her body giving him children and trying to 
 please him? Hadn’t she loved him, and in his books wasn’t such love always    
 triumphant? (158) 

The novel further reacts to Dickens’s 1858 observations of Catherine by refashioning her as a 

caring mother, attuned to the needs to her children. She declines a trip to Italy, suggested by 

Dickens to curb his restlessness, because of the children’s “commitments” (33). She has a 

strong ally in their daughter, Katey, who is often “glowering” at Dickens’s treatment of her 

(95). Moreover, her physical ineptitude is shown to be the unwanted but not unexpected 

result of ten full-term pregnancies: “You grow heavy, your memory wanders, your body 

leaks, your back burns” (157-8). Gillian Beer notes that “rewriting sustains and disperses, 

dispels, restores, and interrupts” original texts.  By incorporating the words about Catherine 115

which Dickens made public in 1858 alongside an unsavoury hypothesis of Dickens’s 

behaviour towards her in the private sphere, Flanagan’s novel problematises the kind of 

historiography which favours male over female, and the written word over lived experience. 

Despite Catherine’s relatively limited appearance in the narrative then, she is anything but a 

minor figure in Flanagan’s exposure of Victorian narrow-mindedness.  

 Gillian Beer, ‘The Victorians in Virginia Woolf: 1832-1941’, in Arguing with the Past: Essays in Narrative 115

From Woolf to Sidney (New York: Routledge, 1989), 140.
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iii. Focus Text 3: Girl in a Blue Dress 

Unlike Wanting, Gaynor Arnold’s Girl in a Blue Dress (2008) explicitly seeks to “give voice 

to the largely voiceless Catherine Dickens” in the form of the first-person narrator, Dorothea 

Gibson (404). Her narration opens on the day of her husband Alfred Gibson’s funeral at 

Westminster Abbey, as if only the irrevocability of his death frees her “voice” from his 

editorial management. Indeed, Arnold’s biofiction dares to suggest that the death of the most 

celebrated author of the age could have been a relief to his wife in several ways. Firstly, the 

event frees her to re-establish contact with her children, who have stayed away from her in 

order to avoid displeasing their father. The warm rapport between the fictionalised version of 

Catherine and her children undermines Dickens’s public dismissal of the quality of her 

motherhood in 1858.  Secondly, Dorothea is able to re-enter Park House, her final home 116

with Gibson, and collect personal trinkets and mementos before they are auctioned off. While 

she is there she also enters his study, confiscates Gibson’s personal notebook, and confronts 

the women who have run her household since her departure. Thirdly, although Dorothea has 

long been shunned because of her awkward social status as the estranged wife of a “Great 

Man”, the shift in her status when he dies to that of the legitimate widow renders her worthy 

of the recognition of the Queen, who invites her to tea (168). As the culmination of 

Dorothea’s endeavours, she gathers the courage to accost Gibson’s mistress, Wilhelmina 

Ricketts, modelled on Ellen Ternan. What emerges from Dorothea’s series of meetings is the 

kind of camaraderie that is traditionally absent from accounts of the life of Catherine Dickens 

and is, in turn, dependent upon the Great Man’s removal from the picture. 

Girl in a Blue Dress resists the urge to over-compensate for Catherine’s repeated childbearing 

by rendering Dorothea a sexual martyr. Biographical commentators often characterise 

Catherine as a figure who simply met Dickens’s sexual appetite, thus ignoring her own 

potential desires in the exchange. For instance, when Rosemarie Bodenheimer describes 

Dickens as a “conventional Victorian” who bought into “the general expectations of his 

culture” regarding marriage, she fails to consider Catherine’s position.  Perhaps the problem 117

is Victorian sexual disclosure, or lack thereof: contemporary biofiction can afford to address 

 See “Chapter Five: The Dickenses”.116
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the topic of marital intercourse more directly. As Cora Kaplan notes, “sexuality may be the 

leitmotif” of the neo-Victorian project.  Thus, Arnold’s novel portrays Dorothea as a 118

sexually desiring being who was passionately attached to her husband, though increasingly 

reluctant to undergo the physical consequences of intercourse: “I’d always say yes, even 

though I dreaded the idea of another confinement” (205). In fact, Arnold submits that the 

union between the Dickenses was disrupted long before the arrival of Ellen Ternan by the 

cycle of pregnancy, childbirth and infancy, in an age before the widespread availability of 

contraception. The narrative acknowledges how the couple’s fertility placed obvious bodily 

restrictions on Catherine, but also drove Dickens to impose his stress about carrying the 

financial burden onto her.  

Yet Arnold avoids the impulse to glorify Catherine, through Dorothea, for her bodily 

sacrifices. Instead of quietly accepting of changes wrought by pregnancy, Dorothea is vocally 

resistant. She tells her sister-in-law: “‘I know it is our women’s lot – but I feel so very 

despondent when I’m carrying, and no doubt I shall be looking excessively fat before the 

month is out. […] I should like to keep my looks. I should like to keep something of my 

attractiveness’’ (133). Elements such as Dorothea’s insecurity over her physical attractiveness 

and her struggle to control (what would now be recognised as) her postpartum depression, 

have contemporary resonance “in an age when wives are still discarded in favor of younger 

replacements”, as Margaret D. Stetz points out.  Dorothea is honest about her struggle to 119

balance duties with desires, pleading “‘Is it selfish to want a breathing space? A chance for 

Alfred and me to be sweethearts again?’” (133). While sympathetically portrayed, Dorothea’s 

voice is not idealised; nor is it entirely static or coherent, but often dynamic and self-

contradicting. The description of her bodily problems provides an adjunct narrative to 

Dickens’s satirical references to Catherine’s body in his letters, and her oscillating narration 

contrasts with Dickens’s self-righteous posturing in the public statements. Because Dorothea 

is flawed, Arnold’s biofictional representation of Catherine Dickens often seems more 

realistic, and more relatable, than that authored by Dickens, and cemented in the public 

domain.  
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Dorothea’s candour can, at times, seem compromised by her reliance upon Gibson’s words, 

which are often collapsed within her interior monologue. She religiously consults his novels, 

“read[s] a chapter a day”, and quotes from them in conversation (9). Recalling her marriage, 

she measures Gibson’s behaviour as a husband against that of his creations, including the 

murderous Jack Black and the abusive Richard Masterman (142, 170). The character’s 

filtering of her experience through Gibson’s words can seem counter-intuitive. After all, his 

very manipulation of words resulted in her banishment from the family home, tarnished her 

image in the public eye, and socially isolated her for a decade. It seems particularly 

incongruous on a narrative level, given that Arnold has gone to such lengths to disempower 

Dickens by renaming all the people involved. Still, the narrative acknowledges its own 

displacements by describing the publication of Gibson’s magazine journal after his death as 

“‘a bit like Hamlet with no prince’” (321). In this sense the novel corresponds with Andrea 

Kirchknopf’s contention that “today’s biographilia are more aware” that reprising a 

“historical personality’s life […] necessarily involves various levels of manipulating 

historical data”.  Hamlet without the prince is akin to Dickens’s life without “Dickens”. Yet 120

renaming the characters allows Arnold to address the familiar story of the Dickenses’ 

marriage without attending to the biographical imperative for accuracy, nor the cultural 

mythos particularly associated with the “Dickens” name. 

On a similar note, the novel draws upon the theme of performance. During their marriage, 

Dorothea’s inability to mask her (perceived) inadequacies contradicted Gibson’s exuberant 

role-playing in the domestic sphere. Like Dickens, Gibson seems to have been engaged in a 

constant process of self-objectification, fashioning an image to sell to the public but first 

testing it on his family and friends. He often referred to himself in the third-person, as “The 

One and Only”, “The Great Man”, or “Yours Truly”, and defined Dorothea as “‘The One and 

Only’s Wife!’” (89).  His speeches and gestures were often excessively theatrical. His 121

exaggerated response to Alice’s death suggests that he was incapable of experiencing 
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authentic emotion.  In company, he would practice mesmerism on other men’s wives, stage-122

manage amateur plays, and charm everybody with his “conjuring tricks” (140). Dorothea 

recalls how Gibson would make “spoons disappear and reappear in a way we could not 

fathom” (140). What he could do to inanimate objects he could also do to his wife, through 

his facility with words. So when Dorothea appropriates aspects of Gibson’s fictional world 

after his death, she does so to negate his power over her as a narrative source. This, in turn, 

reflects and justifies how the fictional biographer, Arnold, selects, edits, and amends the self-

dramatising autobiographer of Dickens’s letters. The novel mirrors Julie Sanders’s definition 

of “the discipline of history” as “in truth a history of textualities, of stories told by particular 

tellers according to particular ideologies and contexts”.  Dorothea re-uses Gibson’s words 123

to meet new ends, just as Arnold revisits old texts to produce new understandings of the 

historical experience of Catherine Dickens.  

Only after Gibson’s death – that is, when he cannot reply, and therefore shatter her narrative – 

can Dorothea take back control of her life story. Then she sheds her “virtual widowhood” for 

a more respectable status as the widow of a “Great Man” (255). However, she soon discovers 

that she must counter other claimants for that title, namely Sissy Millar (a fictionalised 

Georgina Hogarth) and Wilhelmina Ricketts. When Dorothea revisits Park House after 

Gibson’s death, she pledges forgiveness and reconciliation. Although Sissy agrees, she 

horrifies Dorothea by declaring, “‘I feel exactly like a widow’” (239). Nonetheless, Sissy’s 

complaint that Gibson’s house seems “‘so dead’” without him, “‘however hard I scrub or 

sweep or polish or tidy’” settles the bargain (239). Although Dorothea “was his wife by law 

and promise” and is “his widow now”, Sissy was, and is, and can only ever be, Gibson’s 

housekeeper – married only, perhaps, to Gibson’s ideal (239). Dorothea is more apprehensive 

that the woman for whom Gibson ended their marriage may hold a stronger claim to being 

his rightful widow. She summons the strength to speak to Wilhelmina Ricketts by “reminding 

myself that I (and no one else) am the widow of the most famous man in England” (352). Her 

conversation with Wilhelmina confirms just how socially empowering that title can be.  124
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Once again, the slippery social status of Catherine Dickens in Arnold’s novel, as in Carey’s 

and Flanagan’s, injects the ambivalence missing from conventional accounts of her life. 

To some extent, the contest between Dorothea, Sissy, and Wilhelmina over their importance 

to Gibson reflects the contrasting biographical representations of the real-life women on 

whom these characters are modelled. A similar contest occurs at the end of the novel when 

Dorothea’s former servant, Bessie, and her current one, Wilson, challenge each other’s 

relation not to Gibson, but to her. What Arnold achieves by these discussions is 

foregrounding (the priorities of) forgotten or suppressed female voices from the Victorian era. 

In this sense, the novel demonstrates Helen Davies’s point that biofiction is “not a 

straightforward process of ‘giving voice’ to the silenced Victorians or simply speaking in 

Victorian tongues”; instead, “ventriloquial utterances can elucidate the construction of social 

subjectivity and agency as a multi-voiced negotiation”.  Because the meetings between the 125

key women of Dickens’s later life are fictionalised, Arnold is able to prevent the author figure 

(Gibson, Dickens) from interrupting the opportunity of bringing the women together. As a 

result, each of Dorothea’s meetings ends in mutual understanding and rapport. Biographical 

record shows that Dickens was acutely sensitive to Catherine’s perception of other women, 

but only as far as they related to him; otherwise, there is very little description in his letters of 

Catherine’s female friendships. Arnold’s biofiction offers a more positive outcome for 

Catherine in that Dorothea develops a reciprocal connection and feminised understanding 

with the other major female figures of Gibson’s life. The biofictional sisterhood sheds light 

on the male authority of the historical record, derived from Dickens’s words and statements, 

and perpetuated by later biographers. 

Unlike conventional biography, biofiction does not have to end with its subject’s death. The 

progress of the narrative shows Dorothea striving to assert her relation to Gibson in social 

company, but also becoming more confident of her relation to him privately. While perusing 

the purloined notebook, she offers editorial comments, noting that the writer moulds himself 

into “not Alfred the adulterer, the caster-off of wives, but Alfred the gentleman-hero” (305). 

Then she experiences a ghostly revisitation (or hallucination) of her husband, during which 

he labels himself a “‘notoriously unreliable’” storyteller (414). Finally, she sits down to 

 Davies, 72, 73.125
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complete his unfinished novel, “feel[ing] I have Alfred’s blood running through my 

veins” (438). Dorothea’s wresting control of Gibson’s creative domain works as a comment 

on the second-hand, performative nature of neo-Victorian biofiction. As Louisa Hadley 

asserts, “the condition of secondariness is fundamental to neo-Victorian fiction”.  More 126

than simply dispensing with her “idle ways” through writing, Gibson’s death restores 

Dorothea to her rightful place as the matriarch of the family, reconciling with her children 

and her servants (438). Arnold’s biofiction thus insists on imbuing Dorothea with the status 

and authority – over her husband’s works and over her household – which has for so long 

been denied to Catherine Dickens. 

Moreover, the ending offers a “what if” romantic narrative arc featuring Dorothea’s close 

friend, Michael O’Rourke. The character is factually modelled on the illustrator Daniel 

Maclise, the Dickenses’ family friend. Like Dickens, Maclise is responsible for some of the 

representations of Catherine Dickens in the public domain, taking the form of visual portraits. 

Unlike Dickens’s, however, Maclise’s representations are flattering to Catherine.  In the 127

novel, Maclise is recast in O’Rourke as a faithful, patient, and devoted companion to 

Dorothea. Arnold even suggests that, had Catherine married Maclise instead of Dickens, she 

would have remained happy, but forgotten. The O’Rourke subplot shows how neo-Victorian 

fiction can function as an avenue for a revenge fantasy, or what Alan Robinson formulates as 

“a belated act of redress”.  The happiness Dorothea and O’Rourke experience in each 128

other’s company is simply wish-fulfilment, for Daniel Maclise died several months before 

Dickens, in 1870.  In real-life, Catherine never had the chance to explore romantic 129

alternatives as a widow before she too died in 1879. Just as Dickens shaped a narrative of 

Catherine out of his imagination, and released that into the public domain, so too does Arnold 

(re)shape Dickens in the form of Alfred Gibson, and give Catherine, in Dorothea, the agency 

that was denied to her in life. Arnold goes further than Carey or Flanagan by granting 

Catherine a happy ending, albeit the kind that can only be imagined.  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IV. Conclusion 

Biofiction invests more in supplying the missing voice of Catherine Dickens than it does for 

Mary Hogarth, thus suggesting heightened interest in Catherine as a individual figure. 

Orthodox biography speaks for Catherine according to the evidence that exists; biofiction 

can, and does, go further by inventing the evidence that enables Catherine to speak for 

herself, albeit in the fictional register. The focalised narration of Carey and Flanagan, and 

first-person narration of Arnold, provide imagined access to Catherine’s thoughts and 

feelings. Yet there is a restrained aspect to biofiction’s retrieval of Catherine. Both Carey and 

Arnold take the precaution of altering the names of principal protagonists, while Flanagan 

also foreshortens her name. Despite covering three different phases of the Dickenses’ 

marriage, not one novel unproblematically portrays them as a happily married couple. 

Catherine Dickens is fictionalised only in moments of crisis; there is no sense of her daily 

life. One reason for this is the “shock factor” natural to bringing into visibility the private 

sphere which Forster et al considered off-limits. But it is also a response to the fact that the 

Dickenses’ marriage is mostly remembered for the way it ended (which Dickens wrote into 

existence). 

Neo-Victorian authors dispute Catherine’s isolation in the historical record by associating her 

with “Other” characters. Carey aligns her with a convict, Jack Maggs; Flanagan aligns her 

with an indigenous girl, Mathinna; and Arnold aligns her with Victorian servants. Together, 

these texts orchestrate belated recognition of who and what history has ignored. Biofiction 

turns to the very means which has isolated these figures – words – as the instrument of their 

recognition and agency. So Dickens is rewritten as a stagey personality, even outside his 

capacity as a performer (mesmerist, actor, conjuror). His obscuring presence in historical 

records transmutes into an overbearing presence in domestic life. Meanwhile, the recurring 

trope of Catherine’s obesity in biography is rewritten as a positive, self-orienting point of 

reference for the characters. Yet neo-Victorian biofiction resists the urge to glorify, or 

(re)victimise Catherine Dickens. Instead, it uses her experience as the wife of the foremost 

celebrity of the Victorian age to redress the distinction between public (male/important) and 

private (female/dispensable) in practice during that time, without having to scruple for 
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accuracy. The result is that Catherine emerges from her historical silence as a sympathetic 

rather than pathetic character, spotlighting the changes that have been wrought since 

nineteenth-century coverture.
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CHAPTER THREE: GEORGINA HOGARTH 

!  
Georgina Hogarth  

Miss Hogarth, always Miss Hogarth, is the guide,  
philosopher, and friend of all the party, and a very  

close affection exists between her and the girls. 
—Charles Dickens, 1860  1

The subject of Chapter Three is Georgina Hogarth (1827-1917), the younger sister of 

Catherine, who lived with Dickens from 1842 until 1870. A lifelong spinster, Georgina 

played a central role in shaping Dickens’s domestic environment while colluding with his 

public image-making. In this chapter, Section I examines the habitual effusiveness Dickens 

displayed when referencing Georgina in his private and public writing. It tracks how, over the 

years, he came to see her as the industrious counterpart to Catherine. Section II submits that 

later biographers broadly accepted Dickens’s claims regarding Georgina’s value to him, 

notwithstanding some reservations as to her domestic conduct. After she died in the twentieth 

century, commentators began to acknowledge that her role in the author’s life was less clear-

cut than that imposed by the conventional biographical narrative. Section III then assesses 

how three works of neo-Victorian biofiction approach the conundrum of Georgina’s position 

in the Dickenses’ household. The texts are Jeff Rackham’s The Rag and Bone Shop (2001), 

Audrey Thomas’s Tattycoram (2005), and Matthew Pearl’s The Last Dickens (2009). 

Although widely divergent in their portrayals of Georgina – as fantasist, child, or mother-

figure – these novels uniformly depict her as the presiding force over the household. 

Biofiction offers proof that “Miss Hogarth, always Miss Hogarth” is, contrary to Dickens’s 

claim, an elastic figure who can be cast as the predator-villain as convincingly as she can be 

cast as the angel-heroine. In each case, however, her male counterpart (and chief ally) in 

domestic concerns remains Dickens himself.  

 Letters 9:247, Dickens to W. De Cerjat, 3 May 1860.1
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I. Dickens’s Letters  

i. Helpmeet  

Georgina Hogarth joined the Dickens household at the age of fifteen, in the summer of 1842. 

The idea was suggested to Dickens for two reasons: firstly, the children’s attachment to their 

playful “Aunt Georgy” while he and Catherine were travelling through America during the 

first six months of that year, and secondly, the fresh reminder of their loss of Mary when 

George Hogarth had died suddenly the previous October.  Since there was a slightly bigger 2

age gap between Georgina and Catherine (twelve years) than between Georgina and the two 

eldest Dickens children (ten and eleven years), she could be grouped with either the elder or 

the younger members of the family. Nevertheless, Dickens went to great lengths to ensure 

that she was accepted into their wider social circle as an adult, rather than as a child or an 

inferior. So often did he seek permission for “Mrs D’s sister” to attend events for which the 

couple had been invited that within a year of her arrival, all social invitations addressed to 

Dickens extended to his wife and his sister-in-law.  Thereafter, Georgina eagerly volunteered 3

to be the model, muse or subject for the leading cultural figures who attended these parties. 

Dickens was so impressed with the likeness of Georgina in Daniel Maclise’s ‘Girl at the 

Waterfall’ (1842) that he elaborately contrived to buy the painting. In a letter he declared 

himself “very anxious for many reasons, to possess a little picture” that held emphatically 

“one figure in it”.  Dickens hung the “most charming picture” in the dining room of his 4

London house – exhibiting, perhaps, as much affection for his sister-in-law as for his artist-

friend. 

During the early years of Georgina’s residence, Dickens remained paradoxically attached to 

(the idea of) her precursor, Mary. In correspondence from the winter of 1842, Dickens’s 

“wish” that his visiting friend Henry Longfellow had met “[Catherine’s] sister who is usually 

with us” is complicated by the following sentence: “There was another when we were first 

married, but She has been my better Angel six long years”.  At the time, Dickens often 5

 Letters 2:410, Dickens to John Forster, 25 October 1841. See “Chapter One: Mary Hogarth”.2

 See, for instance, Letters 3:386, Dickens to Thomas Hood, 30 November 1842.3

 Letters 3:396, Dickens to Thomas Beard, 18 December 1842.4

 Letters 3:409, Dickens to Henry Longfellow, 29 December 1842. 5
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eulogised the dead Mary through the medium of her living younger sister. On the sixth 

anniversary of Mary’s death, he wrote to Mrs Hogarth:  

 I trace in many respects a strong resemblance between her mental features and  
 Georgina’s—so strange a one, at times, that when she and Kate and I are sitting  
 together, I seem to think that what has happened is a melancholy dream from which I 
 am just awakening. The perfect like of what she was, will never be again, but so much 
 of her spirit shines out in this sister, that the old time comes back again at some  
 seasons, and I can hardly separate it from the present.  6

Just as Dickens professes trouble separating the “old time” from the “present”, his selective 

use of pronouns skilfully blurs the “sister” of whom he talks. For a man of Dickens’s 

imagination, Georgina’s resemblance to the revered Mary held particularly acute – and 

potentially dangerous – power over him. He managed to tame any domestic awkwardness by 

casting Georgina throughout the 1840s as an alter-Catherine. In his correspondence he 

persistently groups them together as “my Venuses”, “my pair of petticoats”, and “my 

womankind”.  Thousands of letters conclude that “Mrs Dickens and her sister”, or “Kate and 7

Georgina” for more intimate friends, “send their dearest loves”. Ten years after Georgina’s 

arrival, Dickens was still referring to her in piecemeal fashion as one of “my two ladies”.  8

The epistolary conceit also hints at the close ties that Dickens believed were entailed by both 

literal and figurative sisterhood, as he often articulated in his fiction-writing.  9

Georgina’s duties within the household were not set but arose as necessary, subject to 

Dickens’s whim, or the state of Catherine’s health. During a sojourn abroad in 1844, Dickens 

wrote to Catherine, wary of her reluctance as traveller, that he had “notions of taking you 

with me on my next journey (if you would like to go!)”, before calling for Georgina and 

“taking her up to the crater of Vesuvius with me”.  The same letter displays his pride in his 10

sister-in-law by his admission that “I love her too dearly, to think of any project, which would 

involve her being uncomfortable for [a given] space of time”. Soon afterwards, when Dickens 

 Letters 3:483, Dickens to Mrs Hogarth, 8 May 1843.6

 Letters 3:387, Dickens to Daniel Maclise, 30 November 1842; Letters 3.340, Dickens to John Forster, 12 7

February 1843; and Letters 3.580, Dickens to W. Harrison Ainsworth, 13 October 1843.
 Letters 6:773, Dickens to W. H. Wills, 5 October 1852.8

 See Grace and Marion Jeddler in The Battle of Life (1846), Alice Harwood and Edith Dombey in Dombey and 9

Son (1848), Agnes Wickfield and Dora Copperfield in David Copperfield (1850), Esther Summerson and Ada 
Clare in Bleak House (1853), and Lizzie Hexam and Jenny Wren in Our Mutual Friend (1865).

 Letters 4:231, Dickens to Catherine Dickens, 28 November 1844.10
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and Catherine were experiencing marital troubles because of his intimacy with a local couple, 

he ordered Georgina to “come by the first boat, by all means”; or, “if there be a good one a 

day or two before it, come by that”.  He ruefully notes, “I am very sorry you are not here. 11

The Carnival is a very remarkable, and beautiful sight. I have been regretting the having left 

you at home, all the way here”. The tone then veers from emotional longing to domestic 

instruction: “Kate says will you bring her a box of toothpowder. Anne knows where it is. Also 

will you take counsel with Charlotte about colour (I put in my word, as usual, for brightness) 

and have the darlings’ bonnets made at once, by the same artist as before”. This letter, 

characteristic of its kind, suggests that during times of marital discord, Dickens reached for 

his “dearest Georgy” to soothe his distress. Yet, as solicitous as Dickens makes his letter, he 

also sets out errands for her to complete. This speaks of the double bind of Georgina’s 

position within the household. Dickens expected her to act, simultaneously, as both treasured 

friend and obedient helpmeet. 

In Dickens’s eyes, Georgina flourished in the position he had given her. He found her an 

excellent hostess when her sister was ill; a formidable walking companion; and an actress 

who “covered herself in glory” in the amateur theatricals staged by the family every year.  12

She developed his sense of humour, with Dickens praising her for “making me weak with 

laughter” by imitating their acquaintances “in a manner quite inconceivable”.  When he 13

struggled with writing, he relieved his anxiety by turning to Georgina. In March 1847 he 

complained that “on this ninth of the month I have not yet written a single slip. What could I 

do; house-hunting at first, and beleaguered all day to-day and yesterday by furniture that must 

be altered, and things that must be put away? My wretchedness, just now, is inconceivable”.  14

This letter, too, speaks of the contradictions in Georgina’s role. Dickens includes instructions 

(“get Katey and Mamey to write and send a letter to Charley”), mixes in local gossip 

(“Forster is mild. Maclise, exceedingly bald on the crown of his head”), and expresses 

personal warmth (“Love to all the darlings. Regards to everybody else. Love to yourself”). 

Two years later, William Thackeray espied “the great Dickens” on a pier at the Isle of Wight 

“with his wife his children his Miss Hogarth all looking abominably coarse vulgar and 

 Letters 4:461, Dickens to Georgina Hogarth, 4 February 1845. The couple were Emile and Augusta de la Rue.11

 Letters 6:216, Dickens to Lavinia Watson, 23 November 1850.12

 Letters 4:645, Dickens to Douglas Jerrold, 24 October 1846.13

 Letters 5:33, Dickens to Georgina Hogarth, 9 March 1847.14
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happy”.  Thackeray’s irregular grammar captures the extent to which Georgina – his Miss 15

Hogarth – had been assimilated into Dickens’s world by the end of that first decade. In 

contrast, Catherine was not considered central to Dickens’s sense of wellbeing, and the 

sudden cessation of pregnancy in 1852 isolated her even further. 

Just as he had used Mary Hogarth for creative purposes, Dickens drew on Georgina for the 

character of Esther Summerson in Bleak House (1853). In Esther, Dickens constructed an 

idealised portrait of a domestic figure who resolves to “be industrious, contented, and true-

hearted, and to do some good to some one, and win some love if I could”, and to whom the 

benevolent father-figure John Jarndyce is tenaciously attached.  In Dickens’s letters at the 16

time of composition Georgina emerges, like Esther, as a kind of sexless wife-figure. When 

Georgina turned down an offer of marriage from Augustus Egg, Dickens oscillated as to 

whether “it is, or is not a pity that she is all she is to me and mine instead of brightening up a 

good little man’s house”, before noting it “is a knotty point I never can settle to my 

satisfaction”.  He then took the opportunity to praise her as having “one of the most 17

remarkable [intellectual] capacities I have ever known. Not to mention her being one of the 

most amiable and affectionate of girls”. As he gushed over Georgina, his criticism of 

Catherine escalated. When Dickens went on holiday with his bachelor friends in 1853, his 

main correspondent was not his wife, whom he had reverted to addressing by her full name, 

but “dearest Georgy”. From Rome he wrote, “I shall be pleased to think of you as at home 

again, and making the commodious family mansion look natural and home-like. I don’t like 

to think of my room without anybody to peep into it now and then”.  Dickens evidently 18

associated “home” with Georgina at this point – though there is also, of course, an element of 

instruction in the letter. 

By the 1850s, Dickens’s view of each sister’s domestic importance was diametrically 

opposed. During private theatricals, Georgina was given relatively prominent roles in 

everything from Not So Bad As We Seem (1851) to The Lighthouse (1855) to The Frozen 

 William Thackeray to Jane Brookfield, 24 July 1849, reprinted in The Letters and Private Papers of William 15

Makepeace Thackeray, ed. Gordon N. Ray, Vol. 2 (London: Oxford University Press, 1945), 569.
 Charles Dickens, Bleak House [1853], ed. Stephen Gill (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), 33.16

 Letters 7:171-2, Dickens to Angela Burdett Coutts, 25 October 1853. Georgina turned down further offers 17

from John Forster and the painter William Mulready (7:172n, editors’ note.)
 Letters 7:192, Dickens to Georgina Hogarth, 13 November 1853.18
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Deep (1857), as well as the farces performed afterwards. In each case Catherine’s role was 

relegated to that of a mere spectator. When the family were scheduled to stay in Paris in the 

winter of 1856, Dickens left her and their nine children behind in Boulogne and instead took 

Georgina, his “little right hand”, to search for new accommodation there.  While in Paris, 19

Dickens wrote a comic letter to his aristocratic friend, Mary Boyle, in which he notes that 

although he has “never seen dirtier or worse weather than we have had here”, he has solicited 

Georgina to join him on a regular “headlong walk”.  The result is that “Georgina is usually 20

invisible during the walking time of the day. A turned-up nose may be seen in the midst of a 

heap of splashes—but nothing more”. Yet by 1856, Catherine was the “invisible” figure of 

the Dickens household. Dickens had come to see “my little housekeeper Miss Hogarth” not 

only as a salve for his moods, but as crucial to the welfare of the children and, therefore, to 

domestic harmony as a whole.  He had even managed to isolate Georgina from her own 21

family by complaining bitterly of “their imbecility”.  After meeting Ellen Ternan in 1857, 22

Dickens decided to separate from Catherine and, in so doing, replace one Hogarth sister in his 

household for another, once and for all. 

ii. Domestic Companion  

Georgina is a central figure in the public statements Dickens released in 1858 concerning his 

marital breakdown. Soon after Catherine permanently departed from Tavistock House, 

rumours emerged that Dickens was engaging in a sexual affair with either “a professional 

young lady”, or a sister-in-law, which would have been tantamount to (legal) incest.  As 23

detailed in the previous chapter, Dickens decided to mount a public campaign to discredit the 

rumours which threatened to destroy his reputation. He began his onslaught on the 9th of 

May by writing privately to his philanthropic partner, Angela Burdett Coutts. Here he 

proclaimed that no one could possibly understand the infelicities of the Dickenses’ marriage 

like Georgina, “who has seen it grow from year to year”, and who is “the best, the most 

 Letters 7:724, Dickens to W. H. Wills, 21 October 1855.19

 Letters 8:15, Dickens to Mary Boyle, 8 January 1856.20

 Letters 6:158, Dickens to W. H. Wills, 29 August 1850.21

 Letters 8:99, Dickens to W. H. Wills, 27 April 1856.22

 Anonymous journalist quoted in K. J. Fielding, ‘Dickens and the Hogarth Scandal’, Nineteenth-Century 23

Fiction 10.1 (1955), 72.
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unselfish, and the most devoted of human Creatures”.  That letter was a mere draft for the 24

“PERSONAL” statement he published in several magazines in early June, followed in August 

by the Violated Letter, which had been written on the 28th of May. In this latter document, 

Dickens declared that Catherine had long ago “thrown all the children” upon Georgina: “I do 

not know—I cannot by any stretch of fancy imagine—what would have become of them but 

for this aunt, who has grown up with them, to whom they are devoted, and who has sacrificed 

the best part of her youth and life to them”.  As Dickens attributed to Georgina all the sound 25

qualities of motherhood, he stripped them from the other Hogarth women – including her 

own mother, Mrs Hogarth – by blaming them entirely for the scandalmongering. He 

expressed his disgust to a friend that “of all people in the world—Georgina!” should be the 

target of “Mrs Dickens’s weakness, and her mother’s and her youngest sister’s wickedness”.  26

Dickens insisted that Mrs Hogarth and her youngest daughter Helen sign a disclaimer 

withdrawing allegations they had made “compromising the reputation and good name of 

others” (the general nature of the terms covers allegations pertaining to Georgina as well as to 

Ellen Ternan).  He affixed their disavowal to the Violated Letter, alongside which it was 27

duly published, and publicised. 

Of all the females whom Dickens involved in the immediate circumstances of his separation, 

only the voice of Georgina survives from that time. On 31st of May she wrote to Dickens’s 

first love, Maria Winter, a person for whom Georgina cared little before the scandal, and even 

less after, as the lack of supplementary correspondence between them suggests.  Perhaps 28

Georgina purposely wrote in support of Dickens because Maria was a renowned gossip, and 

so could be trusted to spread their point of view. The construction of the letter is intriguing in 

the way that Georgina repeats, sometimes verbatim, the points Dickens made regarding the 

failure of his marriage:  

 Letters 8:560-1, Dickens to Angela Burdett Coutts, 9 May 1858.24

 Letters 8:741, ‘The Violated Letter’, 28 May 1858.25

 Letters 8:579, Dickens to W. C. Macready, 7 June 1858.26

 Letters 8:742, ‘The Violated Letter’, 28 May 1858.27

 Pope-Hennessy, 406.28
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 For my sister and Charles have lived unhappily for years—they were totally unsuited 
 to each other in almost every respect […]. Unhappily, also, by some constitutional 
 misfortune and incapacity, my sister always, from their infancy, threw her children 
 upon other people, consequently as they grew up there was not the usual strong tie 
 between them and her in short, for many years; although we have put a good face  
 upon it, we have been very miserable at home.  29

Georgina followed Dickens in blaming her biological family for the scandal, and permanently 

estranged herself from them. For Dickens, Georgina’s tenacity throughout the upheaval 

confirmed her as his centre of domestic order and stability. When his household transferred to 

Gad’s Hill Place in Kent soon after the separation, Georgina settled immediately into her 

domestic role. Publicly, she was listed as a “servant housekeeper”, as in the 1861 census; 

privately, this was translated by Dickens as “the general friend and confidante and factotum 

of the whole party”.  Since Catherine was banished, and Ellen Ternan hidden away, 30

Georgina became Dickens’s public companion throughout the 1860s. She attended his public 

readings, accompanied his daughters on outings, arranged the household in his absence, and 

remained his main correspondent when he was abroad.  

Though Dickens’s continuing affection for Georgina is clear from his letters to her in this 

decade, they are fraught, as always, with domestic concerns. Yet even the more didactic 

letters continue to be softened with phrases of admiration: “Perhaps you have thought of this, 

as you think of everything”, or coded apologies for his brusque tone: “A business letter, and 

no more at present”.  When Georgina fell ill in 1862, “labouring under degeneration of the 31

heart”, Dickens could not resist positioning himself foremost as “I (who know her best, I 

think)”.  Employing the same strangely characterless terms as the public statements, he 32

rhapsodised over her as his “best and dearest friend—the most unselfish, zealous, and 

devoted creature that ever lived on earth, I thoroughly believe”. He continued: “No one can 

ever know what she has been to us, and how she has supplied an empty place and an ever 

widening gap, since the girls were mere dolls”. Though Georgina made a full recovery, 

Dickens continued to declare his emotional dependence upon her. In 1864 he credited her 

 Georgina Hogarth to Maria Winter, 31 May 1858, reprinted in The Love Romance of Charles Dickens, ed. 29

Walter Dexter 108-11.
 Census quoted in Ackroyd, Dickens 897 and Letters 9:437, Dickens to Lavinia Watson, 8 July 1861.30

 Letters 9:384, Dickens to Georgina Hogarth, 2 February 1861.31

 Letters 10:99, Dickens to W. C. Macready, 2 July 1862.32
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with “hold[ing]” the family together by keeping in contact with his sons, most of whom had 

been dispatched throughout the Empire.  As late as August 1867, he wrote: “Last evening I 33

missed you so much, that I was obliged to go to the Olympic [Theatre]”.  So personal was 34

this comment that Georgina chose not to publish it in her collection of the Letters. 

After Dickens’s death in 1870, his ‘Last Will and Codicil’ once again endowed Georgina with 

his “grateful blessing as the best and truest friend man ever had”.  Dickens further took the 35

opportunity to enjoin on his children “always to remember how much they owe to the said 

Georgina Hogarth […], for they know well that she has been, through all the stages of their 

growth and progress, their ever useful self-denying and devoted friend”. If Georgina’s 

contribution to the family was so self-evident, surely Dickens should not have needed to 

remind his children of the fact. Nevertheless, while Dickens chose to leave Georgina the 

extravagant sum of “£8,000 free of legacy duty”, Catherine – his wife – was left with only the 

interest accrued from exactly the same amount, managed by her sons. To the end, then, 

Dickens made a point of praising Georgina by measuring her against Catherine. 

II. Biographical Accounts 

i. Authorised Biography 

All biographical accounts of Dickens’s last moments – his appearance, his final words, the 

location – come on the sole authority of Georgina.  Forster, who relied on Georgina to 36

furnish his account of Dickens’s later years, also claimed to recognise her in a character 

sketched in Dickens’s memorandum booklet. He quoted it in the first volume of the Life 

(1872): 

 Letters 10:444, Dickens to W. De Cerjat, 25 October 1864.33

 Letters 11:411, Dickens to Georgina Hogarth, 10 August 1867.34

 Letters 11:730-2, ‘Charles Dickens’s Last Will And Codicil’, 12 May 1869 and 2 June 1870. 35

 The initial account of Dickens’s death was told by “Miss Hogarth” in vol.3 of Forster’s Life of Charles 36

Dickens (ed. Ley 850-2). The “Introduction: Dickens’s Lives” also discusses Georgina’s vigilance over 
Dickens’s posthumous afterlife.
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 ‘She—sacrificed to children, and sufficiently rewarded. From a child herself, always 
 “the children” (of somebody else) to engross her. And so it comes to pass that she is 
 never married; never herself has a child; is always devoted “to the children” (of  
 somebody else); and they love her; and she has always youth dependent on her till her 
 death—and dies quite happily.’  37

Here Dickens repeats the formula that Georgina “sacrificed” her childhood and intended 

destiny as a wife and mother in order to raise her nieces and nephews. Further iterations 

emerged from the memoirs of the Dickens children. Mamie Dickens (1897) labelled 

Georgina “the aunt par excellence”, who has been “to all of us, the truest, best and dearest 

friend, companion and counsellor”.  Henry (1934) concurred that “dear Aunt Georgina” was 38

“one of the dearest friends I ever had”, before quoting Dickens’s memorandum sketch.  39

Meanwhile, Katey took the opportunity of depositing Catherine’s letters in the British Library 

to “entirely exonerat[e] my Aunt from any blame in the matter” of her parents’ separation; 

written in 1899, this disavowal became public in 1935.  Memoirs published by other 40

Victorian figures did not dare to deviate from this formula, at least in print, during Georgina’s 

lifetime.  41

As noted in the Introduction, Georgina’s own determination to collude with Dickens’s image-

making is most evident in the three volumes of his letters which she edited, with Mamie’s 

assistance, between 1879 and 1882. Despite claiming that the Letters constituted “another 

book from Charles Dickens’s own hands—as it were, a portrait of himself by himself”, 

comparisons with the unexpurgated Pilgrim edition show the extent to which Georgina 

engaged in the process of silent editing.  The “hands” which shaped the narrative were not 42

Dickens’s, but Georgina’s. Indeed, she did not hesitate to physically alter letters which had 

been loaned to her by Dickens’s correspondents. Certain references were inked out so heavily 

that they are illegible unless screened with infra-red technology.  Other letters were literally 43

 Forster, Life of Charles Dickens, ed. Ley 292-3.37

 Mamie Dickens, My Father as I Recall Him 15n.38

 Henry Dickens, Recollections 20.39

 Kate Perugini quoted in Dexter, ed., Mrs and Mrs Charles Dickens xi. She later admitted in private that 40

“‘Aunty was not quite straight’”, Storey, 212.
 See Fitzgerald, Memories of Charles Dickens 16, and W. C. Macready, The Diaries of William Charles 41

Macready, 1833-1851, 2 vols. (London: Chapman and Hall, 1912).
 Hogarth and Dickens, eds., The Letters of Charles Dickens preface. 42

 Letters 1:xxii, editors’ preface.43
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cut with scissors; still others burned.  Georgina’s shadow falls across each page of the 44

Letters, and not only because she represented herself as Dickens’s main correspondent from 

1857. The title of each volume insists upon her presence. It was His Sister-in-Law who 

solicited, selected and omitted letters; His Sister-in-Law who made alterations to the text 

where she deemed it necessary; and His Sister-in-Law who bowdlerised large sections of 

writing, particularly pertaining to Dickens’s affection for Catherine.  On the one hand, 45

Georgina’s editing conspired to perpetuate the image Dickens had publicised of her as his 

family’s “ever useful self-denying and devoted friend”.  On the other hand, it put into 46

practice her interpretation of Dickens’s commands regarding his posthumous representation. 

Some biographers regret that Georgina Hogarth left no personal reminiscences upon her 

death in 1917. “With her unrivalled opportunities for observing and recording Dickens”, one 

lamented, “she might have been a female Boswell to the enrichment of the world”.  She 47

might have done so: unlike the other female figures, Dickens actively brought Georgina into 

the public eye. When she died, her designated role was permanently affixed upon her 

gravestone: 

IN LOVING MEMORY OF  
GEORGINA HOGARTH. 

 ‘AUNTY’. 
BORN 22rd JANUARY 1827. 

DIED 17th APRIL 1917. 
SISTER-IN-LAW OF CHARLES DICKENS.   48

The effect of Georgina’s editorial control was indeed long-lasting. Her edition of Dickens’s 

Letters was the standard collection until 1938; even then, the new Nonesuch edition mostly 

reproduced her silent, and hardly unbiased, edits.  So while Georgina may not have left a 49

personal memoir of her time with Dickens, her doctoring of the Letters gestures towards her 

willingness to protect, and enshrine, Dickens’s public image, even when she knew elements 

of it to be false. In this sense, Georgina Hogarth offers an example of the kind of censorship 

which was widespread throughout the nineteenth century. 

 Nisbet, 31.44

 Letters 1:xvii, editors’ preface. Surviving letters suggest that Mamie played only a minor role in the editing.45

 Letters 11:732, ‘Charles Dickens’s Last Will And Codicil’, 12 May 1869 and 2 June 1870.46

 du Cann, 199. 47

 Georgina Hogarth is buried in Old Mortlake Cemetery, London. 48

 Letters 1:xvii, editors’ preface.49
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ii. Unauthorised Biographical Studies 

For many years, biographers endorsed Georgina’s domestic usefulness to Dickens while 

ignoring her equivocal status as neither his wife or sister, nor mistress. Biographies by Ralph 

Strauss (1928) and Stephen Leacock (1934) suggest that in general, no comment was passed 

on her beyond iterations of Dickens’s praise.  After the revelations of Dickens’s relationship 50

to Ellen Ternan gained currency (and credibility) in the late 1930s, biographers sought to re-

examine Georgina’s role in Dickens’s domestic life.  In fact, Walter Dexter (1944) confessed 51

that since 1858 Dickensians had quietly assumed that Georgina “was the cause of the 

estrangement between Dickens and his wife”.  Jack Lindsay (1950) assented: “For long it 52

was taken for granted that she was Dickens’s mistress though these beliefs never found their 

way into print”.  Lindsay’s unease that “this eminently deceitful and hypocritical person has 53

been treated with such tenderness by practically every biographer” was, however, preceded 

by Una Pope-Hennessy (1945), who saw Georgina’s complicity in the eviction of Catherine, 

and later her sons, from the family home.  Pope-Hennessy alleged that Georgina “had a love 54

of power and liked to control so celebrated a person as her brother-in-law” by making herself 

“indispensable in his eyes”.  C. G. L. du Cann (1961), too, depicted Georgina as a predatory 55

“cuckoo in the nest” who, having “ejected the mother-bird”, pushed out “one by one the 

baby-birds”.  Still, none of these biographers were particularly sensitive to Catherine either. 56

Even in mid-century reassessments of Georgina’s character, the dichotomy of her versus 

Catherine, invented by Dickens, prevailed. 

Georgina was the first female associated with Dickens to receive a full-length biography 

(1957), well before Ellen Ternan (1990), Kate Perugini (2006) and Catherine Dickens (2010). 

Perhaps Georgina was considered a more accessible biographical subject because information 

 See Ralph Straus, Dickens: A Portrait in Pencil (London: Gollancz, 1928) and Leacock.50

 Edmund Wilson was the first scholar to take the Wright/Storey revelations seriously, in ‘Dickens: The Two 51
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on the other women remained scarce, if not actively destroyed. Even more pertinently, 

Dickens had prepared the script of Georgina’s life, which he had then concretised in public 

and private announcements. Edgar Johnson (1952) enfolded Dickens’s portrayal of Georgina 

throughout his definitive biography, so that she emerges as bustling, caring, and alert to her 

brother-in-law’s needs.  Five years later, Arthur A. Adrian (1957) offered what was 57

essentially a book-length expansion, and defence, of Dickens’s 1858 statements. In the 

biography, Adrian (mis)represented Georgina’s domestic capabilities as desperately necessary 

in the face of Catherine’s “inactive spirit in the house”.  Adrian wrote off any criticism of 58

Georgina’s conduct during the marital separation by accusing Catherine of “mild psychotic 

disturbances” and “emotional torpor”, though her love for the children was “generous enough 

to wish them in better hands than her own”.  As for Georgina, “Dickens was her bright 59

particular star. Dazzled by his radiance, she had from the beginning chosen her orbit and was 

henceforth not to be moved from it”.  To judge from Adrian’s book, Dickens was also his 60

bright particular star. 

Following Adrian, other commentators sought to justify Georgina’s continuing tenure in the 

Dickens’s household, albeit in less provocative terms. Michael Slater (1983) painted her as 

providing “vital domestic continuity for [Dickens] in the family upheavals”, and playing 

“witness to his being the one who was in the right”.  Fred Kaplan (1988) observed that 61

whereas Dickens had given her “a role, a future, a rationale for being”, her own family 

offered only “some shadowy, undefined Hogarthian world”.  Claire Tomalin (1990) also 62

wrote generously of Georgina, although her sympathy may have owed something to 

Georgina’s role in facilitating Dickens’s relationship with Ellen Ternan.  Nonetheless, in 63

appearing to confirm the Dickens/Ternan love affair beyond reasonable doubt, Tomalin’s 

biography effectively countered any remaining suppositions about Dickens and Georgina. 

This had the added effect of rendering Georgina less clear-cut than ever before. 
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Nowadays, there is far from biographical consensus on Georgina Hogarth. As Lucinda 

Hawksley (2013) observes: “Why she chose to be shunned by her parents, grandparents and 

siblings in order to stay with her sister’s husband has never been satisfactorily explained; nor 

how she could be so deliberately cruel to Catherine”.  In contrast to the other women 64

associated with Dickens, there is plenty of written material on (and by) Georgina, which 

leaves her open to a variety of interpretations. Fred Kaplan (1988) remarked that during the 

marital separation, “Dickens must been hard put to determine whether he should focus on 

denying incest with Georgina, adultery with Ellen, or both”.  Yet the double accusation 65

enabled Dickens to elide dealing with either controversy by conflating, and equivocating 

between, the two women. The unnamed “young lady” of the Violated Letter could be either 

Georgina, or Ellen, or both. As Patricia Ingham (1992) explains, “multiple identity proves a 

useful device here to neutralise stand-in wife and mistress-to-be into daughter figures”.  66

Indeed, scholars allege that Dickens continued to make use of Georgina as a “stand-in” for 

Ellen in the years after the separation. Robert R. Garnett (2006) puts forward the case that 

Dickens exploited Georgina’s mysterious illness in 1862 in order to cover up the pregnancy 

of Ellen Ternan.  Over and over again, Georgina is implicated in Dickens’s affairs while her 67

own feelings are not deemed salient to biographical enquiry. An attempt by Rosemarie 

Bodenheimer (2007) to explain Georgina’s devotion to Dickens only formulated questions: 

“What was Dickens, fifteen years older, to his useful sister-in-law? A brother? A father? A 

fantasy partner whom she served as mistress of the house?”  That each proposition is equally 68

credible affirms Georgina’s inherent ambiguity and capacity for multiple subjectivities in the 

context of biographical studies.  

iii. Early Biographical Fiction 

Early biographical fiction generally constructs Georgina as the better, more functional 

Hogarth sister, whose loyalty and respect Dickens justly reciprocated. Even so, four examples 

manage the grey area of Georgina’s role in the Dickens household by overlaying other fiction 

 Hawksley, Charles Dickens’ Favorite Daughter 121.64
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onto their own. W. V. Y Dale’s I Rest My Claims (1948) introduces Georgina in a pastoral 

scene reminiscent of the novels of Jane Austen, as the three Hogarth sisters sit together with 

their parents, awaiting the arrival of the young suitor, Dickens.  Soon afterwards, Dale’s 69

representation of Georgina morphs into the more familiar territory of Bleak House. Like 

Esther Summerson, Georgina’s “prim determination” to “keep things running with some 

show of smoothness” endears her to her guardian, here Dickens, who commends her “‘plain 

and sensible ways’”.  She also struggles to repress her disapproval of some of Dickens’s 70

behaviour (including his readings and relationship with Ellen), but dutifully professes to be 

“‘only interested in how Charles eats, sleeps and lives’”.  Likewise, Ursula Bloom’s The 71

Romance of Charles Dickens (1960) starts by characterising Mrs Hogarth as a latter-day Mrs 

Bennet, trying to negotiate “the serious problem” of having “three daughters coming into the 

marriage market”.  Again, the novel deals with Georgina’s encroaching adulthood by turning 72

to Dickens’s own fiction, in this case grafting her onto Agnes from David Copperfield. 

Always “want[ing] to please”, this Georgina is “the most sympathetic and understanding 

person, and could always put a problem into words that hurt none”.  Bloom avoids any 73

question of domestic irregularity by having Catherine suggest that Georgina join the 

household, and later that she herself leave it.  

Registering the danger of pairing Dickens with Georgina, Victoria Lincoln’s Charles (1962) 

approvingly recites Dickens’s innocuous nicknames for her: “my little housekeeper, our little 

Georgy, your little Aunty, small person”.  Yet even Lincoln portrays Georgina as a satisfied 74

Miss Havisham, “the tidy little spinster with her look of dried and withered girlhood”: there 

is no escaping Dickens’s fictional women here, either.  Only Hebe Elsna’s Unwanted Wife 75

(1963) differs by imposing the story of Othello onto the triangle of Dickens (Othello), 

Catherine (Desdemona) and Georgina (Iago). Elsna’s Georgina is a calculating “opportunist” 

who sets out to “make herself so essential to Charles that he could not contemplate life 

without her”.  With Shakespearian panache, chapter headings include “The Plot Against 76
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Catherine” and “Barren Victory”. Like Iago, Georgina is “the cat who walked alone […]. 

There was Charles, and she wrapped herself around him, but does the ivy necessarily love the 

wall to which it clings for support?”.  However, Elsna’s narrative risks exonerating 77

Dickens’s treatment of Catherine by making him out to be the victim in the situation (of 

Georgina’s feminine guile). Evidently, then, early biographical fiction did not quite know 

what to do with Georgina, so fell back on pre-established (fictional) representations to bolster 

what they had inherited from Dickens’s public statements. Neo-Victorian biofiction, on the 

other hand, freely invests more slipperiness in Georgina’s character, as the next three focus 

texts show. 

III.Neo-Victorian Biofiction 

i. Focus Text 1: The Rag and Bone Shop  

Jeff Rackham’s The Rag and Bone Shop (2001) revisits Georgina’s association with Bleak 

House (1853). In parallel with Dickens’s novel, Rackham’s has a multi-linear narration which 

appropriates the perspectives of Georgina, Wilkie Collins, and Ellen Ternan. Here, the three 

fictional autobiographies cover the period from Dickens’s marital troubles of 1857 until his 

death in 1870. This narrative strategy deliberately calls into question the perspective of each 

character, reinforcing that people have differing takes on the same events. Lucia Boldrini 

argues that in fictional autobiographies, “the grammatical first person becomes the site of an 

encounter, a stage where the intricate relations between historical, fictional and authorial 

subjectivities are played out and explored”.  All at once, Rackham’s version of Georgina 78

Hogarth exhibits the ruthless Georgina, who chose Dickens over her sister; the saintly 

Georgina, as publicised by Dickens; and Dickens’s fictional dedication to her, in the form of 

Esther Summerson. She is initially presented in Wilkie’s narration as an avatar of Esther, 

balancing somewhere between household mistress and employee. Yet Rackham teases out the 

more curdling aspects of Esther’s character by having Wilkie describe Georgina as “slithering 

about with the silence of an unctuous servant” (15). She is “never there when Dickens didn’t 

need her, appearing like a biblical apparition the very moment he was about to pull the bell 
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cord” (15). The relevance of Bleak House is further gestured to in Rackham’s title, which 

names the shop owned by Krook, a grotesque figure whom Dickens kills off by means of 

spontaneous combustion. An element of flammability infuses all of Rackham’s characters, 

but especially Georgina, who burns with “idle intensity” to be at the forefront of Dickens’s 

existence (194). At the same time, the title recalls “the foul rag-and-bone shop of the heart” 

line from ‘The Circus Animals’ Desertion’, a poem by William Butler Yeats (which is also the 

epigraph to the text).  This reference seems to suggest that Dickens’s commercialisation of 79

his domestic experience in the 1850s justifies Rackham’s less flattering (re)exposure through 

biofiction in the 2000s. Again Georgina is the referential compass, as she alludes to the poem 

in the closing line of her narration (287). 

Far from the helpless, passive figure of Dickens’s public statements, Rackham presents 

Georgina as a scheming predator who is set upon thinning the Dickens household. She freely 

takes advantage of her ambiguous position by conferring with the servants in order to disrupt 

the family. When Dickens’s manservant informs her that an item of jewellery, obviously 

intended for Ellen Ternan, has been delivered to the house, Georgina “[uses] the opportunity 

to slip the box” on to Catherine’s afternoon tea tray as the housemaid passes by (67). She 

facetiously minimises her interference by claiming that “it was not, after all, our business to 

get involved” (67). Catherine’s hysterical reaction upon discovering the jewellery box 

inevitably leads to the end of the marriage. Indeed, Georgina candidly admits that she has 

manoeuvred Catherine’s departure from the household. “I learned to be helpful”, she 

announces: “I gave instructions to Cook for dinner, as if I were a real wife, because the real 

wife was too absorbed in nursing yet another baby, or nursing another grievance, or […] 

whatever illness or distress she’d thought of to occupy her time that day” (70-1). Rackham 

buys into the idea that once Georgina had felt secure in her usefulness for Dickens, and 

Catherine’s uselessness, she willingly pushed her sister out of the house. To flatter herself, the 

character constantly measures herself against Catherine, but feels equally assured of her 

superiority over Ellen Ternan. Hence, Rackham interprets the historical Georgina’s capacity 

for cruelty – in shunning Catherine after the separation, and actively culling references to her 

in the Letters as she lay dying – as bearing upon her general character. Elizabeth Ho observes 

 William Butler Yeats, ‘The Circus Animals’ Desertion’, in Last Poems and Two Plays (Dublin: The Cuala 79
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that “neo-Victorianism is a deliberate misreading, reconstruction or staged return of the 

nineteenth century in and for the present”.  In this regard, the freedom of biofiction enables 80

Rackham to pursue the motivations, and the implications, suggested by the “real” Georgina’s 

acts of defiance. 

In particular, Rackham exploits the power of biofiction to explicate the unknown through 

invented scenarios. Georgina’s refusal to marry has always presented a conundrum for 

biographers, mostly because of the question of evidence. Hermione Lee admits that while 

biographies are “full of verifiable facts”, they are also “full of things that aren’t there: 

absences, gaps, missing evidence, knowledge or information that has been passed from 

person to person, losing credibility or shifting shape on the way”.  Lee reports the bitter 81

criticism directed at “a popular biographer” who dared to express doubt about her subject: 

“For ‘I think’, read ‘I don’t know’, said one of her critics crossly”.  Biofiction departs from 82

this by enabling authors, as Ho observes, “to fill the gaps of an incomplete archive”.  So 83

there is no doubt, in The Rag and Bone Shop, that Georgina remains unmarried because she is 

intensely (erotically, sentimentally, and possessively) in love with her brother-in-law. In 

fictionalising Augustus Egg’s failed courtship of Georgina, Rackham transfers the 

possessiveness lurking in Dickens’s letters on the subject to her character.  When Egg 84

proposes in the fields of Gad’s Hill Place, Georgina apologetically informs him that “‘sir, I’m 

already betrothed’” (163). There is no mystery as to who the “other” man is when she 

observes that “Mr Egg was, without doubt, the second greatest man in England” (163). 

Rackham’s novel thus unapologetically converts the tentative nature of biography, with its 

hypothetical terms and hesitant conclusions, into the realist narrative of neo-Victorian 

biofiction. 

However, elements of Georgina’s narration single her out as a fantasist. The other narrators 

indicate that the spinster’s love for Dickens is unreciprocated, beyond his gratitude for her 
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unwavering support of his hidden relationship with Ellen. Yet she turns down Egg for 

Dickens, imagining that they are promised to each other, and repeatedly describes herself as 

his “wife”. In real life Georgina proved herself a shrewd and capable executor, so Rackham 

risks destabilising the realism of the novel by characterising her loyalty to Dickens as the 

product of an absurd, or even delusional, infatuation. This aspect of the text seems informed 

by a twenty-first century resistance to the concept of spinsterhood, or a life without sex, the 

easy solution being simply to sexualise Georgina’s impulse to serve Dickens.  Yet the 85

fictionalised Georgina’s fantasy of a marriage with Dickens is, in fact, the product of his 

response to the death of her sister. Witnessing as a child his grief at Mary’s death, Georgina 

comes to a series of epiphanies: not only that “it was Mary he loved”, but that “I loved him”, 

and “if I became everything to him, he would wear out with Catherine, and we would have 

the only true marriage” (277). Rackham maximises the erotic potential in Georgina’s 

attachment to Dickens by having her dress in white, wear a “simple gold band” on her 

wedding finger, and openly pledge her support for her “husband” (194, 272). Yet these are 

simply iterations of Dickens’s own performance of grief after the death of Mary Hogarth, as 

recorded in his letters. As Kate Mitchell points out, neo-Victorian authors know “that arriving 

at a final, complete version of the past is impossible and, indeed, undesirable”, and so seek to 

“shift the aim and focus of historical recollection from the production of an accurate account 

of past events to the always-unfinished process of remembering”.  Rackham enters into a 86

dialogue with Dickens’s epistolary account of mourning Mary by shifting his actions to those 

of Georgina. As a result, the fantasy “marriage” signifies biofiction’s investment in exploring 

the seemingly closed-off personal feelings of historical figures.  

Rackham’s novel alleges that Georgina found a way of sustaining her position in the Dickens 

household after Catherine’s departure by deposing all the other occupants. Claire Tomalin 

argues that the emigration of Dickens’s sons from England shows “the complete domination 

he exercised over Georgina; indeed, one of its effects was that her service ceased to be the 

general care of the family and became entirely personal to him”.  According to Rackham, 87

however, this last point was exactly Georgina’s goal. “Charles” is the index to her every 
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thought, and she greedily desires to have his company all to herself. She and Dickens turn 

into the Murdstones, siphoning off the sons to the colonies, and insinuating the most 

threatening daughter (Katey, who “stepped in to fill her mother’s place”) into marriage (78).  88

Drawing on historical evidence, it is impossible to discern how much influence the real 

Georgina had on the dispersal of the Dickens family around the world.  Rackham resolves 89

this by having the character fall into the passive voice, as if they determined their own 

courses: “[the] children have gone off now, married, or to the military, to India, Australia 

even”; “Katey was married into the Collins family”; “Walter and Frank were shipped off to 

India, Sydney to South Africa, Alfred to Australia” (69, 154). Likewise, she reports on their 

failures dispassionately: “We never saw Plorn again, or any of the other sons, really. They 

ended up as lonely clerks in countinghouses throughout the Empire” (155). Rackham pins 

responsibility for the children’s unhappiness on Georgina, but also has her character muse 

that “there might have been other things for me if the world had been different. If the world 

allowed it. […] I might have studied law or become a music critic like my father – or an 

architect like my brother” (278-9). The “world”, however, “offered me no choices. Only 

fantasy” (279). In the end, then, Rackham sympathetically codes Georgina’s desire to be 

indispensable to a “Great” man as understandable, given the lack of career options for women 

during the Victorian era. 

When Rackham’s biofiction pursues the relationship between Georgina and Ellen, it offers a 

comical revision of their supposed interchangeability in Dickensian biography. Though 

biographers contend that Georgina regularly acted as a “cover” for Ellen during Dickens’s 

lifetime, Rackham reverses this so that Ellen acts as a cover for Georgina’s affair with 

Dickens – at least in her own mind. The character confidently announces that although 

“you’ll find it in none of the official biographies”, Dickens has “worked carefully to establish 

a grand charade that would protect me from the gossiping eye of the public” (153). She 

reveals: 

 As per Dickens’s novel, David Copperfield [1850], ed. Nina Burgis.88
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 [Dickens tried] his best to divert attention from me by denying he was having an affair 
 of any kind with Ellen Ternan. It was such a blatant ruse I thought everyone could  see 
 through it, but I knew it had to be done. His great public would never tolerate   
 incest with his own sister-in-law. I kept mum and supported every word he said. (77) 

A “factual” version of this kind of confession would, of course, be frantically devoured by 

scholars. Indeed, the character Georgina is forever alert to suppressing and obfuscating 

information in anticipation of “‘when they write the biographies’” (193). She admires Ellen’s 

willingness to be a “‘public diversion’”, but their friendship is conditioned by the need to 

“disguise” their “roles” (194, 76, 154). As Caroline Lusin argues, biofiction is rooted in 

exposing “the indeterminacy of biographical knowledge”, especially “the epistemological 

uncertainties involved in the representation of biographical facts”.  In the face of earnest 90

biographical sleuth-work undertaken in pursuit of “The Great Charles Dickens Scandal”, 

Rackham’s novel flaunts its own fictionality.  Partly as a consequence of Georgina’s 91

editorial dexterity, her feelings regarding the triangle linking her to Dickens and Ellen can 

never be “known” – but they can be surmised, through biofiction.  

As noted, one pivotal event in Dickens’s biography – his death – relies solely on the authority 

of Georgina. John Worthen notes that biographers often convert death scenes into 

opportunities for reflection.  The same applies to biofiction. Rackham acknowledges 92

Georgina’s control over Dickens’s posthumous reputation by re-presenting his death through 

her eyes. Before this happens, the biofictional Georgina dwells upon her vision of what 

Dickens’s death “ought” to have been: 

 Death is never what we think it ought to be. Charles Dickens should have died   
 peacefully in bed, wearing a nightcap and surrounded by his children, like a painting 
 by Augustus Egg. In the background, there should have been all those close friends 
 from a lifetime of labour and shared values. We should have held handkerchiefs to our 
 noses, weeping quietly, while the fading breath passed slowly from that great bearded 
 face. (279-80) 
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Rackham then vividly reproduces the account of Dickens’s death given in Forster’s 

biography, via Georgina. However, Rackham problematises what Lin Pettersson terms “the 

truth claim of official history” by duplicating the death scene several pages later, this time 

from the alternate perspective of Ellen Ternan.  Juxtaposing Georgina’s ending alongside 93

Ellen’s rather more chaotic version of events reflects just how skilfully the real Georgina was 

able to edit Ellen out of her family-friendly version of events, just as she did to Catherine. 

The biofictional re-staging suggests that Georgina’s management of Dickens’s death is 

emblematic of the editorial control she exhibited over his posthumous legacy. Unlike 

Georgina’s historical suppressions, however, Rackham’s biofiction self-referentially 

acknowledges its construction as only a loose approximation of “the truth”. 

ii. Focus Text 2: Tattycoram 

Likewise, Tattycoram (2005) by Audrey Thomas supplies an alternative history of the 

machinations of the Dickens household, particularly Georgina’s place within it, to the 

hermetic narrative provided by Dickens. Thomas achieves this by granting narrating powers 

to a housemaid who works for the Dickenses during the early stages of their marriage. The 

novel defies Dickens’s post-separation account of his household, and its steadfast reliance on 

Georgina, by reiterating points made by the other side – the Hogarth family – at the same 

time. In 1934 a copy of a letter surfaced which appeared to have been authored by the 

Hogarth sisters’ aunt, Helen Thomson, and addressed to another relation, Mrs Stark. The 

letter was dated 20 August 1858, at the height of the controversy over Dickens’s public 

statements. Although its authenticity as a historical document was initially denied by Dickens 

enthusiasts, veracity has since been proven beyond reasonable doubt.  Helen Thomson’s 94

letter provides a spirited defence of Catherine Dickens by rebutting each of Dickens’s public 

claims about his household. She is particularly unforgiving of Georgina, describing her as “an 

enthusiast” who “worships [Dickens] as a man of genius”, and who “has quarrelled with all 

her relatives because they dare to find fault with him, saying ‘a man of genius ought not to be 

judged with the common herd of men’”.  Thomson’s heterodox letter was designed for 95

 Pettersson, 98. “Chapter Four: Ellen Ternan” discusses the doubled death scene in more detail.93
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private circulation, not the public domain, and thus offers a rare opportunity to see Dickens 

from the perspective of a disinterested family member. 

Neo-Victorian biofiction enables Thomas to go one step further by enfolding the factual 

Helen’s observations within the point of view of another female insider, the fictional Harriet 

Coram. Mostly raised in the foundling hospital, she is called to serve Dickens at the age of 

sixteen. Although she departs to nurse her dying foster mother, she later serves Dickens again 

as a housemaid at Urania Cottage, before marrying. Though Harriet is a displacement of 

Georgina in her “servant housekeeper” role, and informed by the “Tattycoram” of Little 

Dorrit (1857), she is Thomas’s invention.  The character thus corresponds to John 96

Glendening’s view that “entirely fictional characters can represent a group of the once un- or 

misrepresented”.  Harriet stands for the unknown (because unrecorded) views of female 97

servants in the Dickens household. According to Glendening, “the character of neo-Victorian 

novels as revisionary historical fiction allows much latitude as they engage and alter 

generally agreed upon historical reality as well as indulging in areas of uncertainty or 

debate”.  Unlike Helen Thomson’s letter, no one will question whether Harriet’s story is 98

“fact” or “forgery”, because biofiction collapses such binaries. The genre grants authors the 

freedom to invent within the boundaries of historical record which, in turn, legitimises the 

multiple, alternative pasts represented in novels such as Tattycoram.  

Thomas’s biofiction departs from the standard biographical presentation of Georgina as a 

strong-willed adult by presenting her as a child. Harriet describes her as “just a little girl, no 

more than ten or eleven when I first went into service” (59). Thomas complicates the 

supposed inevitability of Georgina’s addition to the Dickens household by setting most of the 

novel between Mary’s death in 1837 and the Dickenses’ tour of America in 1842; that is to 

say, when Georgina was merely a visitor to the household, rather than an occupant. David 

Ellis theorises that biographers of a celebrity figure are inherently constrained, because the 

story has already been told: “Many of its salient features (education, choice of profession, 

marriage) are common knowledge and, partly for that reason, it is difficult to imagine how 
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they could ever have been otherwise”.  As a result, Ellis posits, “biographers’ knowledge of 99

what a particular outcome actually was can often lead them to write in a way which ignores 

[…] possibilities and deprives their subjects of choice”.  Biofiction is able to elide such 100

biographical determinism, often by rejecting the birth-to-death overview of formal biography 

and instead focusing on one specific timeframe in the life of a given figure. The detail of her 

age enables Thomas to suggest that Georgina’s entry to the Dickens household was not the 

straightforward supplanting of Mary that it has been portrayed, but the combined result of her 

close observation and careful opportunism. 

As a child, Georgina presents a desexualised figure. Marrying in order to escape the 

Hogarths’ household is, at this point in her life, out of the question. She is clearly envious of 

the Dickenses’ attachment to Harriet, the “housemaid, with some duties in the nursery” (50). 

Not only does Georgina find fault with “‘soft-hearted, soft-headed Kate!’” for her overtures 

of friendship towards Harriet, but she is particularly concerned about the housemaid’s 

intimacy with the young Dickenses (69). To Charley, Mamie and Katey, Harriet is a surrogate 

mother: she sings to them, plays with them in the house, takes them for walks to the park, and 

rocks them to sleep (84-7). Claudia Nelson maintains that, in the Victorian era, “some of the 

fear surrounding servants’ influence over the younger members of the household arose from 

the recognition of the depth of the emotional bond that might exist between the two 

groups”.  Georgina’s insecurity reflects that fear of intimacy. Harriet records how Georgina 101

watches the servants like a cypher, “hoping to catch us stuffing our faces with forbidden 

foods or entertaining riffraff” (68). Yet when she attempts to manoeuvre Harriet’s dismissal, 

her voice is overridden by Catherine, who still holds superiority over her sister by means of 

her age, station, and maturity. Though Georgina may have a “sharp tongue”, and be prone to 

making announcements “as though she were much older”, she lacks power at this stage of her 

life (59). She is not the self-assured mistress of Gad’s Hill Place, as in The Rag and Bone 

Shop, but a young girl of uncertain domestic status, secondary even to the Dickenses’ 

housemaid. 
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Tattycoram frames Georgina’s desperation to join the Dickenses within the precarious reality 

of working women’s lives in Victorian England. Harriet witnesses first-hand what Rosemarie 

Bodenheimer identifies as the “dearth of employment opportunities for unmarried women”, 

which created exactly the conditions for “a sister-in-law to become an integral, potentially 

competitive, part of a couple’s household”.  By spelling out the limited options for women 102

during the Victorian era, Thomas’s novel strives to elicit sympathy for the choice made by 

Dickens’s unmarried relatives to remain at home with him. Other examples of female 

vocations observed by Harriet include becoming a nurse, a governess, a housekeeper, a street-

hawker, a prostitute, or an emigrant to Australia. When she is later employed by Dickens to 

help run his philanthropic project, the Home for Fallen Women at Urania Cottage, she is 

directly exposed to the dreadful consequences of women who have resorted to crime to 

support themselves. These, then, were the options that were available to Georgina upon 

coming of age in the Hogarths’ household, albeit without the social or financial privileges 

attendant upon her continuing residence there, or at the Dickenses’. As with Jack Maggs, The 

Rag and Bone Shop, and other biofiction, Tattycoram underscores the (im)possibility of 

personal autonomy for young unmarried women such as the Hogarth sisters. 

Yet the uncertainty – and potential degradations – faced by working women are balanced in 

Harriet’s account by the humiliating duties of respectable married life, especially childbirth. 

The character becomes deeply unsettled when she witnesses Catherine undergo the difficult 

delivery of Mamie. Her disturbance is compounded by the other servants’ gossip: “So that 

was what it was like to bear a child – ‘The baby was stuck’; ‘She tore’; ‘Its little leg came off 

in the midwife’s hands’. Screams and bloody sheets. I would never let that happen to 

me” (66). Although the baby is healthy, Catherine struggles to recover after the birth, and 

then after the next one. She becomes subject to “sudden silent fits of weeping” which leave 

her unable to “express much interest in any of the children” (78). In real life, Georgina nursed 

Catherine through similar scenes six times from 1844 to 1852. Here, Thomas transfers 

Georgina’s experience to Harriet, intimating that as a result of witnessing Catherine’s painful 

deliveries, she decided to remain childless herself. Again, the narrative displacement seems 

designed to undermine the sense of inevitability augured by biographical writing. As 
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Elisabeth Wesseling points out, the “conjectures” of biofiction “may disturb the illusion that 

an actual course of events was inevitable”, marring history “with the blemish of 

contingency”.  Thomas’s novel suggests that Georgina strove to become part of her sister 103

and brother-in-law’s household not because she was “destined” to do so, but because it was 

the best of the severely limited options available to such women in the era.  

At the same time, Thomas’s biofiction displaces “Miss Georgina” in favour of a fictional 

substitute of her so it is able to accuse her of (permanently) disrupting the Dickenses’ 

household arrangements. Like Rackham, Thomas links the marital breakdown not to any 

particular fault in either Catherine or Dickens, but to the influence of Georgina. According to 

Forster, Dickens announced in 1857 that he had irrevocably felt his marriage would fail “ever 

since the days you remember when [Mamie] was born”.  It is no accident that this is 104

precisely the period fictionalised in Tattycoram, because Georgina’s cruelty is the refrain of 

the narrative. The child frequently questions Harriet, scolds Catherine, and attempts to 

undermine both women in front of Dickens. Harriet recalls: 

 Georgina was in and out of every room, always criticising her older sister, digging at 
 her in her little ways, almost mocking her now that she was heavy and slow with her 
 pregnancy. When I brought Charley down, she would grab him and say, ‘Thank you, 
 Coram, you may go’, as though she were the lady of the house. 
  And when Mr Dickens came round, it was plain that she worshipped him. Of 
 course he liked that and never really saw her other side. (59) 

In addition to her constant criticism, “Miss Georgy” discusses both Harriet and Catherine in 

the third person in front of them (59). In contrast, “Mrs Dickens” is warm and congenial (68). 

She goes below stairs to bake with the servants without any presumption of superiority, 

shows interest in Harriet’s story, and offers her sympathy. Harriet’s asides, “Mrs Dickens told 

me” or “Mrs Dickens had warned me”, suggest that the two form a self-protective alliance 

against Georgina’s abuse (56, 58). Arguably, Georgina’s repeated attempts to dislodge Harriet 

from her position prefigures her role in evicting Catherine from the family home in the late 

1850s. For as long as Harriet remains in residence, Georgina is blocked from developing the 

same influence over the Dickens children that she holds over Dickens, through sycophancy, 
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and Catherine, through criticism. Thomas’s Georgina is thus more complex than the “best and 

truest friend man ever had” rhapsodised over by Dickens.  Instead, the novel conjectures 105

that Georgina deliberately set out to form the personalities of Dickens’s children, just as 

Dickens had forged hers from an impressionable age. 

Eventually, Thomas’s Georgina is placated when Harriet is forced to leave Dickens’s 

employment for private reasons, opening up the vacancy she has sought all along to occupy. 

Before then, however, she succeeds in humiliating Harriet by training the family’s pet raven 

to call her “Tattycoram”, in reference to her foundling origins. Catherine Waters rightly 

asserts that no matter how “whimsical” a nickname, “the act of renaming is still an act of 

possession”.  Georgina’s nominal acquisition of Harriet aligns her with Dickens, who also 106

attempts to control (albeit by taming rather than enflaming) the “smouldering fury” of 

Harriet’s temper (58). In response to the raven episode, he prescribes the formula that “‘if 

something provokes you – and I suspect Miss Georgy did not mean to provoke you – count to 

two and twenty before you begin smashing the china’” (63). Rather than address Georgina’s 

cruelty, Dickens tries to domesticate Harriet’s angry response. He again denies her feelings 

when she pursues him years later. Living in poverty and anonymity, she learns that Dickens 

has reused details of her life – and the detested nickname – in the character of “Tattycoram” 

in Little Dorrit. She travels to Rochester to discuss the matter, but Georgina blocks her entry 

to Gad’s Hill Place. When Harriet finds Dickens walking, he shrieks, “‘Woman, I know thee 

not’”, and flees from her (198). The refusal of Georgina and Dickens to recognise Harriet 

echoes their deletion of Catherine from their lives after the separation. Harriet discovers that 

Dickens only has sympathy for the “Tattycoram” of his imagination, not the living one, and 

Georgina’s cruelty is placed in alliance with this.  

Rather uneasily, then, Thomas blends elements of Dickens’s life and fiction while accusing 

him of being unethical for carrying out the same activity. Harriet exclaims to Dickens that 

“‘My history was never yours to dispose of, sir, never! I am a real person, sir, not a puppet, a 

real person!’” (199). This criticism could extend to any author of biofiction. Yet Thomas’s 

corralling of material from Dickens’s life and fiction is informed by the postmodern notion 
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that, as Paul Franssen and Ton Hoenselaars state, “authors’ lives, too, can be seen as texts 

with which later authors have similar relationships as with existing literary texts”.  In 107

addition, Laura E. Savu asserts that the “intertextual linkages” of biofiction are designed to 

“remind us that literature is ‘an echo chamber’, a cultural archive, indeed a ‘memorious 

discourse’ that ‘remembers’ and ‘renarrates’ not only past texts but identity and authorship as 

well”.  Thomas’s biofictional portrayal is also alert to what Savu describes as “the 108

gendered, historical, and political identity of the authorial figure as well as to the ‘others’ (the 

colonised subject, the feminine, the popular) summoned only to be suppressed by realist and 

modernist narrative practices”.  Thomas utilises Dickens’s life and fiction to propose that 109

his conceptualisation of female characters, such as the Tattycoram of Little Dorrit (1857), are 

derived from his strenuous management of the lives of women, from Doughty Street to 

Urania Cottage. So while, on the one hand, Thomas’s Georgina aids Dickens in his 

exploitation of women (including Catherine), on the other hand she resembles Grip, the raven 

fictionalised in Barnaby Rudge (1841): a captive bird, trained to mimic the hostility of its 

owner.  110

iii. Focus Text 3: The Last Dickens 

Matthew Pearl’s The Last Dickens (2009) can be differentiated from the other focus texts of 

this chapter in that it presents Georgina in a generally positive light. Pearl’s novel concerns 

the efforts of Dickens’s American publishers, led by James R. Osgood and his assistant, 

Rebecca Sand, to retrieve the second half of Dickens’s unfinished final novel, The Mystery of 

Edwin Drood (1870), should it exist. The publishers are so concerned with the rabid “‘literary 

pickpockets’” of America, who handsomely profit from appropriating Dickens, that they 

travel from Boston to England to secure publishing rights to the novel (101). Osgood and 

Rebecca Sand arrive at Gad’s Hill Place three weeks after Dickens’s death, with a bad-

tempered John Forster as their guide. However, the family estate is undergoing the process of 
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being dismantled, in preparation of a public sale of the house and its effects. As the trio 

moves through Gad’s Hill Place, they witness workmen “removing paintings and sculptures 

from the walls and tables”, and auctioneers “examining the furniture and prodding each 

object and fixture” (128). Ignoring the nationality and profession of the visitors, Forster 

launches a tirade about American publishing practices, and the fatal impact of Dickens’s 

reading tour there. The “shrillness” of all this noise and bustle is, however, alleviated by the 

“soothing tone” introduced by the presence of Georgina (130). She atones for Forster’s 

rudeness by begging the Americans to “‘please call me Aunt Georgy. Everyone at Gad’s Hill 

does’” (130). Meanwhile, her face offers “a ready smile that brought to mind a picture of the 

lively household as it used to be” (131). Michael Slater argues that Georgina proved to be a 

source of “vital domestic continuity” for Dickens during the marital separation.  In Pearl’s 111

biofiction she holds the same domestic continuity, in the face of the upheavals caused by 

Dickens’s death, that she must have provided for him during the summer of 1858. Georgina is 

a relatively minor character in the multi-tiered scheme of the novel, but her calm demeanour 

at the helm of Gad’s Hill Place relieves the high incidence of violence, drug abuse, and 

harassment which permeates elsewhere. 

Pearl’s characterisation of Georgina shows how the ambiguities of her position in Dickens’s 

household can be manipulated according to the priorities of the biofictional text. Historical 

portraits of Georgina suggest that she had grown corpulent by the time of Dickens’s death, 

but Pearl describes her in physically flattering terms as “an elegant and slender woman a few 

steps past forty years old” (130).  This image corresponds with Fred Kaplan’s contention 112

that Dickens’s “ideal woman was always young, slim and sisterly”.  Indeed, Pearl’s 113

Georgina is often accompanied by Dickens’s adult daughters, Mamie and Katey. In the midst 

of their grief, Mamie acts highly-strung, and Katey speaks provocatively; yet both clearly 

rely upon “‘faithful little Aunt Georgy’” to console them (163). Georgina’s maternal kindness 

extends to the American visitors. Osgood dismisses Georgina’s role in the dissolution of the 

Dickenses’ marriage as “wicked slanders” (130). Instead, he believes that “the lovely 
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Georgy” was Dickens’s “confidante and housekeeper”, and “mother to her two nieces and 

and six nephews” (130). Georgina’s demonstration of peaceable hospitality in the midst of a 

chaotic time is crucial to her positive turn in the narrative. According to Rachel Hollander, 

“the obligation to offer hospitality always calls into question the status of the home, as it 

entails both the opening of the private space to outside others and, simultaneously, the host’s 

ownership and control of that space”.  Yet the host of Dickens’s home here is Georgina. 114

Hence, the text posits Georgina as the heir(ess) to Dickens’s particular brand of domesticity.  

Pearl’s concluding ‘Historical Note’ is pedantic about the verisimilitude of the narrative. In it, 

the author claims to have “portray[ed] Charles Dickens and the atmosphere surrounding his 

life and death as accurately as possible” (353). On a narrative level, Pearl figures Gad’s Hill 

Place as a feminine space of repose in an otherwise male-dominated world of war raids, 

brutality and crime, with Georgina at its centre. However, the novel refuses to take more than 

a fleeting glance at the existence of the actual mother of Dickens’s children, or of his 

romantic preference for “a pretty actress” (53). Georgina alone directs the servants; hosts the 

visitors; consoles the children; and retains a positive outlook. She is the sole maternal 

influence in Dickens’s home, and effectively carries out the duties of his widow. Moreover, 

not one of Dickens’s six surviving sons makes an appearance at Gad’s Hill Place in the 

aftermath of Dickens’s death, even though in real-life both Charley and Henry were not only 

in England at the time, but present on the day; and despite an alternate thread in the novel that 

concentrates on the activities of Frank Dickens in India.  Unlike the biographer, who “must 115

work within the parameters of what actually happened”, the novelist “has considerable scope 

to supplement known historical facts and agents by invention”, Alan Robinson explains: 

“This means that s/he decides which events will take place in the narrative world” and, 

significantly, “has the power to make things happen”; or not happen, as it were.  In terms of 116

biographical “facts”, Pearl’s creative decisions involve more deletion than supplementation. 

Perhaps, then, biofiction can only succeed in idealising the controversial figure of Georgina 

by pushing out those – Catherine, Ellen, Dickens’s sons – whose existence may contradict or 

colour that portrayal. 
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As the peaceful compass presiding over “the grand Dickens estate”, the character of “Aunt 

Georgy” dramatically departs from the lovelorn fantasist of The Rag and Bone Shop, and the 

sharp child of Tattycoram (126). Yet, as I have suggested, the representation of Georgina as 

loyal, modest and discreet is crucial in The Last Dickens because of the number of people 

who wish to profit from Dickens’s death. This even appears to include his closest friend, and 

her co-executor, John Forster. Pearl endorses Georgy as a “mother” figure, but makes Forster 

seem suspicious by giving him “the face of a spoiled child” (130, 126). Forster is stiff and 

unnatural, and whenever he speaks, “it was as if he had memorised the words beforehand, 

and now were reciting them” (128). His conversation becomes an index of the forthcoming 

biography: “‘That will be discussed in chapter nineteen of my Life of Dickens’” (129). 

Georgy offsets his booming pontifications by composing herself with “dignified 

frustration” (137). It is, however, disingenuous of her character to claim that “‘if Mr Forster 

could have moved Dickens’s pen for him over the lines of his will, he would have’” (151). In 

the story, as in life, Dickens explicitly approved Forster as his biographer, which is an 

important affirmation in a world of forgeries. Still, Georgy’s comment shows that she holds 

as keen an awareness of the power of shaping narratives as Forster.  

So despite superficial differences, the two fictionalised executors complement each other. 

Whereas Forster busies himself in securing Dickens’s professional legacy, Georgy occupies 

herself with sanitising Dickens’s personal affairs. She reluctantly agrees to lend the pen with 

which Dickens composed The Mystery of Edwin Drood to Forster “‘just for now’” (138). Yet 

she emphasises her own intimate knowledge of Dickens for her American witnesses by 

asserting that the writer divided his life, professionally and personally:  

 ‘Charles liked to use a single pen for a single book – there was a purity about it that 
 way. He did not want the pen’s spirit mixed up in trifling bills and sundry cheques. 
 With this, he finished the novel’s sixth instalment, just before coming into the   
 house.’ (181) 

Georgina later orders Forster to hand the pen to the Americans, thus betraying a willingness 

to use gifts and flattery to manipulate others’ perception. In passing the pen to Osgood, 

Forster exclaims that “‘Miss Hogarth […] appears to admire your… what shall we call it? 
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Your fortitude for looking for more about Drood, however foolish’” (374; second ellipsis in 

original). The rivalry between Georgy and Forster offers an intriguing fictionalisation of the 

latent tension between the real-life Forster’s biography, and the edition of letters released by 

Georgina soon afterwards.  Yet Pearl’s fidelity to historical record in this regard contends 117

with neglect in another area. For, in real life, Georgina gave Dickens’s pen to Ellen Ternan, 

not James Osgood.  Once again, Pearl sacrifices an important figure in Dickens’s life in 118

order to give more depth to Georgina’s biofictional character.  

In essence, The Last Dickens offers a conventional approach to the unfinished state of The 

Mystery of Edwin Drood. It is a mystery-detective story which aims to “detect” the Victorian 

era, in the vein of Pearl’s previous novels.  Ann Heilmann and Mark Llewellyn point out 119

that mystery-detection is “the genre in which much neo-Victorianism locates itself and to 

which it is particularly suited”, because of inevitable “similarities in the gathering of 

evidence and the search for the new (and hopefully correct) interpretation of that material”.   120

Since Dickens’s death, an entire industry has built up around “finishing” The Mystery of 

Edwin Drood.  Lyn Pykett argues that “the apparently endless desire to end Drood […] 121

suggests the persistence of a residual desire for narrative closure, and a belief that one can 

mine a text for clues to the author’s intentions about its ultimate direction”.  There is no 122

corresponding need to “mine” for authorial intention Dickens’s other final work, which he 

also finalised: namely, his ‘Last Will and Codicil’. Pearl acknowledges this by quoting its 

strongest terms, regarding funeral arrangements (151). The tenacity of the will’s vocabulary 

closes the biographical ambiguity opened up by Osgood’s search for the “missing pieces of 

Dickens’s final novel” (259). While Georgy encourages this activity, it is clear that focusing 

on the mysteries of Edwin Drood amidst the (literally) cutthroat publishing industry of 1870 

leaves no scope to probe the mysteries of Georgina’s position in Dickens’s household.  
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Unlike The Rag and Bone Shop or Tattycoram, Georgina’s breaking up of the family home in 

The Last Dickens is a means of consolidating Dickens’s ability to make a family of the nation 

(and profit in the process). Juliet John has demonstrated that Dickens “literally willed” the 

sale which pushed Georgina and his children from Gad’s Hill Place.  In Pearl’s text, 123

Georgina/Georgy is credited with arranging for Dickens’s personal effects to be made 

available to his public in exchange for money. Indeed, the conceit of domesticity arises at the 

auction: Osgood attends as a member of the dead author’s “publishing family”, is told that its 

proceeds will “benefit the Dickens family”, and observes his “neighbours” peering “at one 

another jealously, certain each was there exclusively for whatever object among Dickens’s 

personal effects they had already set their heart on” (28, 164, 165). So although the novel 

evicts Georgy from her position as the head of Gad’s Hill Place, it is she who arbitrates the 

satisfaction of both Dickens’s “private” family and his “public” family. Crucially, the shift in 

domesticity from Gad’s Hill Place to the auction room enables Pearl to evade engaging in any 

disruptive drama regarding the “mistress” of Dickens’s home life. 

The fictionalised auction suggests that Dickens’s closest relationship was not with Catherine, 

not with Ellen, not with his children, not with his publishers, and not even with Georgina. 

Instead, Pearl foregrounds Dickens’s relationship with his readers – but also the illusive basis 

of that relationship. As the sale proceeds, it becomes a parody of a Dickensian Christmas. 

Osgood observes how the auctioneer’s “well-bred face” is unable to conceal “his utter 

amazement at how high the numbers could go for worthless tidbits that simply had been 

touched by one man’s fingers” (165). When Dickens’s stuffed raven is announced, the 

audience appears to morph into children at a Christmas party: a “cacophony of spirited 

voices” yell out “Grip! Grip! Grip!”, before going on to quote “their favourite Grip sayings” 

from Barnaby Rudge (166). When the gong from Gad’s Hill Place appears, a man sitting near 

Osgood tells him confidently that Dickens “‘was always fond of gongs’” (166). He, too, cites 

a novel for authority: “‘Don’t you remember the weak-eyed young man and the gong at Dr 

Blimber’s in Dombey and Son?’” (166). Alexis Easley reports that directly after Dickens 

died, “Gad’s Hill became a symbol of the ‘real’ Dickens: the family man, the father, the 
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domestic paragon”.  From a twenty-first century viewpoint, Pearl submits that the “real” 124

Dickens is found not in the mysteries of Gad’s Hill Place, but in the pages of his books. By 

downplaying Dickens’s family and friends in this way, Pearl allows Georgina to 

unproblematically remain the feminine representative of the Dickens household: a silent 

Cerberus, guarding the truth of Dickens’s domestic preferences. 

IV. Conclusion 

Neo-Victorian biofiction is free to explore – and exploit – the complexities of Georgina’s 

anomalous position in ways that override the simplistic tale of feminine self-denial 

engendered by Dickens, and later sustained by Georgina herself. There are two ways 

Georgina can be differentiated from the other Hogarth sisters. Firstly, she lived well into the 

twentieth century, whereas Mary died in 1837 and Catherine in 1879. Secondly, she actively 

helped to shape her own image as the only woman of any significance to Dickens’s domestic 

life, especially during his last decade. Biofiction closely acknowledges her lengthy presiding 

over Dickens’s posthumous reputation by granting strength to her character. In contrast to the 

fictionalisation of Mary Hogarth, Catherine Dickens, and Ellen Ternan, Georgina is not 

renamed in any of the focus texts. None of the novels show her as the “victim” of Dickens’s 

narrative domineering; instead, she is shown as the one who carries out the victimising or the 

domineering. Biofiction implies that there is no need to “recover” Georgina’s voice because if 

it was ever suppressed, she was complicit in the process.  

Unlike the other women of this thesis, who were silenced in their lifetimes and overwritten 

even in death, Georgina colluded with the public’s perception of her. As a result, she does not 

attract the same (feminist) advocacy in biofiction as the other figures. Yet this also opens her 

up as more of a blank canvas than the other subjects of this thesis. Her malleability means 

that she is as credible as the villainess (a cruel, scheming and jealous sister) as she is as the 

heroine (a sacrificial aunt who selflessly devoted her life to others). What is remarkable about 

biofiction based on Georgina is how little her characterisation in each novel overlaps, and 

how she is granted further shades of ambiguity within each fictionalisation. So in Rackham, 
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she is invited to be judged as a figure of ridicule, but also a target of sympathy, owing to the 

limitations of her era; in Thomas, she demonstrates cruelty to other female characters, and yet 

is tenaciously protective of Dickens himself; and, in Pearl, she is defined by her concern for 

the family, which also involves manoeuvring herself into a position of control. In a sense, 

Georgina stands in for both all and none of Dickens’s women, rather than being “Georgy” 

herself, because Dickens is always the compass to her experiences. Neo-Victorian biofiction 

thus remains resistant to any easy conclusions as to the “real” Georgina Hogarth.
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CHAPTER FOUR: ELLEN TERNAN 

!  
Ellen Ternan 

I am going to take the little—riddle—into the country this  
morning […]. So let the riddle and the riddler  
go their own wild way, and no harm come of it! 

—Charles Dickens, 1857  1

The subject of Chapter Four is Ellen Lawless Ternan (later Robinson, 1839-1914), Dickens’s 

presumed mistress from 1857 until his death in 1870. Ellen is particularly shadowy because 

of the deliberate erasure of her from historical record, which makes her an ideal subject for 

neo-Victorian rewriting. In this chapter, Section I probes the veiled references to Ellen found 

in Dickens’s correspondence which survived the Hogarth/Dickens family’s policy of 

incineration. All of these references were retrospectively searched for, and located, by 

scholars working in the mid- to late-twentieth century. Section II tracks the biographical 

attempts to reconstruct Ellen’s character using the scantiest of evidence. Initially, biographers 

looked to Dickens’s novels in order to present her as a mercenary gold-digger. More recent 

biographers have deflected from the lack of documentation by simulating a false intimacy 

through her real-life nickname, “Nelly”. Section III analyses how three works of neo-

Victorian biofiction incorporate what Dickens called the “riddle” of Ellen Ternan: Jeff 

Rackham’s The Rag and Bone Shop (2001), Richard Flanagan’s Wanting (2008), and Gaynor 

Arnold’s Girl in a Blue Dress (2008). Cutting through the lack of evidence, biofiction 

presents Ellen’s unrecorded experience as a series of narrative events for readers to witness, 

including her meeting with Dickens, her seclusion in France, and her rootlessness after his 

death. In contrast to previous biographies, the image of Ellen Ternan profits from biofiction’s 

sympathetic portrayal of her. However, the “Ellen” of biofiction is inherently compromised 

by novelists’ reluctance to advance from the codes and subterfuge inherited from Dickens.  

 Letters 8:450-1, Dickens to W. H. Wills, 20 September 1857.1
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I. Dickens’s Letters 

i. Traces 

This first section is necessarily more equivocal than the same sections in the preceding 

chapters. Though Dickens shaped each of the Hogarth sisters in his correspondence, 

according to his own needs, only passing reference to Ellen Ternan can be found in the same 

cache of documents. No direct letters to Ellen from Dickens survive, nor from Ellen to 

Dickens, but this has not stopped researchers from searching for every last word that could, 

potentially, link the two together. Supposed allusions to her that can be found in Dickens’s 

letters to other people are, Michael Slater admits, “for the most part rather ambiguous”.  In 2

fact, all of the references to Ellen discussed in this section were retrieved, retrospectively, by 

twentieth-century literary detectives with that direct purpose in mind.  The problem of 3

lacking evidence is accentuated by the high self-awareness that Dickens displays in his letter-

writing after 1858. After realising that his letters were being preserved by his correspondents, 

he employed unprecedented discretion in regards to his personal affairs, even to the closest of 

his friends, and began incinerating the letters he received around the same time. In such a 

secretive climate, even the paper on which Dickens wrote takes on special significance.  4

Chapter Four proposes at the outset, then, that the “Ellen Ternan” reconstructed from 

Dickens’s letters is essentially a twentieth-century figure, grounded in the later century’s 

assumptions and motivations. Indeed, though there is minimal reference to Ellen in Dickens’s 

letters, those sentences that do seem to point towards her are the most analysed of all his 

writing, outside of the novels. Ellen herself remains silent throughout. 

From the very beginning of their acquaintance, Ellen was subsumed behind other figures, and 

other names. It seems clear that Dickens and Ellen met for the first time when he secured the 

services of the entire Ternan family – Ellen, her older sisters Frances and Maria, and their 

mother – for a three-performance revival of Wilkie Collins’s melodrama, The Frozen Deep, 

 Slater, Dickens and Women 209.2
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in the summer of 1857.  Collins was advertised as its author, but Dickens contributed 5

significantly to the production, declaring the process as akin to “writing a book in 

company”.  His self-professed “stage-managerial energies” led him not only to take on the 6

lead role, but also to act as the play’s director and producer throughout the various revivals.  7

Dickens revelled in the demanding role of Richard Wardour, particularly in his drawn-out 

death scene. After performing in Manchester, he wrote to various friends of being “very much 

excited by the crying of two thousand people over the grave of Richard Wardour”, and how 

“it was a good thing to have a couple of thousand people all rigid and frozen together, in the 

palm of one’s hand”.  Throughout the energetic dispatches that dwell on the glory of the 8

play’s run at Manchester, Dickens does not once directly mention Ellen. He does, however, 

offer an extended meditation regarding the “pretty little genuine emotion” of her sister, Maria 

Ternan, during the final scene of the play.  Dickens brags that Maria’s tears “poured all over 9

me like Rain […], down my face, down my beard”, as she begged him not to “‘take leave of 

me in this terrible way—pray, pray, pray!!’”. He pledges to his correspondent that “if you had 

seen the poor little thing, when the Curtain fell, put in a chair behind it—with her mother and 

sister taking care of her—[…] you would have remembered it for a long, long time”. Here, it 

can be surmised that Dickens uses Maria as a red herring to screen his intense attraction to 

her younger sister (the sister that Dickens does not cite in the letter), whose own participation 

in the play was nothing more than a minor walk-on role.  

In the months after meeting Ellen Ternan, Dickens frequently employed histrionic (and 

sufficiently ambiguous) vocabulary to express his emerging desire for her. In an oft-quoted 

letter of December 1857, he casts himself and Ellen as characters in a fairytale: 

 I wish I had been born in the days of ogres and Dragon-guarded Castles. I wish an 
 ogre with seven heads (and no particular evidence of brains in the whole lot of them) 
 had taken the Princess whom I adore—you have no idea how intensely I love her!— 
 to his stronghold on the top of a high series of Mountains, and there tied her up by the 

 The Ternans replaced Dickens’s daughters in public performances of the play. See Letters 8:401, Dickens to 5

Arthur Ryland, 3 August 1857.
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 hair. Nothing would suit me half so well this day, as climbing after her, sword in hand, 
 and either winning her or being killed.—There’s a state of mind for you, in 1857.   10

The letter strips from Ellen both her identity (as a nameless princess) and her agency (as a 

passive victim), satisfying Dickens’s own need to be needed. He again employed the 

language of childhood games when communicating with the assistant editor of his magazine, 

W. H. Wills. Responding to criticism that he carried out acts of charity in order to be admired, 

Dickens announced that he “would not allow myself to be passionate about it. I wish I was as 

good a boy in all things as I hope I have been, and mean to be, in this”.  His tone changes in 11

the next sentence: “But Lord bless you, the strongest parts of your present correspondent’s 

heart are made up of weaknesses. And he just come to be here at all (if you knew it) along of 

his Richard Wardour! Guess that riddle, Mr. Wills!” In this letter Dickens not only infantilises 

himself into a “boy”, he creates a distancing effect by dispensing with first-person narration. 

As for Ellen, she becomes an inanimate “riddle”: a problem to be solved between men.  12

Though unmentioned, Ellen was clearly at the forefront of Dickens’s mind when he ordered a 

partition to be built between the marital bedroom (henceforth “Mrs Dickens’s room”) and 

dressing-room in October 1857.  One month earlier, Dickens had enlisted Collins to 13

accompany him to Doncaster to collect material for Household Words at a time when, 

conveniently, the Ternans were engaged at the theatre there. In a letter to Georgina, his claim 

that the team of he and Collins “breakfast at half-past eight, and fall to work for H. W. 

afterwards” merges into the first-person singular: “Then I go out, and—hem! look for 

subjects”.  The Lazy Tour of Two Idle Apprentices (1857), which was the product of the trip 14

to Doncaster, includes an interlude where Dickens’s self-fictionalised character, Francis 

Goodchild, is “lunatically seized” by “a pair of little lilac gloves and a little bonnet”.  15

Goodchild declares, “‘O little lilac gloves!  And O winning little bonnet, making in 

conjunction with her golden hair quite a Glory in the sunlight round the pretty head, why 

 Letters 8:488, Dickens to Lavinia Watson, 7 December 1857. 10

 Letters 8:449, Dickens to W. H. Wills, 17 September 1857. 11
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anything in the world but you and me!’” Goodchild’s rhapsody, which also invokes imagery 

from The Arabian Nights, thus reduces Ellen to the material items of her appearance. Not 

only does her character not speak, but her name is subject to Dickens’s semantic evasions. 

Just as the owner of the gloves, bonnet, and golden hair remains anonymous in Household 

Words, so did the original model continue to remain unidentified in Dickens’s private writing. 

In a letter of March 1858, Dickens confesses to Wilkie Collins that “I have never known a 

moment’s peace or content, since the last night of the Frozen Deep”.  He continues, in the 16

now-characteristic vein of hyperbole, “I do suppose that there never was a Man so seized and 

rended by one Spirit”. Although he continued to avoid naming Ellen in his private writing, he 

could not halt his desire for her from seeping into his public writing. When the private and 

the public collided in the scandal of Dickens’s marital separation in mid-1858, Dickens still 

refused to acknowledge Ellen’s name because, he claims in the Violated Letter, “I honour it 

too much”.  In the same document, Dickens swears “upon my soul and honour” that “there 17

is not on this earth a more virtuous and spotless creature than this young lady”. Thus, in the 

Violated Letter he not only erases her identity in a nominal sense, but he eradicates any 

personal characteristics that would distinguish her from any other generic “young lady”. The 

policy of evasion worked, however: Ada Nisbet later discovered that “the epithet ‘meritorious 

young actress’ soon became the favoured designation [of Ellen] in press accounts of the 

separation difficulty”.  Despite (or, as a result of) Dickens’s repeated public denials, Ellen 18

effectually disappeared from view not long afterwards. 

ii. Staplehurst 

Ellen does not significantly re-emerge in Dickens’s letters until June 1865, when she and her 

mother were involved with him in a railway accident at Staplehurst, Kent, upon their return 

from France. Traces in Dickens’s letters suggest that in the years following his legal 

separation from Catherine, he had taken up patronage of the entire Ternan family; moved 

Ellen into a spacious home in Central London, under her own name; sponsored her retirement 

 Letters 8:536, Dickens to Wilkie Collins, 21 March 1858. 16
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from acting; sought her help regarding the proofs of his writing; and moved her to France for 

the sake of privacy.  Dickens was keenly aware of the possibility of exposure, and had taken 19

great precautions to avoid it. To his closest friends, he even encoded the time he spent with 

Ellen as a “Mysterious Disappearance”.  The privacy that they had worked so hard to ensure 20

regarding their union was threatened at Staplehurst, where they almost died together. In the 

aftermath of the crash, Dickens had to weigh his concern for the health of Ellen and her 

mother against his need to be perceived as travelling alone. 

The Staplehurst train accident is remarkable because of the different ways it can be 

reconstructed, simply by using Dickens as the main source. His narration of the event varies 

according to his correspondent, thus betraying his sharp self-awareness as regards his letter-

writing. For instance, in letter after letter to his acquaintances, from the personal (Maria 

Winter, his first love) to the professional (Geraldine Jewsbury, a contributor to his magazine) 

to the philanthropical (Augustus Tracey, a prison warden), Dickens omits to mention that 

anyone was with him in his train carriage. Instead, he focuses upon the disturbing detail of its 

“beating and dragging” at the moment of impact, and describes the “terrible work” he 

undertook to retrieve “the dying and the dead”.  Only in a letter to his sister, Letitia Austin, 21

do the “two ladies” who were “my fellow-passengers” emerge.  For Letitia, Dickens 22

recounts a conversation he had with “one of them, an elderly lady”, who promised not to 

panic, but the other, evidently Ellen, remains unspeaking.  

Writing to one of his oldest friends on the same day as to Letitia, Dickens provides his most 

detailed account yet.  To Thomas Mitton, he admits that “two ladies were my fellow 23

passengers; an old one, and a young one”. When the train derailed, Dickens goes on, both 

women exclaimed in fright; but “I caught hold of them both (the old lady sat opposite, and 

the young one on my left)” and attempted to compose them. Though the old lady acquiesced, 

“the young lady said in a frantic way, ‘Let us join hands and die friends’”. Though in the 
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version to Mitton, Dickens allows Ellen to speak, once again she is the unnamed “young 

lady” of his public statements. Yet Dickens’s letter also seems to confirm how vulnerable the 

couple were in regards to being exposed at Staplehurst: when he called to some men to “‘stop 

for an instant and look at me, and tell me whether you don’t know me’”, they answered, “‘We 

know you very well, Mr Dickens’”. Even in his letter to Mitton, though, Dickens is on his 

guard. He admits that he wishes to avoid being interrogated at the forthcoming inquest into 

the crash, but gives the reason that “I could only seem to speak about myself”. Probably the 

real cause of his non-attendance was because he would have been forced to speak of others, 

namely Ellen and her mother.  

Still, fear of exposure did not stop him from contacting the station master at Charing Cross on 

behalf of “a lady who was in the carriage with me in the terrible accident on Friday” and lost 

some “trinkets” in the course of the crash.  He lists the items as “a gold watch-chain with a 24

smaller gold watch chain attached, a bundle of charms, a gold watch-key, and a gold seal 

engraved ‘Ellen’”. So though Dickens never directly names “the lady” on whose behalf he 

writes, he is forced to divulge her identity by the fact of the eponymous bracelet. Unable to 

name her even to his closest friends, forced to name her to complete strangers: Dickens’s 

Staplehurst letters point to the difficulties in representation he must have faced, especially as 

a man defined by his descriptive powers, in regards to Ellen Ternan.  

iii. Aftermath 

Dickens wrote his experience at Staplehurst into the end of his last completed novel, Our 

Mutual Friend (1865), through the ‘Postscript, in Lieu of Preface’. Once again, Ellen 

disappears from his account: 

 On Friday the Ninth of June in the present year, Mr and Mrs Boffin (in their  
 manuscript dress of receiving Mr and Mrs Lammle at breakfast) were on the South 
 Eastern Railway with me, in a terribly destructive accident. When I had done what I 
 could to help others, I climbed back into my carriage—nearly turned over a viaduct, 

 Letters 11:53-4, Dickens to the Head Station Master at Charing Cross, 12 June 1865.24
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 and caught aslant upon the turn—to extricate the worthy couple. They were much  
 soiled, but otherwise unhurt.   25

The Postscript transfers the heroic self-sacrifice of Richard Wardour to the crash site, though 

Dickens privileges his fictional characters, in manuscript form, over his real-life companions 

on the train.  Ellen goes unmentioned in the factual Postscript, but her name is echoed in one 26

of the novel’s key female characters, Bella Wilfer. This follows a game Dickens played out in 

his fiction starting with The Lazy Tour. In addition to Bella, a nominal resemblance can also 

be found between Ellen Lawless Ternan and Estella from Great Expectations (1861), and 

Helena Landless from The Mystery of Edwin Drood (1870). Lucie Manette, the heroine of A 

Tale of Two Cities (1859), is named for the character Ellen played in The Frozen Deep and, as 

many commentators have noted, also shares Ellen’s physical features, with her “quantity of 

golden hair”, “inquiring” blue eyes, and forehead with “a singular capacity […] of rifting and 

knitting itself into an expression that was not quite one of perplexity, or wonder, or alarm, or 

merely of a bright fixed attention, though it included all the four expressions”.  Arguably, 27

each of these constitutes further examples of Dickens’s tendency to displace Ellen in order to 

write of her, by sleight of hand. 

During Dickens’s public reading tour of America of 1867-8, he transmitted letters to Ellen 

through his subeditor, W. H. Wills. On one occasion he wrote, highly suggestively: 

“Enclosed, another letter as before, to your protection and dispatch”, adding parenthetically 

that “I would give £3,000 down (and think it cheap) if you could forward me, for four and 

twenty hours only, instead of the letter”.  This comment enables Dickens’s intimacy with 28

Ellen to be tracked ten years after The Frozen Deep. In the same year, Dickens made his 

longest reference to Ellen in a letter to his close female friend, the bohemian Frances Elliot, 

only in order to deny them the opportunity to meet.  He declares that it would be so 29

“inexpressibly painful to N to think that you knew the history” that it would “distress her for 

the rest of her life”. Here Dickens speaks for Ellen, before shifting to speak of her: if she 
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could “bear” being presented to Mrs Elliot, “she could not have the pride and self reliance 

which (mingled with the gentlest nature) has borne her, alone, through so much”. Slater aptly 

comments that Dickens presents Ellen “very much in terms of a heroine of Victorian 

melodrama”.  He even gives Ellen an assumed name, referring to her as “N” (and later “the 30

magic”) throughout the letter. 

Dickens undermined all the codes, nicknames, and displacements that he had practiced for 

thirteen years concerning his relationship with Ellen when he listed her as the first 

beneficiary of his estate in his ‘Last Will and Codicil’ (1870). The document begins: “I give 

the sum of £1,000 free of legacy duty to Miss Ellen Lawless Ternan, late of Houghton Place, 

Ampthill Square, in the county of Middlesex” (thereby naming the first property he had 

bought for her).  Dickens otherwise neglected to pass comment on her, as he had with his 31

other wife-figures, Georgina Hogarth and Catherine Dickens. For the first and last time, 

Dickens allowed himself to directly acknowledge Ellen’s name in public – but only after 

ensuring that the reference would be published after his death. 

II. Biographical Accounts 

i. Authorised Biographical Studies 

Ellen was, of course, excluded from all the authorised biographies and memoirs which had 

relevance to Dickens. Although John Forster’s Life (1874) ignored her existence entirely, 

Dickens’s will was reproduced in the Appendix according, it seems, to Dickens’s instruction. 

The embedded reference to Ellen in the document provided a tantalising hint of their 

association, but was left unexplained by Dickens, by Forster, and even by J. W. T. Ley 

(1928), Forster’s otherwise meticulous twentieth-century editor.  Forster’s silence on Ellen 32

seems counterintuitive when juxtaposed with his exposure of Dickens’s time in the blacking 

factory as a child: despite the principle of disclosure suggested by the episode, Forster 
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stridently suppressed his subject’s other secret.  Still, in printing the first line of Dickens’s 33

will, he went further than Georgina Hogarth and Mamie Dickens in the family Letters 

(1880).  Not only did they ignore the first of Dickens’s beneficiaries but, as shown in the 34

previous chapter, Georgina enthusiastically blackened or clipped any (potential) allusions to 

Ellen Ternan in the physical letters with which she came into contact. Similarly, the fear of 

attracting gossip led Ellen’s own brother-in-law, Thomas Adolphus Trollope (1888-90), to cut 

her out of his memoirs completely; he avoided mentioning his wife, née Frances Ternan, for 

the same reason.  Even acquaintances such as George Augustus Sala (1893), who ventured 35

to suggest “circumstances connected with the later years of the illustrious novelist which 

should not and must not be revealed for fifty years to come at the very least”, kept Ellen’s 

name out of it.  Only chance is to be thanked for the references, hints, and elisions which do 36

survive in written texts. The (lack of) evidence suggests that Ellen conspired in her own 

silencing by destroying all of her papers before 1870, as had Dickens. Then after the 

revelations of the 1930s, her son Geoffrey Robinson, in tandem with (the estate of) Dickens’s 

son Henry, incinerated any remaining manuscripts which linked the two families together.  37

Until the mid-twentieth century, then, Ellen Ternan remained a figure almost literally 

scratched from history, whereby not even her given name survived the zealous family 

censorship. 

ii. Unauthorised Biographical Studies 

Though Dickens’s clandestine relationship with Ellen Ternan became public knowledge in 

the 1930s, the scarcity of information meant that biographers often turned to Dickens’s 

fiction to make their case. The pioneering Thomas Wright (1934-6) turned Ellen into a proto-

Estella, immutably mercenary and vindictive.  Using a single passage of oral testimony 38

passed from a Canon who had been acquainted with Ellen in later life, Wright maintained that 
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Dickens’s mistaken coercion of Ellen into a sexual affair “spoilt Miss Ternan’s life”, and 

“certainly went very far to spoiling his own”.  Wright’s biography infamously ends with the 39

dramatic line that after Dickens’s death, “she loathed the very thought of this intimacy”.  40

Wright inaugurated the tradition of constructing Ellen from Dickens’s fiction, claiming that 

Dickens’s “unhappiness” in the relationship “is reflected in his later books, which can be 

understood only in the light of this knowledge”.  This naturally attracted anti-Victorianists 41

like Hugh Kingsmill (1935), who gleefully fashioned Ellen as “the object of sensuality with 

which [Dickens] tried to drug the unhappiness of his later years”.  Kingsmill expressed “no 42

doubt” that Dickens “embraced” Ellen “in a typhoon of self pity”.  Five years later, the 43

revelations of Gladys Storey (1939) lent further weight to Wright’s presentation of Ellen’s 

character. Though sympathetic towards Dickens, Edmund Wilson (1941) was also versed in 

the Wright school of objectification. Wilson decided that “the Ellen Ternan character” of 

Dickens’s later works revealed her to be “petulant, spoiled, and proud”.  He determined that 44

she was “neither so fascinating nor so gifted as Dickens thought her”, and that she “deeply 

regretted the whole affair”.  Continuing in the same vein, Edgar Johnson (1952) asserted that 45

Dickens wore down Ellen’s obduracy “by sheer force of desperate determination”, though 

“her conscience never ceased to reproach her”.  Like previous biographers, Johnson held 46

“no doubt” that ultimately Ellen “failed [Dickens’s] need” (which remains unspecified).  Yet 47

the practice of psychological simplification in biography only enhanced the elusiveness of 

“Ellen Ternan”. 

Mid-century, biographers were still more interested in attaining proof than in shedding light 

on Ellen herself. Ada Nisbet (1952) and Felix Aylmer (1959) took it upon themselves to play 

the literary detective, turning to the archives. Nisbet employed infra-red photography to 

decipher the cancelled passages in private letters Dickens sent to Wills during his second 

reading tour of America. She then examined Dickens’s “very small pocket diary for the year 
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1867”, which had been rediscovered in 1943.  The diary was a significant document because 48

it had been preserved against Dickens’s will, having been misplaced (or stolen) during his 

tour. Dickens kept a diary not in the confessional sense, but to remind himself of 

appointments. Though Nisbet disregarded its “inconsequential single-line daily entries”, she 

thrillingly reported finding a password which plausibly suggested that “Dickens had hoped to 

bring Nelly to America!”  Nisbet used her discoveries to argue that she had proved intimacy 49

between Dickens and Ellen was beyond reasonable doubt, and that her work could even 

support the claim that the two had a child together. In the Foreword to the book, Edmund 

Wilson (1952) explained that Nisbet had pursued “the problem of Ellen Ternan” because she 

had found Ellen “turning up in various connections which had not before been noticed”.  50

Nisbet commented that “the mute evidence” of silence can “sometimes tell more than 

words”.  The drawback to the Nisbet/Wilson approach, however, is that every snippet of 51

Dickens’s records was deemed of relevance to Ellen Ternan, no matter how unyielding.  

Although material was chained together to build the case for an affair, Ellen herself always 

receded in the game of detecting “did they/didn’t they”. Felix Aylmer treated the Ternan affair 

as a real-life Mystery of Edwin Drood, even enthusing on his role as that of “an amateur 

detective”.  By systematically cracking the code of Dickens’s obscure diary entries, 52

overlooked by Nisbet, Aylmer located the residences in which Dickens was likely to have co-

habited with Ellen.  However, through a series of (mis)readings, he effectively accused 53

Dickens and Ellen of conducting an elaborate fraud to protect the identity of their illegitimate 

son, or sons. As detractors such as C. G. L. du Cann (1961) and Edward Wagenknecht (1965) 

enjoyed pointing out, Aylmer’s self-professed “search for the missing child” was proved 

impossible at the first instance, and he immediately issued a public apology.  Nevertheless, 54

his factual discoveries added more to the public knowledge of the case than anyone else’s for 

the next thirty years. Until then Ellen remained, in the words of Nina Auerbach (1982), “a 
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vehicle of charismatic transformations”.  The phrase aptly encapsulates both Ellen’s self-55

inscribed slipperiness, as well as new written representations of her. 

By 1990, Claire Tomalin was confident that enough evidence had been uncovered – or, 

interest generated – to warrant a stand-alone biography devoted to Ellen Ternan. Although 

Tomalin rightfully brought into focus Ellen’s own probable feelings, desires, and actions, the 

biography is slightly inhibited by the unwillingness of its subject to co-operate. Plenty of 

Tomalin’s “evidence” is circumstantial, hearsay, and historical filler, for which she feels 

compelled to repeatedly apologise. Even so, she personalises “Ellen Ternan” (which, by 

1990, recalled either the Wright school of cold frigidity, or the Nisbet school of historical 

sleuthing) into “Nelly”. Tomalin was convinced that, on balance, it is “most likely” that 

relations between Dickens and Ellen were that of “lover and mistress”.  However, the 56

necessary tentativeness of her conclusion was exposed by Peter Ackroyd’s (1990) 

contradictory stance that “it seems almost inconceivable that theirs was in any sense a 

‘consummated’ affair”.  Though Ackroyd had looked at the same material as Tomalin at the 57

same time, he concluded that “all the evidence” suggests “the relationship […] acted for 

Dickens as the realisation of one of his most enduring fictional fantasises. That of sexless 

marriage with a young, idealised virgin”. In contrast, Tomalin posits not only that Ellen likely 

gave birth in secret in France in the early 1860s, but that a “second undocumented baby” may 

have followed later that decade.  The crucial difference in their working methods is that 58

while Ackroyd had access to numerous first-person narratives written by Dickens, Tomalin 

was forced to rely on “guesses and conjectures” pertaining to her subject.  A similar 59

controversy emerged when Tomalin (1991) affixed an Appendix to the paperback version of 

her biography which imagined Ellen presiding at the scene of Dickens’s death.  She later 60
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(2011) published a further biography, based on Dickens but equally concerned with Ellen’s 

experiences, which rather fancifully presents them as star-crossed lovers.  61

Though Tomalin’s biographical work shines some light on Ellen Ternan, numerous enigmas 

remain unresolved.  For instance, why did Dickens choose to name Ellen at the outset of his 62

Will? How was Ellen involved in his death? Did she attend his private funeral? Interestingly, 

most gaps in biographical knowledge relate to Dickens’s death or its aftermath, when he was 

no longer able to shape – or suppress – elements of his image. Yet if the relationship was 

innocent, why does no record of their correspondence remain? Did Ellen regret their 

intimacy? The questions call for more literary detection, even though Michael Slater (2012) 

attests that all clues pertaining to Ellen and Dickens appear to have been exhausted.  The 63

most recent attempt to account for some of the mysteries, by Robert R. Garnett (2012), 

results only in further speculation, and anachronistic references to other literature.  As for 64

what Slater terms “the game of ‘cherchez l’enfant’”, Tomalin admits that “there is no hard 

evidence that Nelly had a child; but there is too much soft evidence to be brushed aside 

entirely”.  Yet the distinction between “hard” and “soft” becomes problematised when the 65

“evidence” rests on merely “stray hints and indiscretions, brief references and brief 

omissions”, as Ackroyd rightly maintains.  “Hard” evidence, it seems, is external, factual, or 66

on record; “soft” involves imaginatively joining the dots. Biographers are forced to speculate 

on the basis of insufficient evidence, only to be discredited for doing so; authors of biofiction, 

on the other hand, can bridge the divide between “hard” and “soft” evidence without the need 

to apologise. 

iii. Early Biographical Fiction 

Early biographical fiction tended to absorb the revelations pertaining to Ellen Ternan by 

desexualising her character and, therefore, diluting the scandal. She first appears as “a dismal 
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little person” in C. E. Bechhofer Roberts’s This Side Idolatry (1928).  Roberts portrays 67

Dickens as a mercurial tyrant, for whom people are simply fodder for his fiction, until the last 

pages of the book. Dickens finds “‘little Ellen’” weeping backstage at the Haymarket 

Theatre, mortified at having to wear a revealing costume, but he kindly reassures her that “‘a 

young person so well-made and modest as yourself has nothing to be ashamed of’”.  68

Although Catherine accuses Dickens of “‘desert[ing] me for a painted actress’”, the novel 

insists that Dickens only sees Ellen in the mould of his fictional heroines: “‘a lovely child 

[…] as pure, I swear, as she is beautiful’”.  Roberts’s strategy of infantilising Ellen to 69

forestall the possibility of a sexual affair is reversed in W. V. Y Dale’s I Rest My Claims 

(1948), which has her mature. Dale manipulates chronology so that the two meet in 1851, 

when the real Ellen Ternan would have been twelve years old. According to Dale, the actress 

became “a dear friend” to Dickens, and even encouraged him “to fall [back] in love with 

Catherine” in 1853.  This “Miss Ternan” is always matronly, and even regrets that she did 70

not marry Dickens “‘when we were younger’” (emphasis added).  Shifting the start of their 71

relationship to the early 1850s safeguards the posture that Dickens’s marriage failed as a 

result of his incompatibility with Catherine, rather than the influence of any third parties.  

Despite detailing Dickens’s numerous flirtations with women, from Maria Beadnell to Mary 

Boyle, Victoria Lincoln’s Charles (1962) did not seem to know how to handle the Ellen 

material. So rather than engage in any speculation whatsoever, Lincoln simply excised the 

entire thirteen years of Ellen’s acquaintance with Dickens from the book. Around the time of 

“The Frozen Deep” (as the chapter is titled), the narrative abruptly skips ahead to the 

“Epilogue” of Dickens’s death.  The final page shows Georgina expressing relief that Ellen 72

is at Dickens’s deathbed because “‘for years she has been like a third daughter in this 

family’”.  Nonetheless, the phantom of her unspeaking presence hovers uneasily over the 73

unwritten pages of those thirteen “years”. In contrast, Frederick Busch’s The Mutual Friend 

(1975) engages directly with research pertaining to the hidden relationship. One section even 
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reiterates Ada Nisbet’s discoveries, supposedly in the voice of Ellen Ternan, as if confirming 

them as correct.  However, Ellen’s narration is problematic on several levels. Firstly, it is 74

enclosed within male narration (preceded by her husband and followed by Dickens); 

secondly, the character often speaks with reference (and reverence) to Dickens’s words; and 

thirdly, the first-person narration (“I, Ellen Ternan”) fractures into the third-person (“she”).  75

Busch seems more concerned than the other novelists about inserting Ellen into Dickens’s 

domestic history, but then the entire narration proves to be a fallible reconstruction anyway. 

Overall, the novel seems more concerned with retrieving or validating male experiences than 

Ellen’s own. Early biographical fiction based on Ellen is, then, marred by clumsy elements of 

construction which emphasise, without illuminating, her obscurity. In contrast, neo-Victorian 

biofiction is able to marry evidence with invention to imagine, for a twenty-first century 

audience, Ellen’s side of the story. 

III. Neo-Victorian Biofiction 

i. Focus Text 1: The Rag and Bone Shop 

Ellen Ternan is the second of the three narrators presented in Jeff Rackham’s The Rag and 

Bone Shop (2001). The modern understanding of the category of “the teenager” – which, in 

the words of Catherine Driscoll, frames “a dialectic of dependence and independence” – 

feeds into Rackham’s characterisation of Ellen.  Her age when she meets Dickens is 76

repeated throughout the early scenes of her narration: “‘Eighteen’, I said without thinking. Mr 

Dickens sighed. ‘Eighteen’” (62). Like most eighteen year olds, Rackham’s Ellen is 

emotionally immature but creatively imaginative. During rehearsals for The Frozen Deep, she 

complains that “my sad brown skirt […] hung in dreary folds, as if I’d just been pulled from a 

lake”, thus figuring herself as an avatar of Ophelia (37). Her experiences with Dickens are 

often narrated in the vocabulary of fairytale stories, in probable reference to Dickens’s own 

construction of Ellen in his letters. The character portrays herself as a Cinderella “shadowed” 

by her undeserving sisters, and ordered to brush Maria’s boots “until they had a rich gleam” 
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to match the rest of her sister’s outfit (52, 51). When Dickens eventually signals that he 

prefers Ellen over Maria or Fanny, she condescendingly describes them as “the wicked 

stepsisters, whispering and plotting” (82). She delights in Dickens’s nickname of “‘Princess’” 

for her, while objectifying herself as “a changeling” in the eyes of her family (39, 54). Hence, 

Ellen’s narration is served by children’s stories, adult plays, and (contemporarily informed) 

adolescent slang. These elements are used to construct, and then to reinforce, her liminality 

on the borderline of childhood and adulthood at the time of her acquaintance with Dickens. 

At times, the fictionalised Ellen takes on the vocabulary of a twenty-first century teenager. 

When she recalls the moment Dickens first indicated his desire for her, she states: “I felt my 

heart go smash” (54). Indeed, Rackham’s Ellen is not immune to making statements of 

bravado which could, legitimately, attract charges of anachronism. At one point the character 

announces that unlike “most women”, actresses are able to distinguish “their cunny from a 

stinking carp”, adding, only half-apologetically, “I don’t mean to be vulgar. It’s all in 

Shakespeare, you know” (42). She even gleefully draws attention to the degraded status of 

her family: as actresses they are, “according to British standards[,] a family of whores” (86). 

The modern inflections of her narration are a product of what Louisa Hadley terms “the bi-

directionality of neo-Victorian fiction, pointing to both the Victorian past and the 

contemporary present”.  When Ellen’s voice becomes hybridised in this way, it reinforces 77

her ambiguity as a historical figure scratched from history, while distinguishing her from the 

simplistic constructions of her by biographers following Dickens’s example. Further, the 

tensions in the authenticity of her voice identify her as a retrospective, or twenty-first century, 

conception. 

Just as Arnold did with Catherine through Dorothea, Rackham amends the tendency in 

biography to consider whether Dickens had sexual relations with Ellen Ternan by prioritising 

her own needs and desires.  The narrator confides that during the chaos of Dickens’s marital 78

separation, the two “cuddled […] like father and daughter”, though she was “hurt he didn’t 

desire more” (92). Part of the problem is that Dickens’s self-ascribed status as national 

spokesman prohibits him from committing adultery. The solution is found in France, where 
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Ellen is soon installed. Merritt Moseley observes that in real life, the continent “provided a 

handy venue for [Dickens’s] extramarital hedonism”, and this attitude informs Rackham’s 

portrayal.  Ellen declares that once her relationship with Dickens became sexual, “we were 79

almost never intimate in England” because there “he was Charles Dickens. Their Charles 

Dickens” (171, 297; emphasis added). She clarifies that “England’s Charles Dickens” was the 

“admired father, playwright, novelist”, but “my Charles Dickens” was “the one whose beard 

smelled of cigars, who wore a nightcap to bed, who sometimes rushed me back to France just 

so we could love each other with the sashes thrown open in the hot French night” (189). John 

Bowen notes that “Dickens is often seen as simply and quintessentially English” but he is 

also, Juliet John observes, “commonly associated with an idea of ‘Englishness’”.  Dickens’s 80

extended periods of residence in France, Italy and Switzerland are often ignored by critics 

who wish to define Dickens as “an Englishman, with characteristic English ways of doing 

and perceiving things”.  By orienting the narrative focus on Ellen instead of Dickens, and on 81

the continent instead of England, Rackham successfully distances the relationship from 

Dickens’s stance as a national icon, thus opening up the space to imagine Ellen’s perspective 

on the margins of history. 

Though the novel presents Ellen as consistently sexually desiring, it also addresses the matter 

of how she occupied herself during Dickens’s long absences. Several years into their affair, 

the fictionalised Ellen complains that her family has been “dispersed [by Dickens] across 

Europe”, leaving her with only servants for company (144). She struggles to fill her time with 

day trips, card games, reading, walking, and dining. When Dickens announces that Ellen is to 

accompany him on his reading tour of America, she is overjoyed: “America! I thought. I’m 

going to America!” (169). The plans fall into a pattern of being confirmed, delayed, and 

rescheduled, before finally she learns that “the American trip” will take place, but without 

her: “I would sail for Italy instead of America” (200). Feeling “abandoned” in Italy with her 

sister’s family and a self-confessed fraudulent count, Bertoni, Ellen finds a new way to fill 
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her day: weaving an “unspoken game” with Bertoni “to find […] moments together” (207, 

204). The two characters, one historical and one fictional, subsequently engage in a 

tumultuous affair. By inventing a love affair, Rackham offers a fictional reprieve for Ellen in 

the boredom with which she presumably lived out her days, waiting for Dickens. Factual 

alterations are, as Peter Widdowson notes, “part of the process of restoring a voice, a history 

and an identity to those hitherto exploited, marginalised and silenced by dominant interests 

and ideologies”.  Too often, biographers code the relationship between Dickens and Ellen 82

Ternan in terms of Dickens’s psychological, emotional, and physical needs: for instance, Peter 

Ackroyd claims that Ellen satisfied the author’s “fascination with infant sexuality”.  83

Rackham’s biofiction dramatically departs from this method by weighing up how the 

relationship may have satisfied her needs, and where, indeed, it may have fallen short.  

Ellen’s narration is less candid regarding the possibility that she gave birth to Dickens’s baby. 

Rackham offers two versions of the event, one narrated by Wilkie Collins, the other by Ellen 

herself. Much of Collins’s narration in the novel is given over to plotting the conspiracy, but 

it takes up just two pages of Ellen’s narration. Whereas Collins energetically describes a 

cover-up in the vein of Felix Aylmer, Ellen removes herself from the topic with a series of 

evasive questions.  She asks rhetorically, “Do you think I haven’t heard all the rumours 84

about abandoning a baby, giving him up for adoption, losing him on a train, or even 

murdering him?” (291). There is, however, more than an element of suggestion in her words: 

“If my bodice was wet from flowing milk, my breasts aching, a knife thrust into my womb, 

could Mr Dickens and I endure looking at each other? […] Whose baby? Whose baby, I say?” 

(292). Carolyn Steedman rightly argues that “a sense of that which is lost, never to be 

recovered completely, has been one of the most powerful rhetorical devices of modern 

women’s history”.  Collins claims that Ellen’s pregnancy was just “a ruse” to “draw Dickens 85

home from his successful American tour. It was Ellen trying to push herself back into the 

story of his life” (227). In fact, Ellen identifies herself not by her relationship to Dickens but 

by the “thin, invisible tug of female history” (151). The discrepancy between Wilkie’s 
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presumption about Ellen and her own self-definition, in the context of Steedman’s comment, 

draws attention to the ways in which “Ellen Ternan” has been subject to, and shaped by, male 

storytelling. As Rackham’s biofiction intimates, “invisible” women such as Ellen hold no 

place in history without the scaffolding of male representation.  

Indeed, Rackham’s split narrative shows how biofiction can interrogate aspects of the lives of 

historical figures that are closed off to purveyors of factual biography. Many scholars 

strongly reject Tomalin’s revision of Dickens’s death in her 1991 ‘Postscript’.  The problem 86

seems to be a simple one: the biographer oversteps the mark between biography and fiction 

by imaginatively conceptualising “the unconscious man, the terrified, watchful woman, the 

carriage, coachman and horses steadily moving along roads so familiar to Dickens”.  87

Tomalin even apologises for the “awkwardnesses and rough edges” which suggest that her 

retelling is “much too good to be true”.  Biofiction, as biography’s rebellious younger 88

sibling, is free from such constraints of form. In Ellen’s narration, Dickens collapses in the 

garden of Windsor Lodge while reading to her from the manuscript of Edwin Drood; 

whispers his famous dying words, “‘on the ground’”, to her; and is smuggled, wrapped in 

carpet, to Gad’s Hill Place, where Georgina takes charge and “pushe[s]” Ellen out (299, 303). 

Ellen can only pretend, visiting Dickens’s body at Gad’s Hill Place with his daughter as if she 

had not been there the day before, acting until the end. She muses that “a woman plays [many 

roles]” in her lifetime (291). Indeed, during the course of the novel Ellen has been variously 

cast as a little girl, mother figure, lover, and muse. Now that Dickens is dead, she is nothing, 

although this also enables her reinvention. The looser conventions of neo-Victorian biofiction 

allow Rackham to dramatise the scene described in Tomalin’s ‘Postscript’, but without the 

biographer’s timidity. 

The crucial aspect of Ellen’s narration of the death of Dickens is the manner in which 

Georgina has elided its details during her own narration in the previous section. Andrea 

Kirchknopf opines that “intertwining fictional biographies is a more democratic way of 
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presenting historical personae, as this means the qualification of one story by the other, 

putting them both into perspective”.  By incorporating Tomalin’s widely discredited version 89

of Dickens’s death, Rackham shows how focusing on the “facts” of the event has minimised 

the perspectives, and potential motivations, of the two women closest to him. The 

fictionalised Georgina even excludes Ellen from Dickens’s funeral, directing her to Rochester 

Cathedral as Dickens is being buried at Westminster Abbey. When Ellen notices the 

emptiness of the streets around her, and that there is “no [body] to bury”, she decides she has 

“no choice” but to hold her own “silent funeral” (307). Rackham shows Ellen killing off her 

persona as Dickens’s mistress as much as mourning the loss of Dickens himself. The novel 

demonstrates that even “facts”, as Michael Benton observes, “are subject to narrative 

representation and cultural mutability”.  Taken together, the double ending emphasises that 90

Georgina’s careful stage-management of Dickens’s departure from the world relied upon (and 

was facilitated by) Ellen’s acquiescence, absence, and silence, as did the Dickens myth as a 

whole. 

Rackham’s Ellen never directly admits how she felt towards Dickens. Instead, she voices the 

refrain “Did I love him?” throughout her narration, answering it slightly differently each 

time. At the point in her narration when she is eighteen, she answers “Did I love him?” with 

“love and passion are very different from the thrill of being noticed” (47). At the age of 

twenty-one when their relationship becomes sexual, she answers “Did I love him?” with “I 

desired him. My green apple breasts burned to be touched and suckled” (150). In the 

aftermath of his death, she poses the question for the final time, and yet remains evasive with 

her answer: “Did I love him? My life was woven into his with so much more than the word 

‘love’ can express” (306). Yet her attempts to “express” any personal moments with Dickens 

are invariably disseminated in the second-person. She muses: 

 When you think back on the great passions of your life, […] it seems so foreign. You 
 know it happened. Memory tells you so. The event, the passion, the pulse of   
 excitement in the flesh. But memory sees it darkly. As if it happened to someone else. 
 You remember the feeling without the feeling. (166) 
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There is always some kind of barrier in her narration that renders full intimacy impossible. 

She recalls that Dickens “said all along it had been my eyes [which attracted him]. Quizzical 

eyes”, but “if I looked at him with the eyes I sometimes practiced in the looking glass, it had 

been playacting, for myself” (47). Indeed, she can only recognise her emotions by watching 

the spectacle of her face in the mirror: “In the looking glass I could tell I was both angry and 

frightened” (190). The constant self-effacement of Rackham’s Ellen – through prevaricating, 

playacting, and second-person soliloquies – underlines the inherent mystery of the historical 

figure on which she is based. Moreover, it adds a compelling layer of psychological 

complexity that is latent (but ignored) in the evidence upon which many traditional 

biographers draw her character. The novel’s insistence upon sites of reversal, such as mirror 

images and narrative points of view, underlines the element of “secondariness” that is, 

according to Jürgen Schlaeger, central to both biography and postmodernism and, therefore, 

to neo-Victorian biofiction.  In “neo-Victorianism”, Ann Heilmann remarks, “the copy 91

becomes the real thing”.  While Rackham’s biofiction cannot provide an immediate 92

encounter with the real Ellen Ternan, it does offer a version of her that mediates the gaps in 

historical knowledge: not “the feeling without the feeling”, then, but “Ellen Ternan” without 

Ellen Ternan. 

ii. Focus Text 2: Wanting 

Richard Flanagan reframes the standard introduction of Ellen Ternan in his novel Wanting 

(2008) by first focalising upon her mother. On a train, Mrs Ternan is incredulous to read the 

Dickenses’ family play hailed in a newspaper review as “a new era for acting!” (87). She 

scoffs that “a gentleman and his untrained children” could never survive the life of 

professional acting, “of beds shared with children and bedbugs, of cheating theatre managers, 

threadbare clothes and the illusion of merriment” (87-8, 90). Flanagan emphasises the 

precarious economic status of the Ternan family. Though they rent “a very small house on the 

outskirts of London”, they have “little income” and “diminishing prospects” (88). Mrs Ternan 

is a widow with three daughters to support, but because she has aged, she can “no longer rely 
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on the Cordelias and Desdemonas that had once brought her a good living” (89). She is 

determined to secure “something better” for the family, “but it was hard to know what that 

might be” (88). Salvation comes, inevitably, in the form of Charles Dickens. Dwelling upon 

Mrs Ternan exposes the crucial role she had in bringing Dickens and Ellen together when he 

needed professional actresses for charity performances of The Frozen Deep but refused to 

allow his daughters on stage in public.  As Flanagan shows, Dickens did not meet Ellen 93

alone but as part of a self-reliant family unit. Indeed, the narrative notes slyly that “there were 

opportunities to be had in family, and just as there were railway speculators, there were 

family speculators” (32). The novel reiterates that the closeness of the Ternan family meant 

that anything Ellen had to gain by attracting Dickens, whether as her patron or lover, would 

also benefit Mrs Ternan and the other Ternan daughters, Maria and Frances. Just as neo-

Victorian authors realign the fictionalised Mary Hogarth with the Hogarths, Flanagan’s 

biofiction redresses the general biographical impulse to isolate Ellen Ternan from her 

family.  94

The novel pursues the plausible presumption that, had Mrs Ternan not consented to her 

daughter’s relationship with Dickens, then it would never have proceeded beyond the final 

performance of The Frozen Deep. Flanagan follows historical evidence in presenting her as 

sharply aware that the world views her profession as “little better than public 

prostitution” (90). However, the novelist goes further by suggesting that Mrs Ternan not only 

immediately sensed Dickens’s attraction to Ellen, but actively seized the opportunity to 

improve the circumstances of her family. She does this by manipulating his infatuation at the 

same time that she reiterates her family’s “respectability” (90). Dickens first encounters Ellen 

backstage at the Haymarket Theatre, “silently sobbing” in the presence of her mother (97). 

Though Mrs Ternan claims to be surprised to see Dickens backstage, her behaviour suggests 

that she has contrived for Dickens to meet Ellen in this way. Ellen does not speak for most of 

the scene, which leaves Mrs Ternan to supply the narrative of her daughter’s tears:  

 Dickens explained that “The Free Trade Hall is too large and difficult, and altogether too public for my girls”. 93
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 ‘I’m afraid Ellen here feels that she is undone in the final scene when she must appear 
 in the ripped dress. She feels it leaves too much of her leg revealed. You see, Mr   
 Dickens […] I have trained my daughters to be respectable and actresses, and not to 
 view the two as incompatible. They are not common players’. (98) 

Mrs Ternan declines Dickens’s offer to speak to the manager regarding the costume, 

explaining that “‘my daughter will not be cheapened; her name and our name will not be so 

easily lost’” (99). She clearly associates her daughter’s perceived respectability with income, 

as she is anxious that “business was being lost” (99). Here, Flanagan reworks a scene first 

represented in This Side Idolatry, Roberts’s controversial 1928 novel, to emphasise the 

intervention of Mrs Ternan.  Flanagan’s use of fiction as a historical source again points to 95

the scarcity of evidence regarding Ellen’s existence, especially the obscure circumstances of 

her and Dickens’s first acquaintance. Yet it also speaks of biofiction’s promiscuous tendency 

to draw upon, and respond to, textual fragments in recreating the lives of historical figures. 

The conceit of Ellen’s “respectability” is designed to make a demand on Dickens (to end his 

marriage) but also to increase her appeal to him. In this way, Flanagan presents Mrs Ternan as 

a shrewd manager of her daughter. Once she has successfully procured Dickens’s 

employment, she sets about encouraging his pursuit of her daughter. Though acting as Ellen’s 

designated chaperone for meetings with Dickens in Manchester, Mrs Ternan conveniently 

disappears on two crucial occasions. The first time, she shifts Frances and Maria Ternan to 

the other end of a public art gallery, so that Dickens can speak intimately with Ellen. On the 

second occasion, she “excuse[s] herself” from sharing afternoon tea with Dickens and Ellen 

“at the final moment” (207). Claire Tomalin contends that when Dickens met Ellen, “the 

wing of a butterfly flapped, and a whole weather system was unsettled”.  Flanagan 96

demystifies the line taken by standard biography by insisting that human intervention in the 

(very tangible) form of Mrs Ternan, rather than chance, brought Dickens and Ellen together. 

In keeping with biofiction’s “democratisation” of biography, the multiplied structure of 

Wanting encourages characters from disparate plot strands to be read alongside, and against, 
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each other.  As previously noted, the story of Ellen’s attraction of Dickens is juxtaposed with 97

the story of Mathinna, a young “Aboriginal girl” adopted by John and Jane Franklin during 

their time in the Australian colony, before he disappeared in the arctic (130).  Heather Davis-98

Fisch points out that “the story of the Franklin expedition’s disappearance is, above all, 

characterised by absence, ambiguity, and mystery”.  The key issue with the disappearance of 99

Franklin and his crew is that the “assembly” of material relics they left behind complicate, 

rather than clarify, what happened to them (24). In contrast, Flanagan simplifies the unknown 

history of Ellen and Mathinna by means of a red dress. At a fancy dress party Franklin, the 

man supposed to act as Mathinna’s father, is lured by the “suggestive valley of her red dress” 

to rape her (152). Elements of this disturbing episode are echoed during an epiphanic 

encounter between Ellen and Dickens at the Manchester art gallery. Like Mathinna, Ellen has 

borrowed the red items which make up her “glorious costume” (163). She suggestively 

comments to Dickens that red “‘is the traditional colour for brides in India […]. Its virtue 

could not be more widespread’” (165). According to Tammy Ho Lai-Ming, “Sir John’s and 

Dickens’s yielding to their improper desires for girls mark them as the cannibal savages 

within the novel”.  The red dress of Ellen and Mathinna symbolises their sexual 100

attractiveness to much older, stand-in father figures, a sexualisation that explicitly corrupts 

Dickens’s construction of Ellen Ternan as a “spotless” daughter-figure.  

Though the red dress briefly illuminates the parallel between Ellen and Mathinna, their paths 

inevitably diverge. The self-identified “‘Englishwoman’” ends up the privileged mistress of 

“the most famous writer in all of England” (204, 209). The indigenous girl is abandoned to 

the colony, only to share the fate of Nancy, the prostitute murdered in Oliver Twist (1838). 

Mathinna is beaten to death by her sometime-partner, just like Nancy, and her corpse’s “open 

eyes upwards” explicitly references Nancy’s dead “eyes […] glaring upward” (351).  The 101

iteration of Dickens’s fiction within a novel otherwise suspicious of his writing throws up 

vexed issues pertaining to (mis)representation, as does the casting of a real-life figure 
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(Franklin) as a rapist for dramatic effect. Kate Mitchell rightly asks whether novels such as 

Wanting “recreate the past in a meaningful way[,] or are they playing nineteenth-century 

dress-ups?”  The answer to be found in Flanagan’s novel is that although inventing 102

Franklin’s act of sexual abuse is problematic in ethical terms, he remains a celebrated 

historical figure, unlike marginalised and voiceless females such as Ellen and Mathinna. 

David L. Eng and David Kazanjian posit that “loss is inseparable from what remains, for 

what is lost is only known by what remains of it, by how these remains are produced, read, 

and sustained”.  The red dress which unites Ellen and Mathinna in Flanagan’s biofiction 103

speaks of the loss of, and the need to reconstruct, their voices, given the historiographic 

suppression of their stories by the powerful men to whom they can be traced. 

Besides Mathinna, Flanagan’s portrayal of the dialogue spoken between Dickens and Ellen 

Ternan magnifies the issue of biographical ignorance and guesswork regarding their 

relationship. According to Michael Benton, the tenuous nature of the evidence linking 

Dickens and Ellen provides “ample scope for further myths to flourish”.  Flanagan refutes 104

this trend by presenting a rather conservative recreation of the emerging romance. During 

their early meetings, Dickens and Ellen mostly speak to each other using pre-scripted words. 

On the first occasion, Dickens feels that he is “playing” with Ellen, but is “not quite able to 

restrain himself”, and quotes to her, “‘Ruin ought be, if ruin must come, ruinously 

worthwhile’” (99).  Later, he loses his temper during rehearsals for The Frozen Deep when 105

Ellen “abruptly” steps out of character, but they reconcile by trading lines from Shakespeare 

(153). Even when the two are alone, each engages in playacting to mask increasing attraction 

to the other. At one point Dickens greets Ellen as if she were “‘the Empress Eugenie 

herself’”, while at another he leers at her in full-makeup as if he were “‘Lucifer’” (164, 203). 

Finally, they signal their erotic desire for one another by using a cherry as a prop. Ellen takes 

the cherry, rolls it over her lips, and “suck[s] the flesh” off it, before Dickens “scoop[s] the 

pip up and swallow[s] it” (208). From their first full conversation until their last, then, 

Dickens and Ellen use scripted lines, and theatrical gestures, to communicate their desire.  

 Mitchell, 3.102

 David L. Eng and David Kazanjian, ‘Introduction: Mourning Remains’ in Loss: The Politics of Mourning, 103

ed. David L. Eng and David Kazanjian (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), 2.
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In a sense, the characters’ playacting reflects the thirteen years of the real relationship, the 

theatricality of which renders it so hard to trace in biographical terms. Tomalin defines Ellen 

in the opening line of her biography as “someone who – almost – wasn’t there”, before going 

on to list the numerous pseudonyms that Ellen and Dickens colluded over.  Similarly, 106

Auerbach’s description of Ellen as “a vehicle of charismatic transformations” encompasses 

her resourcefulness as an actress, which enabled her to shave off the incriminating years from 

her history after Dickens’s death.  Flanagan’s biofiction half-heartedly justifies the 107

characters’ charade by suggesting that Ellen is tongue-tied next “to one so famous” (204). 

More substantively, Flanagan’s insistent naming of “Ellen Ternan” throughout his biofiction 

enacts a critical revision upon Tomalin’s use of plain “Nelly”. Tomalin’s shorthand suggests a 

false intimacy which cannot really exist, because of the destruction of most personal 

documents pertaining to the life of Ellen Ternan. Through the tactic of inserting scripted 

words into the mouths of the fictionalised characters, Flanagan mediates the lack of 

biographical knowledge that exists concerning the early days of their romance. Further, the 

nuances of the novel reiterate that the postures Dickens adopted in his public statements were 

designed as much to protect Ellen Ternan as to retain personal custody over her identity. 

According to Flanagan, Dickens’s involvement in The Frozen Deep enabled him to access the 

feelings he was otherwise suppressing. Jane Smiley believes that Dickens enjoyed acting in 

public because it gave him a way to connect with an audience “in his own voice and with his 

own body”, rather than through the medium of a novel.  Flanagan disputes this by 108

suggesting that performing as Richard Wardour enabled Dickens to escape from “play[ing]” 

the role of “Charles Dickens”, eminent author and “the very bard of family” (92, 32). Only in 

the safe environment of the Manchester Free Trade Hall, in view of an unseen audience, are 

Dickens and Ellen able to experience – and express – their desire for one another: 

  On stage, Dickens was allowed finally to stare into her eyes, to take in her  
 cheeks, her nose, her lips, and he could not stop staring. Little by little, the hoarse, 
 hollow voice he affected for the part softened. 

 Tomalin, The Invisible Woman 3.106

 Auerbach, Woman and the Demon 182. 107

 Smiley, 132.108
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  ‘Young’, he said, ‘with a fair sad face, with kind tender eyes. Young and   
 loving and merciful’, he now cried out, not to the audience but to Ellen Ternan, his 
 voice no longer Wardour’s but strangely his own. […] Dickens realised he was no  
 longer speaking to a script. (236-7) 

Though Ellen is “weeping, not stage tears, but a heartfelt sobbing”, she tries “to retreat into 

her lines, mumbling and confusing them in a way that was mistaken for acting” (237, 238). 

Here Flanagan fictionalises a scene that never happened, as the role of Clara Burnham was 

played by Maria Ternan, not Ellen, for the entire theatrical run in Manchester. Hence, 

Wanting riffs upon the issue of “surrogation”.  Dickens plays a surrogate of Franklin, as 109

Wardour, and Ellen plays a surrogate of her sister Maria, as Wardour’s lover Clara; in turn, 

both characters are fictionalised surrogates of their historical counterparts.  Flanagan’s 110

inventions show how Dickens’s celebrity could be as inhibiting as it was nourishing. Perhaps, 

the novel suggests, Ellen appealed to Dickens because she offered him a break from the chore 

of performing the role of public author; but no first-person narration by Ellen’s character ever 

clarifies what exactly he offered to her.  

iii. Focus Text 3: Girl in a Blue Dress 

For most of Dorothea Gibson’s narration in Gaynor Arnold’s Girl in a Blue Dress (2008), the 

obscurity of Wilhelmina Ricketts, the character based on Ellen Ternan, becomes a tool for her 

(mis)representation by others. Early in the narrative, Dorothea’s daughter Kitty informs her 

that “‘Miss Ricketts and her mother’” were at the reading of Gibson’s will, “‘both of them as 

bold as brass’” (63). The information reorients – and overwhelms – Dorothea’s imaginative 

staging of the scene. She fantasises Wilhelmina as “young, with the sheen of a pearl. Slender-

waisted. Turning the head of old Mr Golding [the lawyer]” (64). Although Dorothea was 

debarred from the reading of the will, her obsession for information concerning “Miss 

Ricketts[,] [b]ewitching Miss Ricketts” hangs over her reacquaintance with people she knew 

during her marriage to Gibson (174). For weeks, she is haunted by the vision of Wilhelmina 

in “light grey mourning and her hat with the ‘very smallest of veils’”, looking back at her 

 Davis-Fisch, 170. 109
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with “a mocking countenance” (174). Dorothea’s haunted narration reflects the neo-Victorian 

project in itself. As Rosario Arias and Patricia Pulham note, “the trope of haunting and 

spectrality” enables “Victorianism [to be] understood as a revenant or a ghostly visitor from 

the past”.  The representation of Ellen Ternan as a quasi-imaginary figure in Arnold’s neo-111

Victorian biofiction, hovering over any recollection of the Dickenses’ marriage, encapsulates 

her function in biographical accounts of the marriage and its breakdown. 

Although Dorothea is supposed to be in mourning for Alfred Gibson, she spends much of her 

time mentally reconstructing not her husband, but his mistress. She repeatedly solicits, and 

then seizes upon, the slightest bit of evidence which is passed to her. Out of this material, she 

constructs a version of the young mistress which fits the prejudices of the estranged wife. 

When she learns of Alfred’s nickname for Wilhelmina, she manages to spin a story of their 

relationship out of the two simple words: 

 Jenny Wren. It’s a sweet, inconsequential name, and I can’t help thinking of her  
 flitting about the room, chirping away—then coming and sitting at his feet, laying her 
 head in his lap, perhaps; stroking his beard; playing with his watch chain; feeding him 
 little bits of seed cake and sips of Madeira wine; kissing his cheek, his lips— 
  No, this is madness. I must not think of this. (297) 

Arnold’s usage of “Jenny Wren” implicates readers in what Julie Sanders calls the “game of 

‘spot the appropriation’”, peculiar to certain historical fiction.  The “sweet, inconsequential 112

name” which functions as a pseudonym for Ellen’s already-renamed character has in fact 

travelled from Dickens’s last completed novel, Our Mutual Friend.  Dickens’s Jenny Wren 113

is a sympathetically drawn character, notable for her childlike features as well as her maternal 

protection of her father. Her liminality reflects, of course, on Wilhelmina/Ellen. The allusion 

self-reflexively acknowledges the fictionality of Dorothea’s narration, but also recalls the 

biographical hunt for (alleged) references to Ellen throughout Dickens’s writing.  

In the early stages of her narration, Dorothea is like the critics who amplified the slightest 

testimony regarding Ellen Ternan into her essential characteristics. She is unable to tame her 

 Arias and Pulham, eds., xvi and xv.111
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speculation about Wilhelmina because she cannot accept that Gibson ended their marriage for 

someone who “was (and is) neither wonderfully clever, nor wonderfully beautiful – although 

I can’t judge, for I have never seen her” (298). The character’s hunger to mould the image of 

the mistress figure, in spite of a lack of direct evidence, echoes the biographical methodology 

of the mid-twentieth century. Yet her narration also references Tomalin’s biography, which 

went some way to redressing such simplification. While Tomalin’s title suggests there was 

only a single “invisible woman” in Dickens’s life, the isolation of Dorothea in Arnold’s novel 

exposes that presumption as untenable.  The biofictional representation of Catherine 114

Dickens in 1870 may seem incongruous, because mention of her in Dickens’s biographies 

tapers off after 1858. Many biographers grant Dickens his wish that the “page” of his life 

concerning their marriage turn “blank” after their separation.  Attention almost invariably 115

switches to Ellen Ternan, as if the choice is binary: either the wife, or the mistress, as the 

subject of Dickens’s romantic life. Since biographers are restricted to textual evidence, they 

often extrapolate from the generalisations made in Dickens’s public statements to set 

Catherine and Ellen against each other. Whereas Catherine was overweight, Ellen was slim; 

whereas Catherine was old, Ellen was young; whereas Catherine was dull-witted, Ellen was 

piquant.  Arnold dispenses with such formulaic opposition by having Catherine, through 116

Dorothea, and Ellen, through Wilhelmina, meet – as equals – after the death of the Dickens 

figure, in this case Alfred Gibson.  

The novel keeps Wilhelmina and Dorothea apart for most of the narrative, before bringing 

them together in a prolonged meeting which covers 50 pages of text. In so doing, Arnold 

revises the one recorded meeting between Catherine Dickens and Ellen Ternan. Dickens 

himself ordered them to meet as part of his strategy to offset rumours concerning his own 

position in 1858. According to Storey, Katey “found her mother seated at the dressing-table 

in the act of putting on her bonnet, with tears rolling down her cheeks”.  Catherine told 117

Katey that she was weeping because “‘Your father has asked me to go and see Ellen 

Ternan’”. Katey attempted to intervene in the matter, but Catherine refused to disobey 

 Tomalin, The Invisible Woman.114
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Dickens’s command, and went to see Ellen. Storey makes no comment on the scene, which 

takes up only a few paragraphs of her narrative. Unlike traditional biography, however, 

biofiction allows authors to extemporise upon the behaviour of historical figures where little 

or no record remains. Arnold makes a declaration in her ‘Afterword’ to having “imagined 

scenes and dialogues that never existed, in places where the real participants never 

ventured” (440). Yet the chief deviation in her portrayal of the meeting between wife and 

mistress is that she shifts agency from the figure of Dickens/Gibson onto the women. 

Dorothea alone decides to travel to Wilhelmina’s house in order to speak with her, and 

Wilhelmina alone pledges to continue the conversation when Dorothea seeks to abort it. 

Marie-Luise Kohlke argues that “both writers and readers are not wholly – or even primarily 

– interested in the ex-centric figures” represented in biofiction, “apart from the celebrities 

they serve to throw into relief”.  Yet Kohlke’s generalisation does not apply to this scene, 118

because Arnold has arranged for its power to be independent of Dickens/Gibson. The novelist 

turns the awkward social rite of historical record, initiated by the man who was both the link 

and the barrier between two women, into an opportunity for them to unite on the basis of his 

absence.  

When Arnold’s biofiction brings the two invisible women together, it is to rehearse their 

similarities. Far from the scheming manipulator of her imagination, Dorothea is “floor[ed]” 

to find that “in the flesh”, Wilhelmina is “so fragile and innocent-looking – so unlike my idea 

of her” (353). Dorothea attempts to remind herself that the other woman “is twenty-seven 

years old and my enemy”, but is discomforted that she “twiddles nervously at a gold bracelet 

encircling her wrist” (354). Dorothea’s anger at Wilhelmina switches to Gibson when she 

realises that the bracelet is “identical to one he gave me when we were first married, except 

hers has a pendant ‘W’ whereas mine had a ‘D’. My throat constricts. How could he have 

done such a thing?” (354). It is not the first instance of repetition or transference between the 

two women: Gibson’s seduction of Wilhelmina “echoes” his courtship of Dorothea, as he 

reconstituted his “boyish love-letters” to her for his young lover (388). Every time 

Wilhelmina attempts to justify the development of her relationship to Gibson, Dorothea looks 

to her own past to locate her similar response to Gibson’s overtures, “and for a moment we 

 Marie-Luise Kohlke, ‘Neo-Victorian Biofiction and the Special/Spectral Case of Barbara Chase-Riboud’s 118
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share in a mutual acknowledgement of the habits we both knew so well” (372). Their 

understanding is based on the kind of privileged knowledge that was not deemed “important” 

enough to be included in biographies. So rather than being definitive records, Arnold shows, 

all biographical texts are to some extent dynamic fabrications. 

Further, Arnold’s representation of the meeting anticipates – and deflects – criticism of 

biofiction as a form. Narrative convention contends that an apparent concern with “accuracy” 

separates biography from biofiction. According to Ann Heilmann and Mark Llewellyn, 

“certain aesthetic and ethical questions” arise from “the appropriation of ‘real’ Victorian lives 

into creative texts”.  They propose that “using historical figures as if they were merely 119

characters in a fiction […] does undermine certain aspects of history as a lived 

experience”.  Yet far from undermining the lives of the “real” women it invokes, Girl in a 120

Blue Dress reclaims them from Dickens’s rather vacant rhetorical constructions. The 

conversation between Dorothea and Wilhelmina is necessary because it enables the women to 

comprehend their affinity with each other, and to realise that they are opponents only in the 

eyes of the man who joins (and divides) them. As Dorothea observes, “Miss Ricketts is 

everything I am not, and I am everything she is not – and yet I feel we understand each other” 

(397). Arnold’s fictionalisation thus demonstrates how a longer, less formal meeting between 

Ellen Ternan and Catherine Dickens could have been mutually empowering, and even 

healing, for each of the women, the caveat being the removal of any direct influence from 

Dickens. 

Dorothea’s meeting with Wilhelmina throws ambiguity onto the title of Arnold’s novel. The 

“girl in a blue dress” presumably refers to Dorothea, who wore “my best blue gown” to her 

first meetings with Gibson; but so, too, it emerges, did Wilhelmina “‘put on my best blue 

dress’” to meet him (24, 361). Each made a crucial visit to Gibson in the wings of a theatre: 

while Dorothea recalls visiting Gibson after the play in which he acted had been staged, 

Wilhelmina says she visited him before the roles were scripted, cast and performed. The 

parallel corresponds to Gibson’s theatricality, as well as his capacity to manipulate others to 

 Heilmann and Llewellyn, 19.119
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meet his own needs. The blue dress which attracts Gibson inscribes its wearer as a text to be 

read, and rewritten, by him. As Wilhelmina confesses: 

 ‘At first, I admit, I was delighted to be Alfred’s protégée. […] But I found I could not 
 escape him. Night after night he was there in the audience. Watching. He always  
 joked about it […] but it was intimidating to know he was there, looking at me with 
 those intense eyes of his’. (381) 

Dorothea wryly describes Gibson as having a “fatal susceptibility to a girl in a blue 

dress” (305). If the “girl” is replaceable, that makes Wilhelmina simply another iteration of 

the youthful Dorothea. As Gibson’s official wife and widow, Dorothea “can look back on so 

many happy memories” (399). In contrast, Wilhelmina was “forced to trade” her own public 

role, as an actress, to live “‘in the shadows’” (399, 381). Here, Arnold draws attention to her 

plight through the eyes of the woman she supplanted, but could never legitimately replace.  

Realigning the borders of the Ternan/Ricketts family further emphasises the blurred and 

compromised position held by the mistress of “a man who set himself up as England’s 

greatest moralist” (411). Arnold’s deletion of Frances and Maria Ternan from Ellen’s story 

enables her biofictional counterpart to shift even more loosely between the categories of 

daughter, lover, shadow wife, or shadow widow. Wilhelmina complains that her “‘life is 

blighted’” because she has “‘no position as a wife or widow. The few who know of me regard 

me with mistrust’” (381). The alteration reflects how, as Tatiana Kontou comments, “real and 

imaginary figures are reproduced and remade through both fact and fiction”.  Just like Ellen 121

Ternan in her lifetime, and in biography afterwards, Wilhelmina is consistently subject to 

others’ control and representation because of her intangibility.  

Nonetheless, the novel does grant Ellen Ternan the power, through Wilhelmina, to articulate 

her private experience with Dickens, here Gibson. Rather inevitably, her embedded narration, 

with its repeated plea “‘do not judge before you have heard me out’”, turns on the issue of 

sex (357).  Wilhelmina’s contention that she and Gibson were in a committed spiritual, 122

 Tatiana Kontou, Spiritualism and Women’s Writing: From the Fin de Siècle to the Neo-Victorian 121
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rather than sexual, relationship becomes strenuous in the face of Dorothea’s opposition. Her 

refusal to believe that Wilhelmina lived with Gibson in “chaste domesticity” mimics the 

scepticism of some Dickens scholars (392). Finally, prompted by Dorothea’s cues, 

Wilhelmina sets about describing, in detail, the night relations between her and Gibson 

changed (the kind of information scholars thirst for from Ellen Ternan). Anxious about his 

health, she decided to sneak into his bedroom: 

 ‘He looked at me so long that I thought I had done a terrible thing and shamed both 
 myself  and him. Then he got up and…’ She twiddles her bracelet. Her colour is very 
 high. ‘And he said, “Have you come to stay with me tonight?” And I nodded. And he 
 said, “You are an Angel”, and kissed me on the forehead, so very, very sweetly that 
 my heart nearly broke for love of him. And I lay down on the bed, and he covered me 
 over and lay down beside me…’ (395-6; original ellipses) 

Although Arnold builds up enough tension to suggest that Wilhelmina will admit to physical 

intimacy with Gibson, she concedes only that they slept in the same bed together. The scene, 

with its disappointed expectations, coheres with the “recurrent motif in the neo-Victorian 

novel” noted by Marie-Luise Kohlke, which “satirises readers’ over-investment in sex as the 

hallowed gateway to true, because uncensored, knowledge of our Victorian predecessors”.  123

Christian Gutleben likewise argues that to “unclothe and desacralise Victorian celebrities […] 

is assured of winning the contemporary reader’s approval”.  Speaking of neo-Victorian 124

responses to the fiction of Wilkie Collins, Rachel Malik agrees that, in “nearly every case”, 

sexuality “functions as explanation and resolution”.  Yet in dealing with fictionalised rather 125

than fictional characters – that is, characters based on real people – Arnold demonstrates a 

reluctance to code the relationship straightforwardly as either sexually active or chaste. By 

leaving the door open for interpretation, Arnold’s biofiction acknowledges the disputed 

nature of the Dickens/Ellen relationship and, in so doing, avoids defining the figure of Ellen 

Ternan simply by her sexual capabilities. 

 Kohlke, ‘The Neo-Victorian Sexsation’ 348.123
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IV. Conclusion 

In retrieving the experiences of Ellen Ternan, neo-Victorian biofiction can unapologetically 

utilise ambiguity, hearsay, and circumstantial evidence. The episodic nature of the genre 

resists the teleological view of biography, which commonly represents the Dickens-Ternan 

relationship as some kind of destined love match, by aligning Ellen with other female figures: 

the angel in the house in Rackham (Georgina Hogarth); the daughter in Flanagan (Katey, 

Dora and Mathinna); and the estranged wife in Arnold (Dorothea/Catherine Dickens). 

Historiographic suppression makes the majority of Ellen Ternan’s story unprovable, but it 

also marks the absence of any real “truth” as to the nature of her relationship with Dickens. 

The question of her role will forever be an open verdict. Even Dickens’s letters, with their 

avoidance of her name, and employment of fairy tale tropes, communicate more about him 

than about her. At least the novels of Rackham, Flanagan and Arnold avoid the pitfall in 

recent biography of overdetermining Ellen’s importance to understanding Dickens as a man.  

Ellen Ternan offers a ripe subject for neo-Victorian rewriting because of compressions and 

evasions in the historical record. Yet biofiction tends to veer from examining Ellen’s inner 

subjectivity, to instead focus upon the external markers of her identity. The novels of 

Flanagan and Arnold, in particular, literalise the (misleading) signification of the “manuscript 

dress” described in Dickens’s displacement of Ellen Ternan in the Postscript to Our Mutual 

Friend. Following the red dress of her character in Wanting, dress is used to announce her 

malleability (as a sexual/innocent figure) in Girl in a Blue Dress. Even Rackham fixates on 

her dress, just not in terms of colour symbolism. Rackham does go further than the other 

focus texts by entering into the possibility that Ellen Ternan gave birth to a baby, which then 

died. To some extent, the storyline mirrors the lost baby of Lizzie Warriner, the fictionalised 

Mary Hogarth of Jack Maggs. In this context, biofiction portrays Dickens as the progenitor of 

unwanted children – one of which, in Rackham’s text, Ellen becomes after his death. Arnold 

also links Dickens’s fascination with Ellen to the loss of Mary Hogarth, while Flanagan links 

it to the loss of his daughter, Dora. Intriguingly, though, not one of these texts tells Ellen’s 

story in anything other than the conditional mode. The interest in her, it seems, is embedded 

in the gaps: not what was told, or what can be adduced, but what remains unwritten. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE DICKENSES 

!  
The Dickens troupe (includes Charley, Mamie, and Katey) 

I have laid down my pen and taken a long breath, after writing  
this family history. I have also considered whether there are  

any more children, and I don't think there are. If I should remember  
two or three others presently, I will mention them in a postscript. 

—Charles Dickens, 1860  1

The subject of Chapter Five concerns the ten children of Catherine and Charles Dickens: 

Charley (1837-1896); Mamie (1838-1896); Katey (later Collins, then Perugini, 1839-1929); 

Walter (1841-1863); Frank (1844-1886); Alfred (1845-1912); Sydney (1847-1872); Henry 

(1849-1933); Dora (1850-1851); and Plorn (1852-1902). This chapter investigates why 

authors have tended to agree with Dickens that his children were indeed forgettable, and have 

reduced their whole lives – and deaths – to “postscript” relevance. Section I establishes the 

preference Dickens demonstrated in his letters for his fictional over his real offspring, and 

describes the linguistic games he played when referencing them. Section II tracks the self-

effacement of the children’s own memoirs, and how later biographers continued to minimise 

them in accounts of Dickens’s life. Section III assesses how novelists portray the younger 

Dickenses in three works of neo-Victorian biofiction: Gaynor Arnold’s Girl in a Blue Dress 

(2008), Matthew Pearl’s The Last Dickens (2009), and Dan Simmons’s Drood (2009). 

Although Chapter Five departs from previous chapters by dealing with a group of figures 

rather than one individual, this reflects the genre’s treatment of the Dickens children. In each 

text, they serve a collective function, in apparent reference to the Dickensian brand of family 

abundance. Yet by over-stressing the likeness between the sons and daughters biofiction, too, 

fails to draw out the individual “Dickenses” from under the shadow of “Dickens”.  

 Letters 9:247, Dickens to W. De Cerjat, 3 May 1860.1
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I. Dickens’s Letters 

i. Naming Rites 

From the moment Dickens became a father, he dealt with his children as rhetorical constructs. 

His early letters often dwell upon the interplay between his “children—real and imaginary”, 

though with greater weight placed on the latter.  The birth of his first son in 1837 provides a 2

telling example. One week after the event, Dickens blithely observed that “we are as quiet as 

if nothing had happened, and have been since the young gentleman’s first appearance”.  Just 3

a few days later, he excitedly asked, “have you seen Oliver Twist yet? I have taken a great 

fancy to him—I hope he deserves it”.  Thirteen months later, Dickens reported his second 4

child’s arrival as “an instalment of posterity in the shape of a daughter”.  It is clear that 5

Dickens enjoyed acting out a playful crossover between his literary and biological creations 

in his writing. In 1842, he proclaimed that “I’ve been blazing away at my new book, […] the 

Chuzzlewit (so I call this new baby)”.  Upon the birth of another son in 1844, Dickens 6

refused to dine with a friend because “I have a cold in my head, a new babby in the house, six 

chancery suits on my hands, and my next number unborn and unbegotten”.  When the 7

Dickenses’ tenth child – and seventh son – was born in 1852, Dickens calmly stated that “on 

the whole I could have dispensed with him”, before marking his relief that “I may now shut 

myself up in Bleak House again”.  Shortly before he died, he publicised the metaphor by 8

calling David Copperfield “my favourite child” in his preface to the revised edition of 1869.  9

These letters mark the disjuncture between Dickens’s role as author and father. Unlike the 

perfect beings of his imagination, his actual children had the capacity to disappoint him by 

thinking and acting in different ways than those that he had imagined for them. 

 Letters 6:154, Dickens to Angela Burdett Coutts, 23 August 1850.2

 Letters 1:223, Dickens to J. P. Hullah, 14 January 1837.3

 Letters 1:225, to Richard Bentley, 20 January 1837.4

 Letters 1:384, Dickens to Richard Bentley, 6 March 1838.5

 Letters 3:407, Dickens to Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, 29 December 1842.6
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Dickens’s correspondence shows that he preferred to narrate significant family events in the 

guise of “the Inimitable”.  Yet he had no qualms about naming his children in imitation of 10

literary friends or members of the cultural establishment. The firstborn, Charley, was given 

Dickens’s own “real” name as well as his pen-name, Boz. The rest of the children carried the 

names of figures such as Walter Savage Landor, Francis Jeffrey, Henry Fielding, and Edward 

Bulwer Lytton.  Other sons were named for a combination of Alfred Tennyson and Alfred 11

d’Orsay, and Sydney Smith and William Haldimand. The daughters were named less 

extravagantly: Katey after her mother (Catherine), Mamie after her dead aunt (Mary), and 

Dora after the heroine of David Copperfield (1850). Nonetheless, Katey’s middle name was 

Macready, in reference to the thespian William Charles Macready; Mamie’s was Angela, in 

reference to the wealthy philanthropist Angela Burdett Coutts; and Dora’s was Annie, in 

reference to the eldest daughter of William Makepeace Thackeray. The logic for this scheme 

is suggested by an article Dickens wrote six years after Walter died, in which he publicly 

conflated his son’s qualities with that of his namesake: “In a military burial-ground in India, 

the name of WALTER LANDOR is associated with the present writer’s, over the grave of a 

young officer. No name could stand there, more inseparably associated in the writer’s mind 

with the dignity of generosity”.  Evidently, then, Dickens used his children’s christenings as 12

a means of strengthening his own professional ties with other men, and several women. 

Equally, these godparents gave each of the children an (additional) idol to aspire to, albeit 

another one whose extraordinary success they were also unlikely to match.  13

For the sake of brevity, Dickens often simplified his children’s forenames, so that Walter 

became Wally, or Francis became Frank. Moreover, he invariably bestowed highly unusual 

nicknames upon them. In 1842, he offered his brother-in-law a sample of the “present names” 

of the four eldest children: Charley was “Flaster Foby” (“as a corruption of Master Toby”); 

Mamie was “Mild Gloster” (“as generally descriptive of her bearing”); Katey was “Lucifer 

Box” (“from a lurking propensity to fiery-ness”); and Walter was “Young Skull” (as 

 Letters 7:136, Dickens to Thomas Beard, 28 August 1853.10

 For insightful summaries of Dickens’s friendships with the figures after whom he named his children, see Ley, 11

The Dickens Circle.
 Charles Dickens, ‘Landor’s Life’, All the Year Round 2.34 (24 July 1869), 185.12

 Dickens’s own namesake, Charley, claimed that ‘My father killed me when he christened me; there could not 13

be two Charles Dickens’, quoted in Eleanor Farjeon, A Nursery in the Nineties [1935] (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1960), 126.
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“suggested by his high cheek bones”).  Dickens added the coda, “each is pronounced with a 14

peculiar howl, which I shall have great pleasure in illustrating”. In later years, Sydney took 

on the identity of the “Ocean Spectre” and Edward “The Plornishghenter”, while Dickens’s 

paternal identity remained “the Inimitable”.  The playful absurdity of the children’s 15

nicknames contrasts strongly with the grandness of their given names. This suggests that, for 

Dickens, the most powerful name they carried was, in fact, his own. In later years he even 

admitted that he had often sought to “impress upon my children that their father’s name is 

their best possession”.  Perhaps, then, the children were conditioned to be aware of the 16

(unearned) opportunities which being a “Dickens” opened for them. 

Inevitably, it seems, the author’s practice of (re)naming his children fed into, and out of, his 

fiction. Since Dickens worked from the family home, this meant in practice that he wrote his 

imaginary children into existence in the same physical space where his actual ones spent their 

days learning and playing. Dickens was shrewd enough to realise that christening one 

newborn son Oliver Goldsmith Dickens, as he originally wished to call Henry, would 

occasion some torment for the child because of Oliver Twist (1938).  Yet his hesitation in 17

this instance did not stop him from grafting his children’s actual first names onto his 

characters. Thus, a (female) child-maid in Bleak House (1853) duplicates the name of then 

sixteen-year-old Charley; the hapless clerk of Dombey and Son (1846) shares the name of 

fifteen-year-old Walter; and the tragic figure of Sydney Carton in A Tale of Two Cities (1859) 

reproduces the name of twelve-year-old Sydney. Even the sillier sobriquets Dickens coined 

for his children resurfaced in his fiction. For example, the inoffensive “Plornish” family in 

Little Dorrit (1857) carries Edward’s family moniker. On other occasions, the nicknames 

Dickens bestowed upon his children were sourced directly from his stories. Hence, Alfred 

became known as “Sampson Brass”, as per The Old Curiosity Shop (1841), while Frank took 

on “the Chickenstalker”, as per The Chimes (1844). While this practice may suggest that 

Dickens’s children were the prototypes for his characters, it is also possible that he framed 

the identically-named characters as fictional improvements of his real children. 

 Letters 3:331, Dickens to Henry Austin, 25 September 1842.14

 Letters 7:136, Dickens to Thomas Beard, 28 August 1853.15

 Letters 8:608, Dickens to Frederick Evans, 22 July 1858.16

 Letters 5:483, Dickens to John Forster, [late] January 1849. See also Henry Dickens, Recollections xviii.17
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Whatever the case, Dickens’s game of transferral and transfiguration took an “ill-omened” 

turn when he hastily christened his ninth child “in remembrance of” the doomed child-bride 

Dora, from David Copperfield (1850).  During Dora Dickens’s short life, her father played 18

upon the slipperiness of her name in letters to her mother. In one, he explains that his ability 

to visit Catherine “depends upon Dora—I mean my Dora”, while in another, he states that “I 

have still Dora to kill—I mean the Copperfield Dora”.  In August 1850 he was planning his 19

character Dora’s death; just eight months later, he was arranging his daughter Dora’s burial. 

The sense of detachment Dickens shows in regards to this latter event contradicts his 

flamboyant display of grief at the deaths he brought about in his fiction, especially those of 

Little Nell and Paul Dombey.  When drawing The Old Curiosity Shop to a close in 1841, 20

Dickens had admitted, “I am slowly murdering that poor child, and grow wretched over it. It 

wrings my heart. Yet”, he decided, “it must be”.  After doing the deed, Dickens had styled 21

himself “nearly dead with work—and grief for the loss of my child”.  When eliminating 22

Paul Dombey in 1847, he had welcomed the postponement of a social engagement because “I 

am slaughtering a young and innocent victim—and it takes a deal of time”.  Such 23

colourfully expressive language is absent from his characterisation of his real children.  

Especially in this regard, the tone of Dickens’s correspondence can make him seem as if he 

simply did not care for his children as much as he did for his characters. He rather oddly 

summarised the short life of “a real little Dora” in 1851 as “closely follow[ing] her imaginary 

namesake to the Land of Shadows”.  Thirteen years later, he responded to the death of 22-24

year-old Walter by composing what seems more like a business letter than a father’s obituary: 

“He had always been in debt, poor boy, and I never could make out how”.  The same letter 25

refuses to countenance the correspondent’s suggestion that he contact Catherine in her grief. 

Here and elsewhere, Dickens adopted an authorial persona which allowed him to make 

euphemistic announcements concerning his children. Yet in a deeply personal letter to his 

first love Maria Winter, he did admit to a “habit of suppression” which made him “chary of 

 Letters 6:354, Dickens to the Duke of Devonshire, 15 April 1851.18

 Letters 6:152-3, Dickens to Catherine Dickens, 20 August and 21 August 1850. 19

 See “Chapter One: Mary Hogarth”.20

 Letters 2:180, Dickens to W. C. Macready, 6 January 1841.21

 Letters 2:184, Dickens to George Cattermole, 14 January 1841.22

 Letters 5:3, Dickens to Charles Sheridan, 7 January 1847.23

 Letters 6:656. Dickens to L. Gaylord Clark, 2 May 1852.24

 Letters 10:355, Dickens to Angela Burdett Coutts, 12 February 1864.25
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shewing my affections, even to my children, except when they are very young”.  The 26

memoirs of those children, too, insist that he sometimes displayed the emotion in life that he 

withheld from his letters concerning them.  The veracity of their accounts are, of course, 27

open to question, given that after Dickens’s death his family sought to uphold his image of 

familial piety. What is clear is that, at least in his writing, Dickens does seem to have 

preferred displacing his feelings as a father onto the surrogate children of his imagination. 

ii. Dissatisfaction 

Dickens’s conduct during his marital separation shows that he was prepared to mould his 

children’s characters in print, almost as if he had made them up. In 1858, he used the children 

to justify their mother’s banishment from the house. Privately, he declared that Catherine 

“does not—and she never did—care for the children; and the children do not—and they never 

did—care for her”, roping in “Walter away in India” and “Little Plornish at Gad’s Hill” as his 

witnesses that “they are glad to be rid of her”.  In so doing, he named the two sons who 28

would have had the least understanding of what was going on, Walter being physically absent 

and Plorn only six years old. When the news broke that Charley, who was aged twenty-one, 

had decided to accompany Catherine on her departure, Dickens insisted that it “is my idea—

not his”, which was patently not true.  His claim in the same letter that “between the 29

children and me, there is absolute confidence and accord throughout” becomes the leitmotif 

of his writing on the subject.  

During this crisis, Dickens released propaganda which was designed to project to the rest of 

the world that he was a superlative father and, therefore, not depriving his children of a 

mother that was of any value to them. In the initial statement published in Household Words 

and other magazines, he maintained that “the whole origin, progress, and surrounding 

circumstances of [my domestic trouble] have been, throughout, within the knowledge of my 

children”.  The Violated Letter that followed not only attacked Catherine’s motherhood, but 30

 Letters 7:543, Dickens to Maria Winter, 22 February 1855.26

 See, for instance, Henry Dickens, Recollections 36 and Mamie Dickens, ‘Charles Dickens at Home’, Cornhill 27

Magazine 4.19 (1885), 38.
 Letters 8:632, Dickens to Angela Burdett Coutts, 23 August 1858.28

 Letters 8:575, Dickens to John Leech, 31 May 1858. See “Chapter Two: Catherine Dickens”.29

 Dickens, ‘Personal’ 601. See also “Chapter Two: Catherine Dickens”.30
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magnified the volatile boundaries of parent and child in the Dickens household. In this 

document, Dickens claimed that the marriage had lasted twenty-two years only because of 

“the children”, though it was now better “for their sakes […] to reconstruct and rearrange 

their unhappy home”.  As if they were his imaginary characters, he decided that “the elder 31

children all understand it perfectly, and all accept it as inevitable”. The document concluded 

with Dickens stating that his relations with his children are as “open and plain as though we 

were brothers and sisters”. The only thing that seems “plain” is that Dickens’s children dared 

not, in print, to waver from the will that had fathered and defined them.  

After the separation, the flavour of Dickens’s letters when discussing his children shifts from 

ebullience to disillusionment. He openly worried about what he perceived as the lack of 

ambition, energy, or self-initiative in the behaviour of his children when they came of age. 

Hundreds of letters attest to his enduring attempts to arrange situations where they would 

learn those attributes. Late in his last decade, he wearily stated that “I never sing their praises, 

because they have so often disappointed me”.  The girls were looked upon with more favour 32

because of (what Dickens chose to see as) their feminine dutifulness. Nonetheless, he had 

ongoing concerns about their marriage suitors, or the lack thereof. His anxiety was justified 

when Katey married the depressive and sickly Charles Collins, brother to Wilkie, in July 

1860.  The wedding led him to exclaim, “Lord, how the time and Life steal on! It was but 33

yesterday that Katey always had a scratched knee—and it was but the day before yesterday 

when there was no such creature”.  When Walter had left for India in 1857, he had similarly 34

commented: “I don’t at all this day know how he comes to be mine, or I, his”.  Indeed, 35

Dickens often expressed surprise at the sudden adulthood of his children. Perhaps this is to be 

expected, given that his fictional children never had to grow up. 

Walter was the first of Dickens’s children to be sent abroad, at sixteen. He was followed by 

Sydney to the navy in 1860, aged fourteen; Frank to India in 1863, aged nineteen; Alfred to 

Australia in 1865, aged nineteen; and Plorn to Australia in 1868, aged sixteen. Henry entered 

 Letters 8:740-2, ‘The Violated Letter’, 28 May 1858.31
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the University of Cambridge in 1869 after successfully resisting his father’s attempts to 

despatch him to India.  Only Charley remained in London, though he was married “not 36

particularly to [his father’s] satisfaction”, before being declared bankrupt in 1867.  On 37

Walter’s departure, Dickens had revealed that “seeing Charley and he going aboard the Ship 

before me just now, I suddenly came into possession of a photograph of my own back at 16 

and 20, and also into a suspicion that I had doubled the last age”.  Dickens’s merging of the 38

two boys into a doubled reflection of himself suggests that he was unable to view his children 

through anything other than his own image and ideals. There is no evidence that Catherine 

was consulted on their futures.  

Dickens’s eagerness to dispatch his sons to the colonies seems to have been driven by the 

fantasy that they would turn into the imperial adventurers of his imagination.  Instead, they 39

wrote to him begging for money or for return passages. Just six years after losing Walter, 

Dickens decided that death was also the most convenient solution for the improvidence of 

another son: “I fear Sydney is much too far gone for recovery, and I begin to wish that he 

were honestly dead”.  Dickens was especially disappointed because he had earmarked 40

Sydney as “the boy of the lot, and the one who will be heard of hereafter”.  Despite wishing 41

his own son dead in real-life, around the same time Dickens was widely celebrated for 

eulogising the premature death of “Little Dombey” in public performances.  However much 42

his sons shared qualities with the doomed squanderers who pervaded Victorian fiction, they 

were not characters he could kill off at will. 

Nevertheless, Dickens seized upon his parental frustration as a means to justify staging public 

readings of his works. Arduous tours of the United States in 1867-8 and the United Kingdom 

in 1869-70 netted significant amounts of money, which Dickens claimed was necessary to 

keep abreast with the financial demands of his adult children. He bemoaned their “costs and 

charges” to his tour manager, and asked faux-plaintively, “Why was I ever a father! Why was 

 Letters 10:188 and 11:92-3, Dickens to J. M. Brackenbury, 5 January 1863 and 18 September 1865.36
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my father ever a father!”  Here, Dickens equates the debt foisted on him by his father with 43

that of his children. The imposition of his family becomes the excuse, to his friends at least, 

for his readings. This strategy enabled him to avoid admitting his own intense enjoyment of 

the readings, of which some of his closest advisors, including his heir Charley, strongly 

disapproved.  Unlike his sons and daughters, Dickens could rely on his characters to 44

generate the necessary response to his needs, right on cue.  

Anticipating his own death in his ‘Last Will and Codicil’ (1870), Dickens continued to 

fashion his children in the language of debt. Not only does he record that “the great charges 

of a numerous and expensive family have devolved wholly upon myself”, but he exhorts his 

children to remember “how much they owe” to their aunt Georgina, and “never to be 

wanting” in their affection for her.  Even in this last document, Dickens cannot resist hinting 45

that his imaginary children offered him the fame, riches, and sense of connection that his real 

children only depreciated. 

II. Biographical Accounts 

i. Authorised Biographical Studies 

Of the eight children who survived Dickens, all but three published commemorations of their 

father.  So unlike the other voiceless subjects of this thesis – Mary, who was denied the 46

chance to memorialise; Catherine, who adamantly chose silence; Georgina, who preferred to 

announce herself through censoring others; and Ellen, who actively destroyed her own papers 

– most of the younger Dickenses left their personal impressions of their father on permanent 

record. Unfortunately, however, the uniformity of their collected forewords, annotations, and 

memoirs lends credence to Dickens’s complaint of “lassitude” in his children.  Although 47
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their voices are on record, they are quite unindividualised, and tend to present their father in 

the dimension of the delightful entertainer. They variously describe him as “the brightest and 

most genial of hosts to keep things going merrily”; “at his best either at Christmas time or at 

other times when Gad’s Hill [Place] was full of guests, for he loved social intercourse and 

was a perfect host”; as possessing a “kindly, genial nature [which] overflowed in merriment”; 

and “[a] warm-hearted man”.  In these memoirs, Dickens is presented as the magical, merry, 48

bright, frolicking, sympathetic, conjurer of popular imagination.  

No sense of the day-to-day life in the Dickens household at any time emerges. Instead, 

attention is arbitrarily drawn to its guests, animals, and activities. Dickens’s “Mysterious 

Disappearance[s]”, presumably to see Ellen Ternan, are ignored completely, while his 

demanding nature is smoothed over and his irritable moods excused.  More emphasis is 49

placed on external events, such as the annual Christmas, New Year’s Eve, and Twelfth Night 

festivities, family games, and amateur theatricals. The preference is for hagiographic 

rhapsody over sober retrospection: “O, those merry, happy times, never to be forgotten by 

any of his own children, or by any of their guests. Those merry, happy times!”  The Dickens 50

memoirists insisted upon presenting exactly the kind of emotion that their father sought to 

downplay in his own record of events. Yet they also tended to bury their anecdotes under 

extensive quotations of Dickens’s writings. This was partly for financial reasons: for instance, 

both Charley and Katey earned much-needed income by composing Introductions to the 

reprints of Dickens’s novels, which were rapidly moving out of copyright. Katey also 

exhibited illustrations of her father’s work throughout the 1880s and 1890s.  Naturally, in 51

this context, the children refused to position themselves as the “heroes” of their own lives. 

Even so, the family memoirs are remarkably self-effacing. Charley’s (1934) lengthy 

discussion of life at Gad’s Hill Place in his ‘Personal Reminiscences’ failed to mention his 

own decade-long ownership of the estate.  He even began with the modest admission, “I am 52

 Charley Dickens, ‘Personal Reminiscences of My Father’ 25; Henry Dickens, Memories of My Father 16; 48

Mamie Dickens, My Father as I Recall Him 44; and Alfred Dickens, 628.
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not at all sure that my first recollection of my father is not more derived from tradition than 

from actual memory”.  Even as a published author and editor, Mamie Dickens preferred the 53

label “His Eldest Daughter” over her own name. In an article gushing over Dickens’s innate 

connection with children, Mamie (1885) strangely distanced herself from what she described 

by referring to herself in the third person: “although with his own children he had sometimes 

a sterner manner than he had with others, there was not one of them who feared to go to him 

for help and advice”.  Perhaps Mamie evaded personal pronouns so that she did not appear 54

to be condemning Dickens’s occasional “stern[ness]”. Katey (1924), too, depersonalised the 

children in order to praise Dickens: “they realised completely the difference between their 

own thoughts and the imaginings of their father as shown in his stories […] which they 

recognised as beautiful and rare”.  Henry (1928) similarly objectified himself as “a son who 55

was entirely devoted to [Dickens], and whose great pride it is to bear his name”.  The 56

autobiographers consistently speak of themselves as part of a large, indistinguishable group, 

in line with their father’s idea that “his” surname was more memorable than anything either 

of them had to offer as individuals. 

By feeding the prevailing image of their father, the Dickens children continued to protect the 

family name. Yet there is a surprising lack of cross-reference across the memoirs. For 

instance, when describing his brothers’ lives, Henry failed to mention Alfred’s return to 

England in 1911.  Moreover, beyond incidental references, none of the children invoke their 57

mother. Mamie wrote of the grief experienced “in the minds of some” (meaning herself) 

when the grave of Dora Dickens was opened “a few years ago”: not because the occasion was 

Catherine’s funeral, but because it recalled Dickens’s weeping when the infant died.  Taken 58

as a whole, then, the memoirs provide purchase for the supposed insipidity of the Dickens 

offspring. Only Katey seems to have had the temerity to burn her full-length contribution to 

the jocular family image of Dickens, giving the reason that “‘a half-truth is worse than a 

lie’”.  Indeed, despite the numerous memoirs produced by the Dickens family, the archive 59

 Charley Dickens, ‘Personal Reminiscences of my Father’ 8.53

 Mamie Dickens, ‘Charles Dickens at Home’ 33.54
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remains strangely unfinished: a catalogue of “half-truths”, merely hinting at the details that 

lay beyond the written word.  

ii. Unauthorised Biographical Studies 

Even when Henry Dickens’s death in December 1933 ended the first generation of 

Catherine’s and Charles’s descendants, biographers showed little interest in exploring their 

lives. This circumstance was partly influenced by the family history sketched in Gladys 

Storey’s Dickens and Daughter (1939).  Though well-intentioned, Storey treated Katey, the 60

eponymous daughter, merely as a medium for revealing details of Dickens’s marital 

breakdown and subsequent relations with Ellen Ternan. While giving (second-hand) voice to 

Katey, Storey managed to taint the other Dickenses with dissipation, dissatisfaction and 

disloyalty. One section even displaced its title subject with a long-running family conflict 

which pitted Mamie and Henry, in England, against Alfred and Plorn, in Australia.  61

Otherwise, the book seemed to endorse Katey’s declaration that Dickens’s “only fault’” was 

that “‘he had too many children’”.  In the wake of this, Una Pope-Hennessy (1945) 62

interpreted the “amiability” of Mamie’s memoirs as giving “the impression of imbecility”, 

and Jack Lindsay (1950) identified Katey as “the only one of the children with any real self-

respect”.  Then the monumental biography by Edgar Johnson (1952) characterised Dickens’s 63

sons as a recurring menace to their father’s state of mind: “Dickens continued to be troubled 

about his sons”; “among his sons, only Harry gave him no trouble”; Dickens suffered 

“troubled concern over Plorn”.  Johnson gave the daughters similar treatment; one page 64

discussing Mamie in adulthood marked Dickens as “disappointed”, “discouraged”, and 

“disillusion[ed]”.   65

Though Johnson broadly characterised all of the children as failures in the eyes of their 

father, Arthur A. Adrian (1957) extended the discussion to after Dickens’s death. Nominally 
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the biographer of Georgina Hogarth, Adrian seized upon the aspects of her private 

correspondence which insinuated Charley’s incompetence as the notional heir; “serious 

misgivings” concerning Mamie; Katey’s pitiful first marriage and prolonged illnesses; “the 

utter ruin, financial and professional” of Frank; Alfred’s arrogance; the cold-heartedness of 

Sydney; and Plorn’s self-estrangement from the family.  To this extent, extraneous family 66

matters (or gossip) overwhelm the second half of what is supposed to be a full-length study 

of Georgina. For a long time afterwards, the younger Dickenses failed to attract any 

advocates. When Mary Lazarus (1973) carried out original research strongly evincing that 

Dickens’s sons in Australia had been judged unfairly, her study was simply ignored.  It 67

seems that biographers preferred tarring the Dickens children with natural ineptitude in order 

to excuse the record of their father’s disappointment. Yet it must be said that the Dickenses 

had enabled this portrait by publicly insisting on Dickens’s perfection. By this logic, if even 

the most loving, caring, and generous father had found fault with his children, then they must 

have had serious character defects. 

Nevertheless, biographers in the postmodern climate were more cognisant of the vagaries in 

Dickens’s self-representation as a parent. Some even expressed dismay at the author’s eager 

extradition of his young sons to the colonies. For Fred Kaplan (1988), Dickens “exiled” his 

“tribe of unhappy and unhappy-making sons”; for Claire Tomalin (1990), Dickens “banished” 

each of his sons with “the same blend of callousness and sentimentality”.  In Tomalin’s 68

biography, “Dickens’s obsession with ridding himself of his sons” – by flicking them abroad, 

and cutting off his financial support – glaringly contrasts with his generous patronage of the 

entire Ternan family.  Yet Tomalin also fixates more on Ellen Ternan’s hypothetical 69

(unproven) child with Dickens than on her numerous, and very real, quasi-stepchildren. So 

Peter Ackroyd (1990) is right to contend that biographers devote more space to Dickens’s so-

called illegitimate child than to the ten he actually produced during his marriage, owing to the 

promise of scandal. Ackroyd is particularly attuned to the elements of construction in 

Dickens’s discussions of his children.  However, even he acknowledges that “legitimate 70
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children are rarely a subject of any great interest since their relationship to their famous 

parent tends to be quite transparent”.  Lillian Nayder (2006) disagrees, arguing that the 71

image of the younger Dickenses has been substantially distorted by an over-reliance on their 

father’s jaundiced letters (let alone their own lifeless memoirs).  For leverage, Nayder turns 72

to business letters written by the children themselves, both before and after Dickens’s death, 

which reveal them as thoughtful and intelligent beings quite capable of managing their own 

affairs. If Jenny Hartley (2008) minimises the children in her study of Dickens’s involvement 

with Urania Cottage, the House for Fallen Women, it is because she thinks that he saw the 

inmates there as his “alternative family – and it was about the same size as his real one”.  73

From Tomalin to Hartley, then, biographers predominantly investigated Dickens’s 

“alternative” families while neglecting his own.  74

Intriguingly, it took a member of the Dickens family to shed light on one of his children. 

Though descended from Sir Henry, Lucinda Dickens Hawksley (2006) decided that her 

“great-great-great aunt” Katey was the first to warrant a stand-alone biography.  Some of the 75

interest in Katey derives from her quiet notoriety in Dickens studies for passing on her 

family’s secrets to Gladys Storey. Nonetheless, Hawksley’s compelling narrative of a 

successful female artist in the late Victorian era proves Katey as a worthy subject in her own 

right. Rather predictably, the biographer was taken to task for daring to use such conditional 

terms as “must have”, “perhaps”, “one wonders”, and “maybe”. One such critic was Robert 

Douglas-Fairhurst (2006), a prolific Dickensian whose own work relies upon the implied 

certainty of Dickens’s letters.  Although Katey was later updated and reissued, the silent 76

consensus of scholars held that none of Dickens’s (other) children were deserving 

biographical subjects.   77
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Rather than choose one child through which to focalise the story of Dickens’s parenthood, 

then, Robert Gottlieb (2012) chose to write a group biography on all ten of them. More than 

once, Gottlieb suggests that the younger Dickenses have been traduced in biography because 

their supposed “ordinariness” contradicts the extraordinariness of their father. Yet the 

biographer implicates himself in this process through a constant stream of disparaging 

judgements. The lives of the children are never allowed to stand on their own merits, but are 

repeatedly measured against their father: “they lacked not only his genius but his compulsion 

to work”; “they lacked [his] self-confidence”; “[they lacked] the rigour and discipline that he 

had displayed as he set out to make his way in the world”.  Although the cluster approach of 78

biography necessarily strives for a different effect than that realised by the single subject, 

Gottlieb’s presentation of the Dickenses’ lives one-by-one inhibits any sense of, or new 

insight into, the family dynamic. Catherine is only ever referred to in terms of her 

“humiliating dismissal” from the family home, while Dickens emerges more as a frustrated 

patron than as the parent with whom the children actually lived.  Ironically titled Great 79

Expectations, the twofold structure (one section before Dickens died, and one section after) 

inadvertently discloses more concern with Dickens than with his children, the ostensible 

subjects of the book. 

iii. Early Biographical Fiction 

Early biographical fiction elides dealing with the complexities of Dickens’s fatherhood by 

presenting his children simply as part of the milieu of his life. In W. V. Y Dale’s I Rest My 

Claims (1948), the children take the form of a cacophony of voices, embedded in the 

narrative: 

  The whole household was thrilled by his decision to build an underground tunnel— 
   ‘We shall be able to play cops and robbers.’ 
   ‘No, we won’t. It would be noisy for father.’ 
   ‘He will play too. He shouts loudest.’ 
   ‘You can shout if father shouts, but we must be thoughtful for him. That is  
  what Aunt Georgina says.’ 

 Gottlieb, 17, 233. 78

 Gottlieb, 63. 79
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  The tunnel was to connect the house with the shrubbery […] situated on the other side 
  of the road.   80

Dale cultivates a sense of charming domesticity, worthy of Dickens the novelist, without 

going so far as to produce names or identities to distinguish “the children”. Instead, they are 

collectivised as a kind of background noise. Ursula Bloom takes a different approach in The 

Romance of Charles Dickens (1960). Determined to paint Dickens’s home life as untenable, 

Bloom focuses only on the facts of Catherine’s pregnancies, then the births and names of the 

children who result.  Even though many of the children are of school-age when the crux of 81

the narrative takes place, the novel offers no character-building of them whatsoever. Instead, 

the emphasis is placed on Dickens’s sympathetic response to the sickness and subsequent 

death of another character’s daughter.   82

The younger Dickenses gain more presence in Victoria Lincoln’s Charles (1962). The 

narrative references their nicknames, such as “Mamie” and “Wally”, and reports on their 

childish interactions. Still, the “avalanche of children” remain generalised and shadowy, as 

Lincoln prefers to dwell on Dickens’s own pathetic childhood.  Likewise, the Dickenses are 83

strangely absent from Hebe Elsna’s Unwanted Wife (1963), despite the prominence of 

Georgina as a character. Elsna, too, engages in fact-ticking: “In 1861 Charley returned from 

Hong Kong, and almost immediately married Bessie Evans”.  Otherwise, the narrative offers 84

no new way of understanding what it was like to have Dickens as a father; nor, for that 

matter, Georgina as a guardian, Catherine as a mother, and each other as siblings.  

Notably, early biographical fiction stubbornly presents the Dickens children as literal 

children. In real-life, when Dickens died even the youngest, Plorn, had reached the age of 

eighteen, while Charley was then thirty-three. Portraying the Dickenses in childhood 

emphasises their passivity, helplessness, and total dependence on their father, but it also 

suggests that they existed only in relation to him. Neo-Victorian biofiction revises this by 

reinstating the importance of their mother to the Dickenses’ self-esteem, as well as suggesting 
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that filial pressures were not all one-way. The next three focus texts imaginatively propose 

that the lives of eight Dickens children did not end in childhood but, in fact, continued, as 

they sought to carve out their own relationships, careers, and identities, both in England and 

abroad. 

III. Neo-Victorian Biofiction 

i. Focus Text 1: Girl in a Blue Dress 

Once again, Gaynor Arnold’s Girl in a Blue Dress (2008) offers an illustrative example of the 

concerns of this thesis. Arnold’s novel lends itself well to a discussion of biofiction based on 

the Dickens family because, unlike the other texts, it offers the full spectrum of their voices. 

As I have previously noted, Arnold’s biofiction circumvents historiographical difficulties by 

transfiguring the Dickenses into the Gibsons. Applying pseudonyms to all of the characters 

gives Arnold more latitude for invention, but is especially pertinent as regards Dickens’s 

children. Kristin Langellier argues that names “inscribe family history, personalise the 

identity of individuals, and interact with groups and forces outside family boundaries”, 

helping to define “self, family group and cultural identity”.  This process is complicated 85

when the family name is widely famous and, therefore, becomes to some extent public 

property. Changing the names distances the children from Dickens’s comical/tragical 

construction of them, allowing them to be seen as individuals in their own right. Once again, 

Arnold illustrates how the genre of biofiction can revive what seems to be a familiar story 

from a new, hitherto unconsidered angle. 

However, the novel takes further liberties with the lives of Dickens’s children that are not as 

immediately obvious. The most patent example is mathematical. Charles and Catherine 

Dickens had ten children, nine of whom survived infancy: seven sons and three daughters. In 

Arnold’s text, this becomes eight children, six of whom reach adulthood: three sons and five 

daughters. The eldest son, Charley, is eliminated in favour of the third child and second 

daughter, Katey (here Kitty), and the youngest, Plorn, is feminised into “Fanny”. Arnold 

 Kristin Langellier, Storytelling in Daily Life: Performing Narrative (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 85
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dispenses with the imperial engagements of Dickens’s sons, as well as their troubles with 

money. The death of Walter while serving with the Indian Civil Service abroad is also 

omitted. Indeed, biofiction like Girl in a Blue Dress conflates history with invention to such 

an extent as to “highlight”, as Ann Heilmann and Mark Llewellyn posit, “the ways in which 

the derivative nature of neo-Victorianism consumes the figures it seeks to emulate”.  Neo-86

Victorian authors who allow their political agenda to interfere with their fictional 

representation of a real-life person run the risk of engaging in a process of re-marginalisation, 

which is at odds with the aims of their project. The question here is whether Arnold’s novel 

really does redress the biographical simplification of the younger Dickenses when it carries 

out (factual) simplification itself. As Michael Benton rightly argues, readers bring to 

biographical narratives of renowned authors “construct[s] we have formed, however hazily, 

from the meanings, values, and emotional content of their works of art […], alongside their 

biographical portraits fashioned from quite different data”.  Though there may be a bedrock 87

of assumed knowledge amongst readers concerning a well-known historical figure like 

Dickens, on whom Arnold’s Gibson is evidently based, and his marriage to Catherine/

Dorothea, the lives of their children are more obscure, and therefore open to manipulation. 

Nevertheless, Arnold’s changes are carried out with a distinct ethical purpose, in line with the 

revisionist principle of biofiction. As the narrative makes clear, Arnold recomposes the 

Dickens family as the Gibsons in order to shed light on their father’s isolation of their mother. 

Richard Holmes contends that biography’s reduction of the family circle of Great Men “to 

footnotes, the unmarked grave at the foot of the page […], can be seen as a fundamental 

distortion within the form’s capacity to deal with life in its largest, broadest sense as we 

mostly experience it”.  Biofiction enables Arnold to conduct the alterations necessary to 88

reposition Catherine as centripetal to her children’s lives, at least in light of her husband’s 

death. In the words of Diana Wallace, this revisionary practice seeks to “recover a matrilineal 

genealogy”.  Weighting the family with a greater proportion of daughters adds to this effect, 89

since women were far less likely to go abroad in the Victorian era. Perhaps the novel declines 
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to fictionalise the imperial adventures of Dickens’s sons because keeping them in England 

emphasises their perceived “exile” in a different sense: not from their birth country, or from 

their father, but from their mother. According to this logic, Arnold eliminates Charley 

because he provided crucial support to Catherine after her expulsion from the family home; 

here, Dorothea necessarily moves away alone. Such alterations emphasise the severance of 

the domestic role, particularly in her relations with her children, that was forced upon 

Dorothea’s historical counterpart.  

Arnold re-situates Catherine at the apex of her children’s lives while acknowledging that this 

could only occur in their father’s absence. Although Gibson’s house seems cold and “‘dead’” 

without him, Dorothea’s grows lively and busy at the same time (239). Her adult children 

Alfie and Kitty, their families, and Eddie visit her for the first time since the marital 

separation. Even the children who aligned themselves with Gibson are open to reconciling 

with Dorothea, as she finds when she visits the family home, Park House. There, she 

experiences “the sudden recognition of a shared memory” with her estranged daughter, 

Louisa: “Alfred’s incubus” turns out to resemble her mother both physically and emotionally, 

despite years of Gibson’s dominance over her (262, 69). The character of Louisa is 

straightforwardly based on Mamie Dickens, who has long been defined as her father’s 

daughter despite sharing, as Arnold points out, a strong facial resemblance with Catherine.  90

Similarly, although Katey is often aligned with Dickens – her biography is entitled Charles 

Dickens’ Favorite [sic] Daughter – Arnold takes the opportunity to point out, through Kitty, 

the characteristics she shared with her mother. Kate Mitchell observes that in neo-Victorian 

fiction, “the loss of the mother symbolises the loss of history”, as well as “an ungrounding, or 

displacement and disruption of identity”.  Mitchell’s statement sheds light on Arnold’s 91

pressing of mother-daughter similarities in the novel. Usually, the isolation of Catherine 

Dickens from her children in biographical representations of the family suggests that they had 

only one meaningful parent, in the form of their father. Arnold unpicks this construction to 

insist that the children were as much Catherine’s as they were Dickens’s. 

 Mamie also replaced Catherine as the nominal mistress of the Dickens household, as ‘The Violated Letter’ 90

proclaims, Letters 8:742.
 Mitchell, 154.91
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In unveiling the Dickenses’ connection to their mother, however, Arnold’s text could be 

accused of concealing the less savoury aspects of their lives. Moreover, they are again 

defined as belonging to someone, or at least described in light of someone else’s life, instead 

of being presented as individuals in their own right. Anne Morey and Claudia Nelson allege 

that representations of the family in neo-Victorian fiction “permit a fantasy of belonging to a 

moment not the reader’s own, manifesting a desire to insinuate a contemporary self into the 

very phenomenon that Western liberal discourse now recognises as often dysfunctional, 

horrifying, or cruel”.  This disjuncture is relevant to Arnold’s biofiction. Although Dickens’s 92

letters tend to express rather hasty impatience – and penitence – in regards to the monetary 

affairs of his sons, extant receipts prove that most of his sons struggled to contain their 

spending within the boundaries of their income. Moreover, Walter, Frank, and Plorn were 

unsettled characters who preferred to lead peripatetic lives, which compromised the 

connections their father had painstakingly set up for them.  Dickens’s irritation with his 93

sons’ restlessness and recklessness is borne into his fiction, wherein, as Dianne F. Sadoff 

observes, “[he] continually imagines the father-son relationship as an economic one”.  94

Likewise in his letters, Dickens tends to equate his sons’ profligacy with failing in their duty 

to him as a father, and as a public man. Arnold responds to these issues by projecting the 

problems of the Dickens boys onto an essentially invented character: Dorothea’s son-in-law, 

Augustus Norris.  

Married to Kitty, Augustus revises the weak, sickly Charles Collins as a Wildean dandy. 

Augustus stays out all night, dominates his wife, and has no qualms about being 

“unceremonious” to her mother (31). Calling Dorothea “Ma”, he asks her for financial 

favours because of his propensity for “‘gambling; horse racing; lavish expenditure in all 

directions’” (194). To some extent, the Gibsons’ son Eddie also exhibits the love of 

extravagance exemplified by some of the Dickens boys. For instance, he visits Dorothea 

“wearing a very elegant black suit and puce waistcoat with a clove carnation in his 

buttonhole; and smelling heavily of lavender” (323). Unlike the Dickenses, however, Eddie 
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intends to maximise the potential of his interest in fashion by “‘setting up an outfitter’s 

shop’” (241). Eddie is, historically speaking, the same age as Sydney, and shares attributes of 

Henry and Alfred. But it is Augustus, not Eddie, who embodies the general(ised) Dickens son 

in Arnold’s biofiction, especially in his improvidence. He even speaks with the voice of a 

jaded heir, insisting that “‘there must be a fortune somewhere, Ma. All this beavering away as 

if his life depended on it’” (32). As Ansgar Nünning testifies of biofiction in general, Arnold 

is less invested in recalling specific “historical […] lives as such” than in “challenging and 

problematising the issues of representation and life-writing”.  Displacing the more 95

objectionable aspects of Dickens’s sons onto a son-in-law opens up a perspective free from 

Dickens’s overlay of paternal dissatisfaction. At the same time, the displacement avoids 

threatening the novel’s theme of reconciliation between Dorothea/Catherine and the children 

to whom she gave birth, and from whom she was forcibly parted. 

The most dramatic change Arnold applies to the Dickens family relates to the deaths of their 

daughter Dora (in 1851), and son Walter (in 1863). Arnold transmutes several key details of 

these events. Instead of being sudden, the deaths are not-unexpected; instead of being an 

infant and young man, the deceased are two girls, one newborn and the other seven years old; 

and instead of taking place twelve years apart, the events are spaced by just six weeks. Most 

significantly, Arnold places the children’s mother in the midst of each scene. Dorothea recalls 

that “when Ada finally passed away, I was given so much laudanum I can remember only 

blackness […] and the empty coffin being carried up the stairs” (206). Yet she is even less 

prepared for Florence’s death soon afterwards:  

I was not ready for her, and she was not ready for the world. […] I held her poor 
wizened body against me, trying to make her suck, trying to will her into life. But 
even as I looked at her, her mouth turned blue and her body grew limp; and I knew it 
was useless. I wept then; I crushed her into my bosom and refused to let her go. (206) 

Arnold’s representation of Florence’s death reworks that of Alice in Alfred’s arms many years 

earlier.  Here, however, the bodily relationship between mother and child is emphasised: 96

 Ansgar Nünning, ‘Fictional Metabiographies and Metaautobiographies: Towards a Definition, Typology and 95
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only Dorothea – not Gibson, not Sissy, not any other person – can provide sustenance for her 

child in the form of breast-milk. On one level, amalgamating Dora and Walter into Ada and 

Florence buys into the Victorian preference for idealising the deaths of little girls over those 

of young men.  However, Arnold’s factual changes are clearly designed to foreground the 97

mother’s experience. Catherine is notably absent from Dickens’s accounts of their children’s 

deaths, and in what Nünning terms the “positivist”, or automatised, biographical accounts 

that followed.  Arnold’s biofiction redresses this tradition by insisting on recognising – and 98

even prioritising – the grief of the dead children’s mother. 

Arnold also ensures that the remaining Gibsons are given space to articulate their liminality, 

caught between a celebrated father and a marginalised mother. The eldest child, Kitty, angrily 

constructs “the Public [sic]” as his second family, albeit one which supplanted the wife and 

children he had had at home. At the opening of the novel, she indignantly denounces the mass 

of strangers who have attended Gibson’s funeral in place of Dorothea: “‘As if it’s not enough 

that we’ve had to share every scrap of him with his Public for all these years, but no, they had 

to be centre stage even today, as if it were their father – or their husband – who had been 

taken from them!’” (2). The slippage between family and “Public” is reiterated by Eddie near 

the end of the text. During his reacquaintance with Dorothea, he recalls that he “‘hated’” how 

his siblings “‘scrummaged’” for their father’s attention, “‘as if the family were a miniature 

version of his damned Public’” (339). Eddie complains that he was as much of a faceless 

stranger to his father as any one of the readers: “‘He had no real idea of me – what I liked or 

didn’t like. I was only a boy with porcupine hair. And who did he say was his favourite child? 

Kitty? Alfie? Ada, even? No. Edward Cleverly, of course!’” (339). While the invented 

“Edward Cleverly” – Arnold’s version of David Copperfield – was Gibson’s favoured child, 

the living “Eddie” is the aggrieved son; but it is Eddie of whom Gibson probably knew less. 

This moment in the text invokes the nominal interplay of Dickens’s letters but, more 

importantly, supplies the kind of response that can only be imagined. 

The often acerbic comments of the Gibson children provide a chorus which resists their 

father’s claim (echoing the position adopted by Dickens) of open disclosure between all in 
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the household. The public status of their father renders his secretiveness at home even more 

estranging. According to Eddie, the children witnessed “‘all the stuff of domestic bliss’” from 

“‘behind closed doors’” (343). He flippantly lists “‘whispers from the servants […]. Shouts. 

Arguments. Sounds of drawers being pulled out. Screams. Sobbing. Crashings [sic]. Boots 

thrown against doors. Footsteps up and down the stairs’” (343). Like Kitty before him, Eddie 

accuses Dorothea of leaving “‘the rest of us high and dry’” (339). Their expression of hurt at 

Dorothea’s conduct in departing from the household adds nuance to Arnold’s project, refusing 

to paint the mother’s as the simplistic “good” side to the father’s “bad” side. By fictionalising 

the private experiences of Dickens’s children as fluid and ambivalent, the novel “denies fixed 

and homogenous versions of the historical past” typified by the sanitised memoirs of Charley, 

Mamie et al.  Moreover, it generates a compelling counter-narrative in a cultural climate 99

whereby Dickens’s “very name”, as Susan Zieger points out, “is a byword for the 

sentimentalisation of children’s suffering and dying”.  In the younger Gibsons, Arnold 100

suggests that the Dickens children were not simply the background tableaux lighting up their 

father’s image, but sentient personalities capable of making decisions – and observations – 

that displeased, or even defied, him, even if these went unrecorded at the time. 

ii. Focus Text 2: The Last Dickens 

The next focus text, Matthew Pearl’s The Last Dickens (2009), engages with the linguistic 

wordplay of Dickens’s letters. The title’s embedded claim to genealogy (“last”) is exploited in 

the opening chapter, which introduces not Charles Dickens but his son, Frank – not an 

English writer, but a military supervisor in Bengal, India. The novel further disrupts 

expectations by framing the first mention of “that particular name: Dickens” from the 

negative rather than celebratory point of view of Frank’s inferior, Turner, whose neck tightens 

as if “the word had been rotting deep inside him and now crawled back up his throat” (6). 

The bifocal principle of the Dickens name, referencing father and son, punctuates the rest of 

the narrative. As Frank’s character maintains, Dickens taught his children that “his name was 

our best capital and to remember that’” (56). The subplot endorses this view, with Turner 

commenting that “‘I’d rather be a son of Charles Dickens than the heir of the Duke of 
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Westminster when it’s time for promotions’” (53). Though Turner’s opinion is brought into 

question when he is revealed to be a traitor to the British army, he is granted the final word 

on Frank Dickens, just as he had the first: “‘Goddamn you and Goddamn Charles Dickens for 

bringing you on to this earth!’” (304). Of course, Dickens did not “bring” Frank into the 

world, Catherine did; but there is no room for the mother in a novel concerned with 

patrilineal legacies. 

Just like Arnold in Girl in a Blue Dress, Pearl foreshortens the number of biofictional 

offspring. In this case, Dickens is identified as the “father of eight children”, and Frank 

declares that he has “‘five brothers and two sisters’” (111, 56). Thus, Pearl dispenses with one 

of the Dickenses’ sons, as well as their dead daughter Dora.  The novel does name two 101

other Dickenses, but only in order to situate Frank in the family hierarchy, somewhere 

between “his older brother Charley” and “his diminutive younger brother Sydney” (290). 

There are, however, further chapters available online which centre upon Sydney.  102

Moreover, Pearl’s website mentions the historical event whereby Charley Dickens “caused 

tension within the family” after their father’s death “by secretly bidding for and buying 

Gadshill Place”.  When Charley subsequently sold Dickens’s writing chalet, Georgina and 103

the other children pooled their resources to buy it back – except Frank and Sydney, who both 

refused to contribute.  Though Pearl does not address this family drama in detail, his online 104

allusion to it indicates that a certain agenda guided the decision to concentrate upon the two 

defiant sons: Frank in the novel, and Sydney in the additional chapters online. At the same 

time, Pearl’s obvious immersion in historical sources lends a sense of “authenticity” to his 

fictional representation of the period. 

Pearl’s choice to focalise a subplot on Frank Dickens appears to challenge the biographical 

consensus that he was the least successful, and therefore the least memorable, of the Victorian 
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author’s children.  On the other hand, Frank’s personal weaknesses render him a fitting 105

counterpoint to the uncritical feting of his father acknowledged by, but also practiced in, the 

novel itself. The narrative’s investment in the rather unremarkable historical person of Frank 

is, for Pearl, justified by the fact that he carried the Dickens name. The details of Frank’s life 

are secondary to the fact of his parentage. David Ellis objects to the kind of biography which 

shifts the focus “away from the inner life towards the degree of the subject’s 

representativeness”.  Yet Pearl’s handling of the Dickenses shows that a similar practice can 106

occur in biofiction. For, by zooming in on Frank, The Last Dickens positions him as the 

representative son of Dickens. In this light, perhaps Frank was chosen over the others 

because his professional and personal failures dramatise the perceived disjuncture between 

the Dickenses and their father.  

According to the usual schema of neo-Victorian fiction, the dearth of information about a 

historical person opens up the space for creative (re)invention. As Caroline Lusin attests, 

narrative strategies availed by the genre compel authors to “take recourse in the imaginative 

possibilities of fiction in order to close gaps in factual information”.  But in this case, Pearl 107

demonstrates a persistent reluctance to shift from the known historical record, particularly as 

sourced from what he terms Dickens’s “invaluable” letters.  The narrative presents no 108

interest in Frank as an individual, and even conflates the character’s experiences with those 

of others within the family, as recorded in historical sources.  Yet this is in keeping with the 109

logic of the text. After all, the main plot-line is concerned with retrieving Dickens’s own 

words, and thus takes his right to have the final say for granted.  

Pearl’s foreshortening of the family line could simply be an aesthetic choice to cope with the 

number of Dickenses. As identified above, the risk here is that, as Marie-Luise Kohlke 

explains, “marginalised subjects may again be relegated to supporting roles – the very status 
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biofiction was supposed to rescue them from”.  Indeed, Pearl’s strategy rather unfairly 110

minimises the differences between the Dickens boys. The narrative refrains from directly 

naming Walter, Alfred or Henry, each of whom had equally strong links to “British India”, the 

setting of Frank’s scenes (354).  Walter’s absence is perhaps the most conspicuous, given 111

that he died suddenly while serving there. As for Charley, Pearl’s website twice states that he 

was “originally depicted as a character in The Last Dickens, but eliminated in a later draft”.  112

Charley was one of the two sons whom Dickens allowed to remain in England; the other, 

Henry, made a success of himself by becoming a lawyer. Yet neither “English” son seems 

distinguished enough for Pearl to adjust his scheme of collectivising all the sons together. 

While the historical chasm between the “English” and the “colonial” Dickenses is written 

into Pearl’s biofiction, it takes on a gender significance, so that the daughters are the 

“English” and the sons are the “colonial”.  

Unlike in Arnold’s text, the Dickenses here serve a collective function which is not 

compatible with the belated justice delivered to the single subjects of the previous chapters. 

Part of this is caused by the removal of Catherine. So rather than offer what Samantha J. 

Carroll terms “representative redress” for the Dickenses, Pearl instead turns his attention to 

Dickens himself, seeking to exonerate him from the charge that he dispatched his sons 

abroad.  The novel has Frank assert that he left England on his own volition. He tells a 113

Bengalese magistrate: 

 ‘Do you know what my father said when I told him I wished to go abroad, baboo? I 
 had asked him to supply only a horse, a rifle and fifteen pounds. My father laughed 
 and then assured me that I would be robbed of the fifteen pounds, be thrown from my 
 horse, and shoot my own head off with the rifle’. (56-7) 

Frank’s words, which are supposedly spoken only a week after Dickens’s death in 1870, 

closely paraphrase a comic letter Dickens wrote about the original Frank in 1859.  114

According to Louisa Hadley, “the quotation of a text within a different context always 

 Kohkle, ‘Neo-Victorian Biofiction’ 11.110

 Dick Kooiman, ‘The Short Career of Walter Dickens in India’, Dickensian 98 (2002), 14. 111

 Pearl, ‘The Last Dickens: Extras’, web.112

 Carroll, 194.113

 Letters 9:71, Dickens to Lavinia Watson, 31 May 1859.114
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transforms the original text” in neo-Victorian biofiction.  Yet if Pearl’s adjustment of the 115

historical source is supposed to grant Frank more power over his life, it has the opposite 

effect. The novel’s shadowing of Dickens’s words transforms an innocuous piece of family 

gossip into a confrontation between father and son, in which Frank becomes the witness to 

his own humiliation. Even in a revisionist text, Dickens remains the narrative authority as far 

as the children are concerned. 

Curiously, though, while the novel insists on rendering Frank the representative “Dickens”, it 

simultaneously distances him from his lineage. The narrative identifies him foremost as an 

“Englishman”, or “European”. Moreover, Frank’s subplot reveals him to be complicit in the 

British Empire’s questionable involvement with the opium trade. Indeed, Pearl strategically 

aligns Frank’s activities in India with the illicit book trade which undermines his father in 

America. In one of his longest speeches, the character announces that “‘it is our responsibility 

to ensure that the opium trade moves freely and safely through Bengal and then to 

China’” (304). This scene, with its political implications, exhibits the neo-Victorian impulse 

to be “doing something with the Victorian era”, as Helen Davies claims, “as opposed to just 

repeating or nostalgically harking back to a past era”.  While effectively rendering Frank 116

the mouthpiece of British imperialism, the novel remains silent about his real-life desertion 

from the Indian army six months after the events that are being fictionalised.  Given these 117

paradoxical shifts in construction, then, Pearl’s biofiction seems less concerned with the life 

story of Frank Dickens than with his symbolic potential as a colonial “Dickens” and a 

colonial “Englishman”.  

The additional chapters available online suggest how the novel could have differed had Pearl 

decided to feature more of Dickens’s sons, instead of representing them all through Frank. 

The six “extra” chapters centre upon Sydney’s naval experiences aboard the HMS Zealous 

while stationed off the Canadian west coast, during Dickens’s American reading tour. 

According to Elizabeth Ho, neo-Victorian novels set at sea tend to “illustrate a commitment” 

to examining the consequences of “a global, deterritorialised Victorian” legacy.  However,  118

 Hadley, 146-7.115

 Davies, 2.116

 Adrian, 180.117

 Ho, 189.118
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the new setting is only a superficial detail, because Sydney’s narrative strongly resembles 

Frank’s. Like Frank, Sydney ruminates over his father’s criticisms of him; like Frank, he 

attracts notoriety from his peers on the basis “that he [is] a Dickens”.  Again, Pearl lifts 119

details from various historical recollections, this time applying them to Sydney.  The only 120

minor discrepancy between the two narratives is that Sydney dwells more deeply on the 

significance of “the name Dickens”.  The name works like a tracking device on his 121

otherwise carefree life: at home, it exposes his extravagant spending habits to his family; 

abroad, it raises expectations in others as to his writing ability.  

Sydney’s chapters demonstrate how little Pearl prioritises the individuated experiences of the 

male Dickenses. As with Frank, the character is defined by his surname. In a study of literary 

celebrity, Alexis Easley maintains that “an authorial name – even when it is associated with 

the descendants of a famous writer, rather than their ‘original’ – carries a cachet that can be 

employed in the process of self-marketing”, though “the replicability of the name 

problematises its referentiality”.  Easley’s argument is borne out by the familiarity of these 122

extra chapters. Pearl’s website introduces the material with a recommendation that they “be 

read after the novel, so as not to spoil some of its story elements”.  ‘The Little Admiral’ 123

would indeed “spoil” the published narrative because it reproduces the “story elements” of 

The Last Dickens so much that it can be differentiated only by the focus on Sydney rather 

than Frank. Usually, additional material works as a means of managing research that could 

not be covered in the actual novel. So the replicated material signals that Dickens’s sons have 

been fictionalised by Pearl not to further their own recognition as individuals, as in other 

biofiction, but so that they might shed light on their father. The novel endorses the view that 

Dickens sought connection with a live audience through his readings, at great cost to his 

health, in order to escape the disappointment of his home life. In effect, Pearl’s focus on the 

boys’ professional and personal failures renders Dickens the object of readers’ sympathy. 

 Pearl, ‘The Little Admiral’ 5. 119

 See Footnote 109 of this Chapter. The portrayal is further bolstered by information taken from Ley’s notes to 120

Forster’s Life of Charles Dickens (470, n304a), though also unattributed. 
 Pearl, ‘The Little Admiral’ 5, 7, 27.121
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Pearl’s fictionalisation of the daughters, though an improvement upon his conflation of the 

sons, also tends to flatten the real-life personages. Though shining light on the historical 

existence of Mamie and Katey, Pearl’s novel strips them of professional and personal agency. 

Katey is identified not as a painter, her profession in real-life, but as the wife of one. 

Likewise, Mamie’s ability to shape narratives herself, both as an editor and memoirist, is 

downplayed in favour of casting her as a potential wife/widow. Unlike other novelists, Pearl 

bestows less attention on Katey than on Mamie. This seems to be because Katey’s married 

status as “Mrs Collins” signifies that she is, technically speaking, no longer a “Dickens” – an 

important point in a novel obsessed with the eponym (176). Nonetheless, Katey’s suggestion 

that her sister “‘should look just smashing in a bridal gown on [Osgood’s] arm’” causes social 

tension (210). In response, Rebecca muses that Mamie would be a “‘good match for any man. 

She is a Dickens’” (176; emphasis added). Mamie’s attractive qualities do seem tied up with 

her name, for she is mostly characterised as a silent onlooker, though resplendent in her 

mourning gowns. When Osgood gives her a beloved tazza, procured from the family auction, 

she announces: “‘I hold my father […] in my heart of hearts as a man apart from all other 

men, as one apart from all other human beings’” (249). The line is taken, almost verbatim, 

from My Father As I Recall Him.  Yet the fictionalised Mamie continues: “‘I wish never to 124

marry and have to change my name. So I can always be a Dickens’” (249). She then retires to 

a corner, weeping with the tazza. Arguably, the perfunctory domestic object reflects the role 

of Dickens’s daughters in the novel. Again, the novel offers evidence for the claim that “the 

neo-Victorian strategy of recovering historically sidelined subjects and silenced voices can 

itself prove highly selective – even to the extent of constituting a form of 

(re)discrimination”.  Overall, Pearl seems to fictionalise Dickens’s daughters simply in 125

order to aesthetically foil the other, more unpleasant, strands of the narrative. Even as mere 

ornaments, their purchase lies in the family name. 

 Mamie Dickens, My Father as I Recall Him 8.124

 Bonnie J. Robinson, 22.125
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iii. Focus Text 3: Drood 

The sensation novelist Wilkie Collins is the exemplary unreliable narrator of Dan Simmons’s 

Drood (2009).  “Wilkie”, as the narrator is known throughout the novel (following, perhaps, 126

the strategy of Collins’s biographer, Catherine Peters), pledges at the outset to reveal the “true 

story” of Dickens’s final five years of life (3).  This alternative history takes the shape of a 127

manuscript, which its author orders to be sealed until one hundred years after his death “for 

legal reasons as well as for reasons of honour” (4). In real life, Wilkie Collins was 

simultaneously Dickens’s personal friend, protégé, and competitor. He held a unique relation 

to the author in that his beloved younger brother, Charles, was a legal member of the Dickens 

family, having married the “favourite child”, Katey, in 1860 (198). Thereafter, Charles 

Collins became a frequent occupant of Dickens’s home at Gad’s Hill Place, where his brother 

often visited him. Simmons’s choice of narrator enables the conceit of unprecedented access 

to the author, in line with the Romantic tradition of biography. Julian North remarks that “the 

biographer must, ideally, be the housemate of his subject”, because “the domestic space […] 

signified the shared humanity of the subject and the reader”.  The novel takes advantage of 128

Collins’s alliance with the next generation, as the brother of Dickens’s son-in-law, by filtering 

the children’s perspective through his character. Himself a creative figure, “Wilkie” can, 

unlike the Dickens children, be credibly presented as having the vocabulary and the 

inclination to pursue the racier aspects of Dickens’s life for a twenty-first century audience. 

Simmons’s Wilkie is necessarily concerned with Dickens’s domestic life, not only because of 

his privileged status as an “insider”, but also because of his obsession with Dickens’s 

relationship to the ghoulish figure of “Drood”. Unbeknownst to Wilkie, “Drood” does not, in 

fact, exist, but is instead a displaced manifestation of Dickens’s trauma after the 1865 

Staplehurst railway accident.  Dickens exposes Wilkie to the idea of Drood while holding 129

his friend in a mesmeric trance in his study; but because the two are interrupted, Dickens is 

 Dickens published numerous works by Collins, most notably the novels The Woman in White [1860], ed. 126

John Sutherland (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998) and The Moonstone [1868], ed. John Sutherland 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999).

 Simmons lists Peters’s biography as a source in his ‘Acknowledgements’ page, 775. 127

 Julian North, The Domestication of Genius: Biography and the Romantic Poet (Oxford: Oxford University 128

Press, 2009), 12 and 11.
 Jill Matus examines Dickens’s real-life reaction to Staplehurst in ‘Trauma, Memory, and Railway Disaster: 129
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never able to end the mesmeric session. Years later, he confesses that persuading Wilkie of 

Drood’s existence “‘was sort of an experiment’”, preparatory to “‘writing a novel’”, evidently 

The Mystery of Edwin Drood (719, 720). The revelation effectively renders Wilkie’s entire 

narrative the extended treatise of a mesmerised patient. Simmons’s trick ending shows how 

neo-Victorian biofiction can provide the neat sense of closure withheld by the stagnated 

condition of The Mystery of Edwin Drood. At the same time, Dickens’s mesmerism 

externalises his creative process, displacing onto the character of Wilkie what Helen Gardner 

calls Dickens’s “powers of invention”, to which biofiction can not grant unmediated 

access.  So the narrator’s world becomes a mere segment of Dickens’s imagination, and 130

Dickens essentially takes over his own “true story”. The ending reiterates that Dickens holds 

overwhelming narrative control over sources pertaining to his domestic life, particularly at 

Gad’s Hill Place in the later years of his life. 

In fact, Simmons’s novel exhibits a complicated relationship to sources that do not directly 

derive from Dickens. Jane Smiley posits that “Charles Dickens is possibly the most amply 

documented literary sensibility in history”.  In addition to Dickens’s own writings, “he was 131

observed by relatives, friends, servants, acquaintances, fellow authors, and strangers, who 

wrote about him in reviews, articles, diaries, letters, biographies, memoirs, and 

autobiographies”. Drood tends to (re)marginalise these witnesses by claiming their 

observations for its narrator, during moments from which the real-life Wilkie Collins must 

have been excluded. In particular, the novel’s heavy reliance upon the memoirs of the 

Dickens children can seem suspect, given their publication well after the death of the original 

Wilkie Collins in 1889. Sometimes the characters know more than their historical 

counterparts would have, as when Wilkie learns of Dickens’s spell of child labour from Katey 

Dickens, who in real life did not discover this until the mid-1870s (285).  Nonetheless, the 132

novel negotiates what Sarah Gamble calls “the disjunction between past and present” evident 

in neo-Victorian fiction by using the mode of direct address.  Leaving aside the more 133

fantastical aspects of Wilkie’s narration, he offers the chance to (re-)imagine what it was like 

 Helen Gardner, In Defence of the Imagination (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1982), 47.130

 Smiley, v.131

 Mamie Dickens, My Father as I Recall Him 8.132

 Gamble, 127.133
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to be, as per Dickens’s children, subject to the economic and psychological dominion of the 

patriarchal hearth. 

Even so, the neo-Victorian dramatisation of scenes from the Dickens children’s memoirs can 

seem clumsy. One example concerns the story of Dickens sobbing into Katey’s wedding 

dress, sourced from Gladys Storey. Dickens crying “‘But for me, Katey would not have left 

home!’” to his remaining unmarried daughter (as in Storey) seems more credible than to the 

brother of his new son-in-law (as in Simmons).  At other points, Wilkie’s brother appears 134

randomly inserted into a scene, so that Charley Dickens’s recollection of first hearing 

Dickens practice the murder scene from Oliver Twist is conflated to “both Charleys”: 

“Charley Dickens and Charley Collins could see the blood and brain tissue flying” (549).  135

Wilkie’s narration is punctuated by qualifying statements, such as “I learned from Katey’s 

comments to my brother, Charley”, or “my brother reported Katey overhearing the Inimitable 

telling Georgina”, in a type of bricolage that can make the younger Dickenses seem like mere 

informants (208, 578). Still, as Eckart Voigts-Virchow convincingly argues, the charge of 

historical inaccuracy cannot be upheld “in the hybrid, muddled hermeneutic space of neo-

Victorianism”.  Simmons’s project is to insert a new or “neo” storyline within the known 136

facts of the last five years of Dickens’s life and, given the textual nature of history, these 

known facts must necessarily derive from the recorded observations of Dickens’s children of 

his life at Gad’s Hill Place.  

In setting much of the narrative at a family homestead, Simmons adheres to a popular 

strategy in neo-Victorian fiction.  Yet the novelist also critically invokes John Forster’s 137

stance on Dickens’s home life in the authorised biography of his friend. Forster’s reticence in 

regards to Dickens’s “domesticities” is, as Holly Furneaux observes, “at variance with the 

eloquence with which he documents the primary relationship of this text, the intimacy 

between himself and his subject”.  These terms are reversed in Wilkie’s narration, as his 138

collapsing intimacy with Dickens contrasts with the seemingly undue weight he places on 

 Storey, 106; Simmons, 199.134
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Dickens’s domestic sphere. Even through the character’s bleary perspective, Gad’s Hill Place 

is “the very model of a happy family’s beloved country home”, if only because the master 

wills it to be so: 

 In fact, Charles Dickens insisted that everyone within his circle do his or her part to 
 maintain the image, fiction, and—I am certain that he hoped, despite the absence of 
 the family’s mother, now banished, and despite tensions from within and without the 
 family—the reality of a happy family’s beloved country home (143). 

By corralling the various memoirs of the Dickens children, as well as visitors such as Hans 

Christian Andersen, Simmons manages to reanimate life at Gad’s Hill Place, with Dickens at 

the helm. This portrait includes fighting off the numerous animals who “welcome” visitors to 

the estate, including Mamie’s “tiny little Pomeranian”, and Sultan, the murderous (and 

murdered) “large Irish bloodhound”; transversing the private tunnel under the Dover Road to 

Dickens’s work chalet; encountering “Dickens’s favourite flower, scarlet geraniums”, 

throughout the gardens; and “wheezing like a lung-shot warhorse” on arduous twenty-mile 

walks in the surrounding countryside (169, 35, 715). In the haunted scheme of Wilkie’s 

narration, some of these domestic factors become imbued with sinister overtones. 

Nonetheless, the novel presents a persuasive approximation of what having Dickens “as a 

housemate” (using North’s term), or as a father, may have been like during these years.  139

The novel acknowledges how a sense of bountifulness, particularly of children and animals, 

is synonymous with the Dickensian ideas of “home”, family, and belonging. 

As Wilkie’s regular presence in the Dickens household in Simmons’s biofiction betrays, 

however, Dickens’s children could never really have their father to themselves at home. In 

Drood, Gad’s Hill Place is always in transit. Guest rooms are permanently occupied, there is 

a constant stream of (distinguished) visitors, and Christmases are occasions for professional 

networking, rather than family celebration. That Dickens chooses Wilkie, rather than a son or 

daughter, on whom to displace his Staplehurst trauma suggests that he felt closer to his 

friends than his offspring. As the novel shows, Wilkie has more access to Dickens than his 

children, despite their maturity and intelligence. Catherine Dickens is never mentioned by 

 North, 12.139
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name and, as Joachim Frenk declares, Dickens himself “is an absence” in the novel.  He is, 140

at least, an elusive figure, often fleeing to his magazine offices in Wellington Street, or 

private lodgings with Ellen Ternan, or going on public reading tours. In the Inimitable’s 

domestic orbit, everyone else seems a mere hanger-on; yet his frequent absences from home 

also force attention onto them. With all of Dickens’s children long dead, and Gad’s Hill Place 

converted into a primary school, Simmons’s novel shows how successfully biofiction can 

imaginatively reprise the lost Victorian world or, in this case, the Dickenses’ personal 

residence. 

Yet even a novel that is set primarily in Dickens’s own domestic hearth tends to conflate the 

Dickens boys, without regard to their individuation. The “colonial sons” Frank, Alfred and 

Sydney are granted only the briefest of mentions by Wilkie while Walter is, once again, not 

referred to at all.  Simmons avoids addressing the consequences of the boys’ exile from 141

Gad’s Hill Place, instead focusing on its remaining residents which, inevitably, means 

dwelling on the daughters. As the seasonal rhythms spelled out in the narration make clear, 

Gad’s Hill Place is the centre-point to which Dickens always returns, though most of his sons 

do not.  The eldest son Charley is turned into a proxy gossip for Wilkie’s benefit, thus 142

simplifying the ambivalence he felt towards Dickens after his parents’ separation.  The 143

youngest boys, Henry and Plorn, appear just once in the narrative, to assist with the 

destruction of Dickens’s personal correspondence. With the boys “hauling basket after basket 

of letters and files out from his study”, the girls beg their father “not to destroy such priceless 

literary and personal artefacts” – but to no avail (214). This scene, once again based on the 

younger Dickenses’ memoirs, signals how Dickens may have implicated his children in 

propelling forward his own view of history and domestic life. Willingly or not, they helped to 

obliterate the record of other voices who may have challenged, contradicted, or compromised 

their father’s own, inimitable, version of events. At the same time, Simmons succeeds at 

 Joachim Frenk, ‘Unending Dickens: Droodian Absences’, Neo-Victorian Studies 4.2 (2011), 144.140
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recreating the entire social dynamic of Gad’s Hill Place in the late 1860s without privileging 

any single perspective, and especially not Dickens’s.  

Refreshingly, Simmons foregoes the biographical tendency to characterise Dickens’s 

daughters in line with his childhood nicknames for them. Extrapolating from “Lucifer Box” 

and “Mild Gloster”, biographers tend to portray Katey as spoilt and fiery, and Mamie as 

reliable and docile, thus setting the two in opposition.  Simmons dispenses with this 144

artificial dichotomy by stressing the personal similarities between the sisters. In Drood, both 

Katey and Mamie love to socialise; both are forthright in their conversation, and become 

bored easily; both playfully flirt with members of their father’s inner circle; and both prefer 

to live in the extravagance of their father’s household than elsewhere. Most significantly, 

both daughters are stricken with an unhappiness which they express through provocative 

gestures. For instance, Simmons contravenes Mamie’s reputation as “the home daughter” (in 

Barbara Hardy’s words) by presenting her “walking alone and unprotected in the rain” in the 

streets of London, far from Gad’s Hill Place (686).  Meanwhile, Katey bluntly informs 145

Wilkie that his brother “‘knows that I have taken lovers and he knows why. Do you?’” (674). 

He does; after all, Frederick M. Holmes describes revisionist fiction as providing 

“provisional structures with which to make sense of the past”.  Hence, Simmons ascribes 146

Katey’s childlessness to the probable homosexuality of her husband, meaning that the 

marriage remains unconsummated. Sarah Gamble describes the neo-Victorian process of 

explanation as “the contemporary gazing at the Victorian gazing at itself”.  Yet like other 147

biofiction, Simmons’s text responds as much to biographical accounts of the twentieth 

century as it does to the Victorian era. 

In particular, the novel throws light upon the struggle Katey and Mamie must have faced in 

establishing separate identities, away from Dickens’s influence, and from each other’s. 

Katey’s character observes that “‘Charley and I spend so much time here at Gad’s Hill Place 

that it is almost as if I never left home’” (557). Her comment points to the key insight of this 
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portrayal of the female Dickenses: both are ensnared in a prolonged childhood. Wilkie must 

remind himself that these “girl[s]” are, in fact, grown adults: “Katey Dickens was—at almost 

thirty years of age—on the verge of becoming an old and bitter woman” (672). Of Mamie, he 

remarks that “at the advanced age of thirty-two, she was hardly still a young woman” (686). 

In the same vein, the habitual reproduction of Katey’s full name in the text, “Kate Macready 

Dickens Collins”, points out that she shares (or takes) the names of three eminent Victorian 

men, as she grapples with carving out an identity for herself. By showing the two female 

Dickenses within the dynamic of the family homestead, Simmons’s biofiction imparts a fresh 

perspective on their lives. The novel intimates that, while Dickens was trying to force self-

reliance into his sons by sending them away, his concurrent possessiveness over his daughters 

likely inhibited their chances of developing a distinct sense of selfhood. 

IV. Conclusion 

Dickens’s children colluded in the myth of his centrality by making him the main character of 

their autobiographical memoirs. Biofiction strives to avoid easy reductionism by imagining 

what life was like from the Dickenses’ – rather than Dickens’s – perspective. However, neo-

Victorian authors make creative choices which necessarily disinherit some of the author’s 

children. Although the girls, Mamie and Katey, are represented in each of the focus texts, 

there is more variability in representations of the boys (most of whom are transformed into 

girls, in Arnold, or are excised altogether, as in Simmons). Clearly, it is deemed easier to 

represent the daughters of Dickens in biofiction than his sons. Katey appears to be privileged 

in biofiction on the Dickens children because of her importance in revealing details of their 

parents’ marital separation, via Storey, which reinforces how central historical evidence is to 

the genre. Nowhere near as much space in any novel is given to the Dickens boys. Even 

Frank, who carries an entire narrative thread in Pearl, remains almost indistinguishable from 

Sydney and Charley, both of whose chapters were deleted. In this sense, authors follow 

Dickens’s lack of qualms about adjusting the frontiers of his family to account for the surplus 

of boys. The documentary element of the genre obliges authors to draw on real events, but 

without having to acknowledge that they have collapsed the number of children, or the 

individuation of their experiences. 
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Biofiction usually revises biography’s valorisation of the individual. However, the sheer 

number of Dickenses – ten in total, eight living at the time of their father’s death – presents 

undeniable structural issues for each of the novels discussed above. In the concentrated 

sphere of biofiction, it is deemed counterproductive to keep track of the various milestones, 

marriages, and mutinies of a large cast of characters when one representative example will 

suffice. Even so, there is more variety in these textual representations of the subject figure(s) 

than in previous chapters: Arnold’s novel is concerned with emphasising the resentment of 

the Dickens children, and reinstating their closeness to their mother; Pearl’s depicts them in a 

negative light in order to generate sympathy for Dickens’s strained fatherhood; and 

Simmons’s shows how dynamic social life at Gad’s Hill Place could be, in spite of Dickens’s 

frequent absences. Crucially, the fictionalised double of Dickens is held mostly offstage in 

these instances of neo-Victorian (re)writing. Narrative events concerning the children take 

place in light of (the anticipation or the aftermath of) Dickens’s death, as if the condition of 

democratising Dickensian biography through biofiction is his removal from the scene. 

Nevertheless, the novels are less concerned with detailing the lives of the Dickens children 

than with interrogating the myth of the Dickensian family. Despite aesthetic differences 

between the texts, what this set of biofiction confirms is that the neo-Victorian project is 

shadowed by a counter-project: in the end, fictionalising the numerous Dickenses alongside 

their celebrated father only re-illuminates his star all the brighter.
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CONCLUSION 

i. The Hoax 

In 2002, The Dickensian published a short article by Stephanie Harvey, entitled ‘Dickens’s 

Villains: A Confession and a Suggestion’.  This purported to translate a letter written by 1

Fyodor Dostoevsky in 1878, recalling his surprisingly candid encounter with Dickens in 

London eighteen years earlier. The letter had not previously been published in English, but 

was apparently sourced from a 1987 issue of an obscure Kazakhstan journal. Dostoevsky 

wrote: 

 There were two people in him, [Dickens] told me: one who feels as he ought to feel 
 and one who feels the opposite. From the one who feels the opposite I make my evil 
 characters, from the one who feels as a man ought to feel I try to live my life. Only 
 two people? I asked.  2

Naturally Dostoevsky’s reported insight into the multiplicity of Dickens was seized upon by 

biographers and their reviewers, including Malcolm Andrews (2006), Michael Slater (2009), 

and Claire Tomalin (2011).  Subsequent publicity in 2012, however, exposed Harvey’s 3

account as apocryphal. Andrews, Slater and Tomalin hastily deleted the relevant passages in 

later editions of their works, and publicly defended their scholarly practice. Andrews, who 

had first published (and publicised) Harvey’s claims as editor of The Dickensian, affixed an 

‘Important Notice’ to each of its digital pages, announcing his “regret and apology” that “the 

letter extract is a hoax”.  Dickens scholars were vexed that in the ten years before 2012, no 4

one had discovered that the letter by Dostoevsky did not exist; that the journal cited in the 

article did not exist; and that even the supposed translator, “Stephanie Harvey”, did not, in 

fact, exist, but was the alias of an independent male scholar.  What attracted the most 5

opprobrium was how easily the archives proved that no meeting between Dickens and 

Dostoevsky could ever have occurred. 
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Ironically, not one of these points would have carried much weight had Harvey’s work been 

presented within the bounds of biofiction. The assumed voice of a real-life figure, the 

fabricated source, and the scene imagined in ‘Dickens’s Villains’ are typical elements of the 

genre’s imaginative projections within historical gaps. In fact, the selective inclusion of 

biofiction in scholarly works is an unopposed development in Dickens studies.  Andrews, the 6

editor who published and then denounced Harvey, had previously commended Ackroyd’s 

fictional interludes in Dickens as “an effort to recover for the modern reader the disturbing 

living presence of Dickens”.  He had himself imitated the practice by offering “one or two 7

[actually, three] tentative dramatic reconstructions” in his monograph, Charles Dickens and 

his Performing Selves.  In these passages, Andrews creatively transforms his readers into 8

audience members present at Dickens’s public readings in London or New York in the 1860s. 

The recently updated version of Forster’s Life, edited by Holly Furneaux, is furnished with 

two examples of Andrews’s endeavour.  Furneaux also picked another lengthy extract from 9

Gaynor Arnold’s Girl in a Blue Dress. Sitting beside Forster’s text, the scene describes the 

extreme grief of Alfred Gibson (Arnold’s Dickens) after the death of Alice Millar (Mary 

Hogarth). The depiction of Dickens’s grief, narrated by a biofictional avatar of his wife, both 

enlivens and complicates Forster’s rather dry “real” account. Furneaux further recommends 

Carey’s Jack Maggs for readers wishing to access “modern interpretations of [Dickens’s and 

Mary’s] relationship”.  So there appears to be some consensus emerging in Dickens studies 10

that the imaginative possibilities of biofiction can work to clarify omissions (or alterations) 

made to the extant record. The direct speech and dramatic actions of fictionalised characters 

convey a sense of immediacy, and therefore of heightened intimacy, often missing from 

conventional biographical accounts. 

The Harvey episode provides some insight into the fraught intersection between biofiction 

and biography. In light of the revelation of its inauthenticity, the vocabulary applied to 

 As with other Victorian figures; see, for instance, D. J. Taylor, Thackeray (London: Chatto and Windus, 1999).6

 Malcolm Andrews, ‘Charles Dickens, “Dickens” and Peter Ackroyd’, in Imitating Art: Essays in Biography, 7

ed. David Ellis (London: Pluto Press, 1993), 176.
 Malcolm Andrews, Charles Dickens and his Performing Selves: Dickens and the Public Readings (Oxford: 8

Oxford University Press, 2006), viii. See 4-8, 176-7, and 219-25.
 Holly Furneaux, ed., The Life of Charles Dickens: The Illustrated Edition, by John Forster (New York: Sterling 9

Publishing, 2011), 389 and 400.
 Furneaux, ed., The Illustrated Edition 66.10
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Harvey’s article dramatically altered from fervent affirmations to morally-loaded disclaimers 

such as “scam”, “faked”, and “fraud”. Michael Hollington went so far as to publicly accuse 

the author of being a fantasist, afflicted with “some sort of psychological issue”.  11

Hollington’s views were aired in the Australian media – the same forum where critics had, 

several years earlier, unanimously praised Flanagan’s Wanting, despite its dubious handling 

of historical sources. No qualms had been raised regarding Flanagan’s use of Robert’s 1928 

novel, This Side Idolatry, as if it were a genuine archival document.  Unlike Harvey, though, 12

Flanagan declared at the outset that his work was fiction. The “democratisation” of 

storytelling is, as Samantha J. Carroll points out, crucial to postmodernism; but whereas those 

who cited ‘Dickens Villains’ reused a piece of fiction inadvertently, Flanagan adapted it 

deliberately.  What this contrast suggests is that Harvey’s narrative has been isolated and 13

dismissed as a “hoax” because its fictional nature went unacknowledged by its author before 

being circulated, cited, and re-adapted by others.  

This thesis has worked closely with the idea of neo-Victorian writing, of which biofiction is 

an example, as the author’s intentional reworking of prior texts.  The furore over Harvey 14

suggests that the reader, whom Kate Mitchell identifies as “the bodily means through which 

the past is mediated, or revived”, must consent to this process.  Tellingly, many reactions to 15

Harvey’s account were framed in terms of frustrated wish-fulfilment. Grace Moore describes 

the story as “almost irresistible”, “tantalisingly attractive”, and the “most compelling of 

literary deceptions”.  For Eric Naiman, it “appeals to our fancy” while “comforting us with a 16

reaffirmation of what we already know”.  What the Harvey episode suggests is that a kind of 17

contract exists between the reader and the author of narratives based on “real” lives. 

Biofiction is not biography, as Harvey pretended, but its colourful double. Here, the 

impossible can be willed to (have) happen(ed), to the satisfaction of both author and reader. 

Caroline Lusin makes the crucial point that “the ideal reader of fictional biographies should 

 Michael Hollington, interview with Robyn Williams, ‘What the Dickens!’, ABC, 18 May 2013, web, 13 11

January 2014. Another comment during the same interview suggests where the issue really lies: “obviously 
there are some embarrassed people”.

 See “Chapter Four: Ellen Ternan”.12

 Carroll, 190.13

 Heilmann and Llewellyn, 4. 14

 Mitchell, 34.15

 Grace Moore, ‘Euro Dickens’, Times Literary Supplement, 9 April 2014, web, 31 August 2014.16

 See Eric Naiman, ‘When Dickens met Dostoevsky’, Times Literary Supplement, 10 April 2013, web, 11 April 17

2013.
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be able to weigh the tension between what is ‘fact’ and what is ‘fiction’ and to identify the 

intertextual references that are embedded in the texts”.  Readers are prepared to buy into the 18

conjectures and embellishments of biofiction, with the reservation that events being depicted 

may – and yet may not – have happened in real life. In this case, by failing to declare the 

fictionality of the text, Harvey cheated the other half of the exchange. 

ii. The Dickens Brand 

The popularity and success of biofiction, particularly with a subject as oversubscribed as 

Dickens, spells out how biography has mutated in order to meet the readerly desire for more 

narrative. As demonstrated by the long bibliography which makes up the “Biographical 

Accounts” sections of this thesis, Dickens’s story has already been told, and often. There is 

an overabundance of Dickens’s “lives”: thirty-seven full-length studies were in circulation 

even before Ackroyd’s Dickens came out in 1990.  Given biofiction’s reliance on such 19

materials, the genre can be seen as adding onto, or amplifying, biographical readings of 

Dickens’s life. To this extent, shifting the narrative focus from Dickens onto his domestic 

circle is a commercially viable move, designed to attract more readers to an apparently 

exhausted subject. After all, neo-Victorian biofiction based on Dickens combines the “limited 

number of marketable [biographical] subjects” observed by Miranda Seymour with the “neo-

Victorian market sales corollary” noted by Heilmann and Llewellyn.  The advantage that 20

novelists have over biographers is that they can counter potential fatigue with a familiar life 

by making bold creative choices. Differences across the texts used in this thesis mostly point 

to the variable interpretation of the same sources. For example, Pearl has Dickens die at 

Gad’s Hill, in accordance with Forster’s Life, whereas Rackham shows him die at Ellen 

Ternan’s lodge, in a dramatisation of Tomalin’s ‘Postscript’.  Such variability undermines 21

the notion of an “accepted” record of events. Indeed, this thesis has consistently demonstrated 

how biofiction can breathe life into the frustratingly truncated materials on which biography 

is built.  

 Lusin, 281. 18

 Sutherland, ‘A Terrible Bad Cold’, web.19

 Seymour, 266; Heilmann and Llewellyn, 27.20

 Forster, Life of Charles Dickens, ed. Ley 850-2; Tomalin, ‘Postscript’ 276-81. See “Chapter Four: Ellen 21

Ternan”.
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Although biofiction lacks the scholarly integrity of orthodox biography – in the form of 

footnotes, index, appendix – this means it can overlook the limits imposed by such 

documentation. John Sutherland observes that in “an academic’s view […] biographies, like 

legal cases, are built on the hard evidence of literary remains and interviewable eye-

witnesses. No Aspern papers, no Aspern biography”.  What in biography is factual error, or 22

the capricious use of documentary sources, becomes in biofiction a matter of the author’s 

creative or aesthetic choices. Nevertheless, practitioners of neo-Victorian biofiction are keen 

to add a scholarly dimension to their novels in the form of acknowledgements pages. These 

provide a forum for authors to outline their academic credentials, but not at the expense of 

their creative autonomy. With the exception of Carey, all the novelists analysed in this thesis 

express gratitude to Dickens scholars, and some even list the relevant bibliographic data. 

Perhaps Carey felt that altering the identities of the principal “real-life” characters licensed 

him to dispense with documenting the sources he used to (re)construct them.  Significantly, 23

each novelist gives credit not to Dickens “for the events of his crowded and fascinating life”, 

as Arnold states, but to his biographers (440). Moreover, none of the actual narratives 

reference Dickens’s fiction unless it serves the political argument being made: that is, in order 

to show how his “real-life commitment” to the ideals of his writing fell short.  Skirting 24

around the Dickens canon indicates that biofiction is primarily concerned with the wider 

cultural myth that has been woven around the Victorian author, rather than his novels as such. 

As I have noted in this thesis, “Dickens” and “the Victorian era” are strongly correlated in the 

cultural consciousness. Georges Letissier recognises that “Dickens is the emblematic figure 

of Victorian fiction, if not of the Victorian era”.  The subject matter of the focus texts in this 25

thesis is placed at a series of removes: not Victorian, but neo-Victorian; not Dickens’s fiction, 

but his biography; not Dickens, but his relatives. As Louisa Hadley explains, “the condition 

 Sutherland, ‘A Terrible Bad Cold’, web.22

 Arnold, the only other author to amend the Hogarth/Dickens names in her novel, declares in her ‘Afterword’ 23

that although the Dickenses’ marriage was “the inspiration for this book, […] I have taken a novelist’s liberties 
in creating my own story of Alfred and Dorothea Gibson” (440). Here Arnold equates her alteration of the real-
life names with narrative control.

 Julia Novak and Sandra Mayer, ‘Disparate Images: Literary Heroism and the “Work vs Life” Topos in 24

Contemporary Biofictions about Victorian Authors’, Neo-Victorian Studies 7.1 (2014), 45.
 Letissier, 113.25
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of secondariness is fundamental to neo-Victorian fiction”.  Yet “coming second” does not 26

necessarily translate to an inferiority in quality, merely a belatedness that is dependent upon 

certain historical figures remaining unvoiced (or under-voiced). One result of forcing 

attention from Dickens onto his family network is a series of entry-points for reexamining his 

perceived mastery over the period in which they lived. Dickens’s legend as a “Great Man” is 

crucial to the schema of neo-Victorian biofiction based on him. His fame means that the 

details of his life were preserved in writing, whether his own or otherwise. Since obscure 

lives went mostly unrecorded in the Victorian era, biofiction can use Dickens’s biography as 

the template for exploring them, via his friends and family. As Mark Llewellyn states, “neo-

Victorianism embraces a kind of democratism of imaginative representation that is not 

always found in Victorianism”.  Using Dickens as a gateway to “Other” stories surmounts 27

the impossibility of gathering source material on unknown figures, or having to justify why 

those individuals should deserve sustained biographical attention.  The transformation of 28

Dickens into a minor character problematises the Victorian valorisation of “Great Men”. Lena 

Steveker notes that in biofiction, “‘Greatness’ and ‘genius’ are exposed as exterior 

ascriptions”.  The catch, as is evident throughout this thesis, is that novelists still depend 29

upon Dickens’s familiarity as a “Great Man” for narrative interest. Nonetheless, biofiction 

brings the people who facilitated his everyday life into focus as barometers of (current 

interpretations of) their time.  

iii. Ethical Considerations 

Since biofiction uses specific Victorian lives to engage with broader twenty-first century 

issues, the shift to “neo”-Victorian spells out the transferral of narrative priorities. My focus 

texts challenge the gaps in historiography by delving into the interstices of Dickens’s 

manifold biography, and fixating upon his forgotten – but considered no less important – 

family and friends. William St Clair remarks that according to the logic of some biographies, 

“the only people whom their subjects met were other famous people”.  Neo-Victorian 30

 Hadley, 58.26

 Llewellyn, 167.27

 These are common objections to writing biographies of obscure subjects, as noted by Atkinson, 4.28

 Steveker, 76.29

 St Clair, 231.30
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authors throw this convention into relief by building and prioritising relationships between 

“secondary” characters. Fleshing out the experiences of Mary Hogarth, Catherine Dickens, 

Georgina Hogarth, Ellen Ternan and (to a lesser extent) the Dickenses highlights the capacity 

of the genre to empower lost subjectivities, and to express what seems unarticulated in extant 

texts. In my focus texts, “rewriting may be read as a re-righting gesture”, to re-employ 

Chantal Zabus’s terms.  There is a distinctly ethical impulse to the genre, with the capacity 31

to deliver belated justice to uncelebrated figures by “talking back” to the Victorian texts 

through imagined counter-narratives.  Decentring Dickens means undermining the authority, 32

and thus the implied superiority, of (his) archival record of events. 

However, as intimated, focusing on the Hogarth/Dickens circle does not derive from a purely 

altruistic impulse. Indeed, biofiction makes omissions of its own. Not one of my focus texts 

does more than glance at Dickens’s birth family, and only Vukelic acknowledges the 

additional presence of Fred Dickens alongside Mary in the household at Doughty Street. 

Furthermore, as the Pilgrim Letters attest, Dickens held strong ties with many independent 

women: businesswomen, writers, philanthropists. So why focus on Dickens’s relations with 

women in his domestic context, women who were dependent upon him? What my research 

suggests is that biofiction is primarily interested in women with whom Dickens had, or may 

have had, sexual relations. These narratives dwell upon the erotic details of Dickens’s 

biography: the intensity of his memorialisation of Mary; the creation of his many children 

with Catherine; the ambiguous intimacy with Georgina in his later years; the secrecy of his 

relations with Ellen. As for the children, his relationships with them are construed as difficult 

in the face of his marital separation and pursuit of Ellen Ternan. To some extent, biofiction’s 

foregrounding of sexuality has been inherited from biography.  Yet novels are even less 33

invested in representing the verifiable facts than in speculating outside the historical record. 

Marie-Luise Kohlke is right to declare that biofiction “display[s] affinities with sensationalist 

tabloid journalism and the celebrity exposé”.  Arguably, Dickens’s home relationships are 34

foregrounded in biofiction because of their scandalous potential. 

 Chantal Zabus, ‘Subversive Scribes: Rewriting in the Twentieth Century’, Anglistica 5.1 (2001), 191.31

 Davies, 3. 32

 Sutherland, ‘Nelly Gets Her Due’, web.33

 Kohlke, ‘Neo-Victorian Biofiction’, 8.34
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Significantly, not one of the Hogarth/Dickens family is fictionalised in my focus texts beyond 

the year of Dickens’s death, even though most of them continued to live for twenty to sixty 

years afterwards. So what seems to render these figures memorable – and worthy of being 

remembered in biofiction – is their relationships with Dickens; and to that extent, what makes 

these narratives compelling is what they imply about Dickens. Kohlke states that there is 

“less risk” in biofiction “of expropriating the Other’s actual voice, since self-representations 

by the marginalised subject will often be limited or non-existent”.  However, there is what 35

Margaret D. Stetz identifies as “the danger of smugness” in this kind of attitude.  While 36

Dickens’s fame and dominance over the period in which he lived makes him a fair target for 

re-examination, none of my focus subjects voluntarily put their personal lives on show in the 

public arena.  In this sense, the presumption of their voices in biofiction flagrantly 37

disregards the silence, or qualified admissions, they elected to exercise on record. Hence, 

every re-voicing of a real historical figure, no matter how ethically driven, involves some 

element of (re)objectification. After all, the primary purpose of invoking the private emotions 

and sexual behaviour of dead figures is for entertaining – and satisfying – modern readers.  38

At the same time, biofiction does important work in drawing attention to the ways that 

historical lives have been under- or misrepresented. The web of perspectives presented in 

biofiction acts to remind readers that Dickens’s life was not conducted in isolation, and so 

advocates that accounts of his life and times should swell to include the roles played by 

“Others”.  

Since biofiction is based on real people, treating them as fictional characters has tangible 

consequences, allowing “biomythography” to flourish. Michael Benton explains that 

“biomythography dissolves the distinction between the ‘actual life’ and the ‘posthumous life’, 

between the period of the biographee’s existence and the period of biographical interpretation 

that succeeds it”.  A useful example concerns my visit to Highland Road Cemetery, 39

Portsmouth, during Dickens’s bicentenary celebrations in 2012. At the gate, clear signs 

directed visitors to “The ‘Dickens’ Graves”, including those of the Ternan sisters and Maria 

 Kohlke, ‘Neo-Victorian Biofiction’ 10.35

 Margaret D. Stetz, ‘Neo-Victorian Studies’, Victorian Literature and Culture 40.1 (2012), 339.36

 Even those who wrote memoirs about Dickens, or posthumously edited his works, were remarkably self-37

effacing, as mentioned in “Chapter Three: Georgina Hogarth” and “Chapter Five: The Dickenses”. 
 Heilmann and Llewellyn, 114.38

 Benton, Literary Biography 63. 39
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Winter.  Yet the person deemed “Ellen Ternan” was, in fact, buried under her married name 40

of Ellen Wharton Robinson. Further, she was buried alongside the body of George Wharton 

Robinson, meaning that her grave also (literally) belongs to her husband. Yet according to the 

Highland Road Cemetery, the grave (figuratively) belongs to Dickens, too. For each of “The 

‘Dickens’ Graves” was accorded a second headstone, marked “Dickens 2012”, and set into 

the grass where the real human remains lay. During my visit, I found the subordination of 

Ellen’s grave (and actual remains) to the Dickens industry problematic, if not disrespectful to 

her memory. In the biographical notes, she is described flippantly as “the love of Charles 

Dickens from 1857 to his death in 1870”, and “living on as Helen Landless in ‘Edwin 

Drood’.” There is no mention of her husband, despite his irrefutable presence at the gravesite. 

The dilemma here is that despite my discomfort, I would never have visited the cemetery in 

the first place, without the Dickens connection. Arguably, then, the treatment of people buried 

at Highland Road Cemetery as both fictional and real, anonymous and famous (by 

association), identified and objectified is a fitting parallel to – and a byproduct of – the work 

of biofiction. 

One real-life ramification of transforming real historical lives into narrative figments is the 

appropriation of the graves at Highland Road Cemetery. Another is that what is presented as 

speculation in biography, and imagined reconstruction in biofiction, may solidify as historical 

“fact” owing to what Julie Sanders terms “cultural osmosis”.  For instance, the film 41

adaptation of The Invisible Woman (2013) flagrantly depicts Dickens impregnating Ellen 

Ternan, and shows her giving birth to a stillborn son in France.  Without the ambiguity 42

attending to biofiction (or biography), film audiences would be left with the impression that 

these events “really” occurred. Arguably, being categorised as “Fiction” makes novels more 

transparent about using imaginative license to address historical conundrums. At the same 

time, in seeking belated justice for misrepresented figures, novelists commit the very acts of 

prevarication, obfuscation, and distortion that their texts accuse of Dickens and his 

biographers. Hence, biofiction forms part of the slippery slope whereby speculation has the 

potential to become doctrine in cultural memory. Cora Kaplan makes the important point that 

 A. J. Pointon, ‘A Guide to the “Dickens” Graves: A Self-Guided Walk’, Friends of Highland Road Cemetery, 40

no date, web, 28 November 2013. A copy of this was printed at the cemetery gate in July 2012.
 Sanders, 13. 41

 The Invisible Woman, dir. Ralph Fiennes, Lionsgate, 2013, film.42
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“the healthy demand” for biofiction shows that the postmodern “death of the author” has 

“been greatly exaggerated, or, conversely, that the threat has breathed new life into the idea of 

the author”.  Yet, Michael Greaney observes, “the author-as-character conceit could equally 43

suggest that writers have always been simply figments of the literary imagination”.  The 44

gaps in Dickens’s life are unresolvable, and therefore lend themselves to endless re-visioning 

through biofiction. In this sense, each new novel helps to rejuvenate, rather than dismantle, 

the cultural myth which surrounds Dickens. 

iv. Final Remarks 

Since neo-Victorianism remains an emerging area of study, there are still other directions 

which may be pursued, especially as regards biofiction. For this thesis, I have examined 

together a group of novels which happen to address the historiographic representation of real 

people who were connected to Charles Dickens. Using a comparative approach, I have sought 

to locate recurring patterns across the texts, from which to generalise. In so doing, I may have 

minimised certain textual elements which did not serve my argument. For instance, I have 

downplayed how authors negotiate other minority and celebrity perspectives, and chosen to 

overlook aesthetic concerns, such as how convincingly they have reconstructed the historical 

period in question.  Yet this is a matter of working within the parameters of my 45

interpretation, not a sign of a reductionism that is endemic to the genre, as Christian Gutleben 

has claimed.  Future possibilities for study include weighing up the characterisation of 46

Wilkie Collins as Dickens’s lackey, rather than a major Victorian figure in his own right (as in 

Drood), or interrogating the ethics of transforming Sir John Franklin into a rapist for the 

purpose of dramatic entertainment (as in Wanting). As it stands, analysing many novels on 

one particular basis may inadvertently collapse the differences between them. Nonetheless, 

evidence of what Kate Mitchell terms “the unique resonances of individual texts” can be 

found in each of my chapters.  Underlying neo-Victorianism’s power is the political impetus 47

that enables authors to provide plural, tentative, and alternate structures for remembering 

 Cora Kaplan, Victoriana 70-1.43

 Greaney, 59.44

 The cursory historical detail in most of my focus texts suggests that the authors are interested not in the 45

Victorian era in itself, but in how Dickens reflects it.
 Gutleben, 90.46
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historical lives. In this spirit, other scholars may choose to adopt different angles, research 

questions, or priorities from my study, which will only ensure lively academic debates in this 

cutting-edge area. 

At the centre of neo-Victorian biofiction is a political commitment to broadening the voices 

of history. The genre seeks to make history more elastic, expanding it for new angles and 

perspectives, and contracting it to eliminate Victorian prejudice. Informed by postmodern 

ideals, authors such as Peter Carey, Jeff Rackham, Audrey Thomas, Richard Flanagan, 

Gaynor Arnold, Matthew Pearl, Dan Simmons, and Anne-Marie Vukelic seek to infer, bring 

into focus, and validate the emotional experiences of figures who were traditionally occluded 

from history: women, children, homosexuals, racial minorities; Mary Hogarth, Catherine 

Dickens, Georgina Hogarth, Ellen Ternan, assorted Dickenses. The marginalised figures of 

their novels affirm that even names relegated to footnotes in the lives of Great Men were 

once living and feeling people too, and thus equally deserving of modern notice. Yet the 

question remains as to how much advocacy the subject figures of this thesis would attract 

without their famous connection. Indeed, the sympathetic construction of Dickens’s domestic 

circle is born from contemporary preoccupations with celebrity and sexuality. Dwelling upon 

Dickens’s historical relations with women and children enables authors to direct attention to 

the more “scandalous” aspects of his private life. Evidently, then, biofiction featuring the 

Hogarth/Dickens family seeks to write about Charles Dickens, an otherwise exhausted 

subject, by sleight of hand. Yet even if authors are reluctant to depart too far from the 

celebrated man’s biography, they do pursue a more democratic approach by emphasising the 

networks at the centre of his private life. My thesis proves the resilience of canonical works 

and figures, but also the importance of altering, and augmenting, traditional practices, in 

order to accommodate the issues of today. Neo-Victorian biofiction based on the Hogarth/

Dickens circle offers an ersatz version of, and a fresh avenue into, reading Dickens in the 

twenty-first century. 
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